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 centuries CE). The leaders of this genre are famous poet-lovers 
who were known for their dramatic love stories and unique poetry, such as Majnu@n 
Layla@, Qays Lubna@ and Jami@l Buthaynah. There is a common presumption of the 
absence of the concept of the body in al-ghazal al-‘udhri @; most scholars to date have 
only reproduced commonly- held ideas about the purity of ‘udhri @ love without doubting 
its supposed chastity. This thesis, however, argues that the body has a privileged position 
in al-ghazal al-‘udhri @. It shows that the body’s presence is represented, realistically or 
allegorically, in various ways, both in anecdotes ascribed to ‘udhri@ poets as well as in 
their poetry. Although some critics have discussed the theme of the ‘depiction of the 
beloved’s body’, it is the contribution of this study to illuminate the ‘ethereal nature of 
beauty’ in this depiction. Moreover, this thesis provides a discussion about the symbolic 
body in ‘udhri @ poetry. It provides a departure from the prevailing views on the ‘udhri @ 
phenomenon in studies of classical Arabic literature. It opens the door to new 
discussions on the relationship between love poetry and Arab society in the classical age. 
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Introduction: A Critical Reappraisal of Scholarship in the ‘Udhri@@ @@ 
Tradition 
 
‘Udhri@, or chaste love poetry celebrates the lofty union of souls 
between a man and a woman that endures despite societal obstacles and 
legal limits, eternal beyond even death. ‘Udhri@ poetry turns the 
unattainability of physical union with the beloved into a spur to virtue, 
high devotion, and chivalry in the life of the lover, who ultimately dies 




This citation, from a popular website, exemplifies certain typical ideas about ‘udhri @ 
love and poetry, which I intend to explore in this study. In both popular and 
academic views, ‘udhri @ love is nearly always considered as chaste love. In 
contemporary Arab society people still call chaste love “‘udhri @ love”. This popular 
understanding assumes that the concept of the body is absent from the ‘udhri @ 
tradition, and likewise, most scholars who have addressed this tradition have simply 
reiterated these commonly-held ideas about its virtue. 
  The significance of this study lies in the fact that it will provide a 
comprehensive appraisal of the subject of the ‘udhri @ tradition. The term "‘udhri @ 
tradition" consists not only of ‘udhri @ poets and poetry but also the stories told about 
them. These poets lived in the 7th and 8th centuries, and about two centuries later, 
their poetry and love stories were collected and retold. This thesis aims to study the 
reconstructions of the ‘udhri @ tradition. In my reading, the human body is a vital 
feature of ‘udhri @ love and poetry. We can observe its presence, whether physically or 
allegorically, in a variety of ways, both in the anecdotes ascribed to ‘udhri @ poets as 
well as in the poetry itself. In fact, I would argue that some aspect of the body lies at 
the heart of even the most “chaste” ‘udhri @ verses. Descriptions of the actual body of 
the beloved or else its representation symbolically, in its presence or conversely in its 
                                                 
1
 http://muslimwakeup.com/sex, 5 April. 2006. 
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absence, along with depictions of the emaciating and suffering body of the lover-
poet are all crucial aspects of the ‘udhri @ tradition, as my study intends to show. 
The stories and poetry of ‘udhri @ lovers were circulated from the end of the 
seventh century onwards, appearing in collections by numerous authors. The earliest 
extant version of the romance is to be found in an anthology of Ibn Qutaybah (d. 
276/889), who collected the works of major Arab poets in his book al-Shi‘r wa al-
shu‘ara@’2. Shortly after Ibn Qutaybah, Ibn Da@’u@d (d. 297/910) included in his Kita@b 
al-zahrah some fragments ascribed to ‘udhri @ poets. Then, al-Is}faha@ni@ (d. 356/976) 
presented in his famous work al-Agha@ni@, a collection of numerous anecdotes and 
poetic fragments, which were either ascribed to ‘udhri @ poets like Jami@l and Majnu@n, 
or referred to them
3
. His work is like a ‘mosaic put together out of shards of prose 
and fragments of poetry’
4
.  
 Al-Nuwayri@ (d. 733/1332), who relates various ‘udhri @ love stories in his 
encyclopaedia Niha@yat al-Arab, states that the ‘udhri @ martyrs of love were too many 
to count
5
. In any case, the ‘udhri @ love stories--in more or less detail--appear in many 
classical literary works such as, Mas}a@ri‘ al-‘ushsha@q by Abu@ Ja‘far al-Sarra@j (d. 
500/1106), Rawd}at al-muh}ibbi@n by Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyyah (d. 769/1349) and, 
Tazyi@n al-aswa@q by Dau@d al-Ant}a@ki@ (d. 1008/1599) where ‘udhri @ poets are 
                                                 
2
 Dols observes that ‘Curiously the ra@wi@s seem to have done far more in this instance than simply 
develop a romance’, Michael Dols, Majnu@n: the Madman in Medieval Islamic Society (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press; New York: Oxford University Press, 1992), p. 322. Also, Khairallah notes that ‘Ibn 
Qutaybah presents us with the basic elements of [Majnu@n’s] legend. These elements were later 
expanded and retold in different variations, but the figure of Majnu@n was unmistakably drawn by Ibn 
Qutaybah’. Asad Khairallah, Khairallah Love, Madness, and poetry: An interpretation of the Magnun 
legend (Beirut: Orient-institut der Deutschen Morgenlandischen Gesellschaft, 1980), p. 50. 
3
 This work by al-Is}faha@ni@ will be the main source of narratives told about ‘udhri@ poets and discussed 
in this thesis. Its authenticity will be discussed later in this chapter; see pp 17-35.  The structure of 
al-Agha@ni@ will be discussed in the second chapter.  
4
 Khairallah, p. 51. 
5
 Shiha@b al-Di@n Ah}mad b. ‘Abd al-Wahha@b al-Nuwayri@, Niha@yat al-arab fi@ funu@n al-adab (Cairo: al-




transformed into the heroes of romantic stories. During the early ‘Abbasid period, 
‘udhri @ romances were very popular, numerous verses having been set to music6. 
Modern scholarly approaches to the subject tend to fall into the following 
broad categories: some focus on the aesthetic side of ‘udhri @ love, whilst the majority 
address its historical and psychological dimensions. Other studies concentrate on one 
particular poet of this genre
7
. However, to the best of my knowledge, no studies have 
been undertaken on the depiction of the body in ‘udhri @ poetry or on the themes of 
sensuality contained within it
8
. This issue has only partially been investigated 
through a small number of general studies, and even then mostly from a limited 
perspective. Hence, it is hoped that this study will form a more comprehensive 
appraisal of the subject. It will consider two specific points which have not 
previously been given the attention they deserve; how the attitude of the poet towards 
the body of the beloved is expressed, either literally or allegorically, in the ‘udhri @ 
tradition, and how the effect of ardent love on the lover’s own body is depicted. 
Particularly careful consideration will be given to the attitude toward love and the 
body in Arab Islamic culture and its influence on the ‘udhri @ tradition. Another main 
concern of this study is to reconstruct the ‘udhri @ tradition. This is the first study 
devoted to the ‘udhri @ tradition to be written in English and the first to focus entirely 
on the presence of the body in the ‘udhri @ tradition in either Arabic or English. 
Previous thematic studies, as will be discussed, either overlook the subject or address 
only one particular poet of this genre. 
                                                 
6
 As observed in classic sources such as, Abu@ al-Faraj al-Is{faha@ni@, al-Agha@ni@ (Beirut: Da@r ih}ya@’ al-
tura@th al- ‘arabi@, 1997), 
7
 These studies will be discussed in detail later in this chapter.  
8
 Except for one study which deals with secrecy and sexuality in the romance of Majnu@n Layla@, a poet 
in the ‘udhri @ school. The author of this study is Ruqayya Khan and we shall discuss her work later in 





1.1 Al-Ghazal al-‘Udhri@:@ @@  a Brief Historical and Aesthetic Approach 
Al-Ghazal
9
 al-‘udhri @ is named after the ‘Udhrah10 tribe which supplied this poetical 
tradition with many of its leading poets. Members of this tribe were generally said to 
have tender hearts and to seek after a true love that usually led to death
11
. The ‘udhri @ 
poet Jami@l b. ‘Abdallah b. Ma‘mar, better known as Jami@l  Buthaynah (d.82\701), 
who is considered the leading light of this genre, was from the “‘Udhrah” tribe . 
Nevertheless, there were ‘udhri @ poets from other tribes, such as Majnu@n Layla@, who 
belonged to the Banu@ ‘A@mir. As one scholar has observed, ‘the term ‘udhri @ was then 




‘Udhri @ love is a fatal love that leads to death. The ‘udhri @ loves only one 
woman, devoting his life and poetry to her; only rarely composing verses in another 
genre, such as praise (madh})} or satire (hija@’). The beloved is portrayed in al-ghazal 
al-‘udhri @ as an ideal woman, and her poet lover as a martyr of love. The recurring 
                                                 
9
 Ghazal: song, elegy of love, often also the erotic-elegiac genre. The term is Arabic, but passed into 
Persian, Turkish and Urdu and acquired a special sense in these languages. A. Bausani, EI, vol. 2, 4
th
 
impression, “Ghazal” ( Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1991), p. 1028.  
10 ‘A nomadic Arabian tribe of the Qud}a@‘a federation. Its pedigree is: ‘Udhra b. Sa‘d Hudhaym b. 
Zayd b. Layth. The ‘Udhra were the central group among the descendants of Sa‘d Hudhaym, and they 
incorporated several brother-clans such as the Ha@rith b. Sa‘d Hudhaym and Salma@n b. Sa‘d Hudhaym. 
These ‘Udhra are not to be confused with the ‘Udhra of Kalb b. Wabara, i.e. ‘Udhra b. Zayd Allat b. 
Rufayda b. Thawr b. Kalb. One of the latter ‘Udhra was the genealogist Ibn al-Kalbi@, who described 
the ‘Udhra b. Zayd Allat at length.  The ‘Udhra lived in the area of Ashraf/Masharif al-Sha@m, which 
in this context refers to the northern H}ija@z They were particularly linked with Wa@di@ Al-Qura @’. Michael 
Lecker, People, tribes, and society in Arabia around the time of Muhammad (Aldershot: Ashgate, 
2005), p. 91. 
11
 See the references on the subject in Da@’u@d al-Ant}a@ki@, Tazyi@n al-aswa@q fi@ akhba@r al-‘ushsha@q 
(Beirut: Da@r al-bih{a@r, 2003), p. 19, and Ja‘far b. Ah}mad al-Sarra@j: Mas{a@ri‘ al-‘ushsha@q  (Beirut : Da@r 
s}a@dir, 1958), vol. 1, p. 37. 
12
 Jaroslav Stetkevych, The Zephyrs of Najd: the Poetics of Nostalgia in the Classical Arabic Nasi@b 
(Chicago; London: University of Chicago Press, 1993), p. 115. 
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theme of suffering and torment in love is strong in the ‘udhri @ tradition. Another 
characteristic of al-ghazal al-‘udhri @ is the use of certain symbolic conventions and 
imagery. 
The most important figures of ‘udhri @ love are ‘Urwah b. H}iza@m (d.30\650), 
Majnu@n Layla@ (d.c.68\688), Qays b. Dhari@h} (d.68\688), Jami@l Buthaynah (d.82\701), 
and Kuthayyir ‘Azzah (d.105\723). However, some scholars include other poets in 
the udhri@ school such as Dhu@ al-Rummah (d.117\735)13 and ‘Abba@s b. al-Ah}naf 
(d.188\ 804)
14
. But the question of how to categorize these poets is still under debate: 
for example, not all scholars accept Kuthayyir ‘Azzah as an ‘udhri @ poet15. In 
addition, one may argue that Dhu@ al-Rummah, in spite of his body of love poetry 
dedicated to his beloved Mayy, is concerned with different themes from the ones 
usually popular with ‘udhri @ poets and, moreover, his love story differs from ‘udhri @ 
love stories. Going further, while ‘Abba@s b. al-Ah}naf  composes beautiful love 
poetry for his beloved Fawz
16
, and while in many respects, some of his themes are 
similar to ‘udhri @ themes17, there is also a description of an orgy with singing girls in 
his poetry, which would be an unimaginable subject in ‘udhri @ poetry. Moreover, al-
‘Abba@s’s cultural environment was completely different from the ‘udhri @ environment 
and his poetry is closer to the manner of courtly love poetry. Given the controversies 
                                                 
13
 Dhu@ al-Rummah is perceived as an ‘udhri@ poet by Yu@suf al-Yu@suf, see his study: Al-Ghazal al-
‘udhri@ dira@sah fi@ al-h{ubb al-maqmu@‘ (Damascus: Manshu@ra@t itih{a@d al-kutta@b al-‘Arab, 1978). 
14 Zaki@ Muba@rak studies him with Jami@l and Kuthayyir, see his book: al-‘ushsha@q al-thala@thah 
(Cairo: Mat ba‘at al-ma‘a@rif wa-maktabatuha@, 1945). Shawqi@ D}ayf, likewise, perceives him as an 
‘udhri @ poet, see his book: al-h}ubb al-‘udhri@ ‘ind al-‘Arab (Cairo: al-Da@r al-mis}ryyiah al-lubna@nyyiah, 
1999). 
15
 This pretence can be traced back to the classical source al-Agha@ni@, where Abu@ al-Faraj al-Is}faha@ni@ 
(d.967/356) quotes anecdotes that show that Kuthayyir was not an honest lover like the other ‘udhri@ 
lovers, but that he just tried to imitate them. However, in my understanding, Kuthayyir’s love story 
and his poetry would indicate that he is a true ‘udhri@ poet. 
16
 This name is a pseudonym to conceal her true identity and protect her reputation.  
17
 Among these themes are the suffering lover, the longing for an aloof beloved, and the death-wish.  
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over whether some of these poets should be considered as part of this genre, I will 
focus only on those who are unambiguously considered to be ‘udhri @ poets. 
Scholars do not differ sharply in historical detail about the ‘udhri @ poets, but 
they are at variance in their interpretations of these details, which I intend to deal 
with later. I am not concerned here with citing anecdotes about the ‘udhri @ romances, 
as these can very easily be found in classical Arabic books such as al-Agha@ni@ and 
Mas}a@ri‘ al-‘ushsha@q. Rather, I intend to show briefly the common tropes present in 
these love stories. A considerable number of scholars have observed the striking 
similarities between the romances of various ‘udhri @ poets — to explain this, Jayyusi 
suggests that: 
The pattern of the ‘udhri love poetry and love tale was set early in pre-
Islamic times. The earliest ‘udhri love poet in the Umayyad age was 
‘Urwah b. H}iza@m, and his tragic love story sets the pattern for the 
numerous love stories of the Umayyad period
18. 
  
‘Urwah b. H{iza@m, in fact, lived before the Umayyad period and died during the 
caliphate of ‘Uthma@n b. ‘Affa@n. However, Jayyusi is correct about ‘the pattern of the 
‘udhri @ love poetry and love tale’, which was set in pre-Islamic times. In pre-Islamic 
poetry we have the stories of ‘Abdallah b. ‘Ajla@n, Hind’s lover, and al-Muraqqash al-
Akbar, ’Asma@’s lover, both of whom suffered love unto death. Nevertheless, al-Bat}al 
points out that in al-ghazal al-‘udhri @, new elements  were introduced to the pre-
Islamic stories to express the greater complexity of the new Islamic society, such as 
people’s rejection of new social roles set by the Umayyad authorities
19
. This may 
explain why ‘udhri @ love stories revolve around the same themes. The typical 
                                                 
18
 Salma Khadra Jayyusi, “Umayyad poetry”, in Arabic literature to the end of the Umayyad period. 
ed. A.F.l.Beeston (Cambridge:  Cambridge University Press, 1983), p. 424. 
19
 For more details see: ‘Ali@ al-Bat}al, “al-Ghazal al-‘udhri@ wa id}t}ira@b al-wa@qi‘” in Fus}u@l 4/2 ( Cairo: 
1984), p. 182. 
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components of the ‘udhri @ poets' sentimental tales are20: the lover meets his beloved 
either during their childhood when they used to tend their families' flocks of sheep in 
the desert, or they meet as adults in a sudden encounter. They fall deeply into a love 
which continues until death and the lover consequently composes poetry describing 
his fatal love for his beloved. However, his beloved’s parents turn down his marriage 
proposal, due to the disgrace that his verses have brought upon both their daughter 
and themselves -- this, in spite of the fact that they are from the same tribe and 
sometimes from the same family. In some cases, demand for an exorbitant dowry 
prevents the marriage, so the lover goes to seek wealth while the parents force their 
daughter to marry another man, who generally has fewer good qualities than her 
lover. Then, the beloved travels away with her husband. Her marriage intensifies her 
lover’s passion, so the brokenhearted poet chases his beloved and recites beautiful 
poetry which circulates far and wide, describing her beauty and his suffering. He 
continues in his endeavours to visit her after her marriage and they remain faithful to 
each other until death. As a result of the poet’s insistence on seeing his beloved and 
composing poetry about her, her parents complain to the ruler who decrees that 
killing him is permissible. The ruler exiles him and the exiled poet wanders in the 
desert. In some accounts, his passion leads him into madness, but whenever he 
remembers his beloved, poetic inspiration comes. Eventually, the lovers die soon 
after one another and--in some accounts--are buried next to each other.  
These episodes are motifs that are found in a number of ‘udhri @ romances. It is 
irrelevant for this study to review the minor differences between these stories. 
Instead, it is important to bear in mind the wider lines that constitute the essential 
                                                 
20
 It is in no way intended that these literary works should be reduced to simple formulae; however, I 
have tried to highlight some of their key unifying components.   
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framework of the love story, at the same time noting the way the structure is 
dependent upon symbolism. The legendary tropes in these stories can be observed 
through certain common features, namely, as al-Bat}al notes, the ambiguity 
surrounding the identity of the composers of these romances, and the repeated motifs 
within every single story which make all the ‘udhri @ stories concentrate on one theme, 
regardless of the minor differences in details
21
. As I have mentioned, these stories 
were collected and retold about one and a half centuries after the ‘udhri @ poets’ 
deaths. In the second chapter, I shall discuss the documentation that was particularly 
notable in the Abbasid era. The necessity to reconstruct the past, as we will see, was 
due to several factors and manifested in many aspects. However, at this point, it is 
hard to separate the poetry and the narratives attached to it as it appeared in classical 
Arabic sources, especially in al-Agha@ni@. The narratives serve to elucidate the poetry, 
creating appropriate contexts, while the poetry illuminates the stories.   
As one can see, the main characteristic of the plot is the poet's total devotion 
to love, this sentiment infusing all ‘udhri @ stories and poetry. The lovers are depicted 
purely as idols of love so the reader knows nothing of their lives beyond this passion. 
The sentiments of love and the accompanying agony are told in ‘udhri @ poetry in a 
myriad ways. The lovers ‘did not want to get rid of their pain, because pain is the 
only genuine criterion of true love’
22
. 
The beloved becomes the ideal of a timeless woman and seems to be almost 
immortal. ‘Time cannot touch her, nor can her beauty and perception change’
23
. Her 
depiction in ‘udhri @ poetry reminds us of the houri who never ages, as described in the 
                                                 
21
 Al-Bat}al, p. 181. 
22
 Ahmad Khaldun Kinany, The Development of Gazal in Arabic Literature (Pre-Islamic and Early 
Islamic Periods) (Damascus: Syrian University Press, 1951). p. 258. 
23





. Although houris are not described as passionate or even as lovers in the 
Qur'an, their eternal youth and beauty inspire the ‘udhri @ poet who insists on drawing 
an out-of-time image for his beloved. The desert, being spacious and still, provides 
an appropriate setting for the unfolding of ‘udhri @ love stories. This vast tranquil 
space implies stability, which is compatible with the concept of unchanging time in 
‘udhri @ poetry. So the desert is an ideal backdrop symbolizing immutability and 
timelessness. The reader of ‘udhri @ stories and poetry loses all sense of time within 
the events of the love stories. Time seems to stop for the lovers as their passion tends 
to be detached and unaffected by temporality. Jacobi notes: ‘Whereas the poet of the 
Dja@hilyyia {[sic] abandons a futile love-affair of the past, the ‘udhri @ poet perseveres in 




  As their poetry shows, the ‘udhri @ poets, Kinany notes ‘were so possessed by 
their delirious passion that they came to believe that life without the beloved was 
meaningless’
26
. Majnu@n, when he lost his beloved, Felt: 
As if the mountain-roads were the circle of rings 
Around me, never increasing in length or breadth
27
                                          [1] 
The intimate relationship between love and death is a crucial element of the ‘udhri @ 
experience. Most of the lovers die because of their fatal love and so their poetry is 
                                                 
24
 For example, in Sura al-Wa@qi‘ah, the verses describing the situation in heaven read: ‘And on 
couches or thrones, raised high. Verily, We have created them (maidens) of special creation. And 
made them virgins. Loving (their husbands only), (and) of equal age. For those on the Right Hand’. 
Al- Wa@qi‘ah (56: 34-38). 
25
 Renate Jacobi, EI, vol. 2, “Udhri@”, p. 775. 
26
 Kinany, p. 266. 
27
 Majnu@n Layla@, Diwa@n Majnu@n Layla@, sharh} ‘Adna@n Zaki@ Darwi@sh, 2nd edition (Beirut: Da@r s}a@dir, 
2003), p. 134, trans. Ruqayya Yasmine Khan, Sexuality and Secrecy in the Medieval Arabic 
Romance of Majnn Layla@ (a dissertation in the department of Asian and Middle Eastern studies, The 
University of Pennsylvania, 1997), p. 188. 
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full of references to death
28
. ‘Such love is almost of necessity tragic. And its tragedy 




As we have seen from the components of their tales, any love adventure 
needs the involvement of secondary characters to be foils for the main characters. A 
passionate love adventure could not be narrated without obstacles being created by 
others. These obstacles enliven the story, and also help to make it eternal. The 
existence of others is the best guarantee for an everlasting and infinite love
30
. In 
‘udhri @ stories the central theme is that the obstacles cannot be overcome, and neither 
can the love be given up. Jacobi suggests that ‘the conflict is obviously situated 
between generations: the parents represent the tribal community, against which the 
implicit polemics of the ‘udhri @ model are directed’31. It is noteworthy that in ‘udhri @ 
stories the lovers are rejected in one way or another by society, thus they are expelled 
out of society to the world of the desert, which symbolises their exclusion.  
Therefore, the figure of the blamer is a familiar figure in al-ghazal al-‘udhri @32. The 
function of the blamer is to persuade the lover-poet to be more moderate or—in other 
words—‘to prevent the protagonist from making the heroic gestures’
33
. But, for these 
poets, love was their chief object, it was a way of life and gave purpose to life
34
.  
                                                 
28
 As we shall examine in the last chapter of this thesis. 
29
 J.C. Bürgel, “Love, Lust, and Longing: Eroticism in Early Islam as Reflected in Literary Sources”, 
in Afaf Lufti al-Sayyid-Marsot (ed.), Society and the Sexes in Medieval Islam (Malibu, CA: Undena 
Publications, 1977), p. 92. 
30
 See Miquel’s discussion of similar ideas in: Andre Miquel, Majnu@n Layla@ wa Tristan, trans. 
Ghassa@n al-Sayyid (Damascus: Da@r al-awa@’il, 1998), pp. 81-89. 
31
 Renate Jacobi, Die Udhra: Liebe und Tod in der Umayyadenzeit. 
32
 See, for example, Majnu@n, pp. 179, 184, 190. 
33 Andras Hamori, On the Art of Medieval Arabic Literature (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University 
Press, 1974), p.40. 
34
 Majnu@n says: ‘they said that I could forget her if I wanted to; I answered them that I did not really 
want to’. Cited and translated by Kinany, p. 276. 
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The ‘udhri @ poet does not want any woman other than his beloved, as she is 
preferable to any other creature and the lover’s passion surpasses that of all other 
lovers, his beloved surpassing all other women. He would be pleased with very little 
from her
35
 and she is both the cause of and the only cure for the poet’s misery
36
. 
Intensity, despair and faithfulness are central to the love stories of the ‘udhri @ poets37. 
Their poetry concerns itself with the description of the lovers’ suffering and 
yearning, and it also portrays their unattainable love as well as expressing their 
wishes and hopes for the future
38
. Although it is true that the beloved in ‘udhri @ poetry 
is typically portrayed as an aloof and inaccessible woman, nevertheless, I disagree 
with Kinany and Jayyusi who claim that ‘udhri @ love is an unrequited love39. I would 
argue that the portrayal of the beloved as an aloof woman (bakhi@lah) is rather a 
convention of classical Arabic poetry. Further chapters in this study will discuss this 
point in detail, and meanwhile, I will provide one example from Jami@l’s poetry on 
Buthaynah that shows the two lovers involved in passion:   
We were both on the point of crying for each other, 
And her tears were quicker than mine
40
                                                    [2]                      
                                                 
35
 Note, for instance, Jami@l’s verses: 
I am pleased with very little things accorded to me by Buthaynah 
They are so insignificant  
that if they were known by the man (who spies us)  
he would not be annoyed with my love 
I am pleased even when she says: “no” or “I cannot” 
And when she makes me live on promises  
promises hoped for, but always disappointing 
I am pleased with a quick glance to her,  
and even with spending a whole year without our meeting- 
  neither at the beginning nor at the end           
Jami@l b. Mu‘mar, Diwa ̄n Jami@l Buthaynah: Jami ̄l b. Mu‘mar, ed. Fawzi ̄  ‘At}awi ̄ (Beirut: Da@r s}a‘b, 
1980), p. 83, trans. Kinany, p. 180, and see also Kuthayyir ‘Azzah, Diwa ̄n Kuthayyir ‘Azzah, sharh  
Maji@d T}ara@d (Beirut: Da@r al-kita@b al-‘arabi@, 2004), p. 55. 
36
 Majnu@n, for instance, says: ‘I cured my suffering from missing Layla@ by remembering her, just as a 
drunkard who has no other cure, for his pain, but drink’. Majnu@n, p. 120, trans. Kinany, p. 281. 
37
 Kinany, p. 253. 
38
 Kinany, p. 278. 
39
 See Kinany, p. 257 and Jayyusi, p. 425. 
40




1.2 The Causes of the Emergence of al-Ghazal al-‘Udhri @@ @@ 
Al-Ghazal al-‘udhri @, like any other literary phenomenon, is complex and does not 
exist in a vacuum, being a result of many interrelated factors: religious, political, 
psychological, literary and historical. In T}aha H}usayn’s view, this phenomenon is 
best explained by the sudden rise of languorous opulence in Mecca and Medina, 
cities that had lost their political weight in spite of having grown rich. Hence, the 
wealthy poets in urban areas pursued profane love poetry, and the hopelessly poor 
poets in Bedouin tribes pursued ‘udhri @ poetry41. Clearly, H}usayn relies on a vaguely 
formulated sociology of rising expectations and another scholar, Labi@b al-T}a@hir, has 
further developed H}usayn’s argument by linking the socio-economic factors of the 
tribe ‘udhrah with the emergence of ‘udhri @ love42. However, the examples al-T}a@hir 
uses of poets who do not belong to this tribe, like Majnu@n, who is from Banu@ ‘A@mir, 
make the link between this poetry and the specific economic situation of the Banu@ 
‘udhrah rather weak. Moreover, social factors may have played a part in the 
emergence of these tales, but on the other hand we should be careful not to try to 
explain everything simply by the social environment. 
To explain its emergence, Kinany associates al-ghazal al-‘udhri @ with Islamic 
monotheism, eschatology and ethics
43
. He, for example, says: ‘The Muslim religion 
had a bearing on all the aspects of ‘udhri @ love which we have studied so far, namely 
chastity, faithfulness, despair, resignation, the personification of love and the 
                                                 
41
  T}aha H}usayn, H}adi@th al-arbi‘a@’, 12th edition (Cairo: Da@r al-ma‘a@rif, 1976), p. 109. However, see 
al-H}u@fi@'s arguments that attempt to controvert H}usayn's views, pp. 153-158. 
42
 Al-T}ahir Labi@b, Susyu@lu@jya@  al-ghazal al-‘arabi@: al-shi‘r al-‘udhri@ namu@dhajan, trans. Mus}t}afa@ al-
Misna@wi@  (Beirut: Da@r al-t{ali@‘ah, 1988), pp. 132-137. 
43
Kinany, p. 262 
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conception of an eternal passion’
44
. Shukri@ Fays}al also emphasises the religious 
factor in the emergence of the ‘udhri @ phenomenon, as Islam purified people’s souls45. 
Fays}al says: 
From the chastity that was driven by religion and the love that was 
driven by desire emerged the ‘udhri love. It was necessary for devout 
Muslims who were not so successful in their love to express this failure 
in one way or another. Subsequently, they found solace in poetry, a 
verbal art, a leeway to express their emotions; because ‘udhri love 
mirrored chaste and desirous love at the same time. So, this 
compensatory type of poetry was there to suppress the heat of emotions 
and elevate the desires.
46
 
D}ayf, likewise, argues that following the ethical basis of Islam, ‘udhri @ poetry is 
characterised by chastity and perfection
47
. However, in spite of the popularity of 
Fays}al’s argument among contemporary scholars48, his limitation of the 
circumstances that led to the emergence of ‘udhri @ love to Islamic and societal factors 
opens a door to further discussion. There is no evidence that the Bedouin poets were 
more influenced by the moral teaching of Islam than other poets. In fact, to say that 
the Islamic influence was stronger on the Bedouin tribes than on the urban tribes is 
misleading for two reasons. Firstly, the Bedouin tribes are described in the Qur’an as 
hypocritical and unrighteous
49
. Secondly, during the Umayyad era there were 
unquestionably more religious men in Makkah and Madinah than among the Bedouin 
tribes (al-fuqaha@’ al-shu‘ara@’ ); religious poets such as ‘Urwah b. Udhaynah and 
‘Abd al-Rah}ma@n al-Quss lived in Madinah, not in the Bedouin desert. Moreover, 




 Shukri@ Fays}al, Tat}awwur al-ghazal bayna al-Jahiliyah wa al-Islam (Beirut: Da@r al-‘ilm li al-
mala@yi@n, 1986), p. 235. 
46
 Ibid., p. 287. 
47
 D}ayf, al-h}bb al-‘udhri@ ‘ind al-‘Arab, p. 20. 
48
 See examples of a similar attitude in Ih}sa@n al-Nas}s}, al-Ghazal fi@ ‘as}r bani@  Umayyiah (Damascus: 
Da@r al-fikr, 1976), p. 23. And ‘Abba@s S}a@diq, Al-Ghazal al-‘udhri@ (Amma@n: Da@r ‘a@lam al-thaqa@fah, 
2002), p. 10. 
49
 Al-Tawbah (9: 97). 
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many elements in the anecdotes ascribed to ‘udhri @ poets present elements 
contradictory to what are predominantly considered the ethical principles of Islam
50
.  
In any case, I would argue that the influence of Islam on al-ghazal al-‘udhri @ 
did go beyond the poetic images and structures, but the influence did not include the 
Islamic model of the relationship between man and woman. Thus, it may be wrong to 
assume that the influence of Islam helped distinguish the ‘udhri @ experience from 
other forms of Arabic poetry. Furthermore, the ‘udhri @ poets’ use of religious 
language is meant to express the extent of their devotion. Thus for Jami@l, those who 
die of love are martyrs, no less than those who fall in the jihad. At prayer, moreover, 




Several scholars emphasise the poor and sad quality of life in the desert along 
with a feeling of helplessness, and the strict Bedouin manners as factors in the 
emergence of al-ghazal al-‘udhri @52. Both Yu@suf al- Yu@suf and ‘Ali@ al- Bat}al use a 
stratified social explanation to account for the ‘udhri @ phenomenon. Al-Yu@suf's 
analysis combines the social and psychological readings of the ‘udhri @ phenomenon. 
On the other hand, al- Bat{al views the ‘udhri @ stories as legends and analyses them 
symbolically. Al- Yu@suf's interpretation considers the political subjugation practiced 
by the Umayyads and the social oppression that resulted from the increasing 
dominance of particular social values as the basis for his interpretation of the ‘udhri @ 
                                                 
50
 For a detailed discussion on this matter see ‘Abd al-Qa@dir al-Qit}t}, Fi@ al-shi‘r al-Isla@mi@ wa al-Umawi @ 
(Beirut, Da@r al-nahd}ah al-‘Arabyyiah, 1987), p. 79. 
51
A. Hamori, “Love Poetry (Ghazal)”, in Julia Ashtiany, T.M. Johnstone, J.D.Latham, R.B.Serjeant 
and G.Rex Smith (editors), Abbasid Belles-Lettres (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1990), 
p. 206.  
52Al-Qit}t}, for instance, argues that religious chastity cannot stand as the only factor to explain the 
emergence of the ‘udhri@ phenomenon. He takes into consideration social and political factors ‘Abd al-
Qa@dir al-Qit}t}, p. 109. See also his argument on p.130, For similar ideas see also Yu@suf Khulayf, al-
H{ubb al-mitha@li@ ‘ind al-‘Arab (Cairo: Da@r quba@‘, 1997), p. 7. 
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tradition. The experience of intense oppression leads to a loss of identity which is 
compensated for through the writing of poetry
53
. Al- Bat}al expresses a similar idea; 
arguing that the ‘udhri @ phenomenon, which circulated in the Hijaz desert, reflects the 
experiences of desert dwellers in the particular period of history of that State during 
the time the poems were written. It also expresses the Bedouins’ views on the 
political injustice of their leaders. Since freedom of expression was restricted, they 
referred to this injustice allegorically
54
.  
However, the anecdotes told about ‘udhri @ poets and even their poetry indicate 
that they were not poor at all; the main reason that Qays was forced to divorce his 
beloved wife Lubna@ was to insure that the wealth of his family remained within the 
family. Jami@l, in addition, is depicted as a handsome man who wears expensive 
clothes. In one of his verses he says: 
I go amongst beggars and ask her family for hospitality, 
While my own wealthy and generous relatives are within reach
55
                  [3]  
Furthermore, we should take many other considerations into account: the poets were 
not contemporaries, and they were not without their own social and political 
ambitions; Kuthayyir ‘Azzah, for example, although conforming to the policy of 
dissimulation, eulogized the Umayyads. Therefore, the explanation that the rapid 
development of love poetry in the Hijaz was simply because the people of this region 
were not involved in politics is a fallacy
56
. In the Umayyad period, not only the Hijaz 
but the whole Arab world was interested in the theme of love. It was a major theme 
                                                 
53
 Yu@suf al-Yu@suf, al-Ghazal al-‘udhri@ dira@sah fi@ al-h{ubb al-maqmu@‘ (Damascus: Manshu@ra@t ittih{a@d 
al-kutta@b al-‘Arab, 1978), p. 66. 
54
 Al-Bat}al, p. 181. 
55
 Jami@l, p. 73, trans. Kinany, p. 289. 
56
 Jayyusi, p. 419. 
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in the poetry of many famous poets such as Dhu@ al-Rummah and Wali@d b. Yazi@d57. 
To provide an explanation for the phenomenon of love poetry in the Hijaz, Jayyusi 
suggests that the poets in the Hijaz had more leisure time than those in the new 
provinces and could more happily turn their attention to that genre . In addition, the 
Hijaz’s loss of its former status as the centre of Arabia must have caused a reaction 
which might have been expressed by amatory romanticism. Also, the long-urbanized 
society of the H}ija@z spread its style of living to all regions. Finally, Jayyusi suggests 
the possibility of the emergence of a poetic vogue which simply caught on, arguing 





1.3 The Development of the ‘Udhri @@ @@ Phenomenon as a Literary Tradition 
 As we have shown
59
, during the early Abbasid period in the late ninth century ‘udhri @ 
poets were transformed into the heroes of romantic stories that became very popular. 
Majnu@n, in particular, attracted the attention of writers on the theory of love, and his 
verses were eventually included in anthologies of poems by poet-lovers and martyrs 
of love. The figure of Majnu@n also attracted mystics because Majnu@n’s rapture was 
analogous to their own ecstatic states
60
.  
Hence, in the words of one scholar, ‘It is appropriate to think that the 
appearance of such stories as Majnu@n's, though based on an existing tradition, started 
a fashion  a genre of love literature that proved to be enormously popular’
61
. The 
‘udhri @ concept of love ‘was imbued with a courtly flavour and projected back into an 
                                                 
57




 See p. 2 of this chapter. 
60
 Dols, pp. 321-322. 
61
 Jayyusi, p. 421. 
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idealised Bedouin past. As a consequence, the biographies of poets reckoned among 
the ‘udhri @s are embellished with legendary details’62. In modern Arabic literature, 
Majnu@n’s character has been a source of inspiration for many poets and authors 
including Ah}mad Shawqi@ and his poetic play; Majnu@n Layla@, which was first 
published in 1933. Except for a few scenes, al-Agha@ni@’s version of the story is 
replicated in Shawqi@’s play. In 1996, the Arab poet Qa@sim H}adda@d published a 
collection of poetry entitled ‘Akhba@r Majnu@n Layla@’, in which he renders a new 
reading of the old legend -- it is remarkable that, in H}adda@d’s interpretation, the 
lovers are explicitly described as having a physical relationship
63
.                                                          
In Persian literature, Majnu@n’s love for Layla@ is treated as a kind of adoration 
similar to the one reserved for God, and the legend was adopted by sufis. The first 
adaptation of the Arabic fragments of the legend into Persian can be found in 
Nizami’s Layli@ and Majnu@n (composed 118/584). Dols notes that Nizami’s 
adaptation has the advantage of being consistent with the earlier accounts as well as 
being a fuller and more detailed narrative. Indeed, Nizami’s style is characterised by 
an intense use of imagery
64
. In addition, the symbolic potential in the Arabic version 
of Majnu@n’s story reaches its zenith with the Persian sufi poet Ja@mi (d.1492/898)@. 
Ja@mi@’s Layli@ and Majnu@n is a representation of the sufi quest with a creative use of 
convention  that is remarkable
65
. Inspired by Nizami, the Majnu@n legend has 
remained very popular with Turkish poets until modern times. The most famous 
                                                 
62
 Renate Jacobi, EI2, “Udhri@”, p. 775. 
63
 In an interview, the poet declares: ‘When I wrote Majnu@n’s anecdotes I wrote my own anecdotes. 
The old story does not matter to me as the legend is much more beautiful than the history. Majnu@n is 
me, is “us” now. I read Majnu@n within my contemporary views’. http://www.alwaqt.com/art.php 
aid=108245, 11 July 2008. 
64
 Dols, p. 331. 
65
 See Khairallah’s discussion of Jami@’s work on pp. 97-133. 
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adaptation of the story was by Fuzuli in 942/1535-6
66
. Farther East, the romance was 
embraced in Urdu literature
67
. In the West, the Banu@ ‘Udhrah, who die of love, 
appeared in European literature with Stendhal’s treatise De l’amour (1822), also 





1.4 The Authenticity of the ‘Udhri @@ @@ Tradition 
The authenticity of the ‘udhri @ tradition has always been considered suspect by certain 
scholars and has been the subject of much debate concerning the authenticity of the 
poetry and stories. These scholars start with the influential classical source al-
Agha@ni @, casting doubts not just on the poetry ascribed to Majnu@n, but also on his 
actual existence. Al-Is}faha@ni@ (d.967/356), who devoted around sixty pages of al-
Agha@ni @  to Majnu@n Layla@, discusses the contradictory anecdotes that either confirm 
Majnu@n’s existence and poetry or indicate that he is an imaginary persona. According 
to al-Agha@ni @, some reciters (rawa@h) claimed that when they had asked members of 
Majnu@n’s tribe Banu@ ‘A@mir about him, they denied that he had ever existed, some of 
them saying: ‘Absolutely not, Banu@ ‘A@mir are much more serious [than Majnun]!’69. 
Al-Is }faha@ni@ also quotes al-Ja@h}iz} saying: ‘People claim that every anonymous poem 
about Layla@ should be attributed to Majnu@n’70. However, many others confirmed that 
they had met Majnu@n and heard the poems being recited from his own tongue.71 
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Renate Jacobi, EI2, “Udhri @”, p. 775. 
69 Al-Is{faha@ni@, al-Agha@ni@, vol. 2, p. 330. 
70





The debate about the authenticity of ‘udhri @ poetry in general (and Majnu@n’s 
existence and the authorship of his poetry in particular), continues among modern 
scholars. I have no intention of reviewing all their points of view. Instead, I would 
like to briefly mention the major contributions relevant to the subject under 
discussion. 
 T}aha H}usayn in H}adi@th al- ‘arbi‘a@’ casts doubts on Majnu@n’s poetry and his 
existence, which in conclusion, he denies completely
72
. On the other hand, the 
Russian scholar Kratchkovsky has argued for the real historical existence of Majnu@n 
by relying on historical methodology
73
. However, Ghunaymi@ Hila@l in his book Al-
H}aya@h al-‘a@ti}fiyyah bayn al-‘udhryyiah wa’l-s}u@fyyiah examines the different 
opinions, and surmises that if we postulate that some of Majnu@n’s  fragments are 
fake, that does not mean that he did not exist at all
74
 .‘Abd Al-Qa@dir al-Qit}t}, 
likewise, has traced various examples of  the same verses sometimes ascribed to 
Majnu@n, and at other times ascribed to Tawbah, Nas}i@b or Qays75.  However, as al-
Jawa@ri@ has observed, seeking credibility in ‘udhri @ stories is a difficult task, due to the 
fact that they were mainly circulated orally. Moreover, the comic and adventurous 
nature of these anecdotes made them more likely to be embellished with imaginary 
details. However, al-Jawa@ri@ also demonstrates that modern scholars who have 
criticised this literary phenomenon may have failed to view it within its own 
historical context. They have criticised the ‘udhri @ tradition according to 
                                                 
72
 T}aha H}usayn, H}adi@th al-arbi‘a@’, p.190. 
73
 Al-Bat}al, p. 2. 
74 Muhammad Ghunaymi@ Hila@l, Al-h}aya@h al-‘a@t ifyyiah bayna al-‘udhryyiah wa al-s}u@fyyiah: dira@sat 
naqd wa muqa@ranah h}awla mawd u@‘ Layla@ wa al-Majnu@n fi@ al-adabayn al-‘arabi wa al-fa@risi@ (Cairo: 
Maktabat al-anjlu@ al-Mis}ryyiah, 1960), p. 49.  
75
 Al-Qit}t}, p.109. 
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contemporary norms where such anecdotes would hardly be made
76
. Hamori also 
alludes to the oral tradition, arguing that: 
It has been suggested that ‘udhri@ poetry is the product not of Bedouin 
Arabia, but of Empire sophistication; that it is the romantic creation of 
the early ‘Abbasid age, projected backwards in history at a time when 
biographies of Bedouin poets-lovers were a popular form of 
entertainment literature in Baghdad. But already the earliest ‘Abbasid 
poets knew of theses ‘udhri@ poets, and it is hardly likely that their 
romance-biographies (for which the kita@b al-Agha@ni@ is now our 




In any case, these kinds of discussions are numerous and protracted. I would like to 
make it clear from the outset that the issue of authenticity of any particular ‘udhri @ 
anecdote or verse is not something that I will be concerned with in this study. How 
much of these stories and poetry is genuine and how much is the work of reciters, is 
largely irrelevant here. The phenomenon is generally authentic in its being a product 
of a particular time and place, and it does not matter if some ‘udhri @ verses are 
wrongly attributed or fabricated, or if some poets’ stories are exaggerated. In fact, 
some degree of fabrication is inevitable when such romances grow into legends. As 
Khairallah has noted: 
Should a legend be realistic? Or is it rather the task of the critic to 
attempt an interpretation of a literary work that fascinated people’s 
imagination? Is it sufficient to dismiss the love story of Majnu@n, 
because when compared with the love stories of Jami@l and Kuthayyir, it 
appears to Husain to be “the most insane and exaggerated among them, 
and the least meaningful”? Thus, by insisting on the necessity of 
realism, Husain denies the legend the benefit of the doubt, thereby 
missing the symbolism it may contain
78.  
 
Thus, I would agree with the scholars who focus on the questions of composition and 
structure, rather than the question of authenticity. Moreover, as has been stated in the 
text quoted earlier, the ‘udhri @ romances incline towards legend, hence it is quite 
                                                 
76 ‘Abd al-Satta@r al-Jawa@ri@, al-H}ubb al-‘udhri@ nash’atuhu wa tat}awwuruhu (Beirut: al-mu’asasah al-
‘Arabyyiah li al-dira@sa@t wa al-nashr, 2006), p. 76. 
77 A. Hamori, “Love Poetry (Ghazal)”, p. 205.  
78 Khairallah, p. 93. 
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natural for exaggeration to take place. Kita@b al-agha@ni@ is the main source of such 
romances and I would agree with Suzanne Stetkevych that the poems and the 
anecdotes in this book 
have generally been either misused - that is, taken to be factual history 
in the modern sense - or else discarded because of their questionable 
historicity or obvious folkloric nature. But however unreliable they 
may be as a basis for factual literary biography, they nevertheless offer 
a rich vein of largely un-mined mythic /folkloric gold. For however far 
back the association of the akhba@r with the poetry goes and whatever its 
nature, this association, I would argue, is not arbitrary but semantic. 
That is, the anecdotes somehow reflect, reinforce, or compliment the 
meaning of the poems or the archetypal image of the poet. Furthermore, 
the explication of the structure and the symbolism of the many variant 
stories and anecdotes juxtaposed in the kita@b al-agha@ni@ narrative reveals 
that even apparently divergent or contradictory versions often yield 




Moreover, al-Is}faha@ni@ in al-Agha@ni@ presents many different and inharmonious 
anecdotes, giving the responsibility to (al-rawa@h) the storytellers themselves. 
Contemporary scholars may then decide, according to their own criteria, which of 
these anecdotes are valid, and which are not. Therefore, one ‘udhri @ story may appear 
in one scholar’s opinion as an authentic story that fits with Jami@l’s character, while 
other scholars declare it to be a ridiculous fake. For example, the story that Ibn 
Qutaybah cites of Jami@l and Kuthayyir’s meeting, which resulted in the sending of 
Kuthayyir as a messenger to Buthaynah to make an appointment for Jami@l80, is 
described by H}atu@m as ‘the most honest story ever told about Jami@l and his love for 
Buthaynah’
81
. Hence, he concludes from this story that their love is chaste and 
virtuous. On the other hand, T}aha H}usayn mentions the same story so as to refer to 
the silliness of the anecdotes told about Jami@l. He even goes beyond that and ends up 
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 Suzanne Pinckney Stetkivych, The Mute Immortals Speak: Pre-Islamic Poetry and Poetics of Ritual 
(Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1993), p. 93.  
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 ‘Abdallah b. Muslim b. Qutaybah, al-Shi‘r wa al-shu‘ara@’, ed. Ahmad Muh ammad Sha@kir (Cairo: 
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saying: ‘This story is among the jokes that people used to mock the Bedouins with’
82
.  
This kind of contradiction supports my point of view regarding the matter of 
authenticity in al-ghazal al-‘udhri @. Questioning the authenticity of these works 
should not concern us much here since there is no way to prove whether every single 
anecdote is valid or not.  
 
1.5 A Critical Examination of the Scholarly Field Concerning the ‘Udhri @@ @@ 
Tradition 
Over the last century, a considerable literature has been produced concerning the 
‘udhri @ tradition, with several attempts to analyze this tradition from a variety of 
perspectives. Some of the studies focus on the tradition in general while the others 
concentrate on one ‘udhri @ poet, most often Jami@l or Majnu@n. Since the heightened 
interest in al-ghazal al-‘udhri @ from the early twentieth century, there have been very 
few studies on the major aspects of this literary form, namely, its origin, its 
characteristics and related scholarship. It should be noted first that there are no 
English-language books devoted entirely to the ‘udhri @ tradition, though there are 
some studies of Majnu@n Layla@, which will be discussed later. However, many studies 
have been written in Arabic, which include in their titles the phrase al-ghazal al-
‘udhri@, al-H}ubb al-‘udhri@ or al-Shi‘r al-‘udhri@. Nevertheless, few of these studies add 
anything new to the current level of knowledge. There are an even larger number of 
books that simply reproduce what is already common knowledge by expansion, 
stereotyping or going into verbose detail. Many of these works are based on a 
historical narrative approach, devoting much attention to relating stories about ‘udhri @ 
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poets and including examples of their poetry without making any real effort to 
analyze this information
83
. Despite their increasing number, these studies make little 
attempt to address the subject of how the body is presented in the ‘udhri @ tradition, if 
they admit to its presence at all, and so bear little immediate relevance to my study. 
Therefore, in the following pages, I will focus on the themes of desire, ‘iffah 
(chastity) and sexuality in the ‘udhri @ tradition from a scholarly perspective. It should 
be noted, however, that the issues addressed here are to be reiterated and discussed at 
greater length in the following chapters. 
In the Encyclopedia of Arabic literature, Jacobi considers chastity among the 
main elements of ‘udhri @ love, a notion which, as mentioned earlier, I intend to 
subject to question. Jacobi sees ‘udhri @ love as an ‘elegiac counterpart to the frivolous 
eroticism of the H{ija@zi@ ghazal, represented by ‘Umar b. Abi@ Rabi@‘ah’84. Gibb, 
likewise, in his early study, Arabic Literature: An Introduction, views al-ghazal al-
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‘udhri @ as distinct from ‘Umar and the other Makkan poets. He observes that ‘from 
the moment of its creation, it achieved a great and growing popularity’
85
.  
Hamori, in a chapter on love poetry in the Abbasid period in Abbasid Belles-
Lettres, notes--as several scholars do
86
--that in the Umayyad period, the love-poem 
became independent and the ghazal emerged as a distinct genre. He states that 
whether the H}ija@zi@ love-poems are chaste or licentious has less to do perhaps with the 
poet’s experience than with audience’s expectations
87
. However, his chapter shows 
very little interest in the ‘udhri @ tradition.  
  In H}adi@th al-arbi‘a@’, first published 1924, T}aha H}usayn distinguishes 
between urban erotic  poetry in the Hijaz and chaste Bedouin love poetry in the 
desert. He also notes the exaggeration found in the ‘udhri @ stories and ridicules the 
extreme behavior of the lovers
88
. Clearly, H}usayn judges the phenomenon aside from 
its legendary dimension and overlooks the aesthetics of its literary side. Making the 
same distinction between erotic and chaste ghazal in Hijaz during the Umayyad 
period, Ih}sa@n al-Nas}s}, in his study, al-Ghazal fi@ ‘asr bani@ Umayyah [The Ghazal in 
the Era of the Umayyad Dynasty], published 1976, suggests that the difference 
between the closed society of the Bedouin and the open society of the cities resulted 
in two types of ghazal: ‘udhri @ and sensual. Therefore, the ‘udhri @ poet’s chastity is not 
the result of his inability to fulfill his heart’s desire, but a genuine chastity firmly 
rooted in the Bedouin’s strict code of behaviour
89
. However, one should bear in mind 
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that al-Ja@h}iz} has another view of the issue, for he points out that men and women in 
Arabia would see and talk to one another freely
90
.  
 Dealing with the themes of physicality and sexuality (or its absence) in al-
ghazal al-‘udhri @, we shall focus on two main studies, for they seem to have had a 
decisive impact on the others: Mu@sa@ Sulayma@n: al-H}ubb al-‘udhri@ [‘udhri @ Love], first 
published in 1947; and Ah}mad al-Jawa@ri@: al-H}ubb al-‘udhri@ nash’atuhu wa 
tat}awwurhu [‘udhri @ Love: Its Origin and Progression] first published in 1948. First, 
it should be observed that both studies are entitled al-H}ubb al-‘udhri@, not al-Ghazal 
al-‘udhri@ or al-Shi‘r al-‘udhri@. Does it mean, therefore, that the early studies regarded 
‘udhri @ love as a separate phenomenon? For they give less attention to ‘udhri @ poetry 
and more to the essence of love itself. It is clear that this concern led both scholars to 
define “love” in general and ‘udhri @ love in particular. However, Sulayma@n and 
Al-Jawa@ri differ over the matter that is paramount in this thesis: the physical 
presence in ‘udhri @ love. Al-Jawa@ri@ defines ‘udhri @ love as an elevated aspect of love, 
which rises above sensual desire and physical lust91. Sulayma@n, on the other hand, 
casts doubt on the "purified" nature of ‘udhri @ love. It is interesting to note that both 
of these early studies – concerning the presence or absence of the physical element in 
‘udhri @ love – have had a strong influence on later studies. Many scholars on both 
sides of the argument have copied their ideas, even quoting their exact words
92
. 
However, it is difficult to give wholehearted support to al-Jawa@ri@’s argument in 
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favour of the sublimation of ‘udhri @ love93, since the ideas that he presents on the 
subject are extremely confused. 
Sulayma@n’s allusions to physicality in ‘udhri @ love can be considered as very 
early hints of a  discussion of this topic in the corpus of al-ghazal al- ‘udhri @. 
According to Sulayma@n, ‘‘udhri @ poets were not angels.…The sorrow resulting from 
the lack of sexual relations with their beloveds and their sensual beauty is not 
entirely absent from ‘udhri @ poetry’94. In his view, what we should understand about 
‘udhri @ poets is their struggle for love and their making every effort for its sake, rather 
than their rising above or disapproval of physical desires. He argues that there are 
many verses describing the beloved’s body and the poet’s lust for it.  Although 
Sulayma@n’s contribution is useful as an early source raising the question of the body 
in ‘udhri @ love, he gives readers only a few hints without providing any serious 
analysis of this issue, especially as it concerns ‘udhri @ poetry. 
Does literary creativity spring from desire? S}a@diq Jala@l al-‘Az}m’s book Fi@ 
al-h}ubb wa al-h}ubb al-‘udhari@ (1968), contains an important discussion of this idea. 
He puts forward many genuine and daring perspectives, maintaining that ‘udhri @ love 
is in fact a sensual love, of which physical attraction is a part
95
. However, he argues, 
no physical contact actually takes place because the lover chooses to keep both his 
love and poetic inspiration alive by creating more obstacles between him and the 
object of his desire. Yet, al-‘Az}m’s discussion is limited to the prose material and 
does not address the poetry accompanying these prose fragments. He is not 
concerned with the interpretation of ‘udhri @ verses, which could be considered as 
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essential for understanding the ‘udhri @ tradition. Moreover, his view of the ‘udhri @ 
poets as being masochistic, is open to criticism.  
On the other hand, both Mus}t}afā al-Shak‘ah in Rih}lat al-shi‘r min 
al-umawiyyah ila@ al-‘Abbasiyyah [ Poetry from the Umayyad Era to the Abbasyad 
Era] and ‘Afí@f  H}a@t}ūm in al-Ghazal fí@ al-‘asr al-umawi@ [Ghazal in the Umayyad 
Period] proclaim that Jami@l celebrates the chaste love which spread across the 
Bedouin desert after promiscuity was forbidden by Islam. They argue that no one can 
question the chastity and virtue of Jami@l, Majnu@n and the other ‘udhri @ poets96. 
H}a@t}u@m tends to generalise and make judgmental comments though, rather than 
presenting a critical analysis
97
. However, when H}a@t}u@m addresses the question of 
“physical innuendo in Jami@l’s poetry”, he explains that this type of verse is merely 
an effort to imitate the other famous poets like ‘Umar b. Abi@ Rabi@‘ah. Therefore, he 
emphasises that we should not doubt Jami@l’s chastity and pure saintly love for 
Buthaynah merely from a reading of these incidental verses
98
. Yu@suf Bakka@r, 
likewise, observes that although ‘udhri @ poetry includes many physical innuendos, he 
stresses that we should not question al-ghazal al-‘udhri @ and the implied chastity of 
its poets
99
. It is clear, however, that Jami@l and the other ‘udhri @ poets indicate more 
than these scholars wish to see. 
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 The subject of ‘iffah (chastity) is also approached by al-T}ahir Labi@b Jadi@di@ in 
his study Susy@ulu@jiya@ al-ghazal al-‘Arabi: al-shi‘r al-‘udhri@ namudhajan100. He 
presents a new view of ‘udhri @ poetry by relying on structuralist theories in discussing 
topics such as the relationship between the Arabic language and sexual life, Islamic 
monotheism, and the adoration of a single beloved in ‘udhri @ poetry. The contributors 
discussed above have emphasised the social and political factors in the ‘udhri @ 
phenomenon, whereas Labi@b brings to light economic factors as well, drawing on 
Marxist theory. He attempts to engage the question of the chastity of these poets: Is it 
an aspect of poetic imagination or does it reflect reality? In Labi@b’s opinion, the 
attitude of the ‘udhri @ poets towards sexual life differs sharply from that of Islamic 
tradition.  
Nevertheless, in my view, the signs of physical presence in ‘udhri @ poetry and 
anecdotes should not be ignored. Idealising the beloved does not mean that desire is 
absent. On the contrary, it is always there, depicted by the ‘udhri @ poets in several 
ways. Is it worth distinguishing between the presence of the desire and the 
impossibility of satisfying it? Moreover, as Labi@b himself notes, there are many 
erotic descriptions of the beloved’s body within ‘udhri @ poetry.  
The subject of ‘udhri @ love is also briefly addressed by J.C. Bürgel in his 
article “Love, Lust, and Longing: Eroticism in Early Islam as Reflected in Literary 
Sources”. He classifies ‘udhri @ love as one of the major types of erotic love. Although 
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he sees Jami@l as active and cunning in terms of sensuality, he then says that he 
intends not to question the value of ‘udhrite love
101
. 
Are ‘udhri @ love stories ultimately about literary creativity? Al-‘Aqqa@d 102, 
studies Jami@l from the psychological angle by examining the narratives about the 
poet, and trying to examine the balance between his love and his literary creativity. 
He concludes that Jami@l and the other ‘udhri @ poets are the natural product of their 
era. That era itself is analysed in several chapters. Al-‘Aqqa@d tackles the 
inconsistency between the ‘udhri @ ideal of immortality and chastity on the one hand, 
and the ‘udhri @ verses mentioning physical contact, on the other. Here, the author sees 
a link between what people wish to be and what they are in reality as human beings. 
Likewise, in Love, Madness and Poetry: An Interpretation of the Majnu@n 
Legend, As‘ad E. Khairallah suggests that Majnu@n is torn between writing poetry and 
keeping his love secret, and therefore, by breaking the covenant of secrecy, Majnu@n 
has lost his blessed union with Layla@. Khairallah emphasises the three dimensions of 
Majnu@n’s character: love, madness and poetry. He is concerned with the link 
between the legend of Majnu@n and its mystical dimension, highlighting the 
significance of insanity as both a stigma and, in contrast, a sign of rebellion. This 
purity of vision and the courage to express it make the madman almost a poetic ideal. 
Khairallah discusses this significant question: Are love and madness prerequisites for 
poetry? He concludes that Majnu@n seeks to satisfy his passion in a dream world – 
through poetry and insanity. Nevertheless, the author offers no explanation of the 
distinction between the omnipresence of Layla@ in nature and in the mind of Majnu@n, 
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and her physical presence in his poetry. He just mentions in passing that his insanity 
is another necessary means of communication with his beloved. Hence, the erotic 
dimensions are absent from Khairallah’s study and one might question his mystical 
interpretations of the manifestations of insanity. However, what is particularly 
interesting in his analysis of Majnu@n’s insanity is his hint of the physical condition of 
Majnu@n, which becomes his distinguishing mark as the incarnation of the lovesick 
poet, in contrast with other heroes from this type of romance. A similar idea is 
expounded well in Michael Dols’ book Majnu@n: The Madman in the Medieval 
Islamic World, which is a thorough examination of the subject of insanity in 
Medieval Islamic society
103
. This study is useful particularly for its interest in the 
physical description of Majnu@n’s madness and the causes of love.  
Andre Miquel’s comparison of Majnu@n and Tristan is concerned with the 
themes of society’s norms, the tragic ends of the lovers and eternal love
104
. The 
comparison between tragedy in Arabic love stories and Western literature is also the 
main concern of Manzalaouni’s articles entitled: “Tragic Ends of Lovers: Medieval 
Islam and the Latin West” and “Swooning Lovers: a Theme in Arab and European 
Romance”. In spite of his important comments on the role of tragedy in love stories, 
the role of sexuality within the tragedy in these stories is not discussed. 
Ruqayya Yasmine Khan’s Sexuality and Secrecy in the Medieval Arabic 
Romance of Majnu@n Layla105 is another valuable contribution to the subject of 
Majnūn’s romance. Khan argues that Majnūn’s romance is scarcely chaste and that 
it is about the competing models of courtship and marriage. She also maintains that a 
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crucial component of the romance is the semiotics of secrecy. So, it is the inability of 
desire to remain hidden and its proclivity to express itself in and through language 
that cause the tragedy. Therefore, there is a conflict between individual expression 
and social mandates. Khan also addresses the question of Islamic influence on this 
romance, yet, unlike other scholars, she emphasises the social conflict between the 
old Bedouin order and the new Islamic order. She sees Majnūn as an Anti-Type of 
the Prophet and the Bedouin Wild Man as the embodiment of the Bedouin social 
order that opposes the Islamic one. In her analysis of “secrecy” in this romance, 
Khan concentrates on the fact that the revelation of desire is followed by the 
concealment of the desired object. Furthermore, by mentioning that the beloved is 
the subject of gossip, the poet belies the image of the chaste maiden. The language 
itself engenders his desire. However, one should question Khan’s view of Layla@ in 
particular. Is Layla@ really victimised by both her love and society, and, moreover, 
does Majnūn really make her a public disgrace? Despite the extensive range of this 
study, it focuses only on Majnūn, whereas I intend to study the entire ‘udhri @ 
tradition, concentrating especially on its elements of physical presence. 
Bouhdiba’s work Sexuality in Islam
106
 offers a significant contribution to the 
subject of sexuality in Medieval Islamic communities
107
. Bouhdiba asserts that in the 
practice of love, the Qur’an prescribes a balanced approach, but argues that this has 
not been translated into social practice. What was unified in revelation fell apart at 
the historical level. Themes like sexual practice and prohibitions in Islam, the 
frontier of the sexes, the sexual and the sacral are discussed in detail in his study. 
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Bouhdiba also addresses the subject of variations on eroticism: misogyny, mysticism 
and muju@n, maintaining that they are three ways of dealing with the single problem; 
misogyny encloses Muslims in their own empire, muju@n releases their inhibitions, 
and mysticism sublimates them
108
. The sensuality of Paradise is also discussed in his 
chapter “The Infinite Orgasm”, where Bouhdiba argues that the sensual nature of 
paradisiacal pleasures in the Qur’an indicates the wholesomeness of physical desire. 
The author quotes from Islamic texts that describe infinite pleasure with houris
109
. 
Joseph Massad, in his study Desiring Arabs, examines the linking of the 
concepts of sex and civilization in the modern Arab world. He sees the concept of 
homosexuality as a product of the colonial experience. His book traces the history of 
the unfolding of the concepts of culture and civilization in the contemporary Arab 
world.  It is an intellectual history of the representation of sexual desire in and about 
the Arab world. He argues that it was within the context of ‘ethnopornography’ that 
Arab readers began to read orientalist accounts which emphasised Arab sexual life, 
often in a moralising manner. Influenced by this reading, they were overcome by a 
sense of crisis
110
. Al-ghazal al-‘udhri @ is one of the elements that have been subjected 
to this manner of reconsideration by scholars in the Arab world – under the influence 
of colonial discourses on sexuality, Massad would argue.  
My thesis will partially make use of certain Western theories about the body 
and sexuality. For example, Freud’s oft-cited article “Creative Writers and Day 
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 is particularly useful in understanding the relation between the wishes 
of the poets and their poetry. Georges Bataille, in Erotism: Death and Sensuality, 
demonstrates that eroticism assents to life to the point of death. He asks: ‘what does 
physical eroticism signify if not a violation of the very being of its practitioners - a 
violation bordering on death, bordering on murder’
112
. Bataille argues that only the 
beloved in this world can bring immortality to two mortal creatures. Hence, love 
spells suffering in so far as it is a quest for the impossible. We suffer from isolation 
in our individual separateness. He also demonstrates that the possession of the 
beloved object does not imply death, but rather that the idea of death is linked to the 
urge to possess
113
. This work highlights the connection between individuality, 
sensuality and death, themes of some importance to my study. 
A significant effort has already been made to analyse and understand the 
concept of love in the classical Arabic sources. In his study, al-H}ubb fi@ al-tura@th 
al-‘Arabi@, Muh}ammad H}asan ‘Abdallah criticises the widely held view of separating 
Arab love into the ‘udhri @ and sensual categories. He believes that the phenomenon of 
love is more complex, being related to rituals, feelings, ideas and sectarian 
distinctions, all of which are expressed in poetry. His study deals with various 
sources of references to love and he analyses many of the concepts
114
. 
Raja@’ Sala@mah is concerned with the complex relationship between passionate 
love (‘ishq) and its expression through the written word. In her voluminous and 
informative book al-‘Ishq wa’l-kita@bah: qira@’h fi@ al-mawru@th, the author makes a 
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special effort to analyse the words for love in Arabic, of which there are, 
interestingly, more than a hundred, although some scholars do not consider them 
synonymous. Sala@mah draws a parallel between the image of the afflicted camel 
(al-ba‘i@r al-sadim) and the fate of the lover (al-‘a@shiq). The longing is a form of 
energy, though a problematic one, as it cannot be easily satisfied. In that respect, it 
resembles fire. Indeed, many of the Arabic words used for love and longing are 
derived from the root word for “fire”
115
. Although this study is not confined to the 
‘udhri @ tradition, it does refer to the tradition, providing a significant contribution to 
the understanding of love in Arab culture and in the Arabic language. It also contains 
many references to the body and to death. 
In her study Theory of Profane Love among the Arabs: The Development of the 
Genre, Giffen provides summaries of many classical Arabic works on love, thus 
identifying the reasoning behind the Arab theory of profane love. She concludes that 
‘the factor which most determines the character of these books is the religious 
one’
116
. It is true that the ethical and religious attitudes of the authors influence the 
structure, general argument, and even the minor details of their books. Poetry is 
quoted in all the works on the theory of love. It ‘might seem incidental to the burden 
of the author’s discussion, just so much decoration or elaboration of the essential 
ideas’
117
. Anecdotes and stories also appear in these books to illustrate or exemplify 
the ideas discussed. The information from Arabic lexicographers and philologists 
alongside the opinions of philosophers and physicians are another element in these 
works on the theory of love. Giffen also discusses the evolution of form and content 
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in these works, concluding that they reveal certain common features, examining 
terms such as ‘ishq and mah}abbah and their use. The concept of the martyrs of love 
is also analysed here, the author tracing its development alongside the concept of 
martyrdom in Islam.  
 
1.6 The Structure and Trajectory of the Thesis 
Kita@b al-agha@ni@ will be my main source for the stories told about ‘udhri @ poets such as 
Majnu@n, Jami@l and Qays118. I will also refer to other classical sources such as al-Shi‘r 
wa al-shu‘ara@’ by Ibn Qutaybah. For the poetry, I will refer to the poets’ anthologies 
of poetry (diwa@ns). The main sources of my thesis are the diwa@ns of ‘Urwah b. 
H}iza@m, Majnu@n Layla@, Qays Lubna@, Jami@l Buthaynah and Kuthayyir ‘Azzah. All of 
these works and their commentaries have been published during the last century.  For 
the Qur'anic verses, Yusuf Ali’s translation is used. 
Moreover, to achieve the objectives of this thesis, it has been necessary to 
consult the most relevant classical literature on love, particularly for the focus on the 
depiction of the lover’s body and how it is affected by love
119
. Kita@b al-zahrah (The 
Book of the Flower) by Ibn Da@’u@d (d.909\297), and T}awq al-h}amamah (The Ring of 
the Dove) by Ibn H}azm (d.1063\456) are two of the most important sources for my 
thesis and are closely related to each other. Kita@b al-zahrah, is an anthology of 
Arabic love poetry, but is not just a collection of poetry as it also discusses the theory 
of love, being the first extant Arabic work on the topic. Some of the key topics in al-
                                                 
118
 A discussion about the structure of kita@b al-agha@ni@ will be provided in the second chapter. 
119
 Some of these titles are:Kita@b al-zahrah by Abu@ Bakr Muh}ammad b. Da@’u@d al-Is}faha@ni@ (d. 
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by Ibn H}azm al-Andalusi@ (d. 456/1064), Mas}a@ri‘ al-‘ushsha@q by Abu@ Ja‘far al-Sarra@j (d. 500/1106), 
Dhamm al-hawa@ by Ibn al-Jawzi@ (d. 597/1200), Rawd}at al-muh}ibbi@n wa nuzhat al-mushta@qi@n by Ibn 
Qayyim al-Jawzyyiah (d.751/135) and Tazyi@n al-aswa@q bi tafs}i@l ashwa@q al-‘ushsha@q by Da@’u@d al-
Ant}a@ki@ (d. 1008/1599). 
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zahrah are: Was}l union with the loved one; being together, bayn, nawa@ separation 
from the loved one; being apart; giving the main reason for the writing of the poem 
in the first place as being most often due to the pain of separation. There are other 




In T}awq al-h}amamah,121 which is widely regarded as a masterpiece, the 
author proceeds in a rational manner to describe the essence and nature of love, its 
possible causes and symptoms as well as the frustration and perils surrounding it. 
This book is a prose work in which the passages of poetry, some composed by the 
author himself, are subservient to the prose text. Ibn H}azm portrays the tragedies of 
love, including examples from his own life while keeping within the Arabic tradition 
of literature on love
122
.  
The methodology used in this study is text analysis, using classical 
literary texts of ‘udhri @ narratives and poetry. The thesis consists of six 
chapters. Following this introduction, Chapter Two focuses on the ways in 
which stories and narratives about the poets and events throughout the 9th 
and 10th centuries gave rise to certain compositions that in effect established 
a tradition and reconstructed a past. The chapter will raise issues such as Al-
ghazal al-s}ari@h} vs. al-ghazal al-‘udhri @, and moral and ethical issues and their 
effect in reconstructing the past, with special consideration of kita@b al-
agha@ni @. In Chapter Three, I discuss the concepts of sexuality, marriage and 
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chastity in Islamic discourse; this touches on Islamic jurisprudence as well 
as Islamic culture in general. Also, the implications of chastity as understood 
in the stories about 'udhri @ poets and theories of love will be discussed, while 




10th centuries. The 
problematic relationship that exists between the ‘udhri @ tradition and Islamic 
discourse around sexuality and love will be the main focus of this chapter. 
In Chapter Four, the theme of how the beloved’s body is represented, is set 
within the generic convention of classical Arabic poetry. Attention is drawn to the 
image of a corpulent woman and the depiction of a woman as a gazelle. Moreover, 
the chapter examines the ethereal aspect of female beauty in al-ghazal al-‘udhri @. The 
presence and absence of the beloved's physical form is the primary subject of 
discussion in Chapter Five. I will argue that the bodily presence in al-ghazal al-
‘udhri @ does not always take the form of a physical body—sometimes it appears 
through symbolic channels, where the symbolising of the body appears alongside its 
physical depiction. The themes of gestures, speech, phantoms, the beloved’s house, 
and her presence through nature will be examined in this chapter. This discussion 
leads to the central question of the subsequent chapter: does the beloved's absence 
enhance the poetry about her? Therefore, Chapter Six examines the friction between 
poetry and possession. By tracing the tropes of unfulfilled love and the idealised 
woman, the chapter offers an argument about the discourse of cultural value 
developed around poetry, the reception of the poet as a hero and the representation of 
poetry as the ultimate goal. In Chapter Seven, I provide a discussion of the depiction 
of the lover’s body in the ‘udhri @ tradition by analyzing the vocabulary of sickness, 
healing, the physician and the use of magic—all of which affect the body. They are 
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frequently repeated motifs and vocabularies in al-ghazal al-‘udhri @. The themes of 
madness and death will also be explored in this, the final chapter. By analyzing the 
texts through the chapters and discussing the issues raised, it is hoped that the thesis 
will offer an original contribution to the subject. 
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Reconstructing the Past 
2.1 Al-Ghazal: the Love Poem 
During the Umayyad period, for the first time in the history of Arabic literature, love 
poems, known as "ghazal", appeared. The ghazal is a monothematic poem which is 
devoted entirely to the erotic theme. Before that time, amatory preludes known as 
nasi@b had formed only the opening section of a long poem that praised a patron or 
tribe or perhaps the poet himself, as well as a description of the poet’s journey and of 
his camel or horse and so on. It is still open to discussion ‘whether the ghazal 
originated exclusively from the nasi@b, or whether other poetic models should be 
taken into account’
1
.In the first chapter we discussed differing opinions on the main 
factors behind the development of the Umayyad ghazal and the new concept of love 
arising from it
2
. Jacobi notes that ‘the poets of the seventh century introduced new 
themes and concepts, but they also made use of conventions, sometimes subtly 
changing their meaning or employing them in unusual combinations’
3
.  
In any case, when considering the ghazal, we should bear in mind that the art 
of singing contributed to the spread of this kind of poetry. This art was a natural 
result of prosperity and the availability of leisure time in H}ija@z. Persians also 
contributed to elevating the Arab art in both singing and musicology
4
. Comparing 
pre-Islamic love poetry and Umayyad ghazal, Jacobi states: 
When comparing love poetry of the ja@hiliyya to amatory verses of the 
first Islamic century, I came to the conclusion that at least some 
elements of the latter could be derived from a common source, a 
                                                     
1
 Renate Jacobi, “Time and Reality in "Nasīb" and "Ghazal", p.1. 
2
 See chapter 1, pp. 11-15.  
3
 Jacobi, “Time and Reality in "Nasīb" and "Ghazal", p.1. 
4
 For more details see: Shwqi@ D}ayf, al-Fann wa matha@hibuhu fi@ al-shi'r al-'arabi @ (Cairo: Da@r al-
ma'a@rif, 1978),10th edition, pp. 53-59.  
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change in aesthetic consciousness based on two interrelated factors: 1. 
a new experience of time, 2. a new attitude towards reality
5
.   
Even when the Umayyad love poets employed conventional motifs such as 
the t}alal, they invented a new ending to the story, or connected it with other 




2.2 The Roots of al-Ghazal al-‘Udhri @@ @@ 
A group of pre-Islamic poets who had adopted a similar attitude in love and ghazal 
to the subsequent ‘udhri @ attitude were referred to as mutaiyyamu@n, “passionate 
lovers”, in classical Arabic literary sources. Examples of these are al-Muraqash al-
Akbar and Asma@’, Al-Mukhabbal and Mayla@’, ‘Abdullah b. Al-‘Ajla@n and Hind. 
This approach to love can be traced back to the pre-Islamic period. Poetry, the 
creative social expression of the Arab tribes of the desert at that time, voiced this 
approach
7
, so this expression of love existed in the desert-based nomad societies of 
the Arabian peninsula before the emergence of Islam. The existence of the pre-
Islamic lovers is validated by the ‘udhri @ poets themselves: Qays b. Dhari@yh{ quotes 
‘Amr b. ‘Ajla@n who was killed by his love for Hind8 and Jami@l also quotes him, 
together with al-Muraqqash, as martyrs of love
9
. However, the amount of poetry that 
has reached us from the pre-Islamic lovers (mutayyamu@n) is scarce in comparison 
with the ‘udhri @ poetry we have in hand from the Umayyad period. Hence, although 
‘udhri @ love--as represented in texts-- has some roots in the pre-Islamic era, it did not 
                                                     
5
 Ibid., pp. 1-2. 
6
 Examples of this variation could be found in ‘Umar b. Abi@ Rabi@‘@ah and al-Wali@d b. Yazi@d poems. 
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become the marker of a literary genre in its own right until the Umayyad period.  
Jacobi notes, ‘Whereas the pre-Islamic love poetry only knows the hero and heroine 
as profoundly bound to the collective needs, the new love code of the Umayyad 




2.3 Al-ghazal al-s}ari@h}} @ }} @ }} @ } vs. al-ghazal al-‘udhri@@ @@ 
Many scholars, such as T}aha H}usayn and Ghunaymi@ Hila@l, consider ‘udhri @ poetry to 
be the opposite of the sensual love poetry known as al-ghazal al-s}ari@h} and which not 
only had a place in early Arabic literature but flourished until recent times. 
Therefore, love poetry in classical Arab literature, especially during the Umayyad 
period, has been seen by scholars generally as divided into two main groups: chaste 
Bedouin ('udhri @) and sensual urban (s}ari@h}) poetry. ‘Udhri @ poets, such as 'Urwah, 
Jami@l and Majnu@n, are considered the most illustrious poets of the chaste Bedouin 
genre, and poets from Madi@nah and Mecca, such as ‘Umar b. Abi@ Rabi‘@ah and al-
‘Urji@, are considered the best in the profane urban genre11. Hila@l explains that when 
H}ija@z lost its political prestige, it suffered from a state of isolation, and its poets 
started to entertain themselves and lead a dissolute life. The best examples are ‘Umar 
b. Abi@ Rabi‘@ah and those living in cities where facilities and luxuries were available 
as a result of the Islamic conquests. However, rural poets took their pure love in other 
directions because they were neither involved in politics nor yearning for a luxurious 
life. According to Hila@l, this dissimilarity can be attributed to the fact that they lived 
in areas remote from cities and were steeped in Arab traditions and were, therefore, 
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 Renate Jacobi, “Die Udhra: Liebe und Tod in der Umayyadenzeit”, Workshop held at the 
Wissenschaftskolleg, Berlin, 1- 2 July 2003. www.wiko-berlin.de/index.php. 
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able to preserve Islamic ethics
12
.Yet, as we saw in the first chapter, Hila@l’s 
assumption has been challenged
13
 and one can argue that some city dwellers surely 
were as “steeped” in Arab traditions. 
In any case, according to ‘Umar’s ghazal, love experience had become a 
profane adventure. The lover is presented as the pursuer of women as part of his 
amorous adventures during the H}ajj season14. ‘Umar’s ghazal description of the 
beauty of women focuses on the sensual side of it and one single poem might refer to 
the names of several women. Also, ‘Umar b. Abi@ Rabi‘@ah is famous for the ghazal 
that portrays the poet, not only as a lover, but also as the one being loved and chased 
by women
15
. His poetry is constructed around dramatic dialogue. His language is 
simple, tuned with a rhythm adaptable to songs. In addition, ‘Umar b. Abi@ Rabi@‘ah 
celebrates his amorous adventures with self-assured and independent women from 
respectable families. Some of these adventures, as ‘Umar’s poems show, were 
initiated by women themselves. Al-Is}faha@ni@ reports that: 
Hind, the daughter of al-H}a@rith of the Murrah tribe, invited ‘Umar 
b. Abi@ Rabi@‘ah to her house one day so that she and her 
companions could talk to him, saying: ‘Oh, oh, ‘Umar, listen to 
this. If only you could have seen me a few days ago when I was 
with my family! I put my head under my gown and looked at my 
nakedness and was very desirable. At this I called out: "‘Umar, 
‘Umar" and ‘Umar replied: ‘I would have called out: ‘At your 
service, at your service’
16
. 
 As this anecdote, and many others of its type show, the kind of love relation that 
‘Umar’s ghazal presented is a sensual, adventurous love. The beloved in his poetry is 
portrayed as strong and beautiful, an independent and pleasure-seeking woman. She 
is also portrayed as the potential companion of a man.  
                                                     
12 Ibid. 
13 See chapter1, pp. 14-15.  
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On the other hand, the vow to remain faithful is a leitmotiv of al-ghazal al-
‘udhri @, as often evidenced in the diwa@n of Jami@l. Many of his verses may be 
understood as allusions to the poet's total obsession with his beloved. Indeed, a core 
theme of the ‘udhri @ tradition presents the lover as being totally preoccupied with the 
beloved, devoting himself to her, and refraining from making love with any other 
woman.
17
. When Jami@l found himself presented with seven girls from respectable 
families, each of them wishing to marry him, he wrote the following poem about 
Buthaynah: 
Many is the woman who comes to me 
And offers herself in all earnest mixed with jestful words 
I answer her with kindness after hesitating, 
My love for Buthaynah, prevents me accepting you. 
If I had in my heart a fingernail of extra love to give 
I would accept you or I would send you my letters
18
                         [1] 
Jami@l, in these verses, is expressing a love that occupied his heart so fully that there 
is not ‘a fingernail of extra love to give’ to any woman apart from Buthaynah. Even 
if other women promised to fulfill his desire, he still could not think of anyone but 
his beloved, despite the implication that she does not ‘offer herself’
19
. There is a 
narrative in al-Agha@ni@  in which Jami@l’s father tries to dissuade Jami@l from pursuing 
Buthaynah after her marriage, and in so doing he unequivocally states: ‘Women are 
replaceable’. Jami@l counters this with the reply that, for him, Buthaynah is not: ‘By 
                                                     
17
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God, were I able to efface her memory from my heart and to erase her person from 




From Jami@l’s perspective, love transcends mundane life and reaches up to the 
eternal. It is a symbol of the absolute. Love, to him, is the whole of ‘being’. Imru’ al- 
Qays and ‘Umar b. Abi@ Rabi@‘ah on the other hand, do not love specific women but 
love instead any woman who provides enjoyment. As for Jami@l’s love, it is purely 
personal. He is not interested in an instrument or means, but rather in a single being 
who is incomparable to any other. This person cannot be substituted by another. 
Women, from this perspective, seem to be exemplary symbols of desire. The lover 
finds his ultimate happiness in dreaming about this matchless character and attaining 
this desire. Thus, he becomes devoted to one woman regardless of whether she 
marries him or another
21
.  
Labi@b argues that there is a parallel between the concept of monotheism and 
the unique beloved in the ‘udhri @ tradition. Islam refuted polytheism by stressing the 
need to submit to one God alone. Consequently, the concept of monotheism is 
mirrored in the uniqueness of the beloved from the beginning of the ‘udhri @ tradition. 
In Labi@b’s opinion, the theme of ‘udhri @ poetry is often centred on a woman for 
whose sake one wishes to die. Moreover, contemplating her love can have a curative 
effect. Jami@l says: ‘remembrance of you cures my numb leg’22. Sympathizing with 
the lover and supplication to her make the beloved (the woman) an ideal, while the 
lover (the man), is a human being
23
.    
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Moreover, the desire is the object itself for 'udhri @ lovers. That desire is their 
only aim even if it ultimately leads to madness and death. That is why Majnu@n casts 
himself as the eternally suffering lover: 
 
She said: you have lost your mind over me 
I said to her: 
Love is greater than what [afflicts] the madmen 
One entrusted with love, the possessor [s{a@h{ib] of love, 
Does not recover from it for eternity, 
Whereas the madman is only felled by it for a time
24
                               [2] 
In these verses, Majnu@n ‘nobly privileges his passion for his beloved above all 
else’
25
. He states that there is no way for the ‘possessor of love’ to recover from it. 
Yet, ‘true love, in contrast to a crazed infatuation, is romanticized as an affliction 
from which recovery is not only impossible but undesirable’
26
.  
The motif of the poet's total preoccupation with the beloved was developed 
and continuously elaborated upon by Umayyad and later Abbasid poets. 'Abba@s b. al-
Ah}naf (d. 188/804), for example, devoted a poem to it, describing the loss of all his 
perceptive faculties. Not even his tongue obeys him any more, but insists on 
pronouncing the beloved's name. Thus reality has lost its power at last, and the 
lover's mind is entirely dominated by the imagination
27
.  
However, in spite of this distinction between 'udhri @ and s}ari@h } "sensual" 
ghazal, no trace of such a clear division can be found in early texts dealing with the 
ghazal in the Umayyad period. Al-shi‘r wa al-shu‘ara@’ by Ibn Qutaybah (d. 276/899), 
for instance, is one of the oldest sources to address the ‘udhri @ poets and poetry. Ibn 
Qutaybah did not categorize these poets as one school nor did he place them in the 
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"opposing" genre of "sensual love" urban poets. Instead, he just described each of the 
‘udhri @ poets as ‘one of the famous Arab lovers (‘ushsha@q)’28. Certain modern 
scholars have also criticised this division, including Sala@mah who notes that ‘udhri @ 
poets share ‘Umar’s view of a woman as a potential friend of a man
29
. Some of the 
urban poets, moreover, such as al-H}a@rith b. Kha@lid were themselves proud of being 
chaste
30
.  In addition, Bürgel notes that some ‘udhri @ elements exist in the love poetry 
of non-‘udhri @ poets such as ‘Umar b. Abi@ Rabi‘@ah and even in that of the terrible rake 
Caliph Wali@d b. Yazi@d, who boasted of his ability to emulate the ‘udhri @ style31. 
Therefore, the link between the Bedouin encampment with its chastity, on one hand, 
and urban areas full of sensuality, on the other, is derived from the emergence of a 
superficial nostalgia for an imaginary origin, which in this context is represented by 
the desert. This moral duality of chastity and the profane has been incorrectly applied 
by scholars in integrated texts of ghazal where neither geographic nor tribal 
belonging seem to be of importance
32
. 
Also, unfulfilled love was not limited to the Bedouin in the desert. After the 
time of these bards and their environment, love was vocalized in a new milieu in 
urban areas by poets who were fuqaha@’ and religious ascetics. One example is 
‘Ubaydallah b. ‘Abdullah b. ‘Utbah, who demonstrated his regret for divorcing his 
spouse by composing poems about her
33
. His story reminds us of the story of the 
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‘udhri poet, Qays b. Dhari@h34. Among the ascetic poets in Madi@nah was ‘Ubd al-
Rah}ma@n al-Jashmi@, known as al-Quss who became infatuated with the songstress, 
Sala@ma@h, after listening to her singing35. Clearly, the bards and fuqaha@’ were already 
rejoicing at love in the Abbasid era when the first compilations of the words of 
paramours including ‘udhri@s, and others concerned with love, first began to appear. 
 
2.4 The Important Source: Kita@b al@@@ - Agha@ni@@@ @@ @@   
After the flowering of al-ghazal al-'udhri @ in the Umayyad period and the diffusion of 
its spirit to fuqaha@’ in Madi@nah and Mecca, it cannot be traced again as a genre until 
the Abbasid age when‘udhri @ love became the exalted ideal of courtly society in 
Persia, although the prevailing moral outlook of the latter context clearly differed 
with respect to the earlier milieu. It was at this time that moving love stories were  
documented about tragic lovers and when poetry and akhba@r from prior periods were 
documented and compiled. The earliest extant version of the romance is to be found 




But, the most important source of al-ghazal al-'udhri @ is Kita@b al- Agha@ni @ by 
Abu@-Faraj al-Is}fahānī (d. 356/967), the authenticity of which we discussed in the first 
chapter
37
. However, we still need to know more about the author and his interests, as 
well as how the work was composed. We also need to look more closely at its 
structure, in order to understand al-Is}fahānī's contribution to al-ghazal al-udhri @, 
which became in his period the subject of renewed interest. Abu@-Faraj 'Ali@ b. al-
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H}usayn al-Is}fahānī, is an ideal scholar to focus on because of his wide range of 
knowledge, his aristocratic lineage and the fact that he was also a poet. He was of 
Arab origin, a descendant of the Quraysh tribe and a lineal descendant of Marwa@n, 
the last Umayyad Caliph. He was born in Is}faha@n, Persia and studied grammar, 
philology, h}adi@th, Qur'anic sciences, and history in Baghdad. He was very 
knowledgeable in the requisites of the convivial companion, such as the narration of 
anecdotes, fables, poems, and biographies, falconry, farriery, medicine, astrology, 
music and last but not least, in the preparation of beverages. Al-Is}fahāni@ was a man 




Al-Is}fahāni@  spent fifty years writing his Kita@b al- Agha@ni @ , thanks to the 
generous patronage system which gave Abbasid scholars the opportunity to work 
undisturbed by financial concerns
39
. The Kita@b al- Agha@ni @'s 24 volumes, almost ten 
thousand pages, includes poems and songs from pre-Islamic times to the tenth 
century; biographies of poets and musicians; and detailed descriptions of literary and 
music circles. Documenting a song with the name of the poet and composer, along 
with the modes of rhythm and melody employed, was not enough for al- Al-Is}faha@ni@. 
He gave painstaking descriptions of the context in which a song was composed and 
performed, believing that the context was extremely important for a proper 
understanding of the text itself
40
. He also gave copious details of the physical, verbal, 
and social behaviour of both musicians and audience, the process of learning, the 
process of composition, the process of change, the uses and functions of songs, and 
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the cause and nature of textual and musical improvisation. Thus, al-Is}faha@ni@’s work 
was a precursor of our modern musical anthropology
41
.  
Although the greater part of the akhba@r in kita@b al-agha@ni@ was transmitted 
orally to the author, he also cited written works, noting that ‘authors and as}h}a@b adab 
wa akhba@r’ helped to preserve various links of the isn@d’42. Kilpatrick notes that al-
Is}faha@ni@ often refers to written materials by using the terms nasakhtuhu and 
wajadtuhu
43
. Even so, as Zolondek notes, the written works by these authors is 
under-represented in the isna@d of akhba@r in kita@b al-agha@ni@ and, moreover, we do not 
know whether these authors showed a significant interest in the subject
44
. This 
problem applies to the akhba@r of the poets cited throughout the kita@b al-agha@ni@ 
including 'udhri @ poets. Nevertheless,  Zolondek argues, it is apparent that Abu@ al-
Faraj had the various transmissions of the "collector sources" in hand and worked 
systematically from a definite plan both as regards to content and as to the use of the 
"collector sources" available to him'
45
.   
Therefore, when addressing al-ghazal al-‘udhri@, it seems that al-Is}faha@ni@ 
treats this tradition in the same way as the various other traditions detailed in his 
enormous work. He reports as much as possible of these poets’ akhba@r and poetry. 
When he is dealing with a number of reports on a subject and sets out to note their 
points of divergence, he does not usually follow one main version but integrates the 
common elements. Even if he does not announce at the beginning that he will 
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mention them, digressions are sometimes made in the course of a khabar
46
. One 
might question here how the stories and narratives about udhri@ poets, starting with 
kita@b al-agha@ni@, gave rise to certain compositions that in effect marked the beginning 
of a new tradition. This and similar questions will be discussed in the following 
section. 
 
2.5 Reconstructing the Past 




tenth centuries that 
looked back to al-ghazal al-‘udhri @ and prompted scholars to collect this poetry and 
the narratives about ‘udhri @ poets of the seventh and early eighth centuries? What 
happened at that time to spark off a fresh interest in ‘udhri @ love almost two centuries 
after the death of the ‘udhri @ lovers?  
I would suggest three assumptions to answer these questions.  Firstly, when 
al-ghazal al-‘udhri@ was revived as a literary phenomena in the ninth century, it was 
not with “new” exponents.  Rather, the still living tradition was revivified when the 
poetry was collected and documented and when the stories that fit somehow with the 
poetry were collected and retold. Therefore, the restoration of the ‘udhri @ tradition 
was partly due to the criticism and authorship movement in the Abbasid age. 
Secondly, the foreign influences on Arabic literature, especially from Persia, could 
also explain the turning back to al-ghazal al-‘udhri @. Moreover, the Persian interest in 
Majnu@n led to the development of narratives about the Arabic origin of the story and 
the addition of new Sufi elements to it
47
. Thirdly, concerning moral and ethical 
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issues, "the profligacy movement" on one hand and the Sufis and asceticism on the 
other, were all instrumental in renewing the interest in al-ghazal al-'udhri @. I will now 
discuss these three assumptions in turn. 
2.5.1. The Period of Documentation, Criticism and Authorship 
The interest in al-ghazal al-'udhri @ in the ninth and tenth centuries that is evident in 
the compilations of al-'udhri @ poetry, together with biographical details of the poets 
that appeared then, is not so surprising, as such documentation had already begun in 
the ninth century with the collection of both pre-Islamic and post-Islamic poetry as 
well as the related literary news (akhba@r)48. Also, literary criticism flourished and the 
Prophet's h}adi@th were collected during the same period. The time lapse, I would 
argue, between the appearance of 'udhri @ poets in the seventh century and the start of 
writing about them after a gap of about one and a half centuries should not be 
considered as a real gap when we bear in mind that literature needs a period of 
fermentation before literary criticism can properly approach it. In fact, an interest in 
the authors themselves had already been shown at an earlier time, reappearing 
through studies and criticism. For example, interest in the stories of Kali@lah wa 
dimnah, by Ibn al-Muqaffa‘ (d. 190/759) came back with Abba@n b. 'Abd al-H}ami@d 
al-La@h}iqi@ (d. 200/815 ), and interest in al-Ja@h}iz} as a personality also came back in the 
art of al-maqa@ma@t. Therefore, al-ghazal al-'udhri @ returned to captivate the public and 
scholars alike, alongside every other kind of literary expression. In fact certain 
figurative elements like the wolf, for instance, returned to recapture the attention of 
poets. This animal had figured in Arabic poetry of the pre-Islamic era by al-
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Muraqqash al-Akbar and al-Shanfara@, to reappear with al-Furazdaq in the Umayyad 
era, and again with al-Buh}turi@, al-Shari@f al-Rradhi@ and others in the Abbasid era49. 
 Hence, it is possible that a literary phenomenon or personality may vanish for 
a while, and then return in another form. For example, al-maqa@ma@t appeared in the 
fourth century A.H, composed by Badi@' al-Zama@n al-Hamadha@ni@, before vanishing, 
only to appear once more in the sixth century A.H by al-H}ari@ri@ and thereafter by al-
Suqursut}i@. Therefore, it can be said that after the invigoration of al-ghazal al-'udhri @ 
during the Umayyad era, it came back to life again with the documentation of the 
Abbasid era. The return of this poetic form is evident in three related areas: 
- Documentation: the collection of anecdotes and biographical details (akhba@r) 
and poetry of 'udhri @ poets by Abu@ Bakr Wa@libi@, a collector of Majnu@n poetry 
and by Ibn Qutaybah, who collected numerous anecdotes about  udhri@ poets 
in his al-shi'r wa al-shu'ara@' . 
- Criticism: Arabic criticism before the fourth century A.H. was impressionistic 
and was not aimed to critical intervention as much as it was to demonstrate 
eloquence. Ibn Qutaybah is considered one of the first critics, establishing 
rules for literary criticism in his book al-shi'r wa al-shu'ara@'50. After Ibn 
Qutaybah came Quda@mah b. Ja'far (d. 337\948), whose book naqd al-shi'r 
(Criticism of Poetry) shows the influence of the literary criticism translated 
into Arabic at that time, particularly Aristotle's Poetics. Then two more books 
on criticism appeared, first al-A@midi@ (d. 371/981) and al-muwa@zanah bayna 
al-t}a@'yyan, then Ali@ al-Jurja@ni@ (d. 392/1002) and his work al-wasa@t}ah bayna 
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al-Mutanabi@ wa khus}umuh (Mediation between al-Mutanabi@ and his 
opponents). However, criticism did not fully mature to become methodical 
until the appearance of Ibn Rashi@q al-Qayrawa@ni@ (d. 456/1064) who penned 
al-'umdah fi@ s}ina@'at al-shi'r wa naqdih (The Pillar in the Creation and 
Criticism of Poetry) and al-H}asan al- 'Askari@ with al-s}ina@'atayn (The Two 
Industries). Undoubtedly, this rich period of criticism prompted critics to 
look at the poetry of previous eras including al-'udhri@ poetry. 
- The poetry concerned with courtly love was influenced by al-ghazal al-'udhri @ 
as we see in its most illustrious exponent al- 'Abba@s b. al-Ah}naf (d.188\ 804), 
a poet who is considered by some scholars as the natural heir of ‘udhri @ 
poets51, even though the love celebrated in his poetry was eventually fulfilled, 
and the women were not, by any means, ordinary. The beloved here is rather 
a high-ranking lady of the court. Perhaps it is the themes of long sorrow and 
cruel fate that link this poetry to ‘udhri @ poetry.  
In the light of the foregoing, we see that a literary style can either vanish or be 
transformed into something new, and it can be subject to a phase of documentation, 
criticism and analysis. So it was with the reappearance of al-ghazal al-'udhri @ and the 
reasons for the rather changed forms largely correspond to the cultural life of the 
ninth and tenth centuries. At the same time, this mode of poetic expression was also 
linked to the political and social climate which led to the interest in courtly love 
(ghazal) poetry, and to the patronage of scholars and poets. The renewed interest in 
al-ghazal al-'udhri @ as the poetry of 'udhri@s and their stories was part of this cultural 
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revival, constituting rich material for authors writing on the subject of love. First, al-
Ja@h}iz} (d.255/868) authored his dissertation on female singers and women and 
especially on passionate love, which was his main theme. He defined it, advocating it 
as a source of goodness, further drawing an analogy between the mirth of singing and 
the mirth between lovers, also providing comparisons between men and women
52
. By 
developing his theories on love, Al-Ja@h}iz laid the groundwork for later writers who 
devoted whole books to the subject. 
Subsequently, from the third century A.H, entire books were written about 
lovers who died of unfulfilled love for each another. Kita@b al-zahrah by Ibn Da@wu@d 
al-Ant}a@ki@ (d. 296/909) is one of the most acclaimed works that appeared on the 
theory of love in the ninth century. It ‘initially corresponded to the ideal concepts of 
Court circles concerning a person of good breeding’
53
. This book makes use of ‘udhri @ 
stories and poetry to set a model for “courtly love”. In this book we read: ‘He who 
wishes to be noble and cultivated must be chaste’, and ‘It is ignoble to treat the 
beloved in a contemptuous way by describing her’ In this light, we can understand 
the emphasis placed on chastity in ‘udhri @ love. During this period, the idea was 
remodelled to match the new standards of courtly love. Another example of this 
remodelling is found in a book that appeared in the tenth century which set a new 
standard of morality for the lover using examples from the past, especially from the 
‘udhri @ stories. The book, al-Muwashsha@, by al-Washsha@’ (d. 325/937), states: ‘In the 
past when a man loved a woman, he did not desert her until death and his heart 
concerned itself with no other, neither did he endeavour to find consolation 
elsewhere…and the woman behaved in like manner. When one of them died before 
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the other, the partner either took his own life or lived on only in a spirit of love for 
the one he had lost; remaining true, and honouring the memory of the partner’
54
. Al-
Washsha@’, in this text, refers to the ‘udhri @ relationship as a model, and the book is 
filled with references to ‘udhri @ poets and with quotations from their poetry. Here we 
can see the strong influence of these poets, who were much quoted at this time, as 
well as how their stories were remodelled to match the contemporary society.   
In addition, these books introduced a dramatic element to love as can be seen 
in titles such as Mas}a@ri‘ al-‘ushsha@q  "Death of the Passionate Lovers", by al-Sarra@j 
(d. 500/1106), which greatly popularised the theme that passionate love bore tragic 
consequences
55
. Much of the content of Mas}a@ri‘ al-‘ushsha@q  appears in numerous 
later works, which use ‘udhri @ love stories as examples of how love affects its victims 
and how it often kills them. One of these works; Kita@b al-wa@d}ih@ al-mubi@n fi@ dhikr 
man istushhida min al-muh{bi@n, by Mughult}a@y (d.762/1361 ), is devoted entirely to 
the martyrs of love. Such drama and death can only be the result of tortured and 
deprived love. The al-'udhri @ example is the ultimate one for incarnate fidelity both in 
love and in separation. Subsequent books on theories of love were suffused with such 
idealism. Hence these books emphasised this permanent state of longing and 
imparted these values to al-ghazal al-‘udhri @ in one way or another. 
 
2.5.2. Influence of Sufism and the Persian Interest in al-Ghazal al-'Udhri @@ @@ 
Further interest in al-ghazal al-'udhri @ came from abroad, particularly from Persia, 
which is closely linked with the Sufism movement that flourished in the Abbasid era. 
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It is well known that the Persians had shown particular interest in the story of 
Majnu@n Layla@. Their greatest poets, specifically Sa'di@ and Niza@mi@, re-wrote that story 
until it took a purely Sufi form with the poet ‘Abd al-Rah}ma@n Ja@mi@55. Niza@mi@’s 
narrative poem of approximately 4,600 lines is the third of five long narrative poems 
known collectively as the Kamsa (the Quintet). Here are some details about his work: 
In composing his romance, Nizāmi@ used many of the Arabic anecdotes 
and considered several key elements of the 'udhri@ genre. He refers 
explicitly to his sources seventeen times, at the beginning of each 
episode, but none of the sources can be identified with certainty: these 
references are probably a narrative device to emphasize the romance’s 
outlandish origin to his Persian readers. Nizāmi@ adds a strong Persian 
flavor to the legend. For example, the Nawfal episode is developed into 
a completely different event, hardly resembling the original Arabic 
account. The Arabic sources portray Nawfal as an official, but 
Nizāmi@’s Nowfal is a chivalrous Persian chieftain (javānmard) ready to 
risk his life to bring the two lovers together. Nizāmi@ threads the 
scattered anecdotes about Majnun’s love into a finely woven narrative 
with a dramatic climax. Persian verse romances are commonly about 
princes, and characters are usually related to courtly circles. Likewise, 
Nizāmi@ portrays the lovers as aristocrats. He also urbanizes the 
Bedouin legend: Majnu@n does not meet Layla@ in the desert amongst the 
camels, but at school with other children. Other Persian motifs added to 
the story are;(…) Majnun’s supplication to the heavenly bodies and 




Undoubtedly, these new dimensions given to the story of Majnu@n heightened the 
interest in this poetry. Moreover, some scholars, such as Hila@l, claim that Sufi love is 
an ‘udhri @ love that evolved due to specific philosophical and religious factors57. Both 
types were subject to the creed of Islam and the interpretations of its texts. At the 
same time, neither of these two expressions of love shied away from the physical 
side, and in the case of Sufi love, contemplating physical beauty was understood as 
the way to God
58
. Hila@l also stresses that the Sufis introduced emotional feelings and 
passion into the anecdotes about Majnu@n Layla@, recounting that he became 
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unconscious for a short time whenever the name of Layla@ was mentioned. With 
Sufis, fainting was accompanied by a frenzy of love feeling
59
.   
 
2.5.3. Moral and Ethical Issues 
Although “diverting entertainment” appeared in Islamic societies from the Umayyad 
era onwards, as we see for example in the stories of  al-Wali@d b. Yazi@d, it seems that 
“the profligacy movement” known as muju@n, meaning those who make light of moral 
values yet also indicating inter alia sexual freedom and the consumption of alcohol, 
only became widespread in the Abbasid era from the third century A.H. D}ayf states 
that two factors contributed to the spread of muju@n in the third and fourth centuries 
A.H., firstly the appearance of “doubters” like the schools of atheists and zana@diqah, 
and secondly, the popularity of female singers (qiya@n)60. 
The zana@diqah movement, which arose in Persia, was originally influenced by 
the book al-Afsta of Zoroaster, developed by Mani@ who called upon his followers to 
lead an ascetic life. The movement continued after the advent of Islam and grew 
during the Abbasid era, particularly during the days of Caliph al-Mahdi@ who asked 
al-mu'tazilah and al-mutakalimah to respond to zana@dikah who were accused of 
approving marriage between sisters and brothers as well as fathers and daughters
61
.  
Concerning the female singers, al-qiya@n, al-Jah}iz} portrayed their life of 
singing and seduction through ornament, poetry and voice
62
. Kita@b al-Aghani@ also 
depicts this underside of life which was full of slave girls and female singers, 
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. It seems that this wave of diversions and muju@n  
encompassed al-Ku@fah, according to Mut}i@' b. Iya@s, Wa@libah and H}ammad 'Ajrad. A 
portrayal of Al-Basrah at this time by Bashsha@r b. Burd, who was fond of wine and 
women (as can be seen in his poetry),  reveals that this city was also submerged 
under the same wave. Moreover, the two poets Abu@ Nuwa@s and al-H}usayn b. al-




Is it possible that the spread of libertinism in the Abbasid era helped to create 
a desire to return to al-ghazal al-'udhri @, which is considered to be the utter opposite 
of libertinism? Walther claims that the renewed interest in 'udhri @ love and in 
composing books on tragic chaste love came about ‘perhaps because people had had 
enough of the constantly increasing fickleness of erotic relationships’
65
.  
However, from my point of view, we should be cautious regarding such 
interpretations; how do we know that erotic relationships were increasingly fickle? 
Perhaps they are represented as such in texts but we cannot assume that this 
representational history, if it is even borne out, bears any relationship to the history 
of lived relationships. Al-Agha@ni@ contains accounts of 'udhri@s and the ascetics. But 
also, we find in al-Agha@ni@, tens of stories about profligates and a depiction of palace 
life as being indulged in extravagance and libertinism.  
 It also depicts the life of poor poets. On the other hand, we observe that 
asceticism and Sufism had started to take root in society alongside the alleged 
emergence of muju@n and libertinism. D}ayf explains that the wave of asceticism in the 
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Abbasid era was not less intense  than the wave of muju@n and may have arrived as a 
foreign influence from Indian asceticism and Christian monasticism . Abu@ al-
‘Ata@hyah was perhaps one of the most important ascetic poets, after starting his life 
as a muju@n and ending up by extolling asceticism, death, and the grave66.  
 
 
2.6 Contradictory Texts on Physicality in the ‘Udhri @@ @@ Tradition 
As we have seen from the previous sections, the period of documentation and 
authorship led to an interest in collecting the poetry and narratives of the ‘udhri @ 
poets. Later on, the elements of ‘iffah (chastity) in this tradition were refined. But, a 
close examination reveals a kind of contradiction regarding the issue of ‘iffah and 
physicality in ‘udhri @ poetry and akhba@r, which appeared in important sources like al-
Agha@ni@. Perhaps the structure of al-Agha@ni@ and the way it was composed contributed 
to this contradiction, as we shall see. 
Despite the scholarly emphasis on the ‘iffah (chastity) of ‘udhri @ poets, it is a 
fact that the beloved is noticeably present throughout the genre of al-ghazal al-
‘udhri@. The ‘udhri @ poet celebrates his beloved’s corporal beauty in all its glory, and 
he often refers to his desire for her. Yet, and at some poetic and narrative levels, he 
claims that a physical contact with his beloved did not occur. How are we to 
understand the contradictions found within the ‘udhri @ tradition regarding physical 
contact between the lovers?  For example, Jami@l was reported to have said on his 
deathbed: ‘May Muh}ammad not be my saviour (in the other world) if my hand ever 
touched Buthaynah for a suspicious thing. All I used to do is to rest her hand on my 
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heart in order to have some relief’
67
.  Is this statement simply due to his piety, or 
does he  imply that the ideal beauty the poetry depicts is unpossessable, even 
unthinkable? In Ibn Qutaybah’s book al-Shi‘r wa al-shu‘ara@’ we also read: ‘Jami@l is 
among those who are content with very little’
68
. He cites these famous verses 
composed by Jami@l: 
I am pleased with very little things accorded to me by Buthaynah 
They are so insignificant  
that if they were known by the man (who spies us)  
he would not be annoyed with my love 
I am pleased even when she says: “no” or “I cannot” 
And when she makes me live on promises .. 
promises hoped for, but always disappointing 
I am pleased with a quick glance to her,  
and even with spending a whole year without our meeting- 
neither at the beginning nor at the end
69
.                                          [3] 
 
In other verses Jami@l says: 
I know nothing of what lies beneath her clothes, 
nor have I ever kissed her, 
I have never touched her. 
We just talked and were lost in each other’s eyes
70
.F                         [4] 
Moreover, a number of related themes appear in the passages contained in al-Agha@ni@. 
For instance, Jami@l asked Buthaynah during a conversation in her tent one night: 
‘Would not you like now to give me the reward of all my ardent love for you?’ She 
answered, ‘What do you mean?’ Said Jami@l, ‘The thing that normally happens 
between lovers’. Buthaynah refuses brusquely, seeing that she will not see him again 
should he hint at this ever again. But now Jami@l says: ‘I only wanted to know your 
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opinion about that. Had you complied with my wish, I would have killed you with 
my sword immediately, because if you granted it to me, I knew that you would grant 
it to others too’
71
.  
 One can be easily captivated by such verses and anecdotes, which can be 
found in a number of sources that deal with the theme of love within Islamic and 
Arab history, such as Mas}a@ri‘ al-‘ushsha@q, Rawd{at al-muh}ibbi@n, and al-Muwashsha @. 
Nevertheless, we may observe a striking phenomenon in this tradition at both the 
poetic level and at the narrative level. This phenomenon can be traced through the 
existence of the two contradictory notions in interpretations of one single source. 
Indeed, as can be seen, if certain narrators have related stories about ‘udhri @ lovers 
making a particular claim about them, others relate stories that give the opposite 
impression. Even with regard to the physical descriptions of the beloved in ‘udhri @ 
tradition, different narrators have been inclined to give often incompatible 
statements. For example, the following episode suggests the ugliness of Buthaynah: 
Jami@l was in a h}amma@m in Egypt when an old man observed his beauty and asked 
him who he was. When he realised that he was Jami@l, Buthayna’s famous lover, he 
said to him: ‘what do you like about her?  I saw her and I swear that her hock is so 
sharp that it can be used to slaughter a bird’. Jami@l replied: ‘Oh sir, if you could just 




One should note the link that Jami@l suggested between Buthaynah’s beauty 
and his desire, a desire which was great enough to compel him to use the word 
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adultery. However, in another context, Buthaynah was described by the famous poet 
‘Umar b. Abi @ Rabi@‘ah, after he had a conversation with her, as a tall beautiful 
woman
73
. In al-Shi‘r wa al-shu’ra@’, a storyteller describes Buthaynah as being like 
the full moon to indicate her beauty
74
. Likewise, in another passage in al-Agha@ni @, 
Layla@ asks a woman to scrutinise Layla@'s [her] body and to report ‘whether Majnu@n 
lied or told the truth’, whereupon the verdict comes: ‘No, by God, he spoke 
veraciously’
75
. The notion that Majnu@n must have really known Layla@’s body to be 
able to describe it precisely, as the above anecdote suggests, is at the heart of this 
anecdote. Moreover, Layla@ is shown ‘pleasurably absorbed in and musing with her 
friend over the matter of whether the poet-lover has described her physical 
appearance in a flattering manner, whether his poetry had appealingly mirrored 
her’
76
. However, Majnu@n’s verses suggest another view regarding Layla@’s 
appearance from the point of view of a censurer who associated her with shortness 
and ugliness, but Majnu@n insists on his love for her despite the blamer’s opinion77. 
As has been seen, these kinds of contradictions in episodes evince confusion 
over the portrayal of the ‘udhri @ poets’ beloveds. Buthaynah’s portrayal, for instance, 
incites Khristu@ Najm to say: 
Buthaynah’s character is excessively ambiguous! She is beautiful 
and ugly, Bedouin and urban, chaste and profane, she lives in 
poverty in the desert and in luxury in towns. She was forced to 
marry a Bedouin to remove her disgrace, and then, they consoled 
her after the death of her lover. She wanders in ‘Udhra faubourg 
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The classical Arabic text simultaneously provides contradictory anecdotes, perhaps 
an attempt to leave the door open for discussions, probabilities and open-ended 
predictions. It seems that Abu@ al-Faraj al-Is}faha@ni@ was aware of the ambiguity that 
his anecdotes provided. Thus, he chose a simple strategy: ascribe responsibility to the 
narrator
79
. By adopting this strategy, al-Agha@ni@ contains a plethora of contradictory 
episodes.  
This phenomenon is evident in ‘udhri @ poetry and in the anecdotes written 
about it. Majnu@n, for instance, says:  
If Layla @’s husband is among you, 
then I swear by God that I kissed her on the mouth eighty times. 
And I swear by God that I saw her and twenty of her fingers- 
were clutching at my backF
80
F                                                                
[5] 
Yet he also says: 
When I want to kiss Layla she turns away 
Like a horse with a loud neigh 
And she bites her thumb and nods to say:  
I am afraid that people will see.
81
                                                       
[6] 
The contexts in which the poet recited these verses differ. He might have said them 
in different phases of his relationship with Layla@, which might have taken on various 
forms. What concerns us here is the contradiction, if we may term it as such, that 
exists in the body of ‘udhri @ poetry. This contradiction stresses the ambiguity 
surrounding the concept of bodily contact between the two lovers. 
Yet, this ambiguity is not restricted to ‘udhri @ anecdotes; some of these 
contradictory anecdotes and verses have been reported about ‘Umar b. Abi@ Rabi@‘ah, 
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a poet represented by researchers as the antithesis of the ‘udhri @ tradition, and the 
leader of a sensual school of Arabic poetry. On one hand, ‘Umar actually confesses 
that he did everything he described in his poetry, but that he asked God for 
forgiveness
82
. However, another anecdote reports him saying: ‘I swear by God that I 
never told a woman something she did not want to hear, nor have I touched a woman 
that I was forbidden to touch’
83
. Hence, this game has long been present in the 
classical Arabic literary text. Besides the popular anecdotes, there have also been 
other lesser-known anecdotes that open doors for other views on this issue; the only 
difference is that the other anecdotes are less popular. Occasionally, an episode hints 
at a different interpretation. For instance, the aforementioned episode in which Jami@l 
asks Buthaynah to reward all his ardent love for her: this was apparently only a test 
of her purity, and her refusal of his advances was really what he was seeking. This 
episode shows the ‘udhri @ couple to be perfectly chaste, but there is a hint in this story 
that might suggest a different disposition. The rest of the story shows that 
Buthaynah’s father and brother were watching the two with swords under their 
gowns, and that, after hearing this dialogue, they went away saying to each other: 
‘We need not hinder this man from meeting her any more’
84
. As J.C. Bürgel 
observes: 
Taking into account the fact that Jamil appears much more active 
and cunning in the stories than his ‘udhrite colleagues ever do, we 
may not exclude that in this case he made a serious proposal but 
sensing either the coy reserve of Buthaynah or the presence of her 
guardians, or the one as well as the other, he withdrew into the 
‘udhrite guise or poseF
85
F. 
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Most contemporary Arabic studies try to ignore this contradiction by elevating the 
status of the texts that emphasise the chastity of the ‘udhri @ poet86. This chastity is 
usually attributed to the effect of Islamic traditions on the poet’s attitude. Other texts 
that were graphically sensual were rejected and attributed to wrong ascription, 
without substantial evidence. Therefore, such studies do not handle ‘udhri @ love as a 
well-rounded phenomenon where reality and history intersect with the imaginary, but 
pick and choose what the researchers fancy, and what they are disposed to believe of 
the virtue of ‘udhri @ love.  
Therefore, instead of ignoring the contradiction within poetry and narratives 
ascribed to ‘udhri @ poets, one may see it within a duality of both bodily presence and 
absence. It is also valid to assert that the difference between chaste and sensualist 
poetry may be attributed to the mood of a particular poet, or the phase the poet is 
going through. Or, as ‘Abdullah argues, it may be that these differences in 
contradicting anecdotes about sensual and virtue poetry and narratives within ‘udhri @ 
tradition, are a result of the different experiences of the young poet and the mature 
poet
87
. As may be observed, Abdullah’s opinion in paradoxical anecdotes reported 
about ‘udhri @ poets emphasises the element of time, which is a decisive element, and 
which is important if we are to understand the ‘udhri @ tradition. 
Accordingly, was the ‘udhri @ poet going through various phases in his 
relationship with his lover? Or was he playing a game, drawing closer and then 
withdrawing from his object of desire? Approaching her to satisfy his desire, and 
departing so as to inflame his love? Obviously, human emotions within love are quite 
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complex and cannot be simply classified into the two categories of virtuous and 
sensuous (and these may not necessarily be opposing concepts). This fact gives love 
poetry a conflicting nature as the poet’s emotions fluctuate between the unattainable 
glorified image of his lover, and his own instinctive desire to unite with her. 
Hence, we are not supposed to cut short the historical event, nor should we 
curtail the text. We should believe first, that the phenomenon of al-ghazal al- ‘udhri @ 
exists and that the anecdotes about poets is part of its existence, and then analyse its 
historical credibility and mythical possibility. The role played by story tellers 
(ruwa@h) should not be neglected here as they paid special attention to love stories 
because they were so popular with their audiences. A statement by Ibn Qayyim al-
Jawziyyah (d.1349/751) shows clearly this popularity: 
While the commoner’s fame is incomparable with that of King is 
and brave as being heroes, he gains his celebrity when he falls in 
love. He even mentioned in the presence of Kings, Caliphs and 
their successors. His stories are recorded and his poems get recited. 
Poetry makes his existence eternal. Without love, he would not be 
mentioned nor would he be able to be paid any attentionF
88
F.   
It is plausible to argue that the story tellers tried to please their audiences with details 
about the meetings and sweet conversation between lovers and, at the same time, 
they made sure to keep within the bounds of conservative tradition, and direct the 
poets to the right and acceptable path. The mainstream inclination towards 
perpetuating conservative tradition is evident in a narrative about ‘Umar b. Abi@ 
Rabi@‘ah. The narrative claims that ‘Umar had never acted upon his religious desire; 
despite the fact that his poetry is abundant with sensual love scenes
89
. 
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Significantly, these contrasts highlight the latent contradiction in the ‘udhri @ 
love tradition and it could be argued that they show a manifest obsession about 
physical contact between ‘udhri @ lovers. Whether the narratives allude to the fact that 
physical contact took place in their relationships, or claim its absence, the result is 
still the same. The body lies at the heart of the ‘udhri @ tradition. The lack of 
possession/physicality only serves to heighten the desire since it only draws more 
attention to that which is being denied. Hence, this shows us the privileged position 
of the body by the prominent duality of its presence and absence. The very concept 
of chasteness involves a conscious denial of physical contact, and this consciousness 
often implies a strong awareness of physicality.   
 68 
'Udhri@ @ @@ Tradition between Chastity and Sensuality 
3.1 Introduction 
This chapter will discuss the concepts of sexuality, marriage and chastity in Islamic 
discourse, which includes Islamic jurisprudence as well as Islamic culture in general. 
I will clarify how I use Islamic jurisprudence as a source, in discussing the Islamic 
emphasis on marriage versus a discernible ‘udhri @ attitude towards this social 
institution. On the other hand, the implications of chastity as understood in the stories 
about 'udhri @ poets and theories of love will be discussed, while taking into 




tenth centuries. A problematic relationship 
exists between the ‘udhri @ tradition and the prevslent Islamic discourse around 
sexuality and love, however. On one hand, it seems that al-ghazal al-‘udhri @ was 
influenced by several elements brought by the new faith, notably monotheism as well 
as the description of hu@r al-‘ayn, which will be discussed in detail later. On the other 
hand, the ‘udhri @ tradition moved away from the simple and direct approach of 
Islamic discourse towards chastity and marriage to create its own models of love and 
physical union.  
Using the term "chastity" as a translation of the term 'iffah does not imply that 
the word "chastity", as it appears in English discourse, is equivalent to the word 'iffah 
as it is used in Arabic and Islamic discourse. Nevertheless, I have chosen to use this 
term, ‘chastity’, because it is the English word that most closely approximates the 
Arabic 'iffah. Both words convey the meaning of restraining oneself from realizing 
certain desires
1
. Other possible words include, "loyalty", which is useful in terms of 
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continence. 2- Abstinence from all sexual intercourse; virginity, celibacy. 3- Exclusion of meretricious 
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the 'udhri @ poets' attitude towards their beloved, but loyalty does not convey the 
complexity of attitude and action, concerning sexuality and sociality, that ‘iffah 
encompasses.  'Chastity' does imply the complicated relationship between sensuality 
(seemingly the best translation of the Arabic term h}issyyah), and 'iffah,  or sexual 
probity, in Islamic and 'udhri @ discourse. This separation of 'iffah and sensuality is not 
to deny their close connection; I make it purely for analytic purposes. As we shall 
see, the two terms are not always opposites. Indeed, in al-ghazal al-'udhri @, these two 
terms are complementary.  
 
3.2 Sources 
'Islamic discourse' cannot be seen as monovocal. Any investigation of sexuality and 
marriage in discourses associated with Islam should make use of multiple sources, 
both religious and more broadly cultural. We do not have the scope in this 
dissertation to elaborate fully the Islamically inflected discussions on these socially 
central topics, but for contextual purposes we refer to those textual areas closest to 
the topic at hand.  To some extent, poetry and literary prose, which could be defined 
by the general term adab, can offer an insight into the sexual lives of medieval 
Muslims, although we must always keep in mind the caveats mentioned earlier about 
conflating textual representations and lived experiences. In this chapter, I will refer 
to some of this literature, especially that which has appeared in books as collections 
of anecdotes and poetry about love among Arabs. At the same time, to neglect 
                                                                                                                                                      
ornament; purity of style, modesty, chasteness. On the other hand, in Lisa@n al-‘Arab, ‘iffah is defined 
as: Refraining from all that is forbidden. To refrain oneself from greed and what is forbidden by 
religion. A chaste woman: a woman who protects her private parts. 
As we can see, the first definition of chastity is very close to the definition of ‘iffah.   
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certain major works and genres of Islamic literature such as the Qur'an, H{adi@th, tafsi@r 
and fiqh would make this image incomplete and incoherent. And thus we must start 
with the Qur’an. 
For example, fuqaha@' elaborated on very sensitive issues concerning sexuality 
with ease and comfort.  As Maghen observes, ‘nor did they feel the need to excuse 
this explicitness, from which even the adab literature largely shied away from, by 
evoking the merits of reproduction’
2
. There is no feeling of shame in their discourse 
over this explicitness, however, and they were thus far freer in their treatment of 
sensitive erotic issues than the early physicians or the poets and udaba@’3. 'When 
proof-texts were needed by the fuqaha@' in the framework of legal debates on t}aha@rah, 
scores of anecdotes appeared in which [sexual activities] were ascribed to the 
Prophet, his wives and his Companions'
4
. Therefore, these religious sources reveal 
much about how Muslims thought and acted regarding the body, its desires, activities 
and the rituals related to it. In comparing adab and fiqh, Maghen states that the 
formulation in fiqh may be less fine than that found in adab and the 
descriptions less exciting or adventurous, but those who are interested in 
discovering as much as possible about the daily dealings of the ordinary 
Muslim man and woman of other places and times must proceed first to the 
canon of the establishment. At any rate, they must not limit themselves solely 
to the canon of the anti-establishment
5
.   
 
Maghen also maintains that the code of purity offers a unique window on gender 
relations and notions of sensuality at different times and places in Muslim societies
6
. 
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The panorama here is wide and representative. Within this purity code the fuqaha@' 
saw it as their duty to discover what aroused the majority of people. Therefore, 
jurisprudence is probably the best place to discover what specific Muslim 
communities, at various times and in various places, found sexually appealing
7
.   
Correspondingly, fuqaha@’ debates over the various interpretations of 
particular verses of the Qur'an and H}adi@th can show their attitude to the body and 
sexuality. For example, by studying the various opinions on whether or not touching 
one's genitals cancels one's state of purity, Katz observes that the different views are 
signs of the differing attitudes towards the human body. One view stigmatises some 
parts of the body as unclean while the other affirms that the human person is pure in 
its entirety
8
.   
 
3.3 The Body in the Qur’an 
Not all references to the body in the Qur’an have negative connotations, as they are 
not associated with repression or profanation. In Iqba@l 'Urawi@'s analysis of the 
Qur’anic view of the body, he indicates that the nature and functions of the body 
prove the truth of monotheism and the greatness of God because he creates them so 
perfectly. In addition, certain Qur’anic verses refer to particular parts of the body in a 
way that reveals the omnipotence of God and His miraculous power in creating these 
parts
9
. Other verses describe the stages of development of the human body from the 
foetus to the formation of the entire body, again indicating nothing profane: 'Man We 
did create from a quintessence (of clay); Then We placed him as (a drop of) sperm in 




  Marion Holmes Katz, Body of Text The Emergence of the Sunni Law of Ritual Purity (Albany: State 
University of New York Press, 2002), p. 209. 
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a place of rest, firmly fixed; Then We made the sperm into a clot of congealed blood; 
then of that clot We made a (foetus) lump; then we made out of that lump bones and 
clothed the bones with flesh; then we developed out of it another creature. So blessed 
be God, the best to create’
10
. ‘Urawi@ argues that 'The prevalent phenomenon of 
viewing the body as profane means that women are perceived as concealing evil in 
their bodies, thereby denigrating the female sex. Thus, linking the above 
phenomenon to Islam contradicts the actual references to the body in the Qur’an'
11
.  
In addition, 'Urawi@ asserts that the body is also presented in the Qur'an as a subject of 
zi@na as in the following verse: ‘Say: Who hath forbidden the beautiful (gifts)[zi@na] of 
God, which He hath produced for His servants, and the things, clean and pure, 
t}aiyyba@t (which He hath provided) for sustenance? Say: They are, in the life of this 
world, for those who believe, (and) purely for them on the Day of Judgment. Thus do 
We explain the signs in detail for those who understand’
12
. This representation 
personifies the body as a reflection of all the beauty of nature and the universe. In 
this case, the body is not necessarily linked to the other t}aiyyba@t, like food and drink. 
According to the Qur’an, the body is more than a mere physical necessity, as man is 
urged to enjoy its beauty. Moreover, the verse does not confine the treatment of the 
body to zi@na but extends to a reminder that the body should be counted as one of 
God’s greatest blessings
13
. In addition to the fact that body is created for a purpose in 
this life, it will also bring pleasure in the next life. The appearance of believers on the 
last day is often described as good: '(Other) faces that Day will be joyful, which will 
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neither nourish nor satisfy hunger’
14
. 'God will admit those who believe and work 
righteous deeds, to Gardens beneath which rivers flow: they shall be adorned therein 
with bracelets of gold and pearls; and their garments there will be of silk’
15
.'Urawi@ 
concludes by saying that the Qur’anic speech celebrates the body and sets directions 
not only to purify but also to beautify it
16
. Thus, contrary to the claims of other 
scholars
17
, ‘Urawi@ affirms that not all references to the bodyin the Qur’an have 
negative connotations. 
There are many references in the Qur’an to the physical connection between 
men and women. For example, ‘They are your garments and ye are their garments. 
Allah knoweth what ye used to do secretly among yourselves; but He turned to you 
and forgave you; so now associate with them, and seek what Allah hath ordained for 
you've
18
. There are also several Qur’anic verses giving a clear description of the 
creation of human beings
19
. In fact, the Qur’an alludes to the nature of sexual 
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relations as a means of attaining mutual satisfaction, closeness and compassion 
between a wife and husband’
20
. In the Qur’an, God’s creation of mates is considered 
one of His signs: ‘And among His signs is this: that He created for you mates from 
among yourselves, that you may dwell in tranquility with them and He has put love 





3.4 Defilement and Purification 
Within its concern about the human body, Islamic law provides guidance for the 
treatment of one's own body regarding its defilement and purification
22
. Indeed, as 
Katz observes: ‘Islamic legal discourse on the body, its healthy functioning, and 
various discontents is meaningful and that analysis of this discourse reveals an 
important aspect of Muslims’ understanding of the human experience’
23
;  this being 
the kind of analysis her study offers. She argues that: 
Self-conscious and systematic juristic discussion of the rules relating to the 
pollution and ablution was preceded by the emergence of a quite coherent and 
unified tradition of popular practice whose authority was such that is generally 




On the other hand, the Islamic law of purification t}aha@rah, which required Muslims 
to wash after certain bodily activities, does not imply a base view of the human body 
in Islam. On the contrary, it indicates that no human beings, whether male or female, 
may be described as impure.  Katz states that: 
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 [A] reciprocal understanding of the rule suggested that the source of pollution 
was not the body of either of the individuals concerned , but the act of 
touching itself. This inference established a parallel between the act of 
touching women, and the other acts requiring the renewal of one's wud}u@' 
ablutions, all of which are bodily functions one has oneself performed rather 
than instances of contagion by another person or substance. What is 
envisioned is not a quality of substantive impurity inherent in bodies of either 
sex, but a quality of pollution ascribed to heterosexual contact
25
.  
Some scholars see the symbolic structures of ritual purity in the paradigm of the 
fundamental dichotomy between nature and culture. As Katz puts it: 'A corollary of 
this interpretation, in which rites of purity are seen to function as cultural responses 
to the irreducible residuum of the natural in human life, is that the fundamental 
raison d'etre of these rites is the reassertion of control’
26
. The central insight of this 
theory, represented mainly by Mary Douglas, is that ‘purity practices must be 
understood to emerge from, and in turn to constitute, symbolic systems’
27
.  
Regarding the sources of law that deal with the body, especially regarding its 
purity, Katz concludes that ‘[the]purity law emerged from the social and political 
interplay among rulers, scholars, and ordinary Muslims as well as from the 




3.5 Positive Perspective on Sexuality 
It can be observed that Islam ‘always took care to admit that sexuality existed as a 
problematic element in the relationship of the individual and society and never 
hesitated to leave room for the discussion of approval or disapproval’F
29
F. It should 
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be noted that the body is given a remarkably high status in Islam. As Bouhdiba puts 
it, Islam: 
in no way tries to depreciate, still less to deny, the sexual. On the 
contrary, it attributes a sublime significance to the sexual and 
invests it with such a transcendental quality that any trace of guilt is 
removed from it 
30
.  
Although the ‘udhri @ tradition devotes itself to highlighting marriage by drawing 
attention to its absence, marriage is strongly recommended in Islam and indeed is 
regarded as a cornerstone of Islamic belief and practice. The word nika@h} (marriage) 
appears in the Qur’an twenty three times
31
.  In his extensive study of sexuality in 
Islam, Bouhdiba stresses this point in every way. He quotes many hadiths showing 
the privileged status of marriage and the unfavourable status of divorce: ‘The 
profound meaning of the institution of nika@h}, an institution given great importance in 
Islam, lies in the recognition of the harmony of the human couple as an essential 
ideal of life’F
32
F, insofar as the ‘unity based on nika@h} is a creative mission, because it is 
based on freedom assumed within the framework of life with others’F
33
. Therefore, 
Bouhdiba assumes that this essential intuition makes nika@h} a sacred mission, in 
which the notions of guilt and sin are absent. It is worth noting that the theme of 
‘sacred sex’ also appears in many other contributions to the subject
34
.  
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According to many scholars, there is no doubt that Islam strongly favours 
marriage
35
. It is often mentioned that the Prophet himself ‘established marriage and 
legal sexual intercourse as a general sunnah’F
36
. Thus, we can find many hadiths 
dealing with the question of sex and marriage in the sunnah: 
O young men, those among you who can support a wife should 
marry, for it restrains the eyes [from casting evil glances] and 
preserves one from immorality; but he who cannot afford it should 
observe a fast, for it is a means of controlling sexual desire
37
. 
Narrated Ibn Masud: We used to fight in the holy battles in the 
company of the Prophet and we had no wives with us. So we said, 




Hence, scholars have drawn the conclusion from these and other hadiths that Islam 
views sex in a positive light, as it encourages sexual enjoyment (provided it is within 
marriage). Also, the Prophet was open to the discussion of this topic with the 
believers:  
Let none of you come upon his wife like an animal, let there 
be an emissary between them. When asked what the emissary 




Bellamy points out that the Prophet’s promotion of marriage is used in the argument 
against celibacy. In addition, his treatment of his wives is given as an example of the 
fairness due to each of several wives
40
. It seems that strong encouragement of 
marriage is predominant in Islamic thinking in spite of certain Sufi voices calling for 
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. It is hard to ignore all the traditions that connect lawful sex and spiritual 
rewards. When the Prophet stated: ‘In the sexual act of each of you there is a 
s}adaqah’, his companions were astonished, asking: ‘Oh Messenger of God! When 
one of us fulfils his sexual desire, will he be given a (spiritual) reward for that? The 
prophet explained: ‘Do you think that were he to act upon it (lustful desire) 
unlawfully, he would be sinning? Likewise, if he acts upon it lawfully he will be 
rewarded’
42
. Furthermore, ‘love has its finality in procreation, which is the gift of 
existence, the promotion to existence of a new being (...). So the act of generation is 
highly commendable: (Couple and multiply), the prophet was to order’F
43
. 
Accordingly, it is a work of piety to convince others to marry. The Qur’an says 
explicitly: ‘Marry those among you who are single, or the virtuous ones among 
yourselves, male or female: if they are in poverty, Allah will give them means out of 
His grace: for Allah encompasseth all, and He knoweth all things’
44
. The prophet 
says: ‘To marry is to perform half of one’s religious duty’F
45
F. Marriage, then, is half 
of faith. ‘The personality of man finds fulfillment only in the intimacy of the sexes. 
The unity based on nika@h{ is a creative mission, because it is based on a freedom 
assumed within the framework of life with others’F
46
. 
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Classical Arabic books on the question of sexuality are numerous. In his work 
al-jins wa ‘ulamā’ al-Isla@mF47F, Ibra@hi@m ‘I@sā states that there are more than a 
hundred books written by medieval Muslim scholars on this subject. Many of the 
modern studies devote one or more chapters to a discussion of these medieval 
sources. For instance, Bouhdiba’s work Sexuality in Islam  includes a chapter entitled 
“Erotology”, in which the author cites a variety of treatises and books attributed to 
al-Jāhiz}, al-Tifa@shi@, al-Nifza@wi@ and many others, all dealing with sexuality. The 
author also refers to the large volume of this kind of literature. 
However, the modern sources that address sexuality and the body in Arab 
Muslim culture seem to differ in their points of view and in the conclusions they 
draw. Whereas some sources focus on the concepts of love and sex as they are 
treated in the Qur’an and Sunnah, others rely on the interpretations of the fuquhā’; 
and yet other focus on history or poetry. Consequently, some sources assert that 
Islam ‘warmly recommend[s] believers to take their share of sexual pleasures, which 
are an essential prefiguration of the pleasures of Paradise’
48
, whereas others advise 
sexual repression and the restriction of physical freedom in Islam. Moreover, where 
some authors are struck by the straightforward language often used to describe the 
body in Muslim cultures, others highlight its modesty. As this is a huge area of 
research, however, I shall focus on only the crucial contributions that shed light upon 
the topics with which I am concerned in this thesis. 
Bouhdiba asserts that in the practice of love, the Qur’an describes a balanced 
approach, but he argues that this has not been translated into social practice. In other 
words, what was unified in revelation fell apart at the historical level. Bouhdiba also 
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addresses the subject of variations on eroticism: misogyny, mysticism and muju@n, 
maintaining that they are three ways of dealing with the single problem: misogyny 
encloses Muslims in their own empire, muju@n releases their inhibitions, and 
mysticism sublimates them
49
. The sensuality of Paradise is also discussed in his 
chapter “The Infinite Orgasm”, where Bouhdiba argues that the sensual nature of 
paradisiacal pleasures means that the physical aspect of the body is not scorned. The 
author quotes from the Islamic texts that provide details of the infinite pleasure to be 
had with houris. He concludes by addressing the crisis of sexuality and the crisis of 
faith in contemporary Arab-Muslim society, emphasising the role that colonization 
played in the degradation of women.  
The subject of sensuality in Paradise has been frequently addressed by 
scholars, many of them relying heavily on Bouhdiba’s analysis. For example, in his 
essay “Sexuality, Diversity and Ethics in the Agenda of Progressive Muslims”, Scott 
A. Kugle explains that the depiction of Paradise in the Qur’an ‘is not just bodily, but 
sensually delightful and even sexually blissful’
50
. According to the 55th chapter of 
the Qur’an, for the God-fearing are stored up –inter alia- ،two gardens containing all 
kinds (of trees and delights)… In each (garden) two springs will flow freely… In 
them will be fruits of every kind… and in (the gardens) will be chaste maidens, 
restraining their glances, whom no man or jinn has touched, (whose complexions) 
will be like unto rubies and coral
51
. We read elsewhere that the deserving shall 
lounge on thrones set in lines
52
, wear fine and thick silk
53
, and that round about them 
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shall go ever-blooming youths bearing goblets and ewers, and cups of pure drink. 
(And there will be) fruits that they choose, and flesh of fowl that they desire, and fair 
ones with wide, lovely eyes, like unto hidden pearls
54
. Nevertheless, the sensual 




This positive perspective on sexuality infuses the famous jurist al-Suyu@t{i@'s 
(d.1505\911) contribution to the subject. He wrote many books on it, the best-known 
one being al-I@d{a@h{ fi@ ‘ilm al-nika@h{, which he begins with what is quite simply a 
pastiche in rhymed prose of the traditional Friday sermon. Here are a few significant 
lines from his prelude:  
Laud to the Lord who adorned the virginal bosom with breasts, and 
who made the thighs of women anvils for the spear handles of men. 
Whose lance point devised for attack of clefts and not of throats. 
Who made the active worker cushioned coynte to correspond with 
nice fit and perfect measure all the space that lies betwixt the still 
unstormed-breach, and the maiden-head unreached56F.  
 
3.6 Chastity (‘iffah) between ‘udhri @@ @@ and Islamic discourse 
While permissible sexual relationships are described in Islamic sources as great wells 
of love and closeness for the couple involved, prohibitions against adulterous 
relationships are equally strong. Adultery is strictly and repeatedly forbidden in the 
Qur'an. 
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It could be argued that the concept of ‘iffah chastity, as it appears in the 
Qur’an and sunnah, is rather strict. Here are some relevant quotations: 
‘Nor come nigh to adultery: for it is a shameful (deed) and an evil, 
opening the road (to other evils)’
57
. 
 ‘The woman and the man guilty of adultery or fornication,- flog 
each of them with a hundred stripes: Let not compassion move you 
in their case, in a matter prescribed by Allah, if ye believe in Allah 




‘Let those who find not the wherewithal for marriage keep 
themselves chaste, until Allah gives them means out of His grace. 
And if any of your slaves ask for a deed in writing (to enable them 
to earn their freedom for a certain sum), give them such a deed if ye 
know any good in them: yea, give them something yourselves out of 
the means which Allah has given to you. But force not your maids 
to prostitution when they desire chastity, in order that ye may make 
a gain in the goods of this life. But if anyone compels them, yet, 




‘The believers must (eventually) win through. Those who 
humble themselves in their prayers; Who avoid vain talk; Who 
are active in deeds of charity; Who abstain from sex, Except 
with those joined to them in the marriage bond, or (the 
captives) whom their right hands possess, for (in their case) 
they are free from blame, But those whose desires exceed 
those limits are transgressors’ 
60
. 
The story of the prophet Joseph and the wife of the governor of Egypt in the Qur’an 
shows the prophet’s high level of chastity and virtue: 
‘The woman whose house it was solicited him. She barred the doors 
and said: (come over here). He said: (Allah is my refuge! He is my 
lord and has been good to me with where I live. Those who do 
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‘He said: (My Lord, the prison is preferable to me than what they 
call on me to do. Unless you turn their guile away from me, it may 
will be that I will fall for them) But she in whose house he was, 
sought to seduce him from his (true) self: she fastened the doors, 
and said: "Now come, thou (dear one)!" He said: "(Allah) forbid! 
truly (thy husband) is my lord! he made my sojourn agreeable! truly 
to no good come those who do wrong!"’
62
. 
Therefore, any extramarital sexual intercourse, by persons married or unmarried, is 
punishable and constitutes the offense of zina@ In the case of unmarried offenders, the 
punishment is one hundred lashes, while for married offenders it is being stoned to 
death. However, in general terms, the shari@‘ah doctrine formulates very strict and 
rigid specifications for the legal evidence required, without which no punishment can 
be applied. 
 In the sunnah one finds many examples of the strict prohibition of immoral 
sexuality. Here are some examples from S{ah{i@h{ al-Bukha@ri @: 
Narrated ‘Abdullah bin ‘Umar: ‘The Jew brought to the Prophet a 
man and a woman from amongst them who have committed 
(adultery) illegal sexual intercourse. He ordered both of them to be 




Narrated Ibn ‘Abba@s: I have not seen a thing resembling ‘lamam’ 
(minor sins) than what Abu Hurayra ‘narrated from the Prophet who 
said: ‘Allah has written for Adam's son his share of adultery which 
he commits inevitably. The adultery of the eyes is the sight (to gaze 
at a forbidden thing), the adultery of the tongue is the talk, and the 




Looking at this sort of h{adi@th, al-Ghaza@li@ compares the gaze to a poisonous arrow 
and stresses its sinful implications, justifying the Islamic law's condemnation of 
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gazing as a sin when it is coupled with desire
65
. However, there is no contradiction 
between the positive attitude towards sexuality and the strict code of chastity in 
Islamic discourse. If we understand the context, we will see that there is room for 
both. 'An emphasis on modesty does not necessarily go hand in hand with repressed 
sexuality or a negative attitude to physical intimacy…the two tendencies tend to 
complement one another'
66
. The combination of passion and purity, between the 
houris who are described as 'long to cohabit with their husbands' and the same houris 
who are also described as 'pure and undefiled…whom no man or jinn has touched', is 
a reconciliation between modesty and carnality that achieved its balance in this 
Islamic ideal
67
. Maghen states that: 
Vibrant sexuality and elaborate legalism are, at first glance, strange 
bedfellows. The former is characterised by the shedding of inhibitions 
and the loss of control; the latter seeks to instill inhibitions and exert 
control…The jurisprudential component was thoroughly unhampered, 
and early on managed to spawn a plethora of intricate provisions 
concerning the ritual effects of divers sexual situations. Passion, for its 
part…managed to remain lucid and liberated…The text in which we read 
about these matters are themselves a symptom of, and a metaphor for, 
such comfortable coexistence
68
.    
On the other hand, an examination of the concept of chastity 'iffah as it appears in 
‘udhri @ tradition suggests a different definition from that which appears in the Qur’an 
and sunnah. As discussed in the first chapter, the ‘udhri @ poets lived during the 
Umayyad period; but the ‘udhri @ tradition was crystallized later on when the 
collections of ‘udhri @ poetry were gathered, and when the books about the lovers 
among Arabs “‘ushsha@q al-‘Arab” were produced.  Although these books are 
devoted mainly to ‘udhri @ love, they are not actually confined to the poets’ stories, as 
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narratives about other lovers from different periods are also included. As Jacobi 
explains: 
In a more realistic strand, ‘udhri@ love is not so much an emotion or 
state of mind, but a code of behavior among lovers. It can be 
associated with the literary and social ideal of (z}ari@f) refinement, 
described in detail by al-Washsha@’(d. 325/936) in his kita@b al-
Muashsha@F69. 
By examining the ‘udhri @ poetry and the narratives that appear in al-Muashsha@ and 
many other collections of love stories, which all stress the chastity of the lovers, one 
will find a special concept of chastity that is not necessarily purely Islamic. On a 
poetic level, the desire to obtain the object of love is expressed repeatedly. Certain 
characteristic terminology strikes the reader of ‘udhri @ poetry, such as thirst, nights, 
touch, saliva, beds, longing, kissing, embrace, appointments, and so on. It is 
irrelevant whether this desire has been satisfied or not as that question belongs to the 
historical contexts, which is not our concern here. Rather, we are examining the 
literary context. The poets' expression of their desire and longing for physical contact 
with the beloved is extreme. For example: Jami@l wishes he could spend one night 
with Buthaynah, talking and kissing:  
Ah me! Shall we ever spend another night like our night 
until we see the rising of the dawn; 
She showering her words upon me,  
and oft times showering her saliva upon me from her mouth?
70
F       [1] 
In other verses he shows his readiness to fight Buthaynah’s people who were angry 
when he spent the night with her. 
And I can never forget her family when they came 
with their swords and surrounded us and said: 
Jami@l has spent the night with her in the camp.  
And they unsheathed their swords and stood there. 
But in the house was I the forest lion,  
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and were it not for fear for the soul of Juml [Buthaynah] 
and fear of God they would have been given bloody noses
71
F                [2] 
He always expresses his longing for his beloved's kisses: 
Do you not know – 
You who have sweet saliva – 
That I shall remain thirsty 
Until I have tasted your sweet?
72
F                                                                 [3] 
He tells Buthaynah: 
And if a skin that is not yours 
touched me 
under my garments 
I will get rash73F                                                                                    [4] 
Moreover, he wishes: 
O I wish (though wishes are not enough) 
that I had met with her after the watchmen were asleep.  
How welcome you are as a shawl for a cold lad to make his garment 
when he fears the chill and the cold
74
F                                                                 [5]  
Such verses and allusions to physicality between the two lovers incited a 
contemporary scholar to suggest that the marriage union had actually taken place in 
Jami@l’s story; Fa@t}mah Tajwar in her study al-Mar’ah fi@ al-shi‘r al-Umawi@  argues that 
Jami@l’s sensual verses -- like the ones quoted above -- suggest a marital bond 
between him and Buthaynah. She, for example, cites the verse where the two lovers 
ask someone from their families to judge and resolve the disagreement between 
them. Tajwar wonders: ‘If the relationship was not public, as in a marital form, 
would Buthaynah have asked a member of her family to sit in judgment?  [she would 
have been too ashamed to ask a relative if the relationship had not been a marital 
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However, in my view, the sensual allusions in Jami@l’s love poetry do not 
necessarily indicate his marital union with Buthaynah. We may rather see them in the 
light of desire that the poet expressed towards his beloved. Moreover, such allusions 
are not confined to Jami@l, as all the ‘udhri @ poets express similar wishes, so were they 
all engaged in a marital union with their beloved? Majnu@n, for instance, depicts his 
longing for Layla@ using several images: 
I see Layla@’s slip and I envy it - the slip, 
for what it contains, is the object of my envy76F                                               [6] 
A similar image is found in ‘Urwah’s poem: 
I wished, out of my passion for ‘Afra@’,  
that I was her Yemeni slip under her chemiseF
77
F                                                 [7] 
Qays draws a link between his longing for Lubna@ and the prophet Idri@s longing 
for paradise: 
I long for the perfume of her bosom 
Just as [Prophet] Idri@s longed for Paradise78F                                                 [8] 
The longing for the beloved to quench the poet’s thirst involves poetic images such 
as thirsty birds and the thirsty fasting person
79
. Qays’ verses elaborating on his 
longing for Lubna@ are worth examining here: 
See the parched birds which circle round the water night and day, 
but for fear of being beaten never drink their fill 
or come close to the cool ponds 
They see the froth of the water and death together 
and are attentive to the voices of the water bearers 
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They are no more afflicted than I am 
with the heat of longing and ardour 
but the enemy has hindered meF
80
F                                                          [9] 
The birds represent the poet himself or the external equivalent of his desire. These 
verses contain remarkable terms as they picture the interplay between two 
contrasting forces: the motivating force (towards water, life and woman) and the 
force of the resisting obstacle. The birds' persistence in gazing at water that is 
inaccessible is a metaphor of the poet’s persistence in trying to reach the object of his 
desire, the woman. ‘The voices of the water bearers’ evokes the sense of deprivation 
felt by the birds and by their emotional counterpart, the poet. For the poet to reach 
the life-giving water,, he must, paradoxically, cross the terrifying bridge of death.  
Majnu@n states that his remedy is to embrace his beloved81. He longs for her to 
the extent that he wishes to be part of her clothes
82
. One will notice the use of terms 
such as ‘privacy at night’ and ‘bedfellow’.  Qays describes Lubna@ saying: 
O most perfect of people from head to toe, 
and most beautiful of people clothed or unclothed 
Oh how wonderful you are as a bedfellow just after sleep 
as I pull you towards me full of sleep and wakefulness!F83F                          [10] 
The ‘udhri @ concept of love clearly involves the concept of bodily desire. Majnu@n 
addresses Layla: 
Ah me! Shall I ever spend a night  
where my beloved sleeps comfortably?
84
F                                                     [11] 
Yet, contemporary scholars like Ghunaymi@ Hila@l compare the perspective of ‘udhri @ 
poets to that of chaste religious people, like the prophet Joseph who resisted being 
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seduced by the governor of Egypt's wife
85
. However, those ‘udhri @ songs about the 
craving for physical contact with the beloved are, one could argue, far away from the 
strict concept of chastity as articulated in Joseph’s attitude. He prefers to be jailed 
rather than succumb to the desire of the seductress.  
 On a narrative level, there are several accounts that imply physical contact 
between ‘udhri @ lovers, some which have already been mentioned. In one account, for 
instance, Jami@l visited Buthaynah in secret and she hid him for three nights in her 
home
86
F. In any case, it seems that a specific concept of chastity emerged later on in 
the corpus written about love in general and ‘udhri @ love in particular87F. This concept 
divides the body of a woman into the upper and lower parts. The lover should attain 
the pleasures of love by captivating the upper part of his beloved, not the lower. 
These traditions in love were crystallised later in the ninth and tenth centuries 
when the books that were concerned with courtly love, and which set the norms for 
lovers, appeared. Although the tales are set mainly in cities and courts, and the lovers 
were usually much more refined than the earlier Bedouins, these stories are full of 
echoes from the early Bedouin lovers, especially 'udhri @. Their stories were polished 
and reproduced in the form of courtly love. The book al-Muashsha @ is a good 
example of this genre. Washsha@’, the author, ‘sets forth what the cultivated man, the 
z{ari@f or the adi@b should know (...) This Z{arf \adab ideal sets standards for good 
manners and decent behaviour in courtship. An integral part of these codes are the 
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concepts of idealised and chaste ‘udhri @ love’88. Within this concept of chaste love the 
author of  al-Muashsha @ writes: 
To love is to kiss, to touch hand or arm, or to send letters whose 
spells are stronger than witchcraft. Love is nothing but this: when 




Likewise, in his treatise on love, where ‘he deals with ‘ishq as a universal 
principle’
90
, Ibn Si@na@ states: 
If the purpose of kissing and embracing is to get close to and 
become one with the lover, these actions are not shunned because 
one desires to acquire his beloved by touching after gazing at her. 
Thus, the lover desires to embrace and kiss his beloved. However, if 
embracing and kissing are followed by sexual intercourse, they are 
to be refrained fromF
91
. 
Interestingly, this special understanding of 'iffah appears even in the books written by 
famous jurists “fuqha @’” like Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyyah.  In his Rawd{at al-muh{bbi@n, 
he states that: 
They (the jurists) have made a kiss permissible for one who 
otherwise fears death saying that not to do so might lead to death, a 
kiss being a small thing compared to death which is a great thing. 
When someone becomes ill with two diseases the most serious 
illness is treated first and there is no danger greater than death. They 
have even made it mandatory for the beloved to accede to such a 
thing if it is known that it might otherwise lead to deathF
92
. 
Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyyah also provides several related anecdotes which show that 
for someone truly in love, to kiss or embrace is semi-legal, or at least only the kind of 
minor sin called lamam,: 
Abu@ al-H{asan al-Mada@’ini@ said: ‘A Muslim once fell in love with a 
girl in Mecca and desired her but she refused so he said in the words 
of ‘At}a@’ b. Abi@ Riba@h} the jurist: ‘I asked the Meccan jurist whether 
there was any sin in the embrace and kiss of one whose heart 
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yearned’. He said: ‘God forbid that piety should be taken away by 
an embrace between two wounded hearts’. She said: ‘By God, you 
asked about ‘At}a@’  that and he said you can do this?’ He said: ‘Yes, 
by God’. So she visited him and said: ‘Woe betide you that you go 
beyond the ruling of ‘At}a@’!’93. 
It seems that support from jurists for the lovers to reach a certain point in their 
physical union is forthcoming:  
Al-Zubayr b. Bakka@r related from ‘Abd al-Malik b. ‘Abd al-‘Azi@z 
who said: ‘Muhammad b. al-Munkadir recited the saying of Wad{d{a@h{ 
al-Yemen: 
‘She did not yield until I humbled myself in front of her and made 
her read what God has made allowable regarding derangement 




Furthermore, the ‘udhri @ concept of chastity is clearly declared by a man who was 
asked: ‘Would you like to have your lover tonight?’ He said: ‘Yes’. He was asked: 
‘So what would you do?’ He said: ‘I would obey love by kissing her and disobey 
Satan by not sinning with her’
95
. 
Nevertheless, some theorists draw more flexible boundaries, as does al-Jah{iz{ 
in Risa@lat al-Qiya@n. Ibn H{azm, in his famous eleventh century love treatise, T}awq al-
H}amamah (The Ring of the Dove) where he expresses puzzlement over why Bedouin 
tales show the women as being fond of publicity while they have a reputation for 
chastity: 
I have read in some Bedouin tales that their women-folk do not feel 
satisfied and convinced that a man is really in love with them, until 
his romantic feelings become public knowledge and are completely 
divulged; he must advertise and broadcast his attachment, and sing 
their praises for all to hear. I know not what to make of that, 
considering they have such a reputation for chastity: what chastity 
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 Ibid. Likewise, Ibn H}azm’s T}awq contains much evidence that stolen glances and even stolen 
pleasures were fairly common among ‘good’ people. See pp. 183-188 of his book. 
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does a woman in fact possess, if her greatest desire and joy is to be 
notorious after this fashion?
96
 
In this passage, Khan notes, a woman ‘is portrayed as allowing her name to be 
appropriated by a male poet in return for a kind of stardom or renown which in turn 
confers upon her an aesthetic and erotic value prized in courtship rituals’
97
.  
Paradoxically, the ‘udhri @ model in love, and its special treatment of the 
question of physical contact between the lovers, differs from the strict teaching of 
Islam on the subject. Islamic teaching highlights the preference for marriage, which 
the ‘udhri @ tradition challenges, as will be discussed in the following sections.  
 
3.7 Marriage in the ‘Udhri @ @ @@ Tradition 
Despite all the Islamic encouragement of marriage, it seems that the ‘udhri @ attitude to 
it moves in another direction. It is not that the poets fail to express their desire to 
marry their beloved, but rather, they show the impossibility of its realisation. It 
seems that the ‘udhri @ love tale resists the expected and accepted happy ending, 
simply because the enactment of it will mean the end of the story itself, and, more 
dangerously, the end of the poetry. If the poet lover did not suffer, he would not 
compose poetry
98
. Therefore, the resistance, on a narrative level, to marriage between 
the lovers is understandable in this light. 
Considering the ‘udhri @ corpus, there were, in fact, no real obstacles to 
marriage between the lovers as they were usually cousins from the same tribe, equal 
in wealth and social status. In the tale, however, all kinds of difficulty make the 
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marriage impossible. Sometimes, the tale claims that the poetry the poet composes 
about his love prevents him from making his wish come true. Paradoxically, in other 
contexts, when a poet writes poetry about a woman, her father rewards him. But, in 
the ‘udhri @ context, poetry was considered to be the cause of the lovers' misery. 
Moreover, whenever the story moves towards union between the lovers, new 
obstacles appear. This factor helps explain why all the offers from noble people to 
unite the lovers by marriage always fails. For example, the following narrative is told 
about Majnu@n: 
Nawfal (ibn Musa@h{iq)F99F asked him: (Is it love that has brought you 
to this state?) (Yes) said Majnu@n, (and it will bring me to a worse 
state than this). Nawfal asked: (Would you like me to help you 
marry her?) (Yes) replied Majnu@n, (is there any possibility of that?) 
Nawfal replied: (Come with me, I will bring you to her and arrange 
your engagement to her, making you desirable to her people by 
[paying her father] your marriage gift. (Will you really do it?) asked 
Majnu@n, and Nawfal said:( Yes). Majnu@n said: (Mark what you are 
saying). (I will make it my duty to do this for you), said Nawfal. So 
Nawfal went off with him, and then sent for some clothes. Majnu@n 
put them on and went with him like the soundest of companions, 
talking with him and reciting poetry. The news reached Layla@’s 
family; they came to meet them with arms and said to Nawfal: (By 
God, O son of Musa@h{iq, we would die before Majnu@n enters our 
house; the Sultan has allowed us to shed his blood with impunity). 
Nawfal tried his best to persuade them, but they refused. When 
Nawfal realized that, he told Majnu@n to go away. Majnu@n said: (By 
God, you have not kept your word!). Nawfal answered: (Your 




As can be seen, Nawfal represents authority in this narrative, for he came to collect 
the alms tax. He met Majnu@n, empathised with him and tried to help him marry. 
Nevertheless, a higher authority, in the form of the Sultan, was then introduced into 
the narrative to prevent Nawfal from achieving his aim. The Sultan proceeded to 
shed Majnu@n’s blood with impunity. The narrative shows that by choosing 
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The ‘udhri @ narratives go beyond preventing lovers from getting married, to 
even mock the notion of matrimony itself. In all the ‘udhri @ stories, the beloved 
marries a man other than her love. This marriage usually takes place in the first half 
or middle of the story. Yet, ‘the love relation does not simply fade or disappear after 
the time of the marriage. On the contrary, it is itself opposed to the matrimonial 
bond. The tension between the two relationships -- marital and amorous – is, 
therefore, a crucial factor (in ‘udhri @ romance)’102.  The narratives state that the poet-
lover continues to visit his beloved after the marriage, showing no respect for the 
matrimonial bond. The citation below reveals how Majnu@n persists in visiting Layla@ 
after her marriage takes place: 
Layla@’s husband and her father departed due to a matter that took 
the tribe away to Mecca during the night. Then Layla@ sent her 
slave-girl to Majnu@n to extend an invitation to him. So he stayed at 
her place for a night and she made him leave at daybreak, saying to 
him: Come to me each night as long as the tribe is away. He 
[regularly] came to her place until they [father and husband] 
returned. Concerning the last night of their tryst, when she bade him 
farewell, he recited: 
Enjoy Layla@, indeed you are an owl... 
That each day draws nearer to its death. 
Enjoy until the riders return, [for] when they return, 
Forbidden to you is her speechF
103
. 
Likewise, Jami@l is reported visiting Buthaynah even after her marriage: 
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[Jami@l used] to come to her secretly and then she was married. 
Thereafter, he used to visit her in her husband’s house clandestinely 
until Daja@jah b. Rib‘iy was appointed governor over the Wadi@ al-
Qur@. They complained about [Jami@l] to him and he ordered him  not 
to visit her at her home and empowered them to shed his blood with 
impunity if he resumed visiting her
104
. 
Respectively, the episodes quoted above, as Khan points out, ‘suggest that the 
beloved in question voluntarily engages in a consensual bond with her lover. She 
receives her lover of her own free will even after marriage’
105
.  
Moreover, it seems that the ‘udhri @ tradition tends to treat ‘husbands’ 
ironically. Certainly, the husband is, like the beloved herself, a victim of social mores 
and customs. He proposes to a certain girl to obtain a normal married life, but then he 
has to face all the difficulties of being married to the beloved of a poet, while the 
poetry about her spreads far and wide. Yet the narratives do not empathise with him 
as he is often portrayed as an outsider who separates the lovers. Although he lives in 
an Islamic society where he is supposed to have power and rights, he actually takes 
the weakest position in the story. Al-Is {fah@ani@ states that people in Madi@nah were 
singing Qays’s poetry about Lubna@. So, her husband admonished her. She became so 
angry with him that she told him: ‘By God, I did not marry you because I wanted you 
(...). I got married because the Sultan would have shed Qays's blood if he came near 
my tribe, so I wanted to protect him from being murdered by marrying another man. 
If you want to do so, set me free. I do not need you’. Her husband, al-Is{faha@ni@ 
continues, trying to placate her by inviting singers to sing Qays's poetry to her!
106
 
 Consequently, the ‘udhri @ tradition does not move in favour of marriage in 
spite of all the virtues that marriage has in Islamic society. The narratives ensure that 
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the lovers are kept away from the idea of marriage, and, moreover, if the lovers ever 
did get married, the story would be sure to separate them for one reason or another. 
The story of Qays and Lubna@ is typical in this regard. In fact, their love story 
commences at the moment of separation, when their desperate longing for each other 
begins. At the same time, the beloved always marries another man, not her lover, and 
the husband invariably appears as a pathetic and dislikeable character, as mentioned 
above. 
 
3.8 Between Platonic and ‘udhri @@ @@ love 
The term "Platonic love" seems to take on somewhat different shades of meaning 
when used in different contexts.  Initially, I am citing here two definitions from the 
Oxford English Dictionary, both with a number of examples: 
1- Of love, affection, or friendship: intimate and affectionate but not sexual; 
spiritual rather than physical. Now usually with lower-case initial. 1678 J. 
NORRIS Coll. Misc. (1699) 355 Platonic Love is the Love of Beauty 
abstracted from all sensual Applications, and desire of Corporal Contact. 
1995 Daily Express 17 Mar. 29/2 If you have a physical attraction, who wants 
to remain platonic friends?.. But if you get into sex, the friendship goes. 
2- Of a person: that feels or professes platonic love; that has a non-sexual 
relationship. 1709 R. STEELE Tatler No. 32. 3 This Order of Platonick 
Ladies are to be dealt with in a peculiar Manner from all the rest of the Sex. 
Thus, the popular understanding of platonic love ‘is a non-sexual affectionate 
relationship. A simple example of Platonic relationships is a deep, non-sexual 
friendship, not subject to gender pairings and including close relatives’
107
. However, 
this interpretation shows a misunderstanding of the true nature of the Platonic ideal 
of love which, from its origin, was that of a chaste but strong love, that was believed 
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to be elevated above sex
108
.  In his book about platonic love, Gould argues that Plato 
assumes love to be the key to civilization, art, justice, and all great, brave acts in the 
world, while the Christians and Romantics, in different ways, thought that love 
destroyed society or was an effort to escape from it
109
. Moreover, love is the key to 
everything important in life. Without it, neither thought nor activity is profitable or 
possible
110




Several scholars use the term “platonic love” to describe ‘udhri @ love. For 
example, Massignon, in the first edition of the Encyclopedia of Islam, claims that 
‘‘udhri @ love is related to the platonic love of the Greeks from which it is derived’112; 
and Kinany says that ‘udhri @ love is a sort of platonic love113. Likewise, Von 
Grunebaum pointed to close parallels between ‘udhri @ and Greek love poems and 
apparently saw the root of ‘udhri @ behaviour in a Greek influence114.  
However, ‘udhri @ love as presented in poetry and stories ascribed to or told 
about ‘udhri @ poets is far removed from the concept of platonic love. This idea has not 
escaped the notice of many scholars who have, in fact, challenged the concept of 
‘udhri @ love as platonic love. In the new edition of the Encyclopedia of Islam, for 
example, Renate Jacobi writes: ‘‘udhri @ love in the seventh century is neither platonic 
nor courtly, not even sentimental’
115
.  Al-Jawa@ri@, likewise, dedicates numerous pages 
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in his book to making a clear distinction between ‘udhri @ love and platonic love. His 
argument relies on various facts, such as the Arabs being unaware of Greek 
philosophy when ‘udhri @ love appeared among them. Also, ‘udhri @ love emerged in the 
desert among Bedouin, far away from the intellectual influence that was present in 
towns and cities. Moreover, ‘udhri @ love is a poetic expression, while platonic love is 
a philosophical idea
116. Likewise, Sulayma@n lists various factors that distinguish 
‘udhri @ love from platonic love. He argues that Platonic love is a means towards 
creation and creativity. Thus, it is not an end in itself. On the other hand, ‘udhri @ love 
is an end in itself. In platonic love, you must have someone to guide you and show 
you goodness and beauty. However, you will not realise absolute beauty until you are 
literally burned with the fire of knowledge, in order to fully appreciate art and to gain 
wisdom. Nothing of that sort exists in ‘udhri@ love. Also, platonic love has a final aim 
which is God or absolute beauty, whereas ‘udhri @ love is all about lovers117. 
 
3.9 Conclusion 
In this chapter, I have studied the ‘udhri@’s association with chastity by exploring the 
concept of chastity in Islamic discourse on the one hand and the representation of 
this concept in the ‘udhri @ tradition on the other. Evidently, the view of chastity as it 
appears in the Qur’an and sunnah is rather strict as it establishes a high standard of 
virtue. Nonetheless, ‘udhri @ theory and practice, as crystallised in ‘udhri @ poetry and 
books that have dealt with the ‘udhri @ phenomenon, suggest a different view of 
chastity. It could be argued that this view divides the body of a woman into the upper  
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and lower parts. The lover should obtain the pleasures of love by captivating the 
upper part of his beloved, not the lower. It seems that ‘udhri @ poets -- according to the 
‘udhri @ corpus -- were distanced from the notion of marriage in direct contrast with 
the encouragement of marriage that Islam favours. As we have discussed, Islamic 
discourse around marriage is positive, marriage being highly favoured among 
Muslims. The Prophet’s hadi@ths and his personal life are good examples of this view. 
But, the ‘udhri @ tradition challenged the possibility of a marital bond between ‘udhri @ 
lovers. Even if they were married, like Qays and Lubna@, the narratives would 
separate them in order to inflame their yearning, which is, after all, the main theme 
of ‘udhri @ poetry. Moreover, the poets continued to visit their beloved, in spite of the 
fact that they were married to other men and the beloved's husband is always treated 
unsympathetically, making him appear pathetic and hateful. If the Islamic attitude 
emphasises the aspect of reproduction as the result of sexual enjoyment, the ‘udhri @ 
tradition provides no trace of children. Moreover, the beloved is usually depicted in 





The Representation of the Beloved’s Body 
 
4.1 Introduction 
Studying al-ghazal al-‘udhri @ reveals that the body enjoys a prominent and significant 
position in it: both that of the beloved and the lover. This chapter will concentrate on 
the depiction of the beloved’s body. Certainly, focusing on the bodily presence in 
‘udhri @ poetry does not imply a denial of other intellectual aspects, but the discussion 
of those aspects is beyond the purpose of this chapter.  This is not to say that the 
intellectual aspects of ’udhri @ poetry will be set aside. In fact, it can be argued that 
studying the body yields a challenge to the classical distinction in Islamic culture 
between the body and the soul
1
. This distinction can be found particularly in Sufi 
discourse, where the flesh is afflicted and thus the subject seeks egress from this 
world and its material rewards and pleasures. Al-Ghaza@li@, for example, clearly 
distinguishes between the body (badan) and the soul (nafs) in his refutation of the 
philosophers’ statement that it is impossible for human souls to undergo annihilation 
after having come into existence
2
. According to the Persian mystic Fari@d al-Di@n 
‘At{t{a@r the body is the soul’s cage; in the hereafter the body will become soul, and 
one must prepare for it in this world
3
. Ibn al-Nafi@s, the doctor and theologian, says: 
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‘Man is composed of body and soul: the body is this thing which can be perceived, 
but the soul is that to which one refers when one says: “I”
4
. 
However, salient aspects of the religious system, as Maghen argues, limited 
the extent and effect of Sufi preaching that separated and subordinated the body. One 
of these factors was the pervasive Islamic outlook reflected in Quranic statements 
such as: ‘O you who believe! Do not prohibit the good things which God has 
permitted you’
5
. Another factor was the blatantly sensual nature of paradise, and the 




The symbolic body will receive discussion in a chapter to follow, chapter4. In 
this chapter I will focus only on the depiction of the body of the beloved. I will begin 
by examining the images used to portray female beauty in al-ghazal al-’udhri @, with 
the link between this portrayal and the conventional pattern of female beauty as 
suggested throughout (other) classical Arabic poetry. Next, I will look at the question 
of the stereotypical image of female beauty in both Arabic poetry and Persian 
paintings; hence, I will provide a comparison between Layla@’s physical portrayal in 
Majnu@n’s poetry and later Persian painting. This will lead me to investigate the 
stereotypical image of the desirable woman in classical Arabic literature in general, 
and in al-ghazal al-‘udhri in particular: the image of a corpulent woman. Thus I 
intend to discuss this desirable image of a woman in light of its origins in ancient 
Arab culture. Although al-ghazal al-‘udhri @ makes use of tropes and metaphors that 
were inherited from the pre-Islamic period, nevertheless it moves away from the old 
tradition by emphasizing the ethereal aspect of female beauty. Therefore, I will look 




 Al-Ma@’idah (5:87). 
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at the notion of sublimated beauty in al-ghazal al-’udhri @ and its link with the notion 
of time, eternal beauty, and love. I will end by examining the theme of the beauty of 
the beloved which leads to the death of the lover. 
I have selected verses of poetry on the criteria of both internal evidence in the 
poetry itself and external evidence from the akhba@r (historical anecdotes) that 
accompany the poems in the classical ’udhri @ corpus. The goal here is not to offer a 
comprehensive account of the ways in which al-ghazal al-’udhri @ refers to the body, 
but rather, to examine in some detail a selection of texts in which the body is 
manifestly represented. It should be clear that the concern here is not the real 
historical figure of Layla@ or Lubna@, but their literary representation. 
 
4.2 The Conventional Pattern of Female Beauty, with Special Reference to Pre-
Islamic Literature 
The importance of the body in classical Arabic literary discourse is undoubted. 
Common themes found in this discourse include such topics as sexuality and 
eroticism, feminine ideal, the concept of virility, and so on
7
. As special literature 
developed around describing female beauty, in particular:  
Human beauty was a major topic in Arabic aesthetic discourse, and the 
only subject besides calligraphy of which aesthetic canons were 
compiled. A special literature deals with female beauty, describing in 
detail its types, forms, colours, and proportions, and setting criteria for 
perfection. It also includes a discussion of the tastes and predilections of 
religious and historic persons for certain women. A large variety of 
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Therefore, this literature governed the conventional desirable elements of female 
beauty, and defined it within certain parameters. The general criteria of beauty 
remain almost the same in both the pre-Islamic and early Islamic periods. The later 
depiction of this beauty was derived from the inherited depiction that materialised in 
pre-Islamic literature.  
 Figurative language associated with female beauty involves metaphors based 
upon deer, oryx, doe, ivory, silver, pure water, sand dunes, grapes, wine, sun, moon, 
and so on. It is significant, however, that these  metaphorical possibilities are not 
limited to poetry. In fact, one of the oldest passages describing the female body -- 
attributed to the pre-Islamic period-- appeared in prose form. This passage is 
attributed to a woman, who was sent to observe another woman’s body in order to 
describe it to the king of the Kindah tribe, ‘Amr b. H{ijr, the grandfather of the 
famous poet Imru’ al-Qays. The king wanted to marry the daughter of ‘Awf  b. 
Mih{lam al-Shayba@ni@. ‘Awf's daughter was called Umm-Iya@s, a brilliant and very 
beautiful girl. ‘Amr b. H{ijr sent a clever woman called ‘Is{a@m to observe Umm-Iya@s 
so that she could describe her to him and report whether what he had heard about her 
beauty was accurate or not. Hence, ‘Is{a@m went there and saw Umm-Iya@s, then went 
back to the King and described what she had seen. Her discourse recorded the criteria 
for female beauty. I am quoting ‘Is{a@m’s  description of Umm-Iya@s at length in order 
to show how significant and comprehensive this text is in terms of representing 
female beauty: 
Umm-Iya@s's forehead is as clear and beautiful as a gleaming mirror 
covered with completely dark hair just like that of a braided horse tail; 
her black tresses appear like chains, and when she combs them, they 
look like clusters of grape washed by heavy rain. Moreover, her 
eyebrows are very well-designed as if they were drawn by a pen, and 
dark as if they were coloured by carbon. They are curved around her 




nose which is neither long nor short is as sharp as the blade of a 
beautiful polished sword. Furthermore, her cheeks are a purplish colour 
and snow-white as pearls. She has a wonderful small mouth with a 
charming smile, cheerful prominent white incisors and pearl-like teeth; 
in addition, her saliva smells like wine and tastes like honey; let alone, 
her lips which are red like flowers. She is eloquent, clever and quick-
witted and she has a beautiful neck which is like a silver made jug. She 
has fleshy arms which make you think that they are boneless and have 
no veins; additionally, she has soft hands and her breasts are just like 
two pomegranates. Besides, her abdomen is neither fat nor thin and is 
rolled up like folded compacted cobatti
9
. She also has a navel like a 
shining piece of ivory that is used for painting. Further, her back is like 
a stream of water which ends at a fascinating waist. Beneath it there are 
rumps which force her to sit when she tries to get up, and make her look 
as if she is standing when she sits. Her rumps are like a little heap of 
soil matted by drizzle and they are carried by rounded thighs which look 
like tiered palm pith, and the thighs are carried by fleshy shanks with 
dark hair. All these parts are carried by two arrowheads like small feet. 
May God bless them, how can they tolerate all of that weight? Finally, I 
do not want to describe the rest of it
10
; however, it is more beautiful than 
any description –whether in 
prose or in poetry
11
.                                      [1]                     
 
Consequently, ‘Amr b. H{ijr proposed to Umm-Iya@s immediately.  
This precise description of the female body is almost the same description 
that we encounter in the poets’ portrayal of their beloveds. This woman, Umm-Iya@s, 
has certain elements of beauty that Imru’ al-Qays’s Fa@t{imah has, or al-A‘sha@’s 
Hurayrah has, and so on. The description begins from top to toe, from what is seen 
and known (such as the face) to what is unseen (such as the private parts). The 
woman who describes the body draws a parallel between it and certain natural 
elements. Her report goes much further than mere observation and is enhanced by 
her claims about the sweet taste of Umm-Iya @s’s saliva. Therefore, ‘Is{a@m  is seeing 
Umm-Iya@s  with masculine eyes, rather than with her own, through her detailed 
description of  Umm-Iya@s ‘s physical beauty. Her description indicates the 
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overwhelming influence of the prevailing discourse at that time on the classical 
Arabic culture
12
.   
In the light of this, one can understand the power that the desirable image of 
the female body has over literary expression. The following verses from pre-Islamic 
poetry present the authoritative image of an attractive woman:   
She shows you when you enter privily with her 
And she is secure from the eyes of the hateful foemen(…) 
A soft breast like a casket of ivory 
Chastely guarded from adventurous fingers, 
The flanks of a lithe, long, tender body, 
Buttocks oppressed by their ponderous cargo
13
                                    [2] 
As we can see, these classical verses reflect the dominant concepts of female beauty. 
The breast shines like 'ivory', the body is 'tender', buttocks 'oppressed by their 
ponderous cargo', etc. In Imru’ al-Qays’s Mu‘allaqah similar elements appear in 
depicting his woman: 
I twisted her side-tresses to me, and she leaned over me; 
Slender- waisted she was, and tenderly plump her ankles, 
Shapely and taut her belly, white-fleshed, not the least flabby, 
Polished the lie of her breast bones, smooth as a burnished mirror… 
She turns away, to show a soft cheek, and wards me off 
With the glance of a wild deer of Wajra, a shy gazelle with its fawn; 
She shows me a throat like the throat of an antelope 
not ungainly when she lifts it upwards, neither naked of ornament 
14    [3] 
 
Once again, the whiteness of the skin, softness of the body, slenderness of waist, and 
a general resemblance to deer and antelope are emphasised. ‘The names vary but it 
is, from top to toe, always the same woman: all pampered softness, languor, 
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. Moving to the early Islamic period, nasi @b16 celebrates the same image 
of a desirable woman: 
On the morning of departure 
when her tribe set out 
Su’a@d was but a bleating antelope 
with languid gaze and kohl-lined eye… 
When she smiles she flashes 
side teeth wet 
as if with a first draught of wine 
or with a second, 
mixed with cool water from a wadi’s bend…
17                           [4] 
So, it is not an individual--whether she be Su‘a@d or Fa@t{imah or ‘Ablah—who 
emerges, bur rather it is the perfect image of a beautiful woman that we see. These 
previously cited verses and many others indicate that the ‘[poem] has less to do 
perhaps with the poet’s experience than with the audience’s expectations’
18
, as it 
provides the stereotype of female beauty, and establishes a poetic figurative language 
to represent it. 
Moving to al-ghazal al-‘udhri @, some motifs in the poem are developed in 
various aspects beyond what they were in the poems mentioned. Before the 
Umayyad age, nasi@b used to be the prelude, or the opening section of every poem. 
Poets would begin their poems by expressing their longing for a woman, describing 
her beauty, and crying at her campsite ruin. Then, the poems would move onto 
different themes such as eulogies and satire. However, in the Umayyad age love 
poetry (ghazal) emerges as an independent genre among ‘udhri @ and other poets who 
dedicated their poetry to love, such as ‘Umar b. Abi@ Rabi@‘ah. Therefore, in the ‘udhri @ 
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tradition ghazal is not just the opening section of a poem (qas{i|@dah: nasi@b) any more, 
but it becomes an independent qas{i@dah itself, and the entire poem addresses the 
theme of love.  Apart from Kuthayyir who was often with the caliph and composed 
praise poems to him, ‘udhri @ poets also limited their poetry to the theme of love, and 
they never composed eulogies. Furthermore, their intentions differed from the 
previous poets’ intentions; their motives for composing love poetry were not just 
aesthetic but also psychological or emotional
19
.  
‘Udhri @ poets add several elements to the ghazal. These elements include 
themes such as devotion in love. They abandon the motif of halting at the campsite 
ruin. They also include the use of simple language and their dedication to only one 
subject instead of many
20
. Nonetheless, when it comes to depicting the beloved’s 
beauty these poets adopted a similar image to what had been established since the 
pre-Islamic nasi @b. Therefore, the physical descriptions of Layla@, Lubna@, Buthaynah, 
‘Afra@’ , and ‘Azzah, are very much the same as the description of Fa@t{imah and 
‘Ablah from the Mu‘llaqa @t. It is always the same features which are stressed: 
tallness, whiteness, big eyes, long neck, ample bosom, slender waist, heavy hips, and 
plump legs. ‘There are a multitude of such poetic descriptions, differing little in 
content, the pre-Islamic pattern having been for centuries copied without much 
variation’
21
. The following section will discuss in detail the depiction of the 
beloved’s body in al-ghazal al-‘udhri @ and will illustrate how this depiction resembles 
the old poetic norms. However, the following discussion will also show that there is 
an attempt by ‘udhri @ poets to distinguish themselves from the previous poets by 
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stressing the ethereal nature of their beloved’s beauty. This phenomenon gives al-
ghazal al-‘udhri its own distinctive nature among other classical ghazal in spite of 
their similar depictions of the female body.  
 
4.3 Corporeal Representation: The Physical Description of the Beloved’s Body 
By its focus on corporeal representation, the ‘udhri @ poem celebrates the beloved’s 
beauty in all its glory as will be described in detail. Thus, the reader of ‘udhri @ poetry 
will encounter a plethora of detailed description about the beloved’s desirable body. 
This section will further examine this motif through highlighting several aspects of 
the beloved’s beauty, as shown in ‘udhri @ poetry, e.g. her glow, face, scent and figure. 
It will also explore the metaphoric image of the beloved as ‘gazelle’ along with its 
mythic associations. 
4.3.1 The Glow of the Beloved 
The verses of Majnu@n, Qays, Jami@l, and Kuthayyir depict the beloved as a 
resplendent beauty with a white, unblemished face like the full moon. This face is 
not only dazzling like the moon
22
; moreover, and more frequently, it is bright like the 
sun
23
. On the one hand, the beloved’s resplendence resembles the moon or the sun, 
on the other hand, the moon and sun themselves are incapable of emulating her 
brilliant light. She makes them feel shy in her presence. Majnu@n declares:  
I was poured a drink by a sun whose light put the full moon to shame 
and who outshone the lightning when it flashes
24
                      [5]                                 
Yet, the fullest moon would be eclipsed by the light of her presence
25
. In comparison 
with the pre-Islamic poetry, the theme of the woman’s glow and her resemblance to 
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objects such as a beacon, a lamp, and the sun often appears in the pre-Islamic 
ghazal
26
. For example, when Imru’ al-Qays describes his beloved’s face he says: 
In the evening she lights up the darkness 
As though she were the light in the place  
Where the hermit does his eventide devotions
27
                          [6] 
 
However, the ‘udhri @ poets do not simply link the pure hue of their beloveds’ faces 
with the light of sun as T{arafah, for instance, does in his mu‘allaqah28. ‘Udhri @ poets 
go further in the comparison between the beloved and the sun. Kuthayyir even places 
’Azzah in a situation of going to court, so that the judge Muwaffaq should state who 
is the more beautiful: ’Azzah or the sun?29 
The comparison between Layla@ on the one hand, and the sun and the moon on 
the other is always won by Layla@’s beauty30: 
Illuminate the world instead of the moon when it declines, 
and play the role of the sun whenever the dawn is late, 
because you have the radiance of the sun, 
and the sun does not have your beautiful mouth 
and your charming smile, 
You have the sparkling moonlight 
but moon does not have your gorgeous breasts, 
and your attractive upper chest,  
The shining sun in the forenoon  
can neither have apathetic eyes darkened with kohl, 
nor Layla@'s special charming characteristics, 
The sun cannot also appear like Layla@, 
who looks like a frightened oryx, 
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when she bows because of her coquetry
31
                                          [7] 
Using the words “moon”, “dawn”, “sun” (badr, fajr, shams) reveals a tendency to 
abstract the beloved from her physical attributes by making her resemble ephemeral 
elements such as light. The eyes of the lover see the beloved with a shining face 
where eyes are filled with light to the extent that these eyes are more glittering and 
shining than sunlight itself. Thus, the body of the beloved is not perceived as 
concrete like other elements in life, but as glittering and soft as light. Majnu @n states: 
They said: where does she live? 
Who is she? 
I said: she is the sun, sky is her home
32
                                   [8] 
Sun is a source of life on earth. Majnu @n realizes the power of the sun, and its high 
state. No one can reach it, while it can reach every thing on earth. Therefore, 
depicting Layla@ as the sun is a theme repeated in many verses composed by Majnu @n: 
I say to my companions: 
“She is the sun - her light is close but she is too distant to touch”
33
        [9] 
‘Ali@ al-Bat{al argues that the resemblance between the sun and woman in classical 
Arabic poetry has its roots in ancient Arab mythology. The sun was one of the gods 
that used to be worshipped by the ancient Arabs. They ascribed characteristics of 
motherhood to the sun, conceiving it as the Mother god, which is why the sun is 
referred to as being female. Therefore, a woman described as a sun in Arabic poetry 
is evidence of this link
34
. However, in Islamic poetry these religious images 
transferred to artistic models, so the sun-woman metaphor was removed from its 
ancient mythic setting to a new rational setting, where the sun is not the Mother god 
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that gives life, but resembles the woman in her aloofness and light
35
.  This can be 
seen clearly, when Majnu@n says to his friends that she (Layla@) is the sun; her light is 
visible while her actual figure is not palpable
36
.    
It is clear, though, that this insistence on the beloved’s light complexion is 
meant to reflect her interior serenity. Jami@l compares Buthaynah’s luminescence with 
the light that illuminates every thing around her
37
. The lucent face could indicate 
one’s inner peacefulness. The tradition that demonstrates that a beautiful believer is 
the utmost perfection and an ugly unbeliever is utmost ugliness
38
, or the one saying 
that beautiful people are auspicious39, should not escape our notice here.  
4.3.2 The Beloved and the Gazelle Metaphor  
The beloved’s eyes radiate darts and wound the heart, not the skin
40
. Beautiful eyes 
are described as big and black with brilliant whites, h}awra@’ and najla@’ 41. Qays refers 
to these eyes as drowsy and says they pose a possible threat to his own life: 
Proclaim for my blood, if I die 
From a maiden who has languid and drowsy eyes
42                [10]  
Nevertheless, the most significant fact about the depiction of the beloved’s eyes is 
their resemblance to those of a deer and doe
43
. Majnu@n states that Layla@’s eyes, while 
gazing at him, are more beautiful than a deer’s black doting eyes whilst looking after 
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. Jami@l, likewise, sometimes describes Buthaynah’s eyes as white 
antelope’s eyes, and as brocket’s eyes on other occasions
45
.  
In fact, the comparison of the beloved with a gazelle is one of the major topoi 
of classical Arabic love poetry. In his long description of the beauty of his beloved, 
Imru’ al-Qays uses this comparison as we have seen in his aforementioned verses
46
.  
 The image of a lonely frightened deer left behind with her little fawn becomes a 
parallel image to that of the beloved, who is described as having the same big dark 
eyes, and the same long neck. This is an important theme within ’udhri @ poetry, as 
Jami@l repeats this image three or four times47, and Majnu@n adopts it as a core motif of 
the similes in his poetry. Layla@ is often portrayed as a gazelle in Majnu@n’s verses, he 
even declares that the gazelle is almost Layla@ herself, except of course, for the 
antlers
48
. Layla@’s neck, in particular, is depicted like the neck of a gazelle49. 
Kuthayyir offers a series of images in order to achieve the position where the 
beloved is as beautiful as, or more than, a doe: 
The white-breasted shining-backed gazelle, 
 who takes her young to the cool of the shade 
 and scratches with her horns the fruit of an Arak tree  
and reaches with her hooves if the branches are high, 
 is no more beautiful of eye or neck or throat than she 
 when she wears her finery
50
                                                                    [11] 
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He also says: 
She captured me with the eyes of a gazelle 
who is accompanied by her white newly-born to the Arak trees 
in the bend of the wadi of Bisha  
where the plaintive doves sing;  
as if those doves who called loudly in the morning 
become at noon chanting songstresses for wine-drinkers
51
                       [12]  
This doe is usually a white deer: ri@m. Once again, whiteness is stressed in al-ghazal 
al-’udhri @. Reading Sells’s analysis of some classical Arabic poems, I would also 
argue that in these verses quoted above, the poet ‘set up a descriptive point only to be 
overrun through the semantic overflow of the passage. The movement of the poem 
continually overflows the descriptive points the simile poses’
52
. The metaphor 
introduced here is that of the beloved as a doe. Kuthayyir introduces the doe 
apparently as a metaphor for the beloved by saying: ‘she captured me with a doe’s 
eyes’. Nevertheless, the poet becomes preoccupied with the depiction of the doe, and 
forgets his original motivation: a description of the beloved. The doe is shaking Ara@k 
berries. In the other verses the doe is following her fawn to Ara@k, where the doves 
are singing. Then, again, Kuthayyir leaves the doe that he is describing and becomes 
preoccupied with the description of the doves. The doves are like beautiful singers in 
a drinking gathering. As Sells observes: 
[The doe’s metaphor] reveals a poetics that is far removed from the 
simple substitution of gazelle for beloved. The gazelle imagery and that 
of the beloved are developed synchronically. It becomes difficult to tell 
whether the object of description is the beloved or the gazelle
53
.  
   
                                                                                                                                                
Not naked, nor are her hands bare. 
And that you have no hair, whilst hers 
Is blackest flood upon her shoulders clothing her 
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 At a superficial level, the gazelle is a metaphor of the beloved as they share beautiful 
features like stunning eyes and sleek, aesthetically pleasing contours of the body. Al 
-Dughli @ claims that Arab poets portray their beloveds as gazelles because their desert 
environment was poor, and they could not find other metaphor to describe them
54
. I 
disagree with this assertion, and I would rather see this metaphor in a different light. 
As argued by Khan, especially for Majnu@n, ‘gazelles are generally considered among 
the most serene of animals, their presence lends a pastoral air to his wildness’
55
. 
There is also another suggestion regarding the gazelle used as a trope, which 
connects with mythology. The gazelle was considered sacred, and Arabs would allow 
them to go free instead of killing them
56
. An anecdote states that a gazelle was 
caught by a group of hunters, and Majnu@n bought the gazelle and set it free: ‘It ran 
away when I set it free. O, gazelle, you owe your freedom to Layla@’57 . Bürgel 
demonstrates that ‘sparing or freeing a gazelle out of a certain feeling or affection for 
a person it resembled was a literary topos already in early Islamic times’
58
. In another 
anecdote, Majnu@n killed a wolf which killed a deer and then he buried the deer and 
burnt the cadaver of the wolf
59
. Thus, the ‘gazelles are so placed in this narrative 
(Majnu@n’s) precisely because they lend a sentimental, romantic cast to the poet-
lover’s state of wildness’
60
.  
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 Moreover, the emphasis on the image of a deer with its fawn could be 
understood in the light of the woman who has become sacred through motherhood. 
This process has its roots in ancient Arab religious belief, which used to worship the 
goddess-mother. The ancient Arabs portrayed her as a mother-deer and a mother- 
oryx
61
. It seems that the poets simply inherited this image and they applied it to their 
beloveds. However, the ‘udhri @ poets used these images without seeing their beloveds 
in term of motherhood. 
4.3.3 The face of the beloved 
The face of the beloved centers the attention of ’udhri @ poets. Every single feature of 
it is celebrated in generous description. The poets clearly realize the importance and 
status of the face as a centre of one’s beauty, and associate with it roles of 
communication and seduction.   
With regard to the beloved’s hair, ’udhri @ poetry defines attractive feminine 
hair as black, thick, fragrant, and especially perfumed with ambergris and basil62. It 
is usually falling in waves, and sometimes also with curls. Kuthayyir describes 
’Azzah’s hair as dark tresses clustering down her back like bunches of grapes63.  
Moving to the beloved’s cheeks, they are portrayed as glowing, and 
amazingly soft
64
. In fact, the stress on softness is recurrent in ’udhri @ poem. The 
beloved appears in it as a highly sensitive woman. Her body is so tender, an insect’s 
minute wing would make it bleed
65
. Moreover, Buthaynah’s skin is so soft that 
whenever she has a bath, the water almost injures her skin
66
and Layla@’s finger is 
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described as being of pure silk
67
.  ‘Afra @’ is depicted as a woman who is completely 
enveloped with down (muna’ammah) , and all of her fingertips are tinted68. The 
exaggeration of describing the tenderness of the beloved in so far that  the smallest of  
ants walking on her skin would make it bleed, persuades the author of al-Zahrah to 
write about it. He cites many verses like those with these images, and criticizes them 
as extreme exaggeration (sarfun shadi@d)69.   In my view, they are extreme, but this 
highlights an image of the beloved by the lover as being synonymous with the softer 
components of the world, like water and light.  
As for the mouth of the beloved, this feature assumes the utmost significance 
within ’udhri @ poetry and the poets provide series similes to celebrate it. The mouth is 
given a great deal of attention in al-ghazal al-’udhri @, due to a number of reasons. 
First, it is considered as a basic aspect of the beauty of the beloved. Second, it is the 
place for kisses and pleasurable contact. Third, it is the part of the body for speaking, 
and the source of beautiful words and discourse. The adjectives given to the mouth in 
al-ghazal al-‘udhri @ concentrate on describing the mouth's aromatic smell. The smell 
is being described as musk
70
 and the poet draws a link between the mouth's perfumed 
smell and its pretty smile, so the poet's beloved smiles often and ‘when she smiles, 
some parts of her beautiful teeth appear’
71
.  When the beloved smiles her beautiful 
teeth --which have spaces between them-- appear
72
. The attention given to the smell 
of the mouth and its shape is incomparable with that given to its taste. The ‘udhri @ 
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poets attribute large parts of their poems to describe how amazing is the taste of the 
beloved's mouth, how sweet her saliva. 
As if her mouth is full of the essence of carnation, and musk 
early morning clouds raindrops are in her mouth
73
                        [13] 
This image of the beloved’s mouth scented with good smell and full of raindrops is 
very similar to certain poetic images in pre-Islamic poetry. For instance, Imru’ al-
Qays says: 
Wine and recent rain, 
blossom, incense smoke 
Cool from her mouth I kissed 
In the soaring song of dawn
74
                                                   [14] 
Jami@l also describes Buthaynah's saliva by saying that it is a mixture of raindrops, 
wine and scent: 
She captivated me with her beautiful mouth, 
 whose straight teeth appear when she smiles 
 and her mouth has a fascinating smell and cold saliva, 
As if vintage wine is mixed with her saliva  
and early pure raindrops mixed with honey
75
                                 [15] 
 
The significant word here is “captivated” because her beautiful mouth is one of the 
first things that seduced him. While Jami@l refers occasionally to the beloved's saliva 
as wine, Majnu@n talks in detail about this “wine”. He describes its production process 
and how it was fermented in H{awra<n76 with bottles of wine that were kept for a 
period of time so that its value would increase: 
Not even a protected fermented wine in H{awra<n 
which emits sparks when it is poured from its bottle,   
And which is surrounded by other similar bottles of wine 
which the sellers have kept for sale, 
Is better than the taste of her mouth 
which if its saliva is mixed with musk at night, 
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will water a cloud that is heavily raining 
with no lightning and thunder
77
                                                             [16] 
It could be argued that the poet includes the storage and protection of the wine in 
order to make an indirect reference to the difficulty and the time involved to reach 
his beloved to kiss her. Majnu@n’s image of a fermented wine which the sellers have 
kept for sale for a long time, as used to describe the beloved’s saliva, recalls a similar 
image in the pre-Islamic ghazal. Al-Muraqqash al-As}ghar starts his verses with the 
exact phrase: ‘Not even a fermented wine’, and then he goes on to describe the 
unique treatment that this wine has received. It has been protected for twenty years, 
and kept for later sale. After this description of this special wine, al-Muraqash says: 
‘It is better than the taste of her mouth when I come to visit her (his beloved) at 
night’
78
. Undoubtedly, Majnu@n’s image is derived from al-Muraqqash. 
It could be argued that the description of the beloved’s saliva as rain drops 
and wine suggests a link between her and sacred objects. Rain is a primary source for 
water; a verse in Quran reads ‘we made from water every living thing’79.  Wine also 
carries certain religious meanings. As shown by pre-Islamic poetry, wine was an 
important component in some religious rituals. Wine was considered as the sacred 
liquid of the gods, giving them their extraordinary powers
80
.  In spite of the 
prohibition of wine in Islam, poets continue to refer to it, although without reference 
to sacred rituals. In Majnu@n’s afore-cited poem, the description of the wine that 
resembles his beloved’s saliva appears in great detail.  
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In other verses Majnu@n insists on the sweetness of Layla@'s mouth while 
claiming that he had not tasted it in reality. He reports having stared at her mouth the 
way people stare at clouds and perceive the sweetness of their raindrops
81
. However, 
if Majnu@n avoids saying that he had really tasted the wine of his beloved's mouth, 
Kuthayyir refers to this directly and says that the honey of her mouth is tasted only 
by her bedfellow and that other people are prohibited from doing so. Let us follow 
the succession of these descriptions:  
The sweet saliva of her mouth  
which has bevelled teeth in the late night 
became like honey that is mixed with cold raindrops 
of early morning clouds in maja@dih{82  
those who cannot obtain her mouth enjoy looking at its beauty 
and she waters her bedfellow from her sweet mouth  
when he kisses her suddenly  
she cleans her snow-white teeth at dawn, 
by a green miswa@k83 from Nu‘ma <n  
every creditor was repaid except the poet 
As ’Azzah does not achieve his wish 
so he remains thirsty for her 
84
                                           [17] 
 
To symbolise their agony in love and distance from the beloved, Udhri@ poets use 
themes such as 'the late night', 'the creditor' and 'a thirsty person'. Kuthayyir states 
that his thirst for his beloved is not slaked while all other withheld creditors get 
repaid. Talking about the description of the mouth and thirst is so important because 
the beloved’s saliva is not just a delicious honey but also water that quenches the 
thirst. The lover’s passion for this water always makes him very thirsty, and we will 
talk later about this in detail. Finally, the beloved’s saliva is reported to be a cure for 
sick people.  Moreover, it is said to also bring dead people to life again when they 
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. In addition, the beloved’s smiling and sweet mouth is described as a source 




4.3.4 The Scent of the Beloved 
The sweet scent of the beloved is also celebrated in ’udhri @ poetry. The smell of musk 
emanates from her body
87
 and diffuses itself about her. When the lover visits her 
during the night, he smells the sweet scent of a mixture of wine, musk and 
ambergris
88
. The lavender and musk perfume her clothes
89
. Her hair breathes sweet 
basil and ambergris
90




It is as if the particles of pure-fragranced Musk 
with which she perfumes her sleeves and elbows 
rise when she rises from her bed  
and will be passed to whoever embraces her
92
                                   [18] 
Moreover, Majnu@n declares:  
If we travel at night, and you are in front of us 
merely your sweet aroma 
will guide our she-camels
93
                                                      [19] 
 
Here, the scent is not just enjoyment, is not simply a scent to remember and enjoy
94
. 
It is not only a guide but a beacon for any one who travels during the night. Its aroma 
is not only effective in the human world; it also has power in other non-human 
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world: that of our she-camels. In the above cited verse the beloved’s scent is a 
beacon for human and non-human worlds.   
4.3.5 The Figure of the Beloved 
 The ‘udhri @ poet also represents the whole figure of his beloved. There are certain 
elements in this figure which appear frequently in the poems. The poet’s lady is a 
plumpish lady. Buthaynah’s bosom is shining like gallipots of silver
95
. It is clear, 
bright, and white. Its ampleness is stressed again when Jami@l says: 
Her breasts and behind prevent her chemise 
from touching her belly or from touching her back
96                                     [20] 
In ’udhri@ poetry, as in pre-Islamic poetry, the beloved’s curved body is celebrated in 
several images. According to Jami@l97, Majnu@n98, and Kuthayyir99 she has tenderly 
plump ankles. Her appendages are plump (khudl)
100
. Her legs are smooth of shank 
and soft of thigh
101
. The most crucial denominator of the beloved’s body is her 
plump buttocks. This feature attracts the poet’s attention, and they celebrate it using 
several similes. The favorite simile for heavy hips in ’udhri @ poetry is moistened sand, 
and the rump-curve of a sand dune. ‘Urwah describes ’Afra@’ by saying that there are 
two sand dunes under her waist, over which a rain shower falls: 
And underneath the two (breasts) are two compacted sand dunes 
which have been struck by droplets of rain from Gemini
102
                             [21] 
Likewise, Majnu@n, Jami @l, and Kuthayyir compose verses describing their beloved’s 
buttocks as a soft dune
103
. She is often portrayed as a woman proud of her shape. She 
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would feel happy if the wind blew and wrapped her clothes around her tightly, 
showing off her voluptuous body
104
. Moreover, the beloved’s buttocks weigh her 
down so heavily that she can barely walk. The image of the woman tired from 
walking is repeated in al-ghazal al-‘udhri @105. Kuthayyir compares ‘Azzah’s walk to a 
torrential stream (sayl) that is obstructed by the curve of the wadi, so it runs very 
slowly
106
. Although the woman in those poems cannot walk well because of her 
rotund body, her slender waist is just like a ben’s107 bough. Qays describes Lubna@: 
Whenever she walks a span of earth, 
She drags her feet, panting, so she doesn’t go more than a span 
She has a behind which shakes when she walks 
and a lean-waisted body like the branch of the ben tree
108
                          [22] 
The slight waist of the beloved is described also by Jami@l in several verses: ‘she is 
lithe-waist, just like al-Sabiryyiah’109. The poets usually link the slender waist with 
heavy hips beneath, and plump breasts above
110
. 
Comparing these compositions to pre-Islamic poetry, one shall find similar 
images of a woman who can barely walk, or who has a slender waist and plump 
buttocks
111
. Moreover, some phrases from pre-Islamic poetry are re-used in ’udhri @ 
poetry, almost verbatim, For example, Ka‘b b. Zuhayr says:  

 و ل ه
ء    112#"!اء ة    
She has lithe-waist, plump buttocks, 
She is neither short, nor tall.  
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And Jami@l says: 
ى % +
 أود#"!اء ة )'& % ،ه
ء  -113  
She has lithe-waist, plump buttocks,  
She is perfect, with no defector drawback in her body. 
Imru’ al-Qays says: 
 ./0'
56 إذا ه 12 و  -7 8114و: آ" ا7  
She shows me a throat like the throat of an (white) antelope, not ungainly 
When she lifts it upwards, neither naked of ornament.   
And Kuthayyir says: 


ل )!1 ?ا< =% ا07
ص ره6 8115و: آ" ا7  
She shows me a throat like the throat of an (white) antelope, 
naked of ornament, but decorated and adorned 
with pendulous, long , thick hair.  
As seen in these verses, there is a direct reference to previous traditions, not just in 
images, but also in literal phrases such as: ‘ #"!اء ة ،ه
ء  ’, and ‘8 :’و: آ" ا7
(She has lithe-waist, plump buttocks), and (a throat like the throat of an (white) 
antelope).  
 
4.4 Layla@@ @@’s Portrayal in Persian Painting 
We have seen how the popular notion of classical Arabic ideal beauty has been 
applied to the portrayal of the beloved in ‘udhri @ poetry; several unchanging elements 
characterize such portrayals. However, if we were to examine the depiction of the 
beloved in the legend based on ‘udhri @ love stories that appeared centuries later in 
Persia, we would discover a completely different portrayal. Yet, the influence of the 
fashionable theme of any given era on the representation of an object is common in 
art. Therefore, my justification for making this comparison between Layla’s 
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portrayal in Majnun’s poetry and her portrayal in later Persian paintings, which is 
based on Majnun’s legend, is to examine the influence of the fashionable theme on 
different forms of art. 
 There are a small number of extant manuscripts which contain paintings 
illustrating versions of the love story of Majnu@n and Layla@, Khamse, written by 
Nizami (1150-1214), the great Persian poet
116
. As Uster demonstrates:  
Numerous copies of Nizami’s hamse were produced not only in his own 
day but in the succeeding centuries because it was a much beloved 
work. Many of these copies are illuminated and significant proportions 
were inscribed by famous calligraphers. Those of the highest art 
historical value whether in terms of the text, the miniature illumination, 
or the calligraphy in the flowing ta’lik Arabic script- are located in the 
Topkapi Palace Museum Library in Istanbul
117
.   
  
The details of the various manuscripts are not my prime focus here. I will merely 
concentrate on the paintings in order to evaluate how Layla@ is depicted. It is 
noticeable, however, that the image of Layla@ in these Persian paintings suggests 
another depiction of the beloved, and differs from that offers by Majnu@n’s poetry. 
While she is presented in Majnu@n’s verses as an ideal of Arabian desirable beauty, 
where big black eyes, ample bosom, slender waist, plump legs, and heavy hips are 
typified, Layla@ is presented in these Persian paintings with a differently imagined 
figure. One painting shows Layla@ receiving Majnu@n in her tent, Layla@ is illustrated as 
an exceptionally thin young maiden. There is no trace of a bosom, nor are there any 
rounded parts on her body. She is shown with a round face, “Chinese” eyes, a tiny 
mouth, and arched eyebrows. This painting occurs in an illustrated version of 
Nizami’s Hamse , dated 1444, and belongs to the Shiraz school of miniature 
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. In another painting  Majnu@n is depicted speaking with an elderly man in 
a date grove some distant  from Layla@, who is sitting down119. Layla@ is illustrated as a 
sad young woman, putting her hand on her check. The most apparent themes of her 
figure are her moon face and her arched eyebrows. Likewise, in a painting showing 
Majnu@n and Layla@ fainting120, Layla@ appears as a thin maiden, with arched eyebrows 
meeting on her forehead, and a flat chest. In another painting, Layla@ looks upset 
while slapping her husband
121
. Her face has the same fine features, and “Chinese” 
eyes. She is portrayed in a sitting position and is given a slim body. Her raised hand 
is nothing like the plump arm that has been described in Majnu@n’s verses.   
It must be noted that most of those paintings were accomplished in Harat in 
the fifteenth century. During that time, features such as moon face, “Chinese” eyes, a 
tiny mouth, and arched eyebrows became the usual cliche for beautiful young people, 
male and female. The beloved moon faced, is a Buddha face. She is even shown in 
the setting of the Buddha’s house. The artists create representations of the Buddha 
and they portray the beloved in the same style, with recurring features
122
.  
However, several versions exist showing the same image of the illustration of 
Nizami’s Hamse, but from different perspectives and with different aspects included. 
Some painters focus on Majnu@n, or Layla@, some on the animals surrounding them, 
and some painters focus on the sufi imagery of the story. For example, one painting 
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shows Majnu@n dying on Layla@’s tomb, in which no one around him seems to care123. 
This painting alludes to a very important sufi theme. Within some sufi traditions, the 
way to achieve ultimate truth, or love is gained by the suffering of the soul, totally 
alone, without any support.  As mentioned earlier, my only interest is a specific 
aspect of this: the depiction of the beloved through these images
124
. Subsequently, it 
seems, through this brief review, that Layla@’s portrayal is influenced by the 
fashionable themes of the era. Clearly her depiction in Arabic poetry varies greatly 
from her depiction within Persian paintings. Nonetheless, although it is almost a 
contrasting image, Layla@’s portrayal is enacted through a stereotyped image, in both 
Arabic poetry and Persian paintings.  
 
4.5 The Desirable Image of a Corpulent Female Body 
We have seen how these bodily descriptions are similar to those with which the Arab 
poets since pre-Islamic period used to describe their ladies. But let us consider a bit 
more the figure of a desirable woman as a corpulent one. Bodily descriptions take on 
erotic characteristics, when concentrating on the shape and form of the female body. 
Indeed, ‘several round images, such as the egg and the pearl, are used in the classical 
qas{i@dah in symbolic association with the beloved’125. If a bosom is mu‘id that means 
that it fills one’s hand, and if it is na@’ir that means that it fills one’s eyes126. In 
addition, the description of a woman who does not have heavy hips as rash{a@’ and 
zala@’ codes her appearance through negative adjectives that indicate she is not a 
desirable woman. Jami @l makes a comparison between Buthaynah, who would feel 
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happy if the wind blew and wrapped her clothes around her, showing off her 
voluptuous body, with the zul women (who do not have heavy hips), so they try to 
avoid the wind as they do not have any thing to show off
127. The use of this lexicon 
indicates a general tendency towards sensuality and suggests a highly tactile 
relationship.  
 In the following section I will examine an argument about the preference of a 
corpulent woman among Arabs after the pre-Islamic period, provided by a 
contemporary author: Khali@l ‘Abd al-Kari@m, in his book entitled: Al-‘Arab wa al-
mar’ah h}afriyyah fi@ al-ist}i@r al-mukhayim: The Arabs Concept of Women128. His 
argument is based on a study of several Arabic lexicons and therefore seems to have 
influenced other relevant writings in the field
129
. I will summarize his argument for 
the purpose of analying it and to set up my own position challenging his assertions.  
Attempting to explain the Arab’s preference for corpulent women
130
, ‘Abd al-
Kari@m claims that it is because Arabs in the period when this literature flourished and  
lexicons  for describing female bodies were developed, lived with camels and horses, 
depending completely upon them for their lives, and they viewed women within the 
same framework through which they viewed their horses and camels. His study 
includes an investigation of Arabic dictionaries which reveals that the roots of words 
referring to women and animals have much in common, so ‘Abd al-Kari @m argues 
that the Arabic words to describe women are derived from the same linguistic roots 
as those used to describe camels and horses. According to him, ‘Arabs prefer a fat 
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camel kina@z, and a horse with big hips and plump thighs hirku@lah. The more a 
woman is similar to the kina@z camel or hirku@lah horse, the more preferable she 
becomes’
131
. He also claims that camel-raising is an economic and social custom 
among Arabs. The geographical environment imposes a strong bond between the 
Arab and his camel and owning a camel is also an indication of a high social position 
within the tribe. Therefore, this association makes the camel a measure or norm for 
women as well
132
.  ‘Abd al-Kari @m provides series of instances from Arabic 
dictionaries to support his assertion. For example, dah{u@h{ could be used for a woman 
and a she-camel alike. D{amkhaj means a large she-camel and a large woman. 
Sa@ni’ah means a good she-camel and sani@’ah means a beautiful woman, and so on133. 
Since Arab men preferred strong animals with large features, they use the same 
language to depict the preferred type of woman, that is, one with similar features. 
Moreover, ‘Abd al-Kari @m claims that women were, like animals, used for enjoyment, 
domestic service, and the preservation of the community.  
Therefore, it is no wonder that Arab men used much the same vocabulary to 
refer to women and to their camels and horses. From ‘Abd al-Kari @m’s perspective, 
that indicates the low status of women in Arab culture. ‘If Arabic contains such crude 
vocabulary to describe the intimate relationship between a man and a woman, how 
can one proclaim that it is a poetic or beautiful language?’
134
. ‘Abd al-Kari@m 
emphasises that the hard life of the Bedouin had a strong and lasting influence on the 
Arabic lexicon. This, in turn, he claims, has influenced other nations that adopted the 
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Arabic language later. That means that the Arabic language changed the status of 
women, in the nations that adopted it, from high to low
135
. 
These are the main threads of ‘Abd al-Kari @m’s study, which create a link 
between Arabs’ concept of women as revealed by their language, and their Bedouin 
life which depends upon animals such as camels and horses. However, I would like 
to challenge ‘Abd al-Kari @m’s assertions maintaining that he takes an extremely 
critical and reductive view of the subject. Many of his conclusions are open to further 
discussion, especially the link suggested by the author between the language used by 
the Bedouin and women’s status in Muslim culture in general. Yet, the equine 
lexicon, and similar linguistic roots to describe a woman and a she-camel do not 
mean necessarily that they are in the same state, or that the Arabs could not 
distinguish between human and animal beauty. In many languages, it could be 
argued, there is an exchange between semantic fields. The shared stems for words 
implicate richness and a derivative capability that is inherent in the language rather 
than a lack of creative similes and imagination. Not only in Arabic.  In English, for 
example, a slang word to describe an attractive young unmarried woman is ‘filly’ (a 
young mare or female horse). There are also other colloquial words that describe 
girls as 'chick' and 'bird'. One might note here that these are all from masculine points 
of view. The convergence of male-centric societies. What ‘Abd al-Kari@m criticises as 
crude vocabulary to describe the intimate relationship between a man and a woman, 
exists, in fact, in other languages. For instance, in Shakespeare’s Othello, Iago 
informs Brabantio, Desdemona’s father, of Desdemona’s elopement with Othello: 
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‘Even now, very now, an old black ram is tapping your white ewe.’
136
 Moreover, 
attributing the desirable figure of a woman to the advantageous figure of a horse is 
open to more than one interpretation, as the Arab horse is certainly not built like a 
cart horse, rather it has elegant and slender features. 
‘Ali @ al-Bat}al advances yet another rationale which appears more convincing 
than ‘Abd al-Kari@m’s assertion. He suggests that the image of the corpulent woman 
is inherited form ancient religious belief. The Goddess-mother was one of the deities 
that were worshipped by the ancient Arabs. Her corpulent body symbolizes fertility 
and motherhood. Motherhood is a principle function of the Goddess-mother, who 
gives life and enriches the tribe of warriors and preserves the human race
137
.  It is 
essential that a god is depicted with all the characteristics for which he is being 
worshipped
138
. Therefore, when an Arab poet portrays a woman as fat and comments 
that she “hardly walked” this is because he is following the perfect image of a sacred 
woman. It is sacred particularly because of her sexual fertility which leads to 
motherhood. Through the worship of the Goddess-mother and associating her with 
the sun and its associated images like a gazelle and a palm tree, this leads to the 
predominant image of desirable woman. Al-Bat}al argues that the motifs that usually 
constitute this image indicate that classical Arabic poetry used earlier metaphors, yet 
at the same time lost an association with the ancient religion, which worshipped the 
sun-mother and its associated images like the gazelle and the palm tree
139
. His 
suggestion is based on the idea that religious sanctity was ascribed to women in 
ancient ages, but the religious associations were lost over time. The later poet may 
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have preserved the image of the female corpulent body, but removed the ancient 
pagan religious associations from it. Therefore, this image became a model of 
desirable female beauty, whilst moving away from its possible ancient roots.    
While the above cited theory is persuasive, I would also propose that in 
ancient Arabic culture,. a woman’s corpulence and her ample hips would be seen as a 
sign of her prosperity and wealth, leading one to assume her to be of a high class and 
of noble origin—and someone whose family was always able to feed her well. It 
goes without saying that attaining such a woman of noble birth indicates great 
courage and capability on the part of the poet
140
. However, while that might be the 
case for the pre-Islamic poet, for the ‘udhri @ poet, the beloved is usually portrayed as 
a cousin or at least one as of his relatives. Thus, there is no need at all to show his 
courage. He is rather describing her beauty within the favorite motifs of preceding 
traditions, which were inherited from pre-Islamic predominant poetic themes.  
However, a slow evolution in the standard portrayal of beauty would 
eventually lead to the preference for al-majdu@lah, which is classified by al-Ja@h{iz}:  
Most people who know about women, most experts on the subject, 
agree in preferring the majdu@la, that is to say the type of woman 
intermediate between fat and thin. Her figure must be elegant and 
shapely, her shoulders symmetrical and her back straight; her bones 
must be well covered, and she must be neither too plump nor too 
skinny. The word majdu@la conveys the notion of tautness, of firm flesh 
without superfluous fat. A graceful walk is the most beautiful thing 
about a woman, and she cannot walk gracefully if she is portly, fat and 
overburdened with flesh. Indeed a majdu@la is more often slim, and her 
slenderness is her best known feature (…). A majdu@la is described in 
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Al-Ja@hiz} shows the different attitudes that had an effect on aesthetic taste during his 
period.  The model of beauty had been developed according to the development of 
other forms of knowledge. The social, cultural, and ethnic structure had changed, and 
transformed the notions about body and beauty. The new society, in the Abbasid 
period, a cosmopolitan one, brought together people from Persia, Turkey, H{abashah, 
and many other regions. These included slave girls who brought new standards of 
beauty. Their beauty was varied, and, moreover, associated with cultural functions 
like music and singing
142
.Slowly, the poet’s taste moved towards a shapely woman 
instead of a portly one. Al-Ja@h{iz} calls her al-majdu@lah, and emphasises the fact that 
she is not too plump. He even makes a contrast with the preferred image drawn from 
earlier poetry of a woman who walks with difficulty because of her great weight. 
However, his insistence on her legerity does not prevent him from noting the 
heaviness of the lower part of her body, so he uses the old poetic simile of the sand-
dune. Moreover, the old norms and descriptions of female beauty were criticised by 
al-Ja@h{iz} in Kita@b al-Nisa@’. He asserts that a beautiful woman is, obviously, more 
beautiful than an oryx, and a doe, and more beautiful than anything people may 
compare her to
143
. However, in spite of al-Ja@h{iz}’s critique, poets continued to use 
similar figurative language to depict their women. There are endless examples of 
subsequent poets such as al-Mutanabbi@144 and Abu@ Tamma@m145 describing beautiful 
women as gazelles, and portraying particular parts of their bodies as sand dunes and 
so on.  
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4.6 Al-Ghazal al-‘Udhri@:@ @@  More than Imitation 
The beloved, then, in these poems, is represented similarly to the beloved in the pre-
Islamic ode. She appears within traditional beauty standards as established or at least 
confirmed by both Arabic poetry and prose since the pre-Islamic epoch. However, 
does that really mean that the ‘udhri @ poet is just imitating the old model of 
personifying female beauty? 
Thus, does that mean that poetic tradition has more influence within ‘udhri @ 
poetry than the experience of devoted love, which is dedicated to one individual 
beloved, thus, describing her unique individual beauty, which is supposed to have its 
own features? The poetic tradition of describing the female body has existed for a 
long period of time. We must remember that the perception of poetry, at that time, 
relied on how close the poem resembled or catered to the established taste in 
receiving poetry. Hence, ‘the poet was expected to work within the framework of the 
literary tradition (...) the ideas were measured by their transmission of ancient 
established common sense’
146
. We might recall a famous critical opinion, from Ibn 
Qutaybah, which appeared later and stressed this connection: 
The later poets should not deviate from what the preceding ones were 
doing. They should neither stop at inhabited houses to recall their 
memories and write their poems, nor lament beside settled houses 
because the preceding poets did that at ruined and obliterated dwellings. 
Since the earlier poets travelled by camels and described them in their 
poems, the later poets should not travel by donkeys or mules and do the 
same. Later poets are not to stop to drink at sweet streaming water for 
the reason that the earlier poets stopped at turbidity ponds. The later 
poets ought not to pass by myrtle, daffodil and flowers on their way to 
the praised person because the preceding poets the preceding poets 
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Nevertheless, in spite of the potential weight of literary tradition, another conclusion 
may be reached. The bodily image of the woman is governed by the one who 
describes her, who usually confines himself to the certain criteria of beauty 
pertaining to his Eve. Alternatively, it is governed by the lover’s preeminence that 
transfers everything about his beloved into beauty. For this very reason, it could be 
argued that the ‘udhri @ imitation of the older norms does not mean that they do not see 
their beloveds with their own eyes. Kinany claims that: 
The ‘udhri@ poets frequently used old clichés to express their new, 
intense, and rich feelings, so that they put new wine into old bottles, and 
did not realize that an old cliché even when used to express new 
sentiment has a limited and established power of expression, and that it 
could not suggest anything more than a very conventionalized and 




I would rather suggest that the ‘udhri @ lover sees his beloved through his own 
passionate eyes, which incline to idealize the object of his love. Therefore, the ‘udhri @ 
poet stipulates the boundaries of ideal beauty– as defined in Arabic poems-- upon his 
own, unique beloved. He tends to idealize her, and thus to obtain his image of the 
ideal woman. Hence, he sees and describes his beloved in terms affected by his 
cultural and aesthetic inheritance. She becomes, through his loving eyes, the very 
archetype of ideal beauty. No one can replace her, even the literary beauty model. 
She becomes the model. She becomes the archetype, illuminated and illustrated with 
all the necessary and desirable colours, and contours of beauty. That is what a lover 
poet would do: he made his beloved the ideal. Al-‘Aqqa@d declares:  
Art is concerned with eternal images and everlasting models, not with  
creatures that appear once in life and then disappear. What concerns the  
artist with beauty is its ability to be a general model for many 
individuals  
or to all species
150
.  
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This is well-articulated in an essential statement ascribed to Buthaynah: ‘He (Jami@l) 
sees me within the eyes that are not in your head!’
151
 stated in an answer to the 
Caliph’s (‘Abd al-Malik b. Marwa@n) enquiry of her: ‘What did Jami@l see in you, to 
compose such beautiful poetry about you?’. Buthaynah’s response to ‘Abd al-Malik 
governs the lover’s eyes, and the poet’s imagination, rather than the ordinary eyes, or 
reality. Reality does not matter in the realm of the poetic lover. We might remember 
here the anecdotes that insist on Buthaynah’s ordinary appearance152. It is the 
authority of love, which transfers every aspect of the beloved’s body into perfect 
beautiful detail, and personifies her as the imagined model of the ideal woman. This 
model is now firmly engraved into collective consciousness and literary tradition. 
The common features of the cultural background do not contrast with the originality 
in feeling. In spite of this, ’udhri @ poetry has its own individuality, as we shall see in 
the following section. 
 
4.7 The Ethereal Nature of Beauty 
Although al-ghazal al-‘udhri @ makes use of tropes and metaphors that were inherited 
from the pre-Islamic period, there is an additional element that distinguishes it from 
the previous tradition and gives it its special elements. The ’udhri @ poet’s imitation of 
older forms and notions in his descriptive verses addressing his beloved’s beauty is 
combined with an attempt to idealize her.  He does not want her beauty to be 
compared to or derived from other women’s beauty, even though their beauty is the 
perfect pattern of female beauty. This is observed from the poet’s insistence that his 
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beloved is the most beautiful creature. Comparative phrases are frequent in al-ghazal 
al-‘udhri @, so as to imply that the beloved is incomparable with any other elements in 
nature, or humanity. When the poem portrays the beloved as a special animal like a 
deer and an oryx, it states that the beloved is more beautiful than them
153
. Likewise, 
the poem often stresses the higher position of the beloved compared with nature’s 
components like the sun and moon
154
. The moon and sun themselves are incapable of 
emulating her brilliant light
155
. Comparative phrases are also used to emphasize the 
unique beauty of the beloved among other women. Jami@l asserts: “Her eye and neck 
are the most beautiful among all creatures”
156
. If she is the most beautiful among all 
creatures (khalq Alla@h), she is necessarily the most beautiful woman in the world. 
Her stunning beauty is definitely not contending with any sort of beauty
157
. Qays 
declares that Lubna@ is the most perfect human from top to toe: 
O most perfect of people from head to toe, 
And most beautiful of people clothed or unclothed
158
                                      [23] 
The beloved surpasses other women in every thing; Jami @l portrays Buthaynah as the 
moon whereas the other women are merely minor stars: 
She is the full moon, 
whereas the other women are [merely minor] stars 
And what a great distance between them  
She is superior in beauty to other people, 
just as the Night of Qadr is preferred 
over one thousand months
159
                                                                       [24] 
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Her body has its own value, so her own natural beauty is its decoration, and 
adornment
160
. This beauty is independent from outside influences. Just like the poet’s 
independence from any form of beauty, any human or any companion. Therefore, he 
does away with people, does not enjoy their company, and, even more, he hates any 
speech that is not hers, and any scene from which she is absent: 
After her, it is as though the people I love  
are the sap of the split bitter apple tree; 
for after her, my eyes detest every sight,  
and after her, my ears detest every speech
161
               [25] 
Consequently, it could be argued that although there are several evident erotic 
elements depicting female beauty in al-ghazal al-‘udhri @, it is also the case that the 
description and feeling of this beauty is not always purely erotic or sensual. Of 
course, the sensual feeling runs through many images in this ghazal, and influences 
its descriptive language, especially while imitating the older norms and patterns. 
Nonetheless, al-ghazal al-‘udhri @, in many cases, evaluates beauty and sublimates it 
to worlds that transcend human ones.  This was shown when we discussed the issue 
of the ‘udhri @ poet’s persistence in describing the light of his beloved and her status 
beyond that of the moon and sun. Jami@l compares Buthaynah’s luminescence with 
the light that illuminates every thing around her
162
. Hence, the body of the beloved is 
perceived as glittering and soft as light.   
 Furthermore, the beloved’s beauty in al-ghazal al-‘udhri @ is beyond nature and 
associated with many extraordinary effects. For example, one effect is the 
impossibility to resist her beauty even by the most virtuous of people: 
Monks of Midian,  
and those I know weep from the fear of the torment while seated 
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But had they heard as I have heard her speech, 
they would fall down to ‘Azza bowing and prostrating 
The dead is resurrected when she touches his bones 
and become immortal when they see her
163
                                          [26] 
 
Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyah ascribes to a person from the ‘Udhrah tribe this passage: ‘If 
you, men from Banu@ Fiza@rh, see the women of our tribe, you would take them as al-
Lla@t and al-’Uzza@164 and leave Islam behind you!’165. Preternatural effects are 
associated with ‘udhri @ beauty to this extent that they affect people in the way that 
only usually religion can. One may observe this semantic exchange between religion 
and love. As Hamori puts it: ‘The poaching of religious language is meant in the 
‘udhri @ lyric to express the extent of this dangerous devotion’166. Majnu@n clearly says:  
When I pray I turn my face towards her place 
though the right direction is the opposite one 
I do not do that through polytheism,  
but because my lovesickness resisted the cure of the doctor
167
                  [27]                           
Small wonder that the language of love converges with religious language, as the 
poet’s admiration of beauty resembles religious belief. In many cases, the beloved’s 
beauty surpasses human beauty, and there are more astonishing effects attributed to 
it. The woe is gone because of Layla@’s face, and rain is falling because of Layl@a’s 
face
168
. Her saliva is a remedy for dead people causing them to rise up from their 
graves
169
. If a poison mixes with her saliva, it shall quench the poet when he drinks 
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. Hence, al-ghazal al-’udhri @ draws a parallel between extraordinary effects 
attributed to beauty, and extraordinary effects attributed to prophets, saints, and hu@r 
al-‘ayn. One might remember here the hadiths that attributed hu@r al-’ai@n with great 
light. For example: 
It is on record on the authority of Ibn Mas‘u@d that he said: “the Apostle 
of God –God bless him and his family and give them peace- said that 
[when] God created the Garden of Eden, He summoned Jibra@’i@l –upon 
him be peace- departed and went around through out the Garden. One of 
the dark-eyed maidens looked down on him from one of the palaces 
there and she smiled at Jibra @’i@l –upon him be peace. As a result, the 
Garden of Eden became illumined by the radiance of her teeth. Jibra@’i@l –
upon him be peace- fell down prostrate, believing that this was from the 
radiance of the Lord of Might Himself. Then the maiden called out [to 
him], “O faithful one of God, raise your head”. He did so and looked at 
her. Then he said: “Praise be to God Who created you”. The maiden 
replied: “O faithful one of God, do you know for whom I was created? 
[He replied “no”]. She said, “God created me [for him who] preferred 





This great light attributed to hu@r al-‘ayn could be applied somehow to the ‘udhri @ 
poetic imagination while portraying the beloveds. The light of the beloved, as the 
light of hu@r al-‘ayn, is greater than any other light. According to Majnu@n, she [Layla@] 




The lover looks to his beloved as the only person capable of bestowing 
happiness on him as illustrated in this statement from Majnu@n: 
You are the only person who if you want 
Could make me either happy or miserable
173
                                                 [28] 
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The supplicatory language, then, is dominant in ’udhri @ discourse to the extent that the 
poet could not talk to his beloved directly as she was imagined as a sacred and 
venerated person: 
When I suddenly met her I became confounded 
Nothing right or wrong could I find to say
174
                                                [29] 
It is understandable that the beloved’s physical beauty is associated with such 
preternatural effects, as it is free from the notion of time. This beauty goes beyond 
time itself. It is timeless beauty, and eternally youthful. Jami@l points out: 
Buthaynah said, 
 when she saw  
locks of red hair (on my head) 
Oh Jami@l, You become older and your youth's gone. 
I said, 
O please stop it, Buthaynah 
Have you forgotten our times at Liwa and Ajfari? 
When my locks were (black) just like a crow's wing, 
Daubed with Musk and ambergris 
Your youth will never fade  
as you are a precious pearl  
We are from the same time,  
So how can I have grown old while you have not?
175                                   [30] 
There are two time frames in Jami@l’s poem: his time and Buthaynah’s time. His time 
is affected by age and vicissitude, while Buthaynah’s time is constant and does not 
change. Buthaynah, in Jami@l’s poem, has no past, she does not change, she is always 
in the present. Her beauty remains the same: yesterday, today, and tomorrow
176
. She 
is the source of all good qualities as she is identified with the perfect, eternal, and 
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 When the beloved’s body surmounts time this implies its perfection and 
immortality. It is an immortal body that ascends at the level of worshipped statues 
and images. I would maintain that there is a link between the beloved’s body and that 
of worshipped idols as it appears in al-ghazal al-’udhri @. Worshipped idols and the 
beloved share a common aloofness and do not respond directly to those worshipping 
them. Let us consider Kuthayyir’s verses: 
When she left me she did not heed me, I called to her, 
but she was silent as a rock so smooth that gazelles, 
would slip if they walked there 
Reluctant she was, and always cruel;  
and if I tired of such behavior, she wearied also
178                                       [31] 
And Jami@l’s verse: 
Do you not know, O mother of Dhil-Wad’, 
that I jest with your memories while you are impermeable
179                       [32]     
Jami@l also declares: 
I await what you promised me, 
as the poor man awaits the rich man 
counting his debts but does not fulfil a promise to us 
and is not impoverished 
You and your promises are like nought,  
but the thundercloud which does not rain
180                                                [33] 
Thus, she is a rock, reluctant, (s{umm, s{afu@h{, s{alu@d),  does not responds, or she is 
beyond  response, just like a statue, nevertheless, she deserves, as the imageries, to 
be worshipped. The image of the beloved is derived from the image of stubborn 
rocks, and also, from the image of a statue, which is worshipped, even though it 
gives no response. However, we should bear in mind that despite the ‘udhri @ poet’s 
comparing his beloved to a solid rock, and the inanimate nature that implies, he does 
not lose hope in what his worshipped love might give him in return: Worshippers of 
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idols used to await their idols’ response in spite of their apparent silence.  They also 
presented the idols with sacrifices as they believed the idols were capable of bringing 
good and pushing away harm, along with providing rain and fertility. Although the 
‘udhri @ poet claims that his love goes beyond the notion of taking and giving, and 
although he addresses his beloved when saying “do harm or good to me, no 
reproach”, he implies often that he nevertheless anticipates that she will be ever-
giving. He is as the thirsty man to whom the water is unreachable; the debtor whose 
loans are unsustainable. 
Kuthayyir says: 
By Allah, every time I came near her  
She went far away, and when I spoke at length 
She said little
181
                                                                                                 [34] 
So the devotion goes beyond reason, and is regardless of the behaviour of the 
beloved. Even if the aloofness of the beloved leads the poet to death, he should 
embrace his destiny:  
O When will my tortured heart be cured (of your love) 
The arrows of death are between me and seeing thou 
Despite the exile, the pain, the longing, the shivering 
You don’t come closer but I don’t go farer 
I am like a bird within the swinging palms of a child 
The bird suffers death and the child enjoys the game 
The child is too young to feel for the bird 
And the bird has no feathers to fly away
182
                                                 [35] 
The bird in these verses is representing as being in a weak, surrendering condition so 
as to signify the weakness of the poet towards his love. Here, love is destiny and its 
powerful effect is comparable to exile, pain, longing and moreover with death itself. 
Yet there is no choice. The bird, signifying the poet, has no feathers to fly away. It 
should be clear, however, that this theme has nothing to do with the theme of 
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unrequited love. In fact, I disagree with scholars like Kinany who define ’udhri @ love 
as unrequited love by arguing that ‘the ‘udhri @ lovers suffered indeed tremendously 
from all the pangs of unrequited love’
183
. An examination of ’udhri@ poetry reveals 
that the beloved always plays an active part in the romance. In diwa@n Jami@l there are 
several verses that suggest long conversations between him and Buthynah, in which 
they both express their longing to each other. For example, he says: 
I was patient as I left in the evening and she was sorrowful 
complaining to me of an ardent love  
Saying: ‘Spend a night with me, 
may I be your ransom, I will complain to you, for that is easy
184
                  [36]   
In these verses, Buthaynah is complaining to her lover, the poet. She is even inviting 
him to spend the night with her. Another poem reveals a long conversation between 
Jami@l and Buthaynah in which she asked him to conceal his love because she is 
afraid that their enemies might hurt him
185
. Another poem hints that Buthaynah 
shows her love to the poet, but she is frightened by the gossipers (al-wusha@h)186. 
Therefore, the complaint about the beloved’s aloofness is rather to praise her, as 
Arabs used to praise difficult women, and to stress the poet’s devotion for her 
regardless of her response to him. Jami@l addresses Buthaynah: 
And you were not fair 
As for (other) women, they are hateful to me now, 
and as for that which is proper, she withholds
187
                                              [37] 
And Kuthayyir addresses ‘Azzah: 
Do me good or do me harm, I shall not blame you, 
not hate you, even when you make yourself hateful
188                                  [38] 
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 When ‘Azzah met the caliph ‘Abd al-Malik, she was proud of Kuthayyir’s verse on 
her in which he described her as a rock
189
.  
The immortality of the body is also related to the immortality of soul. The 
‘udhri @ poet suggests that his love began before he was created, and would last after 
his death: ‘My soul became attached to hers before we were formed’
190
. 
Consequently, it becomes valid for the ‘udhri @ poet to talk about eternal love, as even 
death will not end their mutual love. Addressing Buthaynah, Jami @l sang: 
My heart will love you, as long as I live; 
And when I die my echo will follow your echo between the tombs
191
             [39] 
‘Urwah also claims: 
I love the day of Judgment since I have been told 
That I shall meet her there
192
                                                                             [40] 
 
4.8 Conclusion 
To sum up, in this chapter I show how the beloved’s body is depicted in al-ghazal al-
‘udhri @. There are certain elements in this depiction that make use of many images 
and metaphors inherited from the previous period’s literature.  This led to the 
discussion of the desirable image of a corpulent female body and its connection with 
ancient religious belief in which a corpulent body symbolizes fertility and 
motherhood; motherhood is a principle function of the Goddess-mother. In addition, 
I made a comparison between Layla@’s image in Arabic poetry and her image in later 
Persian paintings. In both forms of art the beloved is portrayed in an almost 
stereotypical image, which is influenced by the fashionable theme of the era. 
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However, al-ghazal al-‘udhri @, in my opinion, offers more than an imitation and 
moves away from the previous tradition by emphasising the ethereal aspect of female 
beauty and ascribing extraordinary effects to it. Hence, I examine themes such as the 
beloved’s eternal youth, her omnipotence and the devotion for her that goes beyond 
reason.  As a result, this should lead us to think about symbolizing the body and 
associating it with nature, which will be the main theme of my next chapter. 
146 
Present and Absent Bodies of the Beloved 
5.1 Introduction 
In the previous chapter we have seen how the ‘udhri @ poets depicted the body of their 
beloved as a model of ideal beauty. In their poetry they present her concrete, 
corporeal body. Nevertheless, the bodily presence in al-ghazal al-‘udhri @ does not 
always take the form of a physical body--sometimes it also appears symbolically, 
alongside a physical depiction, thereby expressing the idea of both the present and 
absent beloved. The present form can be observed in gestures and speech. Gestures 
or intimate body language such as glances, gazes, sighs and smells are all illustrated 
in al-ghazal al-‘udhri @, indicating the physical presence of the beloved, depicting 
communication, a kind of wis}a@l, between the lovers at the same time. In addition, 
speech has always been associated with love in classical Arabic literature in general 
and in the ‘udhri @ tradition in particular. The beloved’s speech is a characteristic of 
her bodily presence.  
Moreover, the absence of the beloved is often presented symbolically in the 
form of her phantom or her placement in a location inaccessible to the lover. These 
images are substitutes for her actual presence and a means of keeping her in mind. 
Her pure absence is expressed by the poet’s longing for the place where she is, as 
well as by the phantom. Therefore, the phantom of the beloved and her location act 
as symbols for her absence.  
The third aspect in al-ghazal al-‘udhri @ that I aim to examine in this chapter is 
that of the presence through absence; the beloved who is present in the natural world 
but physically absent. The omnipresence of Layla@ in nature, as reflected in the mind 
147 
of Majnu@n, and his ability to see the signs of his love within nature will be discussed 
in detail.  
 
5.2 Bodily Presence  
5.2.1 Gestures 
I will set out to examine the role of physical gestures in al-ghazal al-‘udhri @1, ‘which 
expressively hovers between act and language, foregrounds language, self –division 
between muteness and communication, errancy and truth, unmeaning and meaning’
2
. 
Glances, sighs, and smell are frequently depicted as channels of communication 
between the lovers. The Arabic treatises on love identify both the idea of longing 
looks that lead to love in the first place, and also as gestures that are essential for 
communication between the lovers. At the same time, the question of the theological 
legality of looking at women was not forgotten such discussions. In his attempt to 
define the conversation and glances between men and women, al-Ja@h}iz} provides 
many anecdotes to show that it was not shameful for women to converse with men or 
to exchange glances. All his examples, he says, give lie to the tradition reported by 
h}ashwi@yah according to which the first glance is licit but the second is illicit3. To 
support his view, al-Ja@h}iz} says: ‘Up to our day, women who are daughters or mothers 
of the caliph or even of less exalted rank perform the circumambulation of the 
Ka‘bah with their faces uncovered and that condition must be fulfilled in order that 
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the pilgrimage be complete’
4
. However, those who took a stricter attitude referred to 
the Qur'anic verse enjoining men and women to behave modestly and chastely and 
included the advice that they ‘cast down their eyes’
5
. Ibn Qayyim al-Jawzi@yyah 
explains that ‘what the heart did not intend [the first glance, which occurs without 
any intention] is not subject to punishment. But, if the person takes a second look [at 
a woman] by intent, he sins’
6
.   
Nevertheless, in the typical adab books on love, the subject is seasoned with 
piety. ‘The authors do not trouble themselves over the battle against desire hawa@ and 
the terrible consequences of looking (...). They are doubtless in the habit of thinking 
of the positive spiritual potentialities of human love’
7
. Authors such as Ibn Da@’u@d 
and Ibn H}azm tackle the issue of glances as a profound question in both causing as 
well as increasing love. In Kita@b al-zahrah glances are treated by Ibn Da@’u@d as the 
first cause of love; the first chapter of al-zahrah is entitled ‘he whose glances are 
many, his woes last long’. In the Ring of the Dove, Ibn H}azm demonstrates that 
glances play an honorable part and achieve remarkable results in one chapter entitled 
‘of hinting with the eyes’. He states that ‘by means of a glance, the lover can be 
dismissed, admitted, promised, threatened, upbraided, cheered, commanded or 
forbidden’
8
. Then, Ibn H}azm describes how even the most ordinary glances are 
forms of expression. He also emphasises the function of the eye as a messenger: 
                                                 
4
 Ibid., p. 18. 
5
 Al-Nu@r (24: 30-31). 
6
 Ibn Qayyim al-Jawzi@yyah, p. 35, trans. Giffen, p. 124. Giffen illuminates that al-Jawzi@yyah in 
chapters eight and nine of the Rawd}ah al-Muh}ibbi@n sets up the advocates of doctrines [that allowed 
looking and easier standards of social and sexual conduct] like so many straw men to be knocked 
down, reporting their teachings and providing evidence to prove them wrong.  Ibn al-Jawzi@, likewise, 
devoted almost ten chapters of his book, Dhamm al-Hawa@, to this matter, emphasising the importance 
of the eyes as the gateway to dangerous sense impressions.  Giffen, pp. 126-127. 
7
 Giffen, p. 132. 
8
 Ibn H}azm, p. 68. 
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You should realize that the eye takes the place of a messenger, and that 
with its aid all the beloved’s intention can be apprehended. The four 
senses besides are also gateways of the heart, and passages giving 
admission to the soul; the eye is however the most eloquent, the most 
expressive, and the most efficient of them all. The eye is the true 
outrider and faithful guide of the soul; it is the soul’s well-polished 
mirror, by means of which it comprehends all truths, attains all 
qualities, and understands all sensible phenomena
9
. 
Regarding al-ghazal al-‘udhri @, it is stated in Majnu@n’s romance that ‘In the 
beginning of his affair, Majnu@n used to see Layla@ and frequent her company as well 
as have close ties with her. Then she was made to disappear from his gaze’
10
. This 
text, by al-Is}faha@ni@, uses the word ‘na@z}irih’ for “his gaze”. So, the first stage in this 
text is naz}ar, then naz}ar becomes ru’yah, and then, as the rest of the text suggests, it 
became ru’ya@ when Majnu@n reached the state of madness and huya@m. The writer 
implies here that Majnu@n’s love for Layla@ was caused by their visual communication 
and conversation. ‘His intimacy with her is deviant. Since the origin of this intimacy 
lies in his image of her through his eyes, her image must be made to vanish from his 
gaze’, from his naz}ar, but it did not vanish from his heart when ru’yah was 
transformed into ru’ya@ which is the stage of his suffering.  
It was this specific part of the conversation and glances in Majnu@n’s romance 
which incited some authors, such as Ibn al-Jawzi@ to criticise Majnu@n and take him as 
an example of the dangers which lie in the glances between men and women as well 
as in their conversation. Ibn al-Jawzi@ argues that this practice ‘worked insidious harm 
to Majnu@n and others like him, driving them mad and destroying them in the end. 
                                                 
9
 Ibn H}azm, pp. 68-96. Interestingly, in medieval Western literature similar attention was paid to the 
gestures between the lovers. Boncompagno wrote da Signa , which is a medieval taxonomy of lovers' 
gestures. He begins by listing the four lovers’ signs: the nod, indication, signal, and sigh. For more 
details see Hermann, p. 144.  
10
 Al-Is}faha@ni@, vol. 2, p. 355, trans. Khan, p. 179. 
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However, in Majnu@n’s poetry, looking and glances function in several ways; it 
was sometimes relief for the tortured heart: 
Were our eyes to meet then all would be well 
And the troubles would be lifted from my heart
12
                                             [1] 
He also says: 
I gave her a look that I would not exchange 
For all the red and black camels of the land
13
                                               [2] 
When the lovers’ eyes meet, they magically cure each other’s troubled hearts. A kind 
of wis}a@l is reached. Hence, those precious glances are more valuable to Majnu@n than 
anything else, even ‘the red or black camels’. Glances could also be a suitable 
channel of communication between the lovers in a society full of blamers and 
wusha@h:   
When she looks my way her eyes speak to me 
and my eyes reply while we remain silent 
One of them tells me I will meet her  
while the other almost leaves me dead
14
                                                  [3] 
Glances could express great contrasts of meaning in these 'visual conversations'. 
Although their tongues were silent, the outer angle of her eye would ‘speak’ and his 
would ‘answer’. One glance is promising and it annunciates a meeting, another might 
lead to death. The role played by the eyes in Majnu@n’s poetry is pivotal, so some of 
his verses read:  
I was prevented from greeting her the day of her departure,  
so I saw her off with the angle of my eye which was in tears 
And I was speechless to answer her  
Who has ever seen a lover in tears bidding farewell to his heart
15
        [4]                                                
                                                 
11
 Ibn al-Jawzi@, cited in Giffen, p. 127. 
12
 Majnu@n, p. 229. 
13
 Ibid., p. 75. 
14
 Ibid., p. 55. 
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Here, the gaze functions as an index in a system of gestural codes. It is not just 
Majnu@n, but his beloved, Layla@ herself, who is said to have recited the following 
verses to him: 
Both of us appear in front of people 
To hate each other 
And yet each is entrenched with his friend 
The secrets of the glances are not hidden 
If the eyes disclose what he conceals
16
                                                 [5] 
Similarly, Jami@l's glances convey messages between himself and Buthaynah: 
But the glances we exchanged were as messengers, 
which conveyed what our hearts conceal
17
                                             [6]      
So here, the two lovers rely upon the gesture of looking to conceal as well as to 
reveal. Furthermore, ‘love has involved the composition of demeanour to mislead 
others, turning facial expression into a misleading sign written upon the body 
itself’
18
. Jami@l says: 
When you come to me then control your eyes 
For our love is obvious to one who has vision 
And turn away if you meet an eye you fear 
And exhibit hate – that is more secret 
But when you come you always move your eyes towards me, 
So that your love nearly becomes manifest
19
                                            [7] 
‘Just as the corporeal image of holding the tongue metaphorises the suppression of 
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 Majnu@n, p. 145. 
16
 Al-Is}faha@ni@, vol. 2, p. 338, trans. Khan, p. 176. According to Al-Is}faha@ni@, these verses caused 
Majnu@n to roam in the wildness of the desert. 
17
 Jami@l, p. 47 
18
 Hermann, pp. 154-155. 
19
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(cited in Kinany, p. 206). 
20
 Khan, p. 161. 
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So I swore never to forget ‘Azza’s glance;  
I almost exposed my stammering passion on the night  
when their eyes were upon us  
and she gave me a sign with her hand that I must not speak
21
                          [8]  
It is noteworthy that in all these verses by ‘udhri @ poets cited above that the eyes 
function as a metaphor for language. Khan notes that Majnu@n’s romance 
rehearses for us how the body (eyes) functions as metaphor for 
language: the imaging (secreting) and conveying (revealing) of the 
lover’s desire that occurs through the eyes metaphorises language’s 
capacity for constituting and conducting desire. Majnu@n glances at 
Layla@@ generate desire in him yet his eyes also betray to others his 
infatuation for her. Language and gaze are both causes and stages of 
the love-quest. In the medieval Arabic discourse on love, the glance 
(lah}za) could actually be interpreted as a metaphor for word or 
expression (lafza). Both words and glances have the same function in 
that they generate desirable images in the mind
22
.  
The sudden glimpse of the beloved could have a great effect on the lover. ‘Urwah 
expresses his feelings in such a situation: 
It is just that, as soon as I see her, unexpectedly, 
I am struck dumb, so that I can hardly answer; 
I abandon any ideas that I might have had before 
and forget whatever I had resolved when she was absent. 
My heart shows to me her excuse and assists her 
against myself: I am not longer master over my heart
23
          [9] 
Once again, glances are a substitution for conversation. So ‘Urwah ‘can hardly 
answer’. He is moved by the sight of his beloved to the extent that he forgets 
whatever he ‘had resolved when she was absent’. This scene of desire and 
destruction in these verses is caused entirely by his gaze. It is the gaze of the lover at 
the beloved that smites his own heart
24
; he is no longer master of his heart. Thus, it 
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 Kuthayyir, p. 197. 
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 Khan, p. 156. 
23
 Urwah, pp. 22-23, trans. Van Gelder, Unpublished translation, given in a private communication 
from Prof. Van Gelder.   
24
 In an anecdote cited in Rawd}at al-muh}ibbi@n, the idea of the one being smitten by his own gaze is 
evident. Al-As}ma‘i@ was reported to have told the following anecdote: during the circumambulation of 
the Ka‘bah, I saw a girl who was like a wild cow and I began to watch her and to fill my eye with her 
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And you, when you sent your eye scouting for your heart one day, 
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could be argued that in the ‘udhri @ tradition, the representation of the lover's gaze can 
be the subject or the object between male and female characters
25
. Moreover, 
keeping the aforementioned verses by Jami@l and Kuthayyir in mind, the interchange 
occurs as a shared gaze between the two lovers. 
Glances relate to the poetic image of piercing. The eye of the beloved reaches 
the lover’s and reaches his heart through a glance. There is a familiar conceit in the 
Arabic ghazal: the lover’s or the beloved’s gaze that penetrates as an arrow, through 
the eye, to wound the heart
26
. This conceit establishes the link between gazes and 
death. Abu@ al-T}ayyib al-Mutanabbi@’s verse reads:  
It is me whose eye outer angle evoked fatality,  
Thus, who is the enquirer, when the victim is the killer?
27
                             [10]      
Khali@l al-S}afadi@ in Sharh} lamyyiat al-‘Ajam says, commenting on al-Mutanabbi@’s 
verse:  
Hence, look at how Abu@ al-T}ayyib claimed that the eye is behind the 
evocation of fatality. According to all poets, it is the eye which is 
guilty, because, with its capacity of seeing, the eye leads to the 
annihilation of the heart. Poetry books, however, are full of such 




Indeed, as al-S}afadi declares, poetry books are full of such meaning.  
Imru’ al-Qays, for example, says: 
                                                                                                                                          
Saw something over the whole of which you did not have power, 
Nor with part of which were you able to rest content  
Ibn Qayyim al-Jawzyyi@ah, p. 95, trans. Giffen, pp. 123-124. 
25
 On the contrary, in Medieval Western narratives, Stanbury argues, ‘the sight lines of desire are most 
often projected by a male viewer’. A growing body of research has demonstrated that ‘in Western 
culture this aggressive masculine eye dates from at least the classical era’. Sarah Stanbury, “The 
Lover’s Gaze in Troilus and Criseyde”, in Chaucer’s Troilus and Criseyde Essays in Criticism, ed. R. 
A. Shoaf (New York: Medieval and Renaissance Texts and Studies, 1992), p. 228. 
26
 It is noteworthy that, in Medieval Western literature a similar conceit of the gaze as an arrow is a 
familiar one. For example, in a roundel ascribed to Chaucer the beloved’s gaze sends a dart that 
penetrates to wound the heart. Stanbury, p. 226. 
27
 Abu@ al-T}ayyib al-Mutanabbi@, vol. 3, p. 264. 
28
 Khali@l b. Aybak al-S}afadi@, al-Ghayth al-musjam fi@ sharh} la@myyiat al-‘ajam, vol. 2, 2nd  edition 
(Beirut: Da@r al-kutub al-‘ilmyyiah, 1990), p. 13. 
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Your eyes only shed those tears so as to strike and pierce  
 With those two shafts of theirs the fragments of a ruined heart
29
              [11] 
The famous verses of the poet Jari@r read: 
The eyes whose corners are white have slain us 
And then do not bring our dead to life again 
They fell the man of wit and leave him motionless, 
While they are the weakest of God’s creation
30
                                       [12]    
The ‘udhri @ poet Qays Lubna@ declares, moreover: 
If I die, then seek blood requital from every virgin girl 
With languid eyelids and listless eyes
31
                                                         [13]  
The murderous glance is associated with the image of the beloved as a gazelle in 
several lines of classical Arabic poetry. For example, al-‘Abba@s b. al-Ah}naf says: 
A fawn (ri@m) shot with its eyeballs, aiming at my heart,  
my heart's hunter, whose ransom and protector I am
32
                              [14] 
In another verse by the same poet the mere appearance of the gazelle makes the 
hunter die:  
How could a man as powerless as the like of me hunt 
a gazelle which kills those who behold her
33
                                                   [15] 
Regarding the connotations of the metaphor of the female gazelle and her 
“murderous glances”, Bürgel explains that this animal can ‘evoke an uncanny 
feeling, due to its close links with the realm of fairies and demons’
34
. Through 
several examples, he shows how the gazelle was sacred among ancient Arabs, the 
image traditionally holding a sense of magic and numinosity. Indeed, this reminds us 
of the magical power ascribed to the beloved, especially in Majnu@n’s poetry. 
Therefore, the gazelle metaphor ‘expresses the strange mixture of fear and 
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 Imru’ al-Qays, in The Seven Odes, trans. A.J. Arberry, p. 62.  
30
 Al-Qurashi@, Jamharat ash‘a@r al-‘Arab, vol. 1, p. 140.  
31
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33
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fascination evoked by the irritating fusion of weakness and power in woman’
35
. 
Bürgel maintains that love poetry 
created a realm where woman existed not only unsubdued but ruling, 
even tyrannically, and yet adored. This realm is that of an ideal love, 
somewhat crazy, somewhat perverse, it is true, but with all the features 
of an elaborate system like a philosophy and indeed a religion, the 
religion of love, in which man adores a Lady Gazelle and willingly 




In a previous chapter, the significance of the beloved’s smell as shown in al-ghazal 
al-‘udhri @ was noted37. Here, however, I would argue that this odour, carried by the 
zephyrs, is also depicted in ‘udhri @ poetry as a channel to communicate with the 
beloved. Kuthayyir declares: 
The east wind brings her scent to me every night 
And we are together in our dreams wherever we sleep
38
                                 [16] 
 
Majnu@n also says: 
If ever riders come from near his land he breathes 
in seeking relief from the scent of the riders
39
                                                 [17] 
The smell, even from the beloved’s land or direction is depicted as a cure from the 
agony of ardent love. Therefore, the body of the beloved is presented in al-ghazal al-
‘udhri @ through symbolic channels both of gestures and smell. Its presence is also 
depicted through speech as we shall see in the following section.  
5.2.2 Speech  
Jami@l’s famous verse reads:  
Women’s converse is (basha@shah) real bliss  
 And women’s victims are martyrs
40
                                                           [18] 
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 Ibid, p. 9. 
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In this verse, Jami@l signifies the importance of the conversation with the beloved in 
al-ghazal al-‘udhri @. His use of the word ‘basha@shah’ is significant as it alludes to joy 
and happiness. In another verse he says, addressing Buthaynah:  
She is beautiful, smiling,  
Her speech resembles a string of pearls, unloosed and scattered
41
             [19] 
Here, Jami@l uses the metaphor ‘a string of pearls, unloosed and scattered’ to describe 
the beauty of Buthaynah’s speech. ‘This metaphor is a play upon that often employed 
by medieval Arab critics in describing poetry as “a string of pearls”’
42
. It is perhaps 
not surprising that we find so many allusions in al-ghazal al-‘udhri @ to women’s 
speech and the joy of conversation between the women and their lovers. Al-Ja@h}iz} 
states clearly that this kind of conversation was common among Bedouin men and 
women:  
Among Bedouin men and women there was no veiling of women; yet 
in spite of the absence of the veil, they disapproved of sly glances and 
secret ogling. Nevertheless, they were accustomed to foregather for 
conversation and evening parties, and might pair off for whispering and 
joking (the man who was addicted to this being termed Zi@r, [a word] 
derived from [the verb meaning] to visit). All this will take place under 
the eyes of the women’s guardians or in the presence of her husband, 
without these taking exception to conduct not in itself exceptionable, 
provided they felt secure against any misbehaviour occurring
43
.  
Moreover, he also states that such conversations were the cause of the passion 
between ‘udhri @ lovers:  
Men continued to hold converse with women both in pre-Islam and [in 
the beginning of] Islam, up to the time when the veil was imposed as a 
particular duty on the wives of the prophet. Such converse was the 
cause of the association between Jami@l and Buthaynah, ‘Afra@ and 
‘Urwah, Kuthayyir and ‘Azzah, Qays and Lubna@, Asma@’ and 
Muraqqish, Abdallah b. ‘Ajla@n and Hind. Moreover, noble ladies used 
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 Jami@l, p.  27, trans. Kinany, p. 288. 
41 Jami@l, p. 45. 
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 Khan, p. 154. 
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to sit and talk to men, and for them to look at each other was neither 
shameful in pre-Islam nor illicit in Islam
44
. 
In Ibn Qutaybah’s ‘Uyu@n al-akhba@r, a chapter is devoted to ‘the discourse of 
women’, in which the author presents an abundance of romanticized tropes to 
describe the words of women as they appear in Arabic poetry. For example, Ibn 
Qutaybah quotes Ibn al-A‘ra@bi@’s verse:  
Her speech is like a shower of saving rain heard by a shepherd 
After long years of drought  
Who faints wishing to live and out of joy says ‘more, O Lord.’
45
                   [20]    
And he also quotes Bashsha@r b. Burd’s verses:  
As Ha@ru@t delivers his magic in her tongue 
And her speech is like flowers in verdant meadows
46
                                     [21]  
Therefore, women’s words are like ‘a flow of clouds’ and ‘flowers in verdant 
meadows’. In other verses that Ibn Qutaybah provides, women’s words are like ‘the 
glitter of gold and silver’ and ‘a string of pearls, unloosed and scattered’ and 
‘honeyed wine’
47
. Khan argues that:  
Women’s words, like their bodies, are objectified as ornaments of 
seduction and deceptive allurement. The analogy between their words 
and ornaments is important. This analogy suggests how, by making 
signification ascribed to women’s words suspect and ambiguous, their 
language is rendered enigmatic and secretive
48
.  
In ‘udhri @ tradition there are many references to the conversation, which is considered 
a kind of wis}a@l with the beloved. In many senses the ‘udhri @ lover is portrayed as 
incapable of withstanding the beauty or the lethal effect of his beloved’s words. In 
one account given by Ibn Qutaybah, Jami@l and a friend of his went to Buthaynah’s 
campsite. Hearing of his arrival, she came out accompanied by other women to meet 
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him. They all sat together to talk and after a while the women left the two lovers 
alone. They spent the whole night talking until the morning, when they had to bid 
farewell to each other. When Jami@l was about to mount his camel, Buthaynah asked 
him to come close to her, which he did. She whispered something to him which 
caused him to faint and then she left. When he finally woke up he recited:  
Neither a storm cloud in a heavy millstone, 
Nor what bees keep in their stores  
Are sweeter than what you said  
After the saddle was placed on the breast of my camel
49
                                [22]  
The loss of control by fainting can be seen as a metaphor for reaching the height of 
desire. Manzalaouni has pointed out that in the later collection of stories, The 
Thousand and One Nights, ‘the mutuality of the simultaneous faint is the sentimental 
romance’s surrogate for sexual intercourse’
50
. The pure water, ‘a storm cloud in a 
heavy millstone’, is a metaphor for the beloved’s speech, it is ‘a flow of clouds’ in 
the aforementioned verse by Ibn al-‘Ara@bi. And so the dual nature of thirst and the 
quenching of thirst arises again in al-ghazal al-‘udhri @. It is not just kisses from the 
beloved’s delicious mouth that quenches the poet’s thirst; but also her sweet words. 
In a similar context, al-Qut }ami@, the Umayyad poet, declares:  
They kill us by a talk 
that is not known to whom they are scared of 
and what is hidden of this talk 
is not obvious to others. 
This is so because their talk 
is like water  
for a thirsty person
51
                                                                              [23] 
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Back to Jami@l’s verse: ‘not even whatever bees hid in their dwellings’, we notice 
here how Jami@l uses the image of the luscious honey produced by bees in reference 
to the sweet words that his beloved hides and tells only to him. This image directs us 
to a similar one related also to the beloved’s mouth; it is the image of the luscious 
honey of her saliva. It is the honey that the poet receives or wishes to receive while 
kissing the beloved. Therefore, can we suggest that the mouth area is presented in 
the ‘udhri @ poetry as a desirable area, either in the physical form, i.e. in kissing, or in 
the immaterial form, i.e. in speaking? The image of the beloved’s 'honeyed speech' 
or being even more luscious than honey, is very popular in Arabic classical poetry. 
Abu@ Hayyiah al-Numayri@ refers to the capacity of the beloved’s speech in curing52 
not only sickness but even for saving one from the last inhalations of death 53 . 
Another anecdote from the ‘udhri @ tradition shows how Majnu@n was fond of 
women’s conversation. The anecdote also reveals his extreme reaction to Layla@’s 
words. Ibn Qutaybah provides the following anecdote about Majnu@n: 
He would sit and talk to her among some of his people. Handsome and 
gracious, he was brilliant in conversation and poetic recitation. But she 
would shun him and converse with others, to the point where he was 
hurt. When she realized that, she turned to him and said:  
In front of other people, we both display hatred, 
While each of us is entrenched in the other’s heart 
Things worsened for him so much that his reason left him, and he 
wandered aimlessly with the wild beasts
54
. 
In this anecdote, Majnu@n is portrayed as a man who takes pleasure both in listening 
to women’s conversation and in reciting poetry to them. But what do the women’s 
words in general, and Layla@’s in particular, signify? The narrative, as Khan notes, 
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ascribed to this discourse a role in the genesis of male desire. Women’s speech 
reflects poetic speech and mirrors it, which is why he is so fond of hearing their 
words
55
. So the male poet’s listening is not so much an act of hearing the women’s 
speech as one of hearing his own words reflected in her language. His attention to 
her words is thus ultimately a self-referential activity
56
. Nevertheless, Majnu@n’s 




In his treatise about love, The Ring of the Dove, Ibn H}azm considers 
conversation as the first device employed by those who seek union:  
The first device employed by those who seek union, being lovers, in 
order to disclose their feeling to the object of their passion, is allusion 
by means of words. Either they will quote a verse of poetry, or 




Sometimes, it seems that the content of the beloved’s speech does not matter to the 
poet. Just the mere fact that she actually spoke to him, even if only to curse him, is 
what matters because all the beloved’s talk is beloved. Jami@l illustrates this by 
saying: 
Buthayna has said it,  
And all of her words to me are sweet even if she speaks ill
59
                          [24]  
He also says:  
A false word from one whose speech I love, 
 is more precious to me than one I hate speaking the truth
60
                           [25] 
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In some contexts when the choice is made between actual physical touch and a 
woman’s whisper, the poet confesses that whispers bring him the greatest pleasure: 
‘Umar b. Abi@ Rabi@‘ah claims: ‘I was in between two women, one was whispering to 
me and the other was biting me, yet I could not feel the bite for the enjoyment of the 
other’s whisper overwhelmed it’
61
.   
Also, the enjoyment of talking to the beloved sometimes refers to the purity 
of relations between the ‘udhri @ poets and their beloved. In numerous narratives, the 
lovers get together and talk until morning. A verse by Jami@l describes a similar 
desire:  
I know nothing of what lies beneath her clothes, 
nor have I ever kissed her, 
I have never touched her. 
We just talked and were lost in each other’s eyes
62
                                         [26] 
‘Talking and looking’ in contrast to the actual physical interaction; looking which 
does not exceed the edges of the outer dress, and speaking, from the mouth that he 
has not tested. Nevertheless, Jami@l composed other verses that could be seen as 
challenging this purported link between conversation and chastity. For example, in 
one verse, he links his beloved’s words and her saliva:  
Ah me! Shall we ever spend another night like our night 
until we see the rising of the dawn; 
she showering her words upon me,  
and oft times showering her saliva upon me from her mouth?
63
                    [27] 
The first verse recalls a similar one of Majnu@n, in which he also links the 
conversation with his beloved to the night:  
Ah me! Shall I ever spend the night whispering to you  
until I behold the rise of the dawn
64
                                                                 [28] 
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Beyond their descriptions of their beloveds’ speech as pure water and honey, ‘Udhri @ 
poets also ascribe extraordinary effects to their words. Majnu@n claims: 
If I were blind, walking using a stick, and deaf 
when she calls me, I would respond to her
65
                                                    [29] 
Jami@l also expresses a peculiar wish: 
I wish I were blind and deaf while Buthaynah is guiding me, 
not a word from her speech is hidden from me!
66
                                            [30]                     
There is an insistence on Buthaynah’s words not being hidden from him. Her words 
could act place of his sight and hearing. Furthermore, love at a distance, as Bouhdiba 
demonstrates, is based almost exclusively on hearing or hearsay and is fed on 
fantasy
67
. The famous verse by Bashsha@r b. Burd reads: ‘Sometimes the ear falls 
madly in love before the eye’
68
. In any case, these kinds of verses incite al-Washsha@’ 
to comment on them by saying:  
They [the poets] claim that women’s speech is a cure for blindness, and 
it makes the deaf hear, and enlivens the dead, and raises people from 
graves before their due time. Some Bedouin said: Some of women’s 
speech is like water that quenches thirst
69
. 
Moreover, ‘udhri @ poets claim that the beloved’s words could affect even the non-
human world.  Majnu@n, for instance, maintains:  
You kept me close until you put a spell on me 
with words that bring the mountain-goats down to the plains 
When I had no way out, you shunned me, 
But you left what you left within my breast
70
                                                  [31] 
He also says: 
If she called to the doves they would answer her  
And were she to speak to the dead they would speak back to her
71
                 [32] 
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Kuthayyir depicts his beloved’s speech in a similar image: 
And if Umm al-Wali@d were to talk to the mountain goats on mount Rad}wa,@ 
They would draw near to her and come down to her 
From the mountain passes of D}a’s and Aylah  
Even when the hunter is there with his dogs
72
                                              [33]   
In these verses the poets use the words: qawl, h}adi@thaha, kallamat which indicate 
that it is not just the sound, but that the beloved’s words and speech are magical. 
Both poets use the image of ‘us}m, the mountain-goat, which belong to the pricket 
(wa‘l) species that always stay in the mountains and never venture down to the 
plains. So, the effect of the beloved’s speech goes beyond the poet himself, to 
embrace other creatures. Her speech is powerful enough to make the wild mountain-
goats relinquish their well-fortified location and descend to the plains. Here, these 
animals could even recklessly ignore the surrounding dangers like the intimidating 
hunting dogs. The amusements these aloof animals find in her speech leads to their 
‘rapprochement’ and make them ‘descend’, transforming any aloofness into a world 
of amiability.  
 
5.3 Bodily Absence 
5.3.1 The Phantom of the Beloved 
 The phantom of the beloved (t}ayf al-khaya@l) is a ‘constantly mentioned convention 
of amatory preludes’
73
 in classical Arabic qasi@dah . It could be defined as a ‘vision of 
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the beloved appearing by night’
74. T}ayf is a verbal noun deriving from t}a@fa/yat}i@fu, 
‘to appear [in sleep, phantom]’, while the second form of the verb, t}a@fa, means ‘to 
circuit, go around. The verb t}a@fa is used to describe the phantom’s night visit. Khaya@l 
derives from kha@la/yakha@lu, ‘to think, suppose, fancy, imagine’75. So, T}ayf al-khaya@l 
is purely imaginary, an imaginative projection in a dream or dream-like state. In 
classical Arabic, qasi@dah the phantom of the beloved functions as an abandoned 
campsite that arouses the poet’s emotions
76
. Some scholars have drawn a distinction 
between t}ayf and khaya@l based on their linguistic origins and their literary use77. 
However, it is remarkable that it is a traditional literary convention to use a 
combination of the two words for the term t}ayf al-khaya@l78. For example, Jami@l uses 
both terms in different contexts while Majnu@n focuses on the word khaya@l, which 
will be highlighted in this section. Jacobi notes that:  
[T{ayf al-khaya@l] was first conceived as an apparition or ghost, 
confronting the poet in the external world, not always welcome, and 
sometimes even terrifying him. Later, from the early seventh century 
onwards, it was referred to as a vision the poet sees in his dream, 
longed for and fulfilling his secret wishes, granting favours the beloved 
herself refused
79. 
Clearly, t}ayf al-khaya@l acts as a symbol of the beloved's bodily presence, thereby  
indicating her absence. As soon as t}ayf al-khaya@l reaches the lover, it arouses his 
hidden yearning and sadness; Kuthayyir expresses the effect that ‘Azzah’s phantom 
had on him:   
Khaya@l from ‘Azzah’ has passed (t}a@f)  
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by in the dark and during still times 
and has stimulated my grief 
and her khaya@l has deranged all way  
from Buwayb to reach Thi@’dawra@ni 80                                                   [34] 
T}ayf al-khaya@l only passes by night. Khuthayyir further explains by using “ba’d al-
hudw” which indicates times of tranquillity and stillness. That is because tranquillity 
and darkness allow for the revelation of the beloved’s phantom, which evokes his 
grief and brings forth memories, along with the nostalgic wish to relive the past 
which can only be achieved through dreams and imagination. It is also remarkable 
that the poet uses the verb “t}a@fa” meaning “passed” when describing the phantom's 
visit to him because this verb is itself derived from the noun t}ayf which has often 
been used by poets to evoke feelings of fear, insecurity or even suspicion towards 
nature
 81
. In addition, some ‘udhri @ poets link the noun t}ayf with Jinn in their usage of 
terms like “t}ayf Jinnah” or “ta@’if Jinnah”-‘Urwah, for instance, says:  
I am not mad, I have no jinn inside me. 
It’s this, my friend: my uncle has belied me
82
                                                 [35] 
 
Qays says, addressing Lubna@:   
Your t}ayf has visited me in the evening and caused me insomnia  
So I dropped endless tears
83
                                                                          [36] 
 
Also in his speech, t}ayf  is linked to the night, causing sadness and continual tears, 
and eventually preventing the poet from sleeping, as if this symbiosis of the beloved 
with the t}ayf  indicates the absence of her physical body and the impossibility of her 
physical presence except through symbolism and the imagination.. The poet’s grief 
over her absence is reflected in flowing tears. The t}ayf  visits the poet during his 
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sleep only to fade away when he awakes; therefore, ‘sleeplessness is a keyword, a 
prerequisite for the appearance of the phantom’
84
. A subsequent poet, Jari@r, uses a 
similar image of a phantom of the beloved visiting at night, yet he links it with the 
motif of t}alal: 
Is it the phantom of Kha@lidah 
Coming through the night? 
No looming shape [campsite ruin] could I see dearer 
Than such a nightly vision
85
                                                                             [37] 
In other situations, t}ayf al-khaya@l does not pay the poet a direct visit, but rather 
makes a long journey that starts from the actual location of the physical presence of 
the beloved to reach the actual location of the poet. In other words, the beloved’s 
body symbolically turns into khaya@l that takes on the journey on her behalf, as Jami@l 
Buthaynah says: 
khaya@l from Buthaynah has haunted me,  
Longing for me and agitating my longing 
It has penetrated through Tila@‘al-h}ijr and reached me 
Despite al-Ash‘aru@n and Gha@fiq in between86                                                 [38] 
The power that his beloved lacks to take such a long journey and to cross Tila@‘al-h}ijr 
to reach the location of the poet is further hindered by al-Ash‘aru@n and Gha@fiq, her 
t}ayf al-khaya@l possesses this power instead 87 . The question of how her khaya@l was 
able to reach the poet in spite of the distance is hardly relevant within the context of 
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dreams, but it gives the khaya@l more reality and even more substance88. Jami@l here 
uses the verb “haunted” and Sala@mah notes that the poet’s use of this verb is quite 
normal to describe the t}ayf of the beloved as it is the same verb associated with the 
Jinn and the ta@’if of the Jinn. It is also linked to other names of love like mass and 
lamam. So, the lover goes insane because he falls in love with a human that 
resembles a Jinni
89
. Regardless of the jinni-like power that characterise this t}ayf, it is 
described using the same terms as those used to describe the beloved like “longing” 
and “agitates longing”. In any case, the distance that the phantom overrides is 
paradoxical; Seybold argues that: 
The lady is far away while her phantom is near. Distance is nearly 
always spatial, and the phantom’s triumph is finding the right way 
over endless rough terrain. But distance also has a temporal 
dimension: the lady exists in the past as a memory while the phantom 
appears in the present as a desire. Simultaneously far and near, past 
and present- again, two views of a single reality90.  
Jami@l Buthaynah expresses his surprise by the phantom’s night visit while he was 
asleep: 
O Buthaynah, does your phantom t}ayf visit me gently in sleep? 
And my heart was inflamed with longing and it poured forth 
I was astonished that it would visit my bed in sleep,  
and were it to visit me awake it would be more astonishing
91
                     [39] 
Particularly fascinating in these verses is the key verb sara@, ‘to travel by night’, 
which is used to describe the phantom’s night visit. In contrary with Seybold’s 
argument I will maintain that t}ayf al-khaya@l  is portrayed as a visitor while the poet is 
asleep, not only when he is awake. As seen in Jami@l’s verses cited above, Jami@l 
clearly says that Buthaynah’s t}ayf  visited him while he was asleep, though in the last 
verse he includes not only t}ayf al-khaya@l but also the actual figure of Buthaynah 
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when he says: ‘and were it to visit me awake it would be more astonishing’. The real 
meeting arouses his surprise because of the distance between himself and Buthaynah, 
so he is only hoping to meet her phantom by trying to sleep, even though he is not 
sleepy: 
Although I am not sleepy, 
I am trying to be drowsy, 
Hoping to meet her in my sleep
92
                                                                    [40] 
A similar verse is attributed to Majnu@n: 
I cover my head with my garment, 
Although I am not sleepy, 
Perhaps a khaya@l from you will meet my khaya@l93                                         [41]  
Al-Shari@f al-Murtad}a@ (d. 1044) in his monograph t}ayf al-khaya@l, describes the 
second khaya@l in Majnu@n’s verse as the poet’s emaciated body94. However, t}ayf al-
khaya@l becomes a means of realising dreams that are unachievable in reality because 
desires become real in dreams:  
Have I seen you Layla@ in my night dreams, 
or during my day where I have witnesses? 
I have held you close to me until I thought 
My fire was extinguished, 
But it wasn’t; it was instead agitating
95
                                                            [42]  
So, the appearing of t}ayf al-khay@l is a result of longing and desire. The comparison 
between the gracious behaviour of the khaya@l and the un-obliging attitude of the 
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beloved is implied in this verse. That shows that t }ayf al-Khaya@l ‘has not always been 
conceived as exactly the same thing’
96
. 
Majnu@n links the hindrance made by the society that prevents him from 
contacting his beloved to the inability of this society to prevent contact with her 
through her phantom and his imagination: 
Since you deny me her words,  
why not forbid her image (khaya@l) from coming freely to me,  
despite the distance
97
                                                                                        [43] 
Unlike the beloved herself, her khaya@l is capable of challenging all social and natural 
obstacles which hinder their meeting. This allows the poet to make contact with the 
khaya@l that is almost equivalent to her own self. In al-hawa@mil wa al-shawa@mil by 
Abu@ H}ayyia@n al-Tawh}i@di@ (d.1023), the author presents a conversation between 
himself and Miskawayh (a philosopher) reveals. This dialogue is an attempt to 
comprehend the poets’ obsession with the phantom and its relation to the 
imagination, while the interlocutors try to understand the psychological role of the 
phantom in facing this longing
98. 
Hence, using the t}ayf as a means to reach impossible dreams is a common 
trait of classical Arabic poetry. In a poem by Husayn b. al-D}ah}h}a@k, he describes the 
visit of a gazelle's t}ayf  in the darkness, as if the gazelle was perfumed by odours and 
longing for the poet. The poet achieves his desire with the gazelle after the creature 
held out and acted flirtatiously
99
. According to Abu@ Tamma@m, t}ayf al-khaya@l visited 
him because of the poet’s own intention: 
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A khaya@l from her visited (you),  
No, but a thought caused you to visit it 
When man sleeps, his mind does not sleep 
A gazelle whom I caught, after I had set up for it, 
Towards the end of the night, snares of dreams
100
                                           [44] 
Here, Jacobi observes, ‘the initiative rests with the poet; his intellectual and 
imaginative faculties are envisaged as a hunter chasing the khaya@l and finally 
ensnaring it by dreams’
101
. Nevertheless, sometimes t}ayf al-khaya@l  appears in 
classical poetry as a figure who is capable of anger. So, it would act as the beloved 
herself would do, Abu@ Nuwa@s says: 
My t}ayf desired him in sleep, but he vanished, 
And one day I kissed his shadow, but he blamed me for it102                         [45] 
Moreover, the poet seems to be aware that t}ayf al-khaya@l  partly symbolises the 
beloved, but it is still  just a dream which vanished when in the morning: 
O you two lovers! You get reconciled in sleep, 
And in the morning you are both angry again. 
Such are dreams, they deceive us, 
But it also happens that they come true
103                                                       [46] 
  The phantom form of the beloved symbolises the absence of her body, and at the 
same time, it is capable of travelling long distances to reach the poet. It is also able to 
fulfil the desires that the beloved herself is unable to achieve. 
5.3.2 The Place of the Beloved 
Many of the dominant motifs in the nasi@b, the opening section of the qas}i@dah, a 
classical Arabic poem, such as the ruined campsite, the beloved’s t}ayf and her 
departure, create a sense of longing and sorrow. The poet may elaborate on any of 
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these motifs; Kuthayyir, the ‘udhri @ poet, preserved these conventions to express his 
yearning not just for his beloved, but also for her belongings and any traces of her. 
We come across lines in his poetry that explicitly relate ‘Azzah’s departure to his 
sorrow
104
. As Stetkevych explains,  
There are equally unending insistences on motifs of arrivals at 
abandoned campsites, of departures from the tribal grounds, of sorrow 
at such arrivals and departures and over the emptiness that always lies 
before and after them, and of the glimpse of happiness in between – 
just enough happiness to reduce everything else to unceasing 
yearning
105
.   
However, al-ghazal al-‘udhri @, in general, divests itself from such motifs; visiting a 
place connected with the beloved replaces the scene of the poet halting at the ruined 
campsite, and this form of poetry does not generally have the motif of the departing 
woman. Moreover, the yearning for the place of the beloved is not limited to the 
opening section of the qas}i@dah as, in a sense, the entire ‘udhri @ qas}i@dah is a love 
qas}i@dah. The representation of the place of the beloved in ‘udhri @ poetry indicates her 
absence, on the one hand, and the poet’s endeavour to overcome this absence, on the 
other. Her place acts as a symbol of her actual body; ‘Urwah, says conveying his 
longing to ‘Afra@’: 
Do you every day aim for her country 
with eyes in which the pupils are drowning? 
O, carry me, may God bless you, 
to the settlement of al-Rawh}ā’, and then leave me106                                      [47] 
Hence, the place of the beloved is portrayed in ‘udhri @ poetry as a symbol of her 
concrete presence. The body of the beloved is absent, and even its attributes such as 
gestures and speech are absent. The poet cannot surmount this absence, he cannot 
retrieve either his beloved, her actual figure, gestures and voice, and hence, he 
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symbolises all these. Her absent body is represented by symbolic channels and in 
‘udhri @ poetry it is her place or location that comes to replace the body. The place of 
the beloved is rendered as a substitute for her presence. Stones, walls and even traces 
in the sand are components that indicate her presence in the past despite her absence 
in the present. Pure absence can be observed in Majnu@n’s verses:  
O house 
That I do not visit though this desertion is an offense (fault). 
I desert you though I am longing and visit you though I am scared 
And in you [house] observers watch me through time
107
                                [48] 
Majnu@n uses the lexicon of ‘visit and desert’, ‘longing and observers’ to reveal his 
being torn between the absence and presence. The beloved’s presence is not real, but 
it becomes real in the form of something material such as her house. In Majnu@n’s 
endeavour to surmount the total absence of his beloved and to gain her presence, he 
heads for her house, but he is unable to conquer this absence entirely as the observers 
‘watch him through time’, so he is torn  between visiting and deserting. In another 
verse, Kuthayyir reveals: 
I turn away from your home while I madly long for you,  
Just to show gossipy people that I have deserted your home
108
                       [49] 
Other ‘udhri @ poets express the struggle to conceal their desire to visit their beloved’s 
places. They maintain that they would visit the houses of the beloved’s neighbours 
even if they do not like their inhabitants, while their hearts remain in the house that 
they are forced to abandon
109
. Because of a lack of social protection, the poet’s 
journey to his beloved becomes full of dangers. ‘The idea of the withdrawal of any 
social protection normally accorded to the individual is common to this restriction’
110
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as one can observe in Qays and Jami@l’s stories. In the following verses Majnu@n 
reproaches his friends for refusing to accompany him on his journey to see Layla@:  
And should I leave Layla@  
when there is nothing between me and her save one night journey; 
Indeed I would then be patient 
Assume that I am a man from among you who has led his camel astray 
[Yet] he has a contract of protection,  
Indeed this right due is great 
But the friend who has been left behind is [surely] more of an obligation 
Than [the case of] a camel going astray 
May God forgive Layla@ today, indeed she has gone astray 
[she has acted] wrongfully, 
If she condemns me to die of love
111
                                                               [50]  
It seems that Majnu@n was aware of the grave dangers in visiting Layla@, but still the 
path to her is preferable for him. In other verses, Majnu@n clearly maintains that he is 
not fond of the places themselves, but of who lives in them: 
I pass by places (Layla@’s places) kissing this wall and that wall 
Longing for she who lived in these places 
Not the places themselves
112
                                                                            [51] 
The phrase ‘kissing this wall and that wall’ acts as a clear symbol of kissing the 
beloved herself. She is absent, so cannot be held or kissed, but the walls that 
enclosed her symbolise her body and act as a metaphor of her actual presence. In a 
poetic moment, Majnu@n discovers that kissing the walls is in fact a questionable act 
so he tries to defend himself by declaring that he longs for she who lived in the 
places, and not for the places themselves. A similar idea may be found in Qays’s 
poetry; he declares that: 
I am not fond of your homeland, 
I am kissing the footprints of the one (his beloved) 
who stepped over its soil
113
                                                                              [52] 
Kissing the beloved’s footprints indicates submission in love to the beloved to the 
extent of worship. Hence, the beloved is, as Majnu@n claims, a creature made of light 
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who, when stepping on the soil of the earth, makes it more aromatic, even years 
later
114
.  Qays explains his obsession as being with his beloved’s footprints rather 
than being in love with the earth itself. Thus, anything that the beloved touches or 
steps on becomes sacred and it becomes almost an obligation for the poet to touch 
and kiss it. Furthermore, Kuthayyir asks his companions: 
My friends, this was the encampment of ‘Azzah 
Stop and touch the earth which may have touched her skin  
and remain spending the night where she stayed and spent the night 
And do not doubt that God will forgive your sins, 
if you pray where she prayed
115
                                                            [53] 
Therefore the ‘udhri @ poet goes to extreme lengths in searching for the traces of his 
absent beloved. He has no doubts that God will forgive people’s sins if they follow 
his beloved and pray where she prayed. The place in which she once prayed, 
becomes the channel between the poet and God. Hence, the poet has no doubts that 
God will forgive his sins because of his love. Here we notice that the concept of 
place has different meanings in ‘udhri @ love, and through this we find the common 
element which brings the two bodies - the body of place and that of woman – 
together is the place. For ‘udhri @ poets there are two kinds of places; the material one 
and the abstract one. Both are intertwined in the ‘udhri @ poem.     




As nights go by, even as I despair of ever returning, 
I yearn for Najd. 
Were there no Layla@ and no Najd, admit 
That you’d forsake all till Judgment Day
117
                                                [54] 
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He also sang: 
O East wind of the highlands, 
When did you stir from Najd? 
Your journey through the night 
And passion upon passion add
118
                                                                     [55] 
Considering these and similar verses, Stetkevych has noted,  
The Bedouin poet began possessing Tiha@ma@, H}ija@z and above all, Najd, 
when he stepped out of them: and when he had lost these regions in the 
dispersion of the empire, these places, these names, then possessed 
him. Such possession implied the awareness of loss through the great 
paradox of nostalgic seizing of time-of time one once had and also of 
that much larger time to which one’s soul feels a compelling affinity, to 
which it must return because it itself is possessed
119
.    
Indeed, ‘As landscape, Najd has been arrested and transformed in a poetic vision’
120
. 
But, especially for Majnu@n, the Najd signifies the path to the beloved. Khan observes 
that the depiction of Majnu@n as lost in the space between two opposing geographical 
peripheries, without being able to find a way out, mirrors his spiritual and moral 
bewilderment. His geographic roaming from al-Sha@m to al-Yemen ‘symbolises not 
just the fluctuations (lows and highs) in his myriad other states of being out but also 
foregrounds his spiritual and moral liminality’
121
. The contours of a terrestrial 
topography, Khan continues, take on a linguistic and sexual significance. 
Linguistically, the wandering of the poet towards Najd symbolises the proclivity of 
‘udhri @ verse for revelation since Najd also means ‘the manifest or visible’. So 
Majnu@n’s roaming between al-Sha@m and al-Yemen ‘can symbolically be interpreted 
as evidence for the dialectic of secrecy and revelation that characterizes ‘udhri @ 
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 since al-Sha@m is identified as the highland, whereas al-Yemen is 
described as the hidden lowland. Jami@l’s story, likewise, contains this dialectic of al-
Sha@m and Najd. In one of his verses he declares: 
My heart sinks when she leaves  
And when she is in Najd my heart yearns for Najd
123
                                     [56] 
There are many associations between land and the dialectic of revelation and secrecy 
in the Arabic language
124
. Majnu@n’s roaming also represents the tragic wandering of 
his desire; Khan argues that: 
Sexually, the lover-poet’s wandering toward the Najd and away from 
al-Yemen also represents the romance lover’s tendency to defer or 
postpone the consummation of his desire. The link between the female 
erotic and topography implicit in the etymology of the word ‘al-Najd’ 
is indicative of how even the poet’s geographical wandering is occurs 
on a sexual terrain. Al-Najd also means the ‘breasts of a woman’ and if 
we extend this metaphor, then al-Yemen, as al-ghu@r meaning ‘the belly, 
lowland, or hole’, is the hidden female erogenous zone
125
.  
Therefore, the body of a woman is a ground of adventure like the earth itself. The 
poet compensates the absence of her body by aiming for her place. The land—of 
which her places are a part—acts symbolically as the beloved’s body to imply her 
presence.  
 
5.4 Presence through Absence: The Beloved’s Presence in Nature 
In addition to a presence found through the location of the beloved, she is also 
present in the natural world. Although absent in body, signs of her can be discovered 
by the poet in every aspect of nature surrounding him. Jacobi argues that  
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it is characteristic of a later age (after the pre-Islamic era) that the romantic attitude 
towards nature allows every object to be imbued with the poet's emotion
126
. 
Majnu@n’s romance is a typical case in this regard. Andre Miquel demonstrates that 
no independent sheer image of nature occurs in Majnu@n’s poetry. However, certain 
elements of nature are described in referring to Majnu@n, to Layla@ and to their love. 
These depictions of nature are obtained through the personal adventures of the lover 
that made him associate his love with nature
127
. Names of places from nature like 
Tu@ba@d’s mountain, Nu‘ma@n and Najd have become symbolic references to past 
memories of happy days:  
When Tu@ba@d saw me weeping he welcomed me 
I said: where are those who used to camp here  
and enjoy happiness and security?
128
                                                               [57] 
 Layla@’s image in Majnu@n’s poetry is conjured up through various elements from the 
worlds of animals, plants and inanimate forms. Noteworthy here is the comparison 
he often makes between Layla@ and the gazelle129. However, Layla@ is also referred to 
through other natural elements such as unstable sand dunes, so as to symbolise the 
passing time that destroys everything
130
: 
Though unreachable, the single dune of sands, 
 located in al-Hima@, is still beloved to me131                                                    [58] 
The s}aba@  zephyr is always described as a carrier of the beloved’s memory. Its 
journey through the night, according to Majnu@n, adds passion to passion132. Another 
favoured image is of the shackled bird: 
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The night they said: ‘Come morning or come evening, 
Layla@ al-‘A@miriyyah will have left,’ 
My heart was like a sand-grouse 
Gulled into a snare 
She tugged at it all night, 
The wing already trapped
133
                                                                             [59] 
He continues, portraying himself in an image of trapped bird: 
O When will my tortured heart be cured (of your love) 
The arrows of death are between me and seeing you 
Despite the exile, the pain, the longing, the shivering 
You don’t come closer but I don’t go further 
I am like a bird within the swinging palms of a child 
The bird suffers death and the child enjoys the game 
The child is too young to feel for the bird 
And the bird has no feathers to fly away
134
                                                      [60] 
Among the other images of the birds in Majnu@n’s poetry is the image of a sad singing 
dove, whose sadness is rendered as a comparison with the poet’s sorrow
135
, and he 
also compares his poetry and her songs
136
. In his poetry, lovers are transformed into 
gazelles and Layla@ is transformed into the sun or a star. In an attempt to regain his 
dream of lost love, Majnu@n refers to nature and to the animate world in his poetry: 
If only we were two gazelles, grazing 
On meadows of H}waza@n, in desolate land 
Oh, were we two doves amidst a wide waste, 
We’d fly and fly, and at evening time seek the sheltered nest 
Oh, were we two fishes swimming in the sea, 
Darting even farther into waters deep 
Oh, were we one now, 
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And would that when death comes 
One grave were our bed
137
                                                                               [61] 
Hence, a variety of natural elements serve to unite the lovers, while their actual 
bodies cannot be united: ‘Jami@l looked at the sky in the hope that Buthaynah was 
looking at it at the same time, so that both their looks might meet’
138
. And when 
Qays lost the hope of his beloved’s presence he consoled himself by saying: 
However, the breeze still keeps us in touch with each other 
We behold the sunset, every evening, at the same time; 
And our souls still meet in dreams
139
                                                              [62] 
 
In a later stage of his life, when Layla@ is lost to him forever, Majnu@n suffers from 
insanity and consequently escapes to live in the desert in the company of gazelles. 
Majnu@n goes to the same places where he used to find happiness, but this time to find 
certainty from Layla@’s presence. These places become his kingdom of the desert, 
insanity and poetry: this kingdom is like a secret garden that is removed from this 
world
140
. Another poetic image refers to the wild Majnu@n with whom the deer finds 
company and freedom. So this image of Majnu@n, who lives, eats and runs with the 
gazelles, suggests that he goes beyond comparing Layla@ with gazelles, to suggesting 
that the image of the gazelle reflects his own self and his beloved, Layla@.  His 
beloved is portrayed through the magic of poetry and he is depicted through the life 
he has chosen for himself
141
. The gazelle, according to the poetic canon, is 
consecrated for freedom. In one anecdote, among many, Majnu@n would sacrifice 
almost anything to set a gazelle free: 
Majnu@n passed by two men that had hunted a gazelle. They had bound 
her with a rope and were taking her away. When Majnu@n saw her 
thrashing her feet in the rope, his eyes teared and he said to them: 
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Replace her and take in her place a ewe from my sheep. (And Maymu@n 
in his narrative related: Take in place of her a young she-camel from 
my camels). So he gave the [ewe] to the two men and they freed [the 
gazelle]. She made her escape running away (...). Majnu@n said gazing at 
her while she was running with great speed, fleeing fearfully: 
O likeness of Layla@, do not fear me 
for I today am a friend the female wild beast 
O likeness of Layla@, were you to tarry awhile,  
perhaps my heart would recover from its ravages 
She flees, having been liberated from her bond by me. 
You—if only you knew—have been freed for Layla@142 
Therefore, as Dols notes, ‘the portrayal of Qays [Majnu@n] among the animals- unique 
in Arabic poetry- is quite lovely ... supernaturally, Qays is able to see the signs of 
love in nature and speak with the animals’
143
. 
In any case, an initial superficial view of Layla@’s depiction indicates that her 
presence is scattered and fragmented among the natural elements of stones, wind and 
water. However, a more profound observation of her portrayal suggests that her 
existence includes all the natural elements of the universe which are written about 
her. As Khairallah notes, Majnu@n is depicted in the image of a person totally 
integrated into the natural animal world. His unity with nature is expressed positively 
through numerous points which portray him as completely at home in his desert 
environment. He is at peace on both a sub-rational and super-rational nature level
144
. 
Khairallah also states that Majnu@n ‘communes with super-human forces, a 
communion symbolised by his being possessed by Layla@, but this communion is 
achieved through his sensitivity to the subhuman elements in nature’
145
. As one can 
observe in his Diwa@n, Majnu@n’s poetry 
succeeds in conveying the impression of fundamental intimacy between 
Majnu@n and the world of symbols that surround him and always revive 
in him the memory of the beloved. Mountains, plains, and valleys, 
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wells, trees, and the wind, gazelles, doves, and even locusts; all nature 
is a book replete with variations on Layla@’s name146.   
Throughout this stage, Layla@ unites with nature due to her frequent presence within 
the elements of nature, which in turn become reminders of Layla@: 
The rising of the guiding star and the sun, 
agitate her memory
147
                                                                                       [63] 
Therefore, ‘Majnu@n’s references to nature were not merely conventional’148. His 
frequent association of Layla@ with natural elements such as wind, gazelles and so on 
‘suggest the omnipresence of Layla@ in nature and in the mind of Majnu@n’149. He says: 
I am distracted from understanding any talk, 
Except what is about you, for that is my concern 
I keep staring at those who talk to me so they may believe 
That I understand, but my mind is with you
150
                                                [64] 
And every attempt to escape her overwhelming presence is in vain: 
I try to forget her remembrance, and yet 
It is as though Layla@ is typified for me everywhere151                            [65] 
 Reading Stanbury’s analysis of Troilus and Criseyde’s romance, I would likewise 
argue that in Majnu@n’s romance, Majnu@n’s mind, mirroring Layla@’s image, becomes 
a reflecting surface, ‘a passive screen on which her image is recorded’152. The image 
printed on Majnu@n’s mirroring mind is his picture of Layla@, garnered by his own 
imagination. In this light we can understand the anecdote told about Majnu@n, when 
he is roaming in the desert and suddenly sees Layla@, but says to her: ‘Go away, your 
love preoccupied me and distanced me from you!’
153
. The famous sufi Ibn ‘Arabi@ 
reported this anecdote and commented enthusiastically on it.  In fact, it is no wonder 
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that Majnu@n’s legend became very popular among sufis later on154. ‘The figure of 
Majnu@n was attractive to mystics because Majnu@n’s rapture was analogous to their 
ecstatic states’
155
. Al-Shibli@ gives Majnu@n as a sufi example: 
Whenever Majnu@n of the Banu@ ‘A@mir was asked about Layla@, he would 
say, ‘I am Layla@’. Thus, by means of Layla@, he would absent himself 
from Layla@, until he remains present to his vision of Layla@, and absent 
to every sense except Layla@, and (thereby) sees everything present 
through Layla@156.  
 
Ibn ‘Arabi@ conceived of Majnu@n as an ideal lover and considered his madness a 
symbol of beatific vision, but he was not the only one; al-Ghaza@li@ interpreted his 





The duality of the present and absent bodies of the beloved in al-ghazal al-‘udhri @ has 
been the primary concern of this chapter. The ‘udhri @ poet depicts the physical body 
of his beloved by portraying her as the image of ideal beauty. Nevertheless, he also 
portrays her body symbolically or through symbolic channels. Symbolising the body 
of the beloved can be observed in many ‘udhri @ poetic themes such as the longing for 
the place of the beloved and the depiction of her in the form of a phantom. These 
themes reveal an attempt to regain the absent body of the beloved and to overcome 
this absence. On the other hand, the bodily presence of the beloved takes the forms of 
gestures and speech. Gestures act in the ‘udhri @ tradition as a means of 
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communication between the lovers and speech is a potent factor in igniting love and 
in continuing to inflame passion. This presence-through-absence is also discussed in 
this chapter by examining the presence of the beloved in nature. An initial superficial 
view of the beloved’s depiction indicates that her presence is scattered and 
fragmented among the natural elements of stones, wind and water. However, a more 
profound observation of such descriptions suggests that her existence actually 
absorbs the natural elements of the whole universe within which she is mentioned. 
Her remarkable omnipresence is illustrated in al-ghazal al-‘udhri @. Hence, is it 
important for her physical body to be absent in this stage, so as to enable her to be 
omnipresent? In other words, does the absence of the beloved enhance poetry written 




Textuality versus Reality 
6.1 Introduction 
The Umayyad poet Dhu@ al-Rummah was once asked: ‘What would you do if your 
genius did not help you to compose poems (inqafal du@nak al-shi‘r)?’ Dhu@ al-
Rummah answered that it could never happen since he knew an ever-effective way of 




Dhu@ al-Rummah is known as a lover-poet who lived in the Umayyad age. 
This anecdote about him shows the complicated relationship between love and 
poetry, neither of which is shown to be simply a result of the other. The 
remembrance of the beloved inspires the poet to compose poetry, but that 
presupposes the beloved’s absence in the first place. It is her memory, rather than her 
actual figure, the loss of her rather than the union with her, that inspires poetry. The 
poet here is aware that his intense emotion leads him to a place in the realm of the 
poets. 
The earlier chapters have discussed both the physical and symbolic depictions 
of the beloved’s body in al-ghazal al- ‘udhri @. The duality of the presence and 
absence of the body was of primary focus in the previous chapter, which leads us to 
question the link between the absent body and poetry. Hence, in the following 
chapter I will first look at the concept of ‘one ideal beloved’ in the ‘udhri @ tradition. 
The characteristic of having only one beloved is a core element of the ‘udhri @ 
tradition. Secondly, I will examine how al-ghazal al-‘udhri @ addresses the idealization 
of womanhood; specifically, the connection between this idealization and the concept 
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of the inaccessible woman and the trope of inaccessibility. The trope of unfulfilled 
love – all-consuming only by nature of its being unfulfilled -- and its being a goal in 
and of itself will be explored in detail. Next, I will discuss the paradox of the ‘udhri @ 
poet’s complaint about love and his embracing of it. Then, I aim to offer an argument 
about the discourse of cultural value developed around poetry, the reception of the 
poet as a hero and the representation of poetry as the ultimate goal.   
 
6.2 One Ideal Beloved 
As noted in a previous chapter, the ‘udhri @ poets transpose every aspect of the 
beloved’s body into perfect and beautiful detail, and personify her as the imaginary 
model of the ideal woman. This model is firmly engraved in both the collective 
consciousness and the literary tradition. In this chapter, it will be argued that raising 
the beloved to the level of the ideal implies that she is the subject of imagination. 
Idealizing the beloved in this way makes her into a fantasy. The question to be asked 
here is: does the idealization of the beloved in the ‘udhri @ poem imply that she is 
inaccessible? Or in other words: does the poet wish to present above all an image of 
his supposed virtue as inspired by the presence of such a unique beloved?  
Sufya@n b. Ziya@d narrated: ‘I asked a woman from the ‘Udhrah tribe, who was 
suffering so intensely from fatal love that I feared it would kill her: "Out of all of the 
Arabian tribes, why is love killing the people of ’Udhrah?” She replied: “We are 
beautiful and chaste. Beauty leads us to chastity. Chastity yields softness in our 
hearts. Such love causes death. Yet, we see eyes you cannot see”’
2
. It is to be 
observed, from the woman’s reply, that she first links beauty to chastity, and then 
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explains the connection by saying, ‘Beauty leads us to chastity’. She declares that 
this is what leads her people ultimately to death. ‘We see eyes that you cannot see’. 
Thus, this woman provides an explanation of love unto death that emerged from her 
tribe, ‘Udhrah, by connecting the extraordinary beauty, especially of the eyes, with 
chastity that is achieved by this presence of perfection. Therefore, chastity, in her 
statement, is a result of a deep respect for ideal beauty.  
When the beloved becomes an abstract idea, she unavoidably becomes 
unattainable. That means, in all respects, the poet evaluates her as being above or 
beyond all other women, whether a wife or, even, a mother. The beloved in ‘udhri @ 
poetry is the only one
3
. It is only Layla@ for Majnu@n, just Buthaynah for Jami@l and 
only Lubna@ for Qays … and so on4.  
A part of idealizing the beloved is to keep her as the only one. To avoid the 
idea of bearing children, this oneness must stay intact. Any reference to any aspect 
relating to the image of an attained woman will necessarily imply her ability to have 
children and thus will damage the image of her remote solitude. This suggests a 
parallel with monotheism. The beloved in the ‘udhri @ tradition is the only one, and she 
must remain so. Thus, she must be and remain removed from the act of reproduction.    
As we have seen in a previous chapter, there is an insistent rejection of the 
notion of marriage between ‘udhri @ lovers. Thus, if any of them were previously 
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married, as were Qays and Lubna@, the love story must separate them again5. The 
explanation that is given here is that Lubna@ could not bear children. In this story, 
society insists that the consummated union between lovers must bear fruit observed, 
and life must continue into the new generation. In contrast, Qays believes in love 
itself, and nothing can change that love. He describes his love by saying: 
 
 
Your love is ingrained in my heart 
 just as fingers are attached to the hands
6
                                                   [1]  
Before obeying his father, Qays suggested to him that he (his father) should marry 
again and have more children. Just as his father demands that his son take another 
wife, the son ironically requests that his father take another wife and refuses to 
divorce Lubna@7. However, his poetry portrays his deep regret about obeying his 
father and divorcing Lubna@:  
Do you weep on Lubna@, 
 while you left her of your own accord? 
I see now that you were like a man, 
 who goes to death of his own accord 
O, my heart, admit that you love her, 
And then try to forget her; no, O love, 
Do whatever you will 
O my heart, tell me what you will do, 
 when Lubna@ goes very far away 
You seem as you have not been inured 
 to separation and misfortunes
8
                                                                       [2] 
The romance fans the flames of his love and, therefore, his poetic inspiration by 
isolating him from his beloved. Nevertheless, on the narrative level, this refusal to 
continue their physical union implies that the lovers should never have children. The 
only possible offspring for the ‘udhri @ lover is poetry. It is a linguistic creation, not 
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biological. Therefore, poetry is the only outcome of ‘udhri @ love, as the lovers’ 
involvement with each other results in poetry and not in offspring.  
This is a crucial aspect of the ‘udhri @ tradition as it contrasts with the Bedouin 
norms that ‘udhri @ poets largely belong to. Reading Abu-Lughod’s analysis of 
Bedouin society
9
, I would argue that ‘udhri @ poets present a different position 
regarding a women's childlessness than does their society. Abu-Lughod observes that 
[in Bedouin society] women are associated with nature; ‘as reproducers, women are 
responsible for giving birth to the children that are so desired and adored (…) fertile 
women are valued, admired, and envied. Barren women face a sad life’
10
. In contrast, 
in the ‘udhri @ tradition, the beloved woman is idealized and as such does not fulfill the 
role of women as ‘reproducers’ because she is unique and cannot have her image 
emulated by her offspring. 
 
6.3 Desire towards Possession 
The structure of the ‘udhri @ romance  reflects the dominant theme of longing, the 
strong desire to possess the dream/ beloved, and the linguistic form within which  
this desire is shaped. There is not one single verse ascribed to Qays while he was 
with Lubna@ as her husband. His entire diwa@n exposes his torment and love for Lubna@ 
just after he lost her. Apparently, she had to become unattainable for the poetry 
addressed to her to flower. I shall argue that the idealization, the distance and the 
solitude of the beloved enable her to play her decisive role: inspiration. The whole 
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‘udhri @ experience unconsciously distances the beloved in order to detonate the force 
of the poetry. 
In Majnu@n’s romance it is noticeable that it is his distance from Layla@ rather 
than his proximity to her that agitates his heart with love. In one account, al-Is{faha@ni@ 
states that when news of Layla@ reached Majnu@n, he fell in love with her after she was 
described to him
11
. Thus, it was her absence, on the one hand, and the language that 
was used to ‘describe’ her, on the other hand, which engendered his desire for Layla@. 
Bloch demonstrates that: ‘the object must be absent for desire to be fixed on it’
12
. It 
seems that Majnu@n recognizes the conflict between the ‘attainment’ and ‘losing 
heart’ as he says: 
Why, you madman, have you lost your heart  
for one for whose attainment you have no hope
13
                                          [3] 
But soon after this censure to his heart he states that ‘the most desirable thing to a 
man is what he is forbidden’
14
. So, there is a permanent state of longing; ‘the 
expression of male desire absents the female object of desire because this desire is 
anchored to the absence of the female in the first place’
15
, as will be discussed in the 
following section. 
This poetic flux among ‘udhri @ lovers, and the frequent complaint about the 
deprivation and distance, could be a form of expressing their desire for the beloved, 
and a reprise of it in a highly remarkable manner. One of Freud’s students, Marie 
Bonaparte, has stated that, ‘[works of art or literature] govern the manner in which 
our strongest, though most carefully concealed desires are elaborated, desires which 
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often are the most repugnant to consciousness, also govern the elaborations of a work 
of art’
16
. In many ‘udhri @ stories, the relationship between the lover and his beloved 
has grown since their childhood. Then, the longing for their sweet past shaped his 
experience as a lover and a poet. ‘udhri @ poetry embodies the wish to become reunited 
with the childhood sweetheart.  For instance, it is stated in al-Agha@ni @ that: 
Majnu@n was in love with Layla@…whose nickname was Umm Ma@lik, 
when they were children. Each fell in love with the other while they 
were out tending the flocks of their families. They continued thus until 
they grew up and then she was veiled from him. And the following 
saying of his indicates this: 
I fell in love with Layla@ when she 
Was just a girl with forelock 
When the swelling of her breasts had not yet  
Been manifest to playmates 
Two children tending the lambs 
Would that we never grown up, nor had  
The lambs grown old!
17
  
Freud states that ‘the relation established between memory and reproduction is 
different for every case’
18
. Al-Agha@ni @ also provides a similar story regarding 
Kuthayyir’s love for ‘Azzah, in which the poet saw his girl first when she was still a 
child
19
. The implicit desire for what he once knew, and then lost, is evident. Even the 
bizarre daydreams the poet espoused depicts the excess of his emotion, and show 
how the repressed desires return in a repulsive poetic form. We might recall Freud's 
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statement: ‘the poet composes his verses as the dreamer creates his day dreams’
20
. 
Kuthayyir says:  
O, ‘Azzah, I wish we were a couple of scabby camels- 
grazing away in an empty place 
He who would see us would say: 
These are two scabby animals, whose disease is contagious, 
Even though the female is beautiful 
If we should approach a watering place, 
Its people would shout out to us and beat us 
I wish that our owner were a man of great wealth, 
So he would neither care for us  
nor miss us when we ran far away
21
                                                            [4] 
Kuthayyir was heavily criticised for these verses. One of the critics told him: ‘You 
had wished for her and yourself the agony of being enslaved, humiliated and 
disfigured. What else have you left? What you had wished for her is rightly 
expressed by the saying: having animosity with a sane person is much better than 
befriending a fool’
22
. However, this kind of criticism neglects the excessive desire to 
be with the beloved under any condition or circumstances, even if repulsive.  
Khairallah observes that ‘the desire to reconnect with the past can be satisfied only 
through symbolic channels. Hence, the archetypal character who achieves this kind 
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6.4 Poetry and the Absence of the Desire’s Object 
It is noteworthy that so many ‘udhri @ lovers were poets24. This is essentially what 
earned these lovers a place in most Arabic collections of poetry. Yet, I would argue 
that their deep consciousness of the fact that they are poets itself shapes their 
romances. If the beloved is the feminine ideal, or is depicted as such, she is 
unattainable and so her lover will suffer from his ardent love forever. Therefore, the 
lover will continually compose poetry to express the torture and repression caused by 
such love. Whether poetry is a sort of remedy, as several ‘udhri @ verses have 
suggested
25
, or is an object in itself, its presence in this tradition is essential.   
When the beloved becomes a part of the dream world,, this necessarily 
implies her potential as a source of inspiration, as the poet-lover admits in the 
following anecdote: A woman denigrates the poet Kuthayyir by saying to him: ‘God 
has demeaned you, since he made you known only by the name of a woman’, 
meaning ‘Azzah. Kuthayyir says: ‘God has not demeaned me. By her, my reputation 
was enhanced, my life matters were enlightened, and my poetry became powerful’
26
. 
This anecdote shows that some people perceive Kuthayyir as bearing a low status, by 
associating his fame with a woman’s name. Nevertheless, the poet himself views this 
association in a different light: ‘my reputation was enhanced, my life matters were 
enlightened, and my poetry became powerful’. As Khan notes, ‘Kuthayyir is shown 
mentioning the benefits accruing to him in the field of poetry perhaps suggests that 
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‘udhri @ poet-lovers risked being “enslaved” to a female beloved primarily in order to 
experience an “ennobling transformation” in their literary careers’
27
. In another story 
given in al-Agha@ni@, some of the literary critics suggested that: ‘living on the spirit of 
anticipation was more agreeable than the meeting of the beloved’. Commenting on 
two lines of poetry composed by the Umayyad poet al-Ah}was}—in which he said that 
he knew two kinds of nights, a happy one spent with the beloved, and a restless one 
full of sorrow and cares, Ibn Jundab, a contemporary of  al-Ah}was}, said: ‘I prefer the 
restless night to the other’. Al-H}arami@, the reporter of the story added: ‘That was 




The assumption that this story asserts, that of avoiding marriage or any sort of 
physical union between ‘udhri @ lovers, suggests several points, which will be 
discussed in the following section. In fact, the narrators of stories were preoccupied 
with the idea of sensuality, and its connection with love; therefore, they heightened it 
by dwelling so frequently on its absence. Also, the absence of consummation 
between the ‘udhri @ lover and his beloved continuously inflames his passion. This 
passionate love inspires beautiful poetry within the ‘udhri @ poet-lover. In addition, the 
poet or the narrators are aware that the unattainability of the beloved is in fact 
essential for composing poetry. Khan demonstrates: 
The more absent, occulted and elusive the female ideal, the more 
prominent and intense is the lover’s desire for this ideal. If male’s 
expression results in the loss of the love object, this loss or absence of 
the beloved merely intensifies and perpetuates male desire and its 
revelation. When the object is concealed, when Layla@’s words or body 
are veiled, the revelation of Majnu@n’s desire increases. The 
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unavailability and inaccessibility of the love object merely increases its 
desirability in the eyes of the lover’
29
.   
Here we observe textuality verses reality; by creating obstacles between the lovers, 
the trope fans the flame of their love. Hence, the questions that al-‘Aqqa@d posed: 
‘Why did Jami@l compose love poems for Buthaynah while he was aware that by 
doing so he would be prevented from marrying her? Was it because he was too 
aesthetic? Or was he too weak willed? Or was al-ghazal above everything else, and 
an end in itself?’
30
. These questions are worth considering. At the heart of these 
questions, I would argue, lie the seeds of their answers. However, al-‘Aqqa@d’s 
conclusion is less impressive than the questions he poses, as he claims: ‘Whatever 
the reasons that caused Jami@l to take this path, it is not a straight path, and, thus, 
Jami@l deserves the dilemma in which he finds himself’. Clearly, Jami@l’s dilemma is 
not about possession.  It is, I would rather suggest, about loss. Then, again, loss 
inflames love, and love inspires poetry
31
. A similar suggestion should apply to 
Majnu@n: ‘It is the obsession itself which creates the distance here, Majnu@n’s 




This parallel does not escape the notice of some scholars: al-‘Az}m maintains 
that ‘udhri @ love is in fact a sensual love, of which physical attraction is an integral 
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part. However, no physical contact actually takes place
33
 because the lover chooses 
to keep his love alive by creating more obstacles between himself and the object of 
his desire
34
. There are many narratives that illustrate this point: Jami@l composes love 
poems for Buthaynah in spite of the fact that the Bedouin convention would prevent 
a lover, who has dishonoured his beloved by flirting with her in public, from 
marrying her
35
. Moreover, she was proud of his poetry and swore to meet him 
whenever he came to see her, as al-Is{faha@ni@ states: ‘Then Buthaynah learned that he 
had paid court to her so she swore by God that whenever he came to her alone she 
would go out to him and not hide herself from him’
36
. Both of them, thus, were 
creating obstacles between their matrimonial union. As the sources suggest, Jami@l 
was a noble, brave, rich, handsome gentleman
37
 from a powerful tribe which 
protected him, even after the ruler had outlawed him
38
. On the other hand, 
Buthaynah’s husband was an ugly, one-eyed man and, of course, not a poet. Thus, 
the opportunity for Jami@l to take Buthaynah or elope with her was always there, but 
he did not take it.  
 In al-‘Az}m’s opinion, the ‘udhri @ lover enjoys the suppression of love. He 
avoids marriage or any possible union in order to keep his love at boiling point. To 
support his argument further, al-‘Az}m refers to the concept of love and the Don Juan 
character within Western literature
39
. There is a conflict between Don Juan and 
‘udhri @ lovers on the one hand, and the established conventions of the society on the 
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other. They believe that married love is static and would utterly destroy the acute 
emotion they enjoy. However, the difference between them is that the ‘udhri @ lover 
keeps his destructive love not by jumping from one woman to another, as Don Juan 
does. Instead, he concentrates all his emotions on one unique beloved. He hopes to 
possess her, but, at the same time, he creates all kinds of possible obstacles to 
prevent himself from having her. Afterwards, passion leads the ‘udhri @ lover to 
madness and to roaming the desert, as the fire of love melts his body and mind. 
Hence, he achieves what Don Juan achieves not by moving from one woman to 
another, but by placing himself in a condition of repressed and unfulfilled desire. 
Naturally, al-‘Az}m continues, this condition leads the ‘udhri @ lover to experience 
suffering and torture. Nevertheless, he jealously guards his pain, because it is an 
essential part of the core of his experience
40
. 
The theme of love, which lasts forever, is a central theme in the ‘udhri @ 
tradition. ‘udhri @ love is endless love, and nothing can detract from it, not even the 
mean reactions of the beloved; Jami@l says: 
And it is not because she surrendered to me that I loved her; 
but she captured me by flirtation and withholding
41
                               [5] 
Thus, I am inclined to agree with Khan in her observation that 
[i]n fact, all the ‘udhri@ romances are about this endless deferral of 
desire’s fulfillment. True love or desire in these romances is defined as 
that which ought not to be consumed…Union is ultimately not sought 
because it means the end of desire and pleasure…Ostensibly, the ‘udhri@ 
poet-lovers frame themselves as seeking fulfillment and marriage with 
the beloved, but then they thwart their chances to achieve these goals 
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Moreover, I would argue that this passion grows separately from the beloved and it is 
in fact an obsession in itself. The object of love is not the real Layla@ or Buthaynah, 
who as a human could change or get older; it is rather, the desire itself. The ideal 
image of the beloved is meant to fan the flame of destructive emotion. One cannot 
help but examine this striking anecdote: One day, while Majnu@n was roaming in 
desert, stricken by madness, companied by beasts, and surrounded by deer, Layla@, his 
beloved, appeared to him. Surprisingly enough, Majnu@n said to her: ‘go away, your 
love has overcome me, and isolated me from you’
43
. Accordingly, it is not ‘you’ --
not Layla@--but ‘your love’ which had obsessed him.  
In another anecdote, Majnu@n has said: ‘Were I able to divert desire from her 
[Layla@] to you, I would turn it away from her and from each one after her and would 
live among people, harmoniously and with ease’
44
,  in responding to some women’s 
offer for him to fulfill his desire with them instead of with Layla@. In commenting on 
his response to the women, Khan argues that  
Majnu@n’s reference to “each one after her” can be interpreted as an 
indication of how it is upon an unrequited love, a fantasy beloved, that 
his desire is founded. Though the beloved image in this fantasy may 
change, it remains just that--a fantasy or an absent love object. Indeed, 
the object must be absent--it must not yield a presence or hold a 
promise of fulfillment--for desire to fixate upon it. Majnu@n portrays 
himself as unable to divert his desire to the women in the group only 
because they offer hope of requital and satisfaction in the love affair. 
His true love is a love that privileges the deferral rather than the 
consummation of union. Ultimately, it is with the phantom or fantasy 
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Indeed, the ‘fantasy of his own desire that he is in love’ is evident in the anecdote in 
which Majnu@n said to Layla@: ‘Go away, your love preoccupies and distances me 
from you’. The statement made by Jeopardy in her study of ancient French romances 
can be useful to quote here: ‘to take woman as metaphor and to make of her a pretext 
for literary discourse, is to appropriate and displace the subjectivity of the absent real 
woman’
46
.Thus, it is understandable that later on Ibn ‘Arabi@ (d. 1240), the great sufi 
figure, became interested in Majnu@n’s statement and commented delightfully on it by 
saying: 
This is one of the rare instances, where domineering love is manifested 
as pleasant. As her presence came between his envisionment of her as a 
fathomed being, and her actual physical being. To him, her image is 
much nicer than her actual presence. Having lost that sense of pleasure 
of seeing her, he said, ‘Just disappear’
47
. 
It is worth noting, however, how ‘udhri @ love in general and Majnu@n’s love in 
particular were eventually prized by sufis as an expression of mystical love. As some 
sufis saw in human love the entrance to the Way, Majnu@n’s legend reaches the 
symbolic level. Hence, Majnu@n is presented as a sufi example: 
Whenever Majnu@n of the Banu@ ‘A@mir was asked about Layla@, he would 
say, ‘I am Layla@’. Thus, by means of Layla@, he would absent himself 
from Layla@, until he remains present to his vision of Layla@, and absent 
to every sense except Layla@, and (thereby) sees everything present 
through Layla@48. 
In any case, the transformation of Majnu@n’s legend into an allegory of sufi love is 
found particularly in Persian poetry. Starting from Niz}a@mi@, the touch of mystical love 
is found in his adaptation of Majnu@n’s love story. ‘Preserving the outline of the 
romance, he retained the prominent episodes and added a number of his own 
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invention. Inevitably, Niz}a@mi@ modified considerably the form and content of the 
legend’
49
. Niz}a@mi@’s poem was widely imitated wherever Persian culture spread and 
the later poets borrowed heavily from his work. The most important feature of this 
works was the mystical rendering of the Romance
50
. However, in Khairallah’s view, 
Ja@mi@ is considered the leading light in this adaptation in his ‘Layla@ u Majnu@n’51.  
 
6.5 Complaint and Embrace 
It is remarkable to observe how often those lovers complain about their suffering in 
love. They usually portray it as a form of magic energy that captivates and enchants 
them. They ‘proclaim that love was their fate and, using fatalistic arguments declare 
that they could not help loving their damsels’
52
. Jami@l, for example, says: 
He (the blamer) said: “Sober up! 
How long will you be mad about Buthaynah,  
without being able to do anything about her?” 
I said : “Concerning her,  
God passed upon me the sentence that you see. 
Can God’s decree be controverted?  
Whether to love her means to be guided aright or to stray, 
I stumbled upon this love without intent
53
                                                         [6] 
In theses verses Jami@l ascribes his love and its consequences, ‘without being able to 
do anything about her’, to fate. Therefore, it is understood that he is helpless in his 
love for Buthaynah, as what God has decreed cannot be altered. It does not matter 
then if love ‘means to be guided aright or to stray’; as the poet has to follow it 
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anyhow. Nevertheless, expressing the desire to escape from it, he says in 
exasperation: 
I wish I were rid of you, love, 
Will you leave me no rest?
54
                                                                           [7] 
Moreover, Jami@l reaches the point of cursing Buthaynah: 
My God cast motes into Buthayna’s eyes! 
May he blacken her brilliant teeth!
55
                                                               [8] 
This is the only time he uses a negatively-charged poetic verse towards his beloved. 
Apparently this verse casts doubt on the (true love) that Jami@l proclaims. Buthaynah 
herself is reported to have said to him: ‘Oh Jami@l, you claim that you love me, while 
you said: My God cast motes….?’. His reaction to her rebuke is crying and saying: ‘I 
am the one who said:  
I wish I were blind and deaf while Buthaynah is guiding me, 
 Not a word from her speech is hidden from me!
56
                                            [9]              
However, this strange verse, a pray du’a@’ against Buthaynah’s beauty has raised a 
debate among the classical literary authors as well as among contemporary scholars. 
Many Arab exegetes argue that this du’a@’ could bear a positive meaning. When a 
thing becomes so perfect, one might pray against it to provide a kind of protection 
for it. Some say that the actual meaning of the verse is: what stunning eyes and 
mouth she has! It is the same as saying: ‘May God damn him, what a brave man he 
is!’
57
 Some even interpret Buthynah’s eyes as her protectors, as in Arabic the word 
‘ayn could be used to signify the visual organ, as well as referring to a spy. They also 
argue that her teeth represent her relatives who deny him the right to visit Buthaynah, 
as, again, the word anya @b could bear two meanings: teeth, and people in high 
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positions. Another interpretation suggests that Jami@l is praying for her to have a long 
life, so the motes and black are hints of getting old, and living a long life
58.  
However, taking into account all the arguments, my position is that the basis 
of Jami@l’s du’a@’ is not hatred, but rather the violence of his love for Buthaynah. At 
some point, it became clear to him that her excessive beauty was the cause of his 
misery. That is why this verse lashes out at her beautiful eyes and delicious mouth-- 
because they caused him so much pain. The beauty of the beloved is defined as the 
origination of the poet’s suffering. This is what the classical exegetes have 
overlooked while trying to interpret this verse within the framework of praise for the 
beloved’s beauty. I would rather argue that bodily beauty is not just portrayed in 
vivid depictions; it is also regarded as the source of fatal love. Likewise, the motif of 
wishing to get rid of love is frequently apparent in Qays b. Dhari@h}’s diwa@n; for 
instance, he says
: 
I said to my heart when love tormented me 
and became unbearable:  
O heart that has been led by desires, 
awake, may God curse you for a heart
59
                                                          [10] 
and Jami @l often uses the metaphor of bondage: 
O Buthaynah,  
your snares entrapped my heart the day of the hunt,   
but you escaped my snares
60
                                                                            [11] 
In fact, the theme of bondage and captivity runs through the ‘udhri @ poems61. This can 
be observed in the common use of such terms as prisons, traps, and chains. The 
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image of the bond of love as a chain is prevalent in ‘udhri @ poetry. Hamori notes, ‘the 
complaint that love is a prison parallel the execrations, in the old poetry, of time, in 
which the speaker is caught as in current that pulls steadily towards the falls’
62
.  
On the contrary, one should hear the undertone beneath this complaint and 
so-called fatalism: the latent desire for this love to continue and last. While Majnu@n 
is expressing his discontent with his fate by reciting: 
God who decreed that she would be for somebody else, 
Afflicted me with my love for her 
Why would he not afflict me with something else?
63
                                      [12] 
It is fundamental, though, to notice that some narratives associate Majnu@n with 
madness, according to this verse specifically. They claim that once he composed it, a 
voice in darkness shouted at him: ‘You who are discontent with Allah’s fate! You are 




Majnu@n seems far away from the true wish to afflict him with something else. 
As we read in al-Aghani@:  
When Majnu@n’s parents tried to cure him by taking him on pilgrimage, 
they demanded Majnu@n to ask God to cure him from his passion for 
Layla@. Interestingly, Majnu@n grabbed Ka’bah and implores God to 
intensify and magnify his passion. He said: ‘Oh God, increase my 
passionate love for Layla@, and do not let me forget her forever65.  
In his poetry, Majnu@n clearly shows his devotion to his beloved asking God to help 
him in his seeking for her: 
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At Mecca, by night, the pilgrims prayed to God 
Beseeching forgiveness for their sins, 
While I called O God, the first thing I ask for myself is Layla@, 
Then be my reckoner. 
If Layla@ is given to me in my lifetime, 
no worshipper’s repentance will be greater than mine
66
                                  [13]           
 
Moreover, the ‘udhri @ lover’s persistence on his love goes so far as Majnu@n says:  
How excellent is the work of Satan,  
if my love for her is the work of Satan
67
                                                          [14]  
Kuthayyir confesses: 
They said that she departed 
And that I had to choose between forgetting her 
Or continuing to weep; 
I said that the latter would better soothe my pain
68
                                          [15]  
Although he knows it is a dead end, Majnu@n’s only solution to rid himself of this 
love is to have more of it: 
For Layla@’s love I treat my self with Layla@, 
For wine a drunkard treats himself with wine
69
                                               [16]   
Does the ‘udhri @ lover accept his fatal love and complain about it at the same time? 
Or, is he in fact confining his love so as to avoid the excessive consequences of it, 
challenging the norms of society by claiming that his love is his fate decreed by 
God? It is not a choice. Nevertheless, it is a desirable fate, so much so that he asks 
his love to give him more of it every night: 
O love for Layla@, each night double my grief 
O solace of love, we shall meet on the Last Day
70
                                           [17] 
In other contexts also, describing the torment is a fundamental element in depicting 
love, as Bataille puts it: ‘Only the beloved in this world can bring the continuity 
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between two discontinuous creatures. Hence, love spells suffering in so far as it is a 




Ibn H}azm confirms: ‘Love is a delightful malady, a most desirable sickness. 
Whoever is free of it likes not to be immune, and whoever is struck down by it 
yearns not to recover’
72
. In Ibn H}azm’s statement, one observes the link he has made 
between love and sickness. Love is fate like ‘sickness’, but, it is a ‘desirable’ one. In 
fact, the theme of love treated like sickness is particularly prominent in the diwa@n of 
‘Urwah and the diwa@n of Qays,.a theme to be explored in the final chapter of this 
study, on the lover’s body.   
 Kinany correctly notes that ‘‘udhri @ lovers hid a remarkably free and powerful 
will behind their so-called fatalism. They did not want to get rid of their pain because 
pain is the only genuine criterion of true love’. Nevertheless, he draws a parallel 
between the ‘udhri @ lovers’ resignation and the resignation of the ascetic Muslim as 
both hope for a better life in the world to come. He says, ‘Most of the ‘udhri @ lovers 
renounced the joys of life for the sake of their hopeless passion’
73
. He also claims 
that ‘udhri @ lovers were capable of resigning themselves to hard living in the hope of 
deserving a better one in the future, the hereafter. He compares ‘udhri @ lovers and 




However, one of the limitations with Kinany’s explanation is that it does not 
explain the conflict between Islamic resignation and ‘udhri @ lovers’ insistence on their 
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burning passion, and it assumes that ‘udhri @ lovers are automatically ascetic Muslims 
and perfectly chaste. I would rather suggest that as much as the lover complains 
about his destiny, he also embraces it. Evidently, Kinany’s interpretation overlooks 
many of the ‘udhri @ verses which reveal the desire for love’s joy in this life. For 
instance, Jami@l declares: 
I have given up all desire involving this world 
except the love of her 
Thus, I make no requests of the world, 
nor do I feel that I must have an ampler portion
75
                                        [18] 
Jami@l has no request of the world, except his love for Buthaynah. He not only 
embraces it, he wishes for it. In fact, his love is the only wish that he has since Jami@l 
has ‘given up all desire involving this world’, as he declares in the verse quoted 
above. 
In this light, we could understand the decisive role played by the motif of the 
blamer al-‘a@dhil within ‘udhri @ poetry. Jami@l’s father summarized the argument of the 
blamers in these words: ‘Women are replaceable’
76
. For Jami@l, of course, they are 
not. He declares: 
Blamers took me to task (lit. excoriated me) 
 because of my love for her. 
If only they suffered as I suffer! 
When they kept on reproaching me on account of you, 
I said to them: 
Do not exceed the proper bounds;  
Hold back some of this reproof and be moderate
77
                                       [19] 
Love, for the ‘udhri @ poet, is fundamental in his life but the blamer does not 
understand this because, according to Jami@l, he does not suffer from love. Hamori 
notes that: 
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The blamer has been a straw man of caution. His job was to try to 
prevent the protagonist from making the heroic gesture(…)the lines by 
Jami@l are shot through with irony. The apostrophe to the blamers is in 
the old style. Unbridled speech is objectionable; the blamer should 
practice moderation…the blamers must be accusing Jami@l of that very 
thing: lack of moderation
78
. 
Interestingly, the figure of the blamer sometimes becomes a desirable figure in the 
romance, since he confirms the strength of love by blaming the lover. Whereby Ibn 
H}azm describes al-‘a@dhil as a ‘tough business, and a heavy burden to bear’79,  he also 
indicates that:  
I have seen a lover so violent in his emotions, and so overwhelmingly 
infatuated, that he loved to be reproached more than anything in the 
world, in order that he might show his reproacher [blamer] how 
stubbornly he could rebel against his scoldings. He took a positive 
delight in opposing him, in provoking him to resistance and doubled 
reproof, and then in triumphs over his opponent
80
. 
Thus, the ‘udhri @ poet jealously guards his love, and while he ostensibly complains 
about it, in fact he recognizes how fundamental it is to his life experience, and, 
furthermore, to his poetry.  
 
6.6 The Heroic Gesture 
There is no doubt that a pre-Islamic poet like ‘Antarah, presents a defining symbol of 
the ambivalence in the “poet/hero” image.  ‘Antarah was described as a hero, not 
only because he was a knight, but also by virtue of his being a poet.  His poetry 
allowed him to immortalise both his status as a knight, and his great love for his 
cousin, ‘Ablah.  It is not surprising that ‘Antarah became a legendary hero, 
immortalised through enduring folk tales that survive--both in written form and as 
oral traditions -- even to the present day. Thus, in the classical Arabic culture, the 
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poet was ‘a cultural hero because his socio-political as well as spiritual status placed 
him in the leading position’
81
. In the pre-Islamic period, a poet was, as Hamori notes, 
‘the pride and ornament of his people, for he alone would perpetuate the fame of their 




Nevertheless, with the emergence of Islam, the “poet/hero” image began to fade, 
giving way in the popular imagination to the “devout hero”, who would sacrifice all 
to strengthen and glorify the new religion.   
The relationship between Islam and poetry has become a popular theme for 
academic debate. While some believe that the emergence of Islam weakened poetry, 
others argue that, on the contrary, it opened entirely new and interesting vistas for the 
medium
83
. The Umayyad period saw the emergence of a new group of poets:  they 
too sought the status of folk heroes through their poetry, but through references more 
intimate than glorious:  theirs was a return to love poetry (ghazal).  Unlike their pre-
Islamic forebears, however, the Umayyad poets benefited from the advent of singing 
as entertainment, and the plethora of composers and female singers to be found for 
inspiration. This phenomenon continued to grow and evolve through subsequent 
eras.  
The heroic gesture of the ‘udhri @ lover is that of being a poet. ‘If one is 
inclined to believe that Majnu@n’s legend grew around, and in a way for the sake of, 
his poetry, then one could claim that his poetic daemon was also at the source of his 
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. For Majnu@n, he lost everything but his poetry. He lost Layla@, his health, his 
relatives, his status in the tribe and, eventually, his mind, but he never lost his ability 
to compose love verses. His story is ‘the story of how hopeless love can make great 
poetry, even if so much else is destroyed along the way’
85
. 
Is it really Layla@ that he longed for? We shall bear in mind his words to 
Layla@: ‘go away, your love has overcome me, and isolated me from you’86. 
Nevertheless, his love does not isolate him from poetry. While he was roaming the 
desert, people would go to him just to listen to him reciting his poems. Khairallah has 
noted: 
Poetry as a crisis, a dilemma, is as much of a fatal possession as love or 
madness proved to be. Psychologically, the positive effects of language 
in general and of poetry in particular are manifold (…). Poetry could 
function as a charming power, or as a medium of psychological relief
87
. 
Therefore, is it the search for poetry, the search for inspiration, that characterises the 
‘udhri @ lover? Is it for poetry that he creates the deferral of union within the ‘udhri @ 
tradition? Khan conceives this essential link between language and the deferral of 
union: 
This wandering of desire or deferral of union is precisely what 
constitutes the pleasure of the lover. For the male lover, fulfillment of 
desire is equated with the end of pleasure for one very important 
reason. Fulfillment of desire would mean the end of his ability to 
luxuriate in the eloquence of language in the courtship ritual- whether 
the language be his own or that of/about the beloved. Certainly, the 
lover’s literary prowess constitutes his desire so that desire attainment 
would result in an end to the pleasure of his discursive identity and 




Thus, through language and poetry, poets achieve their poetic gesture. If the ability to 
recite old Arabic poetry was the quality that helped endear Majnu@n to Layla@ in the 
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first place, his own poetry about her played a significant role in their love story later 
on. People around them focussed their attention on his poetry and acted accordingly. 
It was the fame of his poetry about Layla@ that caused her parents to refuse his 
marriage proposal. But, it seems that it does not matter if Majnu@n’s love poetry 
proves to be a curse of sorts because of his self-consciousness as a poet
89
. Even the 
anecdotes that appear in the classical books about Majnu@n ‘were invented for an 
explicative purpose, so it is normal that they focus on the poetic fragments, for which 
they are meant to provide a context’
90
. As we have already noted from Kuthayyir’s 
reply to the woman who condemned him for composing poetry solely on a woman 
(his beloved ‘Azzah), it is clear that Kuthayyir was aware of the heroic gesture he 
had achieved through poetry.    
 
6.7 Conclusion 
In this chapter I have offered a discussion of the notion of ‘one ideal beloved’ as a 
core element of the ‘udhri @ tradition. The lover is attached only to his unique beloved 
to whom he devotes his love and poetry. Therefore, the concept of matrimonial union 
between the lovers is absent from these romances in order to maintain the beloved’s 
uniqueness and to avoid replicating her in a sort of offspring.  On the one hand, the 
various images expressing desire in the poems indicate the beloved’s depiction as an 
object of desire in al-ghazal al-‘udhri @. On the other hand, the fulfilment of this desire 
means deferral in various levels. While framing themselves as seeking marriage, the 
‘udhri @ poets thwart their chances to achieve their aim and then complain about their 
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fate. However, the poets’ complaint of their suffering in love is accompanied by a 
wish for their love to last forever. They frequently state that the blamers, in fact, 
intensify their love, rather than defeat it. Hence, passionate love, I would argue, is a 
means for the poet-lover to make a heroic gesture. Love poetry is inseparable from 
love, as ‘udhri @ lovers are poets themselves. In classical Arabic literature, works on 
passionate love are, in fact, works on ghazal. A poet is often considered as a lover; 
al-Washsha@’ says: ‘whom who loved among poets are numberless’91. In the ‘udhri @ 
romances, the lover loses everything, including his beloved, except his ability to 
compose poetry. Being a poet seems to be his ultimate goal and heroic achievement.          
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The Representation of the Lover’s Body 
 
 
7.1 Introduction  
 
In Lisa@n al-‘Arab the following definition is provided for the word ‘ishq: ‘‘Ishq is 
excessive love. The excessive lover is called ‘A@shiq because his intense feelings 
make him melt like the ‘ishqah tree. ‘Ishqah is a green tree that becomes yellow 
when crushed. It is, therefore, claimed that the noun ‘Ishq is derived from ‘ishqah’
1
. 
In Arabic, it is noticeable that many nouns refer to love. Nonetheless, about half of 
them link love with sickness or mental diseases. ‘A high proportion of the words 
express the woes of love—the longing, the pain, the grief, melancholy, confusion, 
and illness—rather than its pleasures’
2
. Thus, in a symposium that took place in the 
ninth century, in the palace of Yah}ya@ al-Barmaki@, love was defined as based on the 
like-mindedness of the partners and it was a major cause of suffering, capable of 
subjugating, intoxicating and humiliating the lover to the point of annihilation
3
 .  
Undoubtedly, the representation of the beloved’s body is the main concern of 
the ‘udhri @ tradition.  In previous chapters we have examined the symbolic and 
physical representations of the beloved’s body. This does not, however, indicate the 
absence of the lover-poet’s own body; the ‘udhri @ tradition rather puts great emphasis 
on it, considering it the greatest recipient of the effects of profound emotion. It is his 
body that is malnourished, sick, suffering from insomnia and prematurely aged. The 
‘udhri @ lover sometimes even reaches the point of madness, but death alone seems to 
be the ultimate path resulting from excessive passion. Hence, the vocabulary of 
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sickness, healing, the doctor and magic—all of which affect the body—is frequently 
repeated in al-ghazal al-‘udhri @. Some verses even confirm that the lover has become 
blind, mute and paralysed, simply due to his passion. It is remarkable that the 
concept of eternal beauty of the beloved contrasts with the concept of the mortal 
lover in al-ghazal al-‘udhri @. As we have seen in a previous chapter, the beloved in 
‘udhri @ poetry is depicted as the most perfect human from head to toe; Qays declares: 
O most perfect of people from head to toe, 
and most beautiful of people clothed or unclothed
4
                                           [1]  
We have also discussed how the beloved’s beauty in al-ghazal al-‘udhri @ is beyond 
nature and associated with many extraordinary effects. In many cases, it surpasses 
human beauty as there are more astonishing effects attributed to it
5
. However, 
whereas the body of the beloved is presented as an eternally perfect example of 
beauty, that of the lover continues to deteriorate, growing old, ill and thin, and is 
therefore in direct contrast to the image of the beloved’s body. Jami@l clearly 
illustrates this point: 
Buthaynah said, 
when she saw  
locks of red hair (on my head) 
Oh Jami@l, You become older and your youth's gone. 
I said, 
O please stop it, Buthaynah 
Have you forgotten our times at Lewa and Ajfari? 
When my locks were (black) just like a crow's wing, 
Daubed with Musk and ambergris 
Your youth will never fade  
as you are a precious pearl  
We are from the same time,  
So how can I have grown old while you have not?
6 
                                         [2] 
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In Jami@l’s verses, the beloved’s beauty goes beyond time itself. It is therefore 
timeless beauty, which is eternally youthful; she is removed from time altogether by 
the image of eternal youth. In contrast, Jami@l himself, the lover, is affected by 
passion, which means that he becomes old and loses his youth. The vicissitudes that 
are ascribed to him never touch her because she is the one who has perfect eternal 
beauty. 
 
7.2 Love as Malady in Classical Arabic Literature 
In the Qur’an, surat Yu@suf used love to explain the somatic consequences of human 
emotions; to end their gossip ‘Azi@z’s wife invites the women of the city to her house 
for a feast. Joseph comes in and all the women ‘slash their hands’ because of their 
excessive admiration for him; they cannot distinguish between the fruit and their 
hands. Thus, the effect on them is expressed in a bodily way. ‘Indeed the emotion 




In the classical Arabic tradition, when dealing with the theme of love, 
whether from medical or literary perspectives, it has been frequently stated that 
(‘ishq) passionate love is a kind of sickness. This idea was not new at the time
8
, as it 
seems that Arab authors were influenced by Greek philosophy in this matter. In the 
fourth and seventh centuries CE, chapters on love were included in the sections on 
mental illnesses by two Byzantine authors, where they merely reproduce traditional 
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lists of symptoms and therapeutical suggestions
9
. Moreover, ‘the difficulty of a 
medical diagnosis and treatment of an enervated and depressed young man or woman 
who suffered from lovesickness can even be found in ancient Egyptian literature’
10
. 
Arabic medical literature shows similar tendencies in the discussion of love as a 
malady. In the general medical world, ‘ishq is included among the traditional mental 
sicknesses. For example, al-Maju@si@ (d. 372/982) groups love with melancholy and 
provides a list of medicaments. Apart from Ibn al-Jazza@r (d. ca. 395/1004), who 
characterises lovesickness as a kind of critical intensification of the natural desire of 
the soul for all beautiful things, love stays within the traditional frame of 
references
11
. In his medical book al-Qa@nu@n, Ibn Si@na@ (d. 1037) dedicates a chapter to 
love sickness, in which he portrays ‘ishq as a sort of illness similar to melancholia. 
He describes the characteristics of the illness as 
hollowness of the eyes and their dryness, the lack of moisture except when 
weeping, continuous movement of the eyelids, and laughing as if he sees 
something pleasant or hears happy news or jokes. His psyche is full of 
alienation and withdrawal, so that there is much deep sighing. His condition 
changes from exhilaration and laughter to sadness and weeping when he hears 
love poetry, especially when he remembers the separation and distance from his 




The link provided by Ibn Si@na@ between the lover’s sadness and love poetry is 
noteworthy. By establishing such a link, he suggests a bond between emotions and 
language. The language, especially in form of poetry, revives the passionate feeling. 
Therefore, the role played by poetry in love is significant.  
Ibn Si@na goes on to give advice to doctors on how to cure the patient. He 
suggests, for instance, the uniting of the lover with his beloved, saying about to one 
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case, ‘when he experienced union with his beloved, recovery occurred in a very short 
time’
13
. He also suggests several different treatments, depending on each individual 
condition such as: preoccupying the lover’s mind so that he forgets what caused him 
to be seriously ill
14
, or joining the lover with someone other than the beloved in order 
that he forgets the latter, or giving the lover sincere advice or warning, or increasing 
sexual intercourse with slave-girls. Ibn Si@na@ also states, ‘Some people are consoled 
with entertainment and recitation, while for others it only increases their infatuation; 
it is possible to discover which is which’
15
. Consequently, Ibn Si@na@’s statement 
shows that ‘ishq became a typical topic in Islamic medical textbooks, alongside 
other mental disorders
16. 
In belles-lettres the malady of love was a subject frequently treated. For 
example, al-Ja@h}iz} (ca. 776-869) states that: 
I propose to describe ‘ishq for you, so that you may know how it is defined. It is 
a sickness that attacks the soul and spreads to the body by direct contagion, the 
soul being weakened by the violence done to the body and physical exhaustion 
being followed by moral weakness
17
. 
In al-Ja@h}iz}’s statement, cited above, he sharply distinguishes between the soul and 
the body, though he does observe the mutual effects between them. Love, in his 
view, attacks the soul first and then spreads to the body, but once the body becomes 
weak, the soul is affected by this weakness. Abu@ Bakr Muh}ammad b. Da@’u@d 
(255/868-297/910) devotes a chapter, ‘The body’s pining is a sign of agony 
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(kamad)’, to this aspect in his book, Kita@b al-zahrah. He explains the effect of 
emotion on the body, from a medical perspective: ‘the heat that is engendered by 
grief flows into the heart from all parts of the body and then ascends to the brain’
18
. 
He also mentions the particular role played by tears in this matter: ‘vapours from 
which tears are produced when they (scil. the vapours) are liquefied by the natural 
heat they possess’
19
. Abu@ Bakr al-Khara@’it}i@ (d. 327/938) was also tempted to write on 
the subject, but rather adopted a more critical point of view; he entitles his treatise 
I‘tila@l al-qulu@b  (The Malady of Hearts). Form the title it is apparent that the author 
views love as a malady, and a chapter of his treatise is even entitled: ‘On the 
condemnation of hawa@ (desire) and the following of it’. ‘Four centuries later, Ibn al-
Jawzi@, Ibn Qayyim al-Jauziyyah and al-Mughult}a@i cite him as an authority on love 
theory’
20
. In Kita@b al-riya@d} by Muh}ammad al-Marzuba@ni@ (384/993 or 378/987) a 
definition of ‘ishq that links it with malady is provided; ‘Someone said to Zuhayr al-
Madi@ni@: “What is ‘ishq?” He said: “Madness and submissiveness, and it is the 
malady of refined people”
21
. Abu@ H}ayyia@n al-Tawh}i@di@ (d. 414/1023) in 
al-Muqa@basa@t suggests that love feeds the soul, but weakens the body22. 
In any case, the literary production on this subject is too abundant to be 
documented in detail here. However, I will concentrate on one text, anonymously 
authored, quoting it at length because it provides a comprehensive view on the 
subject under discussion and has been frequently quoted by many authors: 
Love is a desire which is born in the heart and in which gather elements of 
avidity. Whenever it gains in strength the lover becomes more agitated and 
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persistent, his disquiet intensifies and his insomnia increases. When this happen 
his blood burns and changes into black bile, and his yellow bile is inflamed and 
transformed into black bile. The excess of black bile impairs thinking, and 
impaired thinking is accompanied by blunted wits, diminished reasoning, 
hoping for the impossible, and wishing for the unfeasible, to the point that it all 
leads to madness. Then, the lover sometimes kills himself and sometimes dies 
of grief, or he goes to his beloved and dies of joy or perishes of distress. 
Sometimes he moans heavily, causing his spirit to remain concealed for twenty-
four hours. He continues [in his state] until he is taken for dead, and he is then 
buried while still alive. Sometimes he heaves a deep sigh and his soul is stifled 
in his pericardium. The heart then closes then on the soul and does not release it 
until he dies. Sometimes during moments of relaxation he raises his eyes to look 
around and he suddenly sees the person he loves his blood drains and his colour 
changes. The person who is in such a state can be relieved through the grace of 
the Lord of the Worlds, not through the ministrations of any human. This is 
because a malignant state which occurs from an isolated cause arising by itself 
is susceptible to through elimination by the elimination by its cause, But when 
two causes occur in such a manner that each one of them occasions the other, 
there is no way in which either one of them can be eliminated. And since black 
bile causes continuous thinking and continuous thinking causes the burning of 
the blood and the yellow bile and their transformation into black bile, then 
whenever the black bile predominates it intensifies thinking, and whenever 
thinking becomes intense it reinforces the black bile. This is an incurable 
disease which doctors are unable to treat
23
. 
This text has had a long and influential life in the literary tradition. It appears in 
different lengths and in several different versions, and is reproduced in many Arabic 
books beginning in the third century AH, such as Nawa@dir al-fala@sifah by H}unayn b. 
Ish}a@q (d. 260/877), Kita@b al-zahrah by Abu@ Bakr Muh}ammad b. Da@’ u@d al-Is}faha@ni@ 
(d. 297/910), Muru@j al-dhahab by al-Mas‘u@di@ (d. 354/956), Dhamm al-hawa@ by Ibn 
al-Jawzi@ (d. 597/1200), ‘Uyu@n al-anba@’  by Ibn Abi@ Us}aybi‘ah (d. 668/1270). It is 
said to be copied from the Greek
24
, though the Greek original is absent
25
. In any case, 
this text presents well-structured aspects and it shows the great awareness of the 
emotional effects on one’s own body. I would argue that it proves that the lover’s 
body was a theme of interest on a theoretical level according to the popular subject of 
love in classical Arabic belles-lettres. The text suggests a mutual relationship 
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between the lover’s excessive emotions and his body. Once the love ‘is born in the 
heart’, it attacks the lover’s body; his insomnia increases and ‘his blood burns’. At 
this point the effect will return to ‘thinking’ that causes ‘blunted wits, diminished 
reasoning and hoping for the impossible’, which will eventually lead the lover to 
madness or death. The concept of death is a crucial aspect of passionate love (‘ishq) 
and it is clearly emphasised here. Death, the text suggests, will undoubtedly reach the 
lover, either as a result of his grief or of his joy if he suddenly beholds his beloved
26
. 
Biesterfeldt and Gutas provide the following commentary on the text:  
[this text] ascribes to the lover a number of symptoms(…). It has a medical 
framework. It analyses love by means of humoral etiology; and it makes use of 




If that is the case, it is no wonder that the lover, as shown in Arabic literature, is 
treated as a patient, as we have already observed in some medical texts, such as 
Treatise on Love by Ibn Si@na@, in which he provides a discussion of the symptoms and 
suggested treatments for the lover. Moreover, it seems that Arabs used to carry out 
particular practices when dealing with suffering lovers; their love would be treated 
either as a sickness or as a kind of magic. Therefore, the lover would be taken to 
physicians and diviners, as we shall see in ‘Urwah and Majnu@n’s stories. In some 
cases, the lover has to drink ‘sulwa@nah’, which is believed to be a cure for ‘ishq. 
Sulwa@nah is an amulet in a crushed bead whose liquid is drunk by an afflicted lover 
to cure him of this love
28
. Seeing love from this angle explains the motif of 
dedicating prayers to the lover, as one would pray for a sick man. Interestingly, al-
Washsha@’ considers praying for lovers as a duty of udaba@’; he provides many 
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narratives about people who offer du‘a@’ for the lovers while they circumambulate the 
ka‘bah
29
. He even states that: ‘It is claimed that no sins will be inflicted on lovers and 
that the pains they endure compensate for their sins’
30
. Answering a question about 
 lovers, the Judge Shurayk b. ‘Abdullah said: ‘whoever possesses the most intense 
feelings of love will receive the biggest share of the rewards’
31
.     
 
7.3 The Effect of Love on the Lover’s Body in the ‘Udhri @ @ @@ Tradition 
Above, we have sketched the classical Arabic theoretical perspective on the effects 
of emotion on the body
32
. Yet the physical presence of the lover’s own body can also 
be traced in poetry. In fact, most of those authors who deal with the theme of love in 
their writing rely on Arabic poetry as a primary source for their theoretical 
formulations. ‘The best discussion of love turns frequently to verse to illustrate aptly 
the ideas under discussion, to reinforce the author’s statements, or to express his 
thought more subtly’
33
. This chapter focuses on the depiction of the lover’s body in 
the ‘udhri @ tradition while making reference to classical Arabic poetry in general. 
Several aspects of the effect that love has on the ‘udhri @ lover’s own body are 
depicted in al-ghazal al-‘udhri @. These aspects are intertwined, but for the sake of this 
analysis we separate them into categories each of which is discussed below. 
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Tear-shedding is no doubt a response to the body’s agitation as it releases the burden 
of emotions on the body. It is also one of the bodily responses to emotions
34
. The 
theme of weeping is one of the oldest themes in classical Arabic poetry. It is 
considered an essential motif in the opening section of the qasi@dah; the poet stops at 
the ruined campsite, which evokes his memories and leads him to weep over his now 
departed beloved. In fact, weeping and asking friends to weep became a core element 
of the classical qasi@dah after Imru’ al-Qays said: 
Halt, friends both! Let us weep,  
recalling a love and a lodging by the rim of the twisted sands 
between al-Dakhu@l and H}aumal35                                                                      [3] 
More broadly, but with relevance to the trope of weeping, Sells demonstrates that 
there are dynamic polarities of water within Arabic love poetry. Water could suggest 
sexual union and climax or purification, 
fertility and growth or erosion and effacement; the poet (through 
tears) or the beloved (through her wet mouth); the interior, 
subjective world (through the shu’u@n or tear channels behind the 
eyes) or the exterior world (through the torrent beds mada@f‘) or the 
tent trench (nu’y)36.      
In ‘udhri @ poets' diwa@ns there are numerous allusions to weeping. It seems that 
shedding tears -- according to ‘udhri @ poets’ -- functions in several ways: divulgence, 
resistance, evidence and healing. Tears are a divulgence and a disclosure of the 
poet’s feelings, and of what his heart is incapable of bearing. His feelings are 
expressed in the form of tears, revealing a hidden pain and a concealed love. No 
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matter how this lover struggles to conceal his love, tears remain the most vivid traces 
and indicators of love; Jami@l says:  
 Oh my friends, what I conceal of this love, 
 tears will soon reveal
37
                                                                         [4] 
Weeping is evidence and proof of the poet’s sincere feelings. In the above stanza the 
poet uses the word shahi@d to mean sha@hid which means proof, and Majnu@n explicitly 
refers to this:  
The representation of the passion of youth is made through tears 
and these tears are the fairest evidence
38
                                                           [5] 
Kuthayyir not only indulges in tears; he also invites his eyes to drop tears to prove 
his love and concealed passion:  
I ask the water of the eye to continue 
hoping that it will be a witness to that concealed passion
39
                              [6] 
Qays even linked the level of love to the amount of tears dropped, making the 
relationship between them mutual: 
Is love but a sigh then a sob, and a heating in the guts 
that finds no cooling 
And a river of running tears when I behold a hint from your land
40
                 [7]           
Moreover, according to ‘udhri @ poetry, weeping is a cure and a comfort. It is a means 
to healing the acute pains of love:  
I was told of her abandonment,  
and asked to choose between patience and weeping 
And I chose to weep for its immediate effect to heal my burns
41
.                     [8] 
However, weeping does not always indicate weakness and disclosure; it sometimes 
becomes like a weapon of the lover, used to resist his society’s oppression. 
Therefore, even if this oppressive society stops Buthaynah from meeting Jami@l and 
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Lubna@ from meeting Qays, it cannot stop them from expressing their emotions and 
weeping in agony
42
. Majnu@n ‘provides us with a poetic image that endows tears with 
a significant psychological dimension: 
What runs down from the eye is not its water 
But a soul which melts and drips
43
                                                                    [9] 
The ‘udhri @ poem presents tears as the destined and inevitable fate of lovers. Tears 
represent disclosure, resistance, witness, or a means of healing from the agonies of 
love; they are present on a permanent basis. The ‘udhri @  poet asserts the continuity of 
his tears through a range of figural possibilities, as tears are like a river that does not 
stop flowing and a well that does not dry up
44
. The simile between the tears and the 
clouds depends on related imagery, of flows
45
. Qays presents a rather distinctive 
image of the lover who is indifferent to the shift from day to night. As soon as his 
night tears dry up, his day tears replace them: 
If we run out of tears in the evening,  
a new wave of tears will come along with the dawn
46
                                    [10] 
This frequent reference to weeping in ‘udhri @ poetry does not seem to require further 
justification from the poet. We already have seen how Qays describes it as equal to 
love itself. Tears are stimulated by memories:   
O Layla@, the flow of tears is rather spontaneous 
when I remember you alone
47
.                                                                         [11] 
And is also stimulated by the absence of the beloved: 
I never knew before ‘Azzah what weeping is, 
nor did I know what agonies of the heart are until she left
48
                           [12] 
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Qays confirms that he cries over the loss of his beloved and he sees tears as a natural 
response to the absence of the companion:  
I cry, yes I cry as all other lovers 
who cry over the loss of their beloved ones
49
                                                  [13] 
‘Urwah also says: 
Do you every day aim for her country 
with eyes in which the pupils are drowning?
50
                                                [14] 
In the case of the absence of his beloved, the poet never lacks reminders of her that 
stimulate his tears and the ardour of his love. These reminders could be natural 
elements like fire
51, air52 and water53. These reminders could also be animal creatures 
like doves
54
 and crows—as Majnu@n’s eyes, for instance, drop tears when hearing the 
sound of crows
55
. The blowing of the breeze, the cooing of the dove, the cawing of 
crows, the glittering of the thunder; all these are also reminders that stimulate the 
poet’s nostalgia and passionate feelings. It is enough to Majnu @n to hear the name 
Layla@ to make him wet his shawl with tears56.  
However, the stimulation of tears is not confined to the absence of the 
beloved; it is also attributed to her presence: 
As soon as the eyes behold her,  
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they drop tears while keeping a still look towards her
57                               [15] 
The lover does not see any conflict in this as long as weeping forms a genuine 
element of his overall perception of love and self-expression. Whether his beloved is 
present or absent, he is always agonised and facing tears and sadness. He cries in fear 
of her alienation or abandonment
58
. He cries when she approaches and when she 
departs as there is no limit to his sadness and no hindrance to his tears. He cries until 
the tears turn into blood:  
My eyes would still drop running tears or blood –  
if my eyes accede to my wishes
59
                                                                    [16] 
The poet even attributes to his beloved the ability to make him sad and make his 
tears turn into blood:   
Oh ‘Afra@’ how much bitterness you made me feel 
and how many times you made my eyes tear 
If one lover’s eye is to drop blood instead, 
my eye would be the first
60
                                                                        [17] 
The theme of tears turning into blood became a popular one in love poetry later on; 
Abu@ Tamma@m (d. 232/846), for instance, says: 
You have taken me past the limits of pain 
Because of you my tears of blood never cease
61
                [18] 
We should bear in mind that such poetic images contain violence where passion is 
linked to blood. Blood bears indications of killing and bloodshed. Love causes blood 
to drop from the eyes and the body of the lover when targeted by the arrows of 
lovesickness and deprivation. This idea is also linked to the idea of passion itself as a 
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power that is closer to hatred than to affection in its violence and intensity
62
. Within 
the same context Bataille wonders: ‘What does physical eroticism signify if not a 




It is impossible in this context to avoid thinking of tears as liquid that 
extinguishes fires. It means that the connotation of tears contradicts that of fire. Fire 
is seen as the main image adopted by the power of love. Fire, according to human 
imagination, has different connotations, such as purifying fire or lust fire. Other 
synonyms of love that bear a similar power to that of fire are burning, the ardour of 
love, and acrimony
64
. Fires inside the lover reach the extent of being capable of 
melting iron with the lover’s frenzied breaths
65
. The image of the passionate fires 
recalls the image of thirst and the need for cooling water. Hence, ‘udhri @ poets 
describe themselves as thirsty in expression of their thirst and yearning towards the 
beloved. Qays explicitly describes himself as thirsty when referring to his yearning 
for Lubna@:  
See the parched birds which circle round the water night and day, 
but for fear being beaten never drink their fill 
or come close to the cool ponds 
They see the froth of the water and death together 
and are attentive to the voices of the water bearers 
They are no more afflicted than I am 
with the heat of longing and ardour 
but the enemy has hindered me
66
                                                                     [19] 
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Majnu@n links the image of water with that of fire in a contradictory poetic depiction:  
If my sighs are to reach the sea;  
the sea will dry up due to its burning flame
67
                                                  [20] 
Jami@l links Buthynahs’s fire to the water of his eyes: 
Your tears become plentiful 
as Buthynah's tent fire loomed up ahead of you
68
                                           [21] 
It is important to note that the fire attributed to Buthynah refers to two different 
things: one is that the fire that is lit for warming or guiding and that is the apparent 
meaning; the second and deeper meaning is the metaphoric fire that inflames the 
poet’s feelings which he tries to confront by plentiful tears. Through the tears of 
lovers, we can attribute love, passion and thirst to a power generated by fire. Tears 
are seen not only as expressions of love; they rather represent the overall power of 
love, for tears are the water that quenches fire. But tears are also the result of this 
burning power of love
69
.   
It is noteworthy that the theme of fire is prominent in some of the anecdotes 
ascribed to the ‘udhri @ poets. For example, Kita@b al-aghani@ presents a scene in which 
fire and nudity of the lover’s body are connected. Majnu@n--the anecdotes shows--was 
seeking fire while wrapped in a cloak, Layla@ brought out the fire in a rag for him and 
they stood conversing. When the rag burned out, Majnu@n tore a piece from his cloak 
and lit it instead. Then he tore another and another until nothing remained of the 
cloak
70
. Khan observes that: 
The exchange of words (language) between the lovers is made simultaneous 
with the burning of fire as well as the denuding of the male’s lover’s body. 
Burning of fire and baring of body her act as metaphors for linguistic expression 
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The theoretical paradigm enhances the theme of the crying lover; one of the chapters 
in Ibn Da@’u@d’s book al-zahrah, is entitled: ‘who could not find the solace, his 
weeping increases’. In this chapter he explains that the only true tears are those of a 
genuine lover; an artificial lover could claim love but without any explicit evidence 
of tears from his eyes. On the other hand, Ibn H}azm, relying on his personal 
experience, argues that it is true that ‘weeping is well-known sign of love’;  he 
explains by adding: 
except that men differ very greatly from one another in this 
particular. Some are ready weepers; their tear-ducts are always 
over flowing, and their eyes respond immediately to their 
emotions, the tears rolling down at a moment’s notice. Others are 
dry-eyed and barren of tears; to this category I myself 
belong72    
Salama@h’s claim that for the sake of theorise the passionate love, it has been prated 
from the individual’s experience
73. However, Ibn H{~azm’s statement quoted above 
contradicts with Sala@mah’s assertion by confirming that those who wrote on the 
subject of love did not ignore individual experiences in their endeavour to theorise 
love.  
7.3.2 Malady and Wasting Away 
The language that contains references to sickness, wasting away, paleness, malady, 
(kabid maqru@h}ah) the damaged liver, and physicians is very conventional in Arabic 
love discourse. Salamah refers to two main aspects in the relationship between love 
and moderation, where love is either linked to other known diseases or is seen in 
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itself as an illness
74
. The other manifestation of love’s link to diseases is in the 
vocabulary that is commonly used to refer to both love and disease: shag}af, jawa@, 
‘amad, khabal, kalaf and wala‘
75
. The word huya@m, for example, means passion but 
is also used to refer to a type of fever that affects camels and causes them to 
experience a burning thirst. ‘Urwah begins by describing his huya@m as a disease:  
I am attacked by either despair or the disease of passion (huya@m) 
So you ought to refrain from approaching me lest the disease affects you
76
   [22] 
Love seems to be linked to tuberculosis, Muh}ammad b. al-Zubayr said: ‘while with 
‘Urwah b. al-Zubayr, I heard him saying to a fellow from ‘Udhrah’s tribe: You 
people have the most tender hearts. The fellow replied: Yes, I have left over thirty 
there with tuberculosis and they have no disease but love’
77
. The link between 
emotions and tuberculosis is not confined to love, but also to hatred which indicates 
the bodily influence of emotions. Ziya@d b. Abi@h in his sermon said: ‘If I learnt that 
some of you died from tuberculosis that was a result of hating me, I would not reveal 
your secrets unless you acted upon this hatred’
78
. 
The ‘udhri @ poet ‘Urwah’s story is typical in this manner. He was promised his 
beloved cousin ‘Afra@’ if he became wealthy; so he went away to seek wealth, but 
during his absence ‘Afra@’ was married off to another man who took her to Syria.  Her 
father went to an old grave, restored it and put it in order and asked the tribe to keep 
the matter secret. When ‘Urwah arrived, ‘Afra@’s father told him that she had died and 
took him to the grave.  ‘Urwah remained there for several days, wasting away and 
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slowly perishing, until a girl from the tribe came to him and told him what had 
happened
79
. There are several accounts of what followed, but it is significant how all 
the accounts insist on ‘Urwah’s sickness and death. In these verses, addressing his 
friends, he reveals the desperate physical condition of his body: 
If you would take off my shirt from me you would clearly see 
how much I have suffered on account of ‘Afrā’, my friends! 
Then you would see little flesh, decaying bones, 
 and a heart perpetually palpitating 
80
                                                               [23] 
His relatives tried to cure him as they would any sick person. In one version of his 
story in al-Agha@ni@ it is stated that 
he left ‘Afrā’ and returned to his people, wasted and thin.  He had 
sisters, a maternal aunt and a grandmother, who began to admonish 
him, but it did not have any effect.  They took him to Abū Kuh}aylah 
Rabāh} b. Shaddād, the client of the Banū Thu‘aylah, who was the 
diviner of H}ajr, so that he could treat him. But his treatment did not 
have any effect on him
81
. 
In another account, he  
would go to the water cisterns where the camels of ‘Afrā’ would 
come to drink, and then would press his breast against them.  
People would say to him, “Take it easy, for you’ll kill yourself! 
Fear God!”  But he would not accept their advice, until finally he 
was nearly done for and felt death approaching.  Then he said, 
I despair: I have been given to drink the sickness of passionate love. 
Be warned by me, lest you will have what I suffer
82
. 
Of ‘Urwah, it has often been said that ‘nothing but his shadow (ghost, phantom) was 
left’. The attention that the narrator (ra@wi@) focused on ‘Urwah’s bad health as a result 
of passionate love is significant in these accounts. In the last account quoted above, 
his relatives seek the medical advice of an expert, but the latter is useless in curing 
such a great sickness. We might recall here what Ibn Da@’u@d  said about those who are 
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love-sick: ‘This is an incurable disease which doctors are unable to treat’
83
. ‘Urwah 
puts his story, detailing the attempt to cure him, in a poetic form: 
I left it to the diviner of al-Yamāmah to name his fee, 
and the diviner of H}ajr, if only they could cure me. 
They have left no trick they knew untried, 
no potion but they gave it me to drink. 
They sprinkled water on my face for a while 
and were quick to visit me, with those who visit the sick. 
They said: May God cure you! By God, we have no power 
over what your ribs contain
84
                                                                          [24] 
In fact, the word (marad} ) illness is frequently associated with the word physician 
(t}abi@b) in al-ghazal al-‘udhri @. Apparently, as ‘Urwah declared in the verses above, 
the suffering lover is seeking the cure from the physicians or the diviners. But the 
lover-poet then states that both physicians and diviners are hopeless in his case. On 
one hand, he has no choice but death or patience; Majnu@n says: 
Two physicians!  
Were you to treat me I would reward you both, 
so why do you forgo the fee?  
They said sadly:  
‘Nothing can help you so either die of grief, 
or strengthen yourself with patience.’
85
                                                      [25]  
On the other hand, the lover-poet implies that he knows his cure; it is not medical 
treatment but his beloved: 
Layla@’s family have made me long for her  
and today I have no cure except in Layla@  86                                                 [26]  
Jami@l also declares:  
O Buthayna, show some generosity  
and requite your suffering lover and salve his maladies and pains!
87            [27]   
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If the beloved blessed the lover just once with a visit while he was sick, because of 
his love for her, then there would be nothing left for him to desire in this life and 
would therefore be happy to die. Qays says:  
Qays was treated for the love of Lubna@, 
which was his sickness, and love is a terrible sickness.  
When the women came to visit me one day my eye said:  
‘I see not the one I desire.’  
If only Lubna@ would visit me, then I would gladly die  
but she comes not amongst those who visit
88
                                                   [28]  
Qays believes love to be (da@’ shadi@d), a terrible malady. According to ‘udhri @ poetry 
all the malady’s symptoms are obvious in the lover: paleness, thinness, feverous and 
thirst. As for paleness and wasting away, Qays illustrates this point:  
Love has signs that are patent in a youth 
He becomes pale and his knuckles stick out from his hands
89
                        [29] 
His usage of the word ‘signs’ is noteworthy in this context; it shows that the idea of 
proving love by using bodily symptoms was already circulating in Arabic culture in 
Qays's time. One should bear in mind that this idea became very conventional in 
Arabic love theory. Both Ibn Da@'u@d and al-Washsha@’, for instance, consider the 
emaciated body to be evidence of true love: in his book, Kita@b al-zahrah, Ibn Da@'u@d 
devotes a whole chapter to this, entitled: ‘The body’s pining is a sign of agony 
(kamad)’. He explains the effect of emotion on the body from a medical 
perspective: ‘the heat that is engendered by grief flows into the heart from all parts of 
the body and then ascends to the brain’
90
.  
 There are many tales in Mas}a@ri‘ al-‘ushsha@q that enhance the theme of the 
sick-lover. In one account, al-Sarra@j narrates that a slave girl who is loved by a pious 
youth sends him a red rose, which he straps to his upper arm as he lies on his death-
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. Considering the ‘udhri @ tradition, there are frequent references to the theme of 
wasting away in Majnu@n’s story and his poetry alike. For example, he claims: 
I have had so much hardship with her 
that I melted with passion and my bones turned to dust
92
                               [30]  
Here he ascribes extraordinary effects to love. Love is like death in which the bones 
become feeble. Sura 36 in the Quran reads: ‘And he makes comparisons for Us, and 
forgets his own (origin and) Creation: He says, “Who can give life to (dry) bones and 
decomposed ones (at that)?”. Say, “He will give them life Who created them for the 
first time! for He is Well-versed in every kind of creation” 
93
. Majnu@n’s use of 
religious lexicon is also evident when he enquires about whether it is lawful for 
Layla@ to hurt his body or not94. Jami@l, likewise, pleads Buthaynah to fear God and 
not to kill her lover
95
.  
We have already emphasised the theme of thirst in ‘udhri @ tradition96. In this 
context it seems that the thirst is one of the signs of malady caused by love, Qays 
cries: 
I have suffered such a trial with Lubna@  
that no drop will pass my lips
97
                                                                       [31]  
The love-sickness is so intense that it can even melt the lover’s soul and not just his 
body, ‘Urwah declares: 
We suffer in the breast a love-pain (anguish) from the sickness of sorrows 
for which a pitying soul would almost melt. 
But a once strong body has left only the last breath of someone 
who laments over what he suffers
98
                                                                 [32] 
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Jami@l clearly associates ‘udhri @ love with slenderness, he says, criticising a man called 
Ja‘far who was eating while claiming that he is in love: 
Ja‘far surprises me! He avidly eats my loaf of bread, while 
shedding tears because of Juml [a girl’s name] 
If your attachment were ‘udhrite you would not eat your belly full: love would 
have made you forget gorging yourself
99
                         [33]   
In any case, it is significant how the theme of emaciation of the lover becomes 
essential in classical Arabic ghazal poetry. There are endless examples that confirm 
the importance of this theme, but studying them is beyond the scope of this chapter. I 
would rather give a few examples from some famous Abbasid poets. Al-‘Abba@s b. 
al-Ah}naf, for instance, declares:  
All that love for her has left of me is 
a last gasp in a gaunt body
100
                                                                           [34] 
In this verse, al-Mutanabbi@ is not only wasting away, because of love, but he is also 
proud of this thinness and indeed of anyone who is thin: 
For love of you I truly love my emaciation,  
and every emaciated man
 101                                                                     [35] 
Bashsha@r b. Burd took the image of a thin lover to a new extent: 
In my cloak there is an emaciated body 
Were you to lean upon it, it would crumble
102
                                                [36]  
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Interestingly, although Bashsha@r was reported to be a large man in real life, he abides 
by the poetic conventions, which depict the lover as emaciated. Some subsequent 
poets provided more hyperbole images; al-H}asan b. Wahab, for instance, said: 
You have worn out my body which was once strong –  
now your eye can barely perceive it
 103                                                           [37] 
 
7.3.3 Insomnia 
The lexicon of the long nights, the sleepless lover, the unrelenting stars and the 
abandoned beds is common in the ‘udhri @ poets’ discourse. As passionate love 
associates the lover’s body with sickness, weeping and wasting away, it also links it 
to insomnia. Majnu@n addresses his companions or the travelers ‘who spent their 
nights in melancholy contemplation of the starlit sky’
104
:  
O herders of the nightly flock, 
What has the morning done, 
And what is spritely heralds? 
And those who hold captive my heart, 
What do they care 
Whether they alight or once again set out? 
And unrelenting stars, suspended 
From a lover’s heart, 
What do they care?(...) 
O herders of the nightly flock, 
Mind me no more, 
My fated love has slain me well
105
                                                                  [38] 
Majnu@n’s expression: ‘unrelenting stars, suspended from a lover’s heart’ is worthy of 
notice here. Stars are pieces of nature yet they are linked with the lover’s suffering; 
they do not exemplify light and shining, they merely illustrate how long the lover’s 
night is. However, it seems that the motif of slow-wheeling stars was already 
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established in Arabic poetry before the emergence of the ‘udhri @ tradition; the pre-
Islamic poet al-Na@bighah al-Dhubya@ni@ ‘despairs of the morning star, as pastor, ever 
bringing in his herds’
106
: 
Leave me, O Umaymah, to wearisome care 
And to a night of slow-wheeling 
Stars that I bear- 
A night that stretched on till I said: 
It will not end, 
And he who herds the stars will not return
107
                                                  [39] 
Afterwards, the motif of herders of the stars that have not returned became very 
common in the Arabic ghazal. Many poets used this image to illustrate their long 
sleepless nights. The famous Abbasid poet Abu@ Tamma@m, for instance, says: 
Many a night I spent keeping watch 
as if mortally wounded, 
Or sleepless over one by viper stung 
Of its stars I pastured 
white, free-grazing camels, 
That do not return to him 
who in the pasture frees them 
But had you asked the dark of night about me, 
I swear, 
Of a great passion it would have brought you news
108
                                    [40] 
Abu@ Tamma@m here uses the image of a wounded or stung person, who cannot sleep 
because of his physical pain, in order to demonstrate this emotional pain. He asks his 
beloved to ask the dark night about him to prove that his sleeplessness is because of 
his great passion. But the image of a wounded or stung person is not new; Abu@ 
Tamma@m was reiterating an earlier Arabic sensibility. Long before him, al-Na@bighah 
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al-Dhubya@ni@ used the same image but with more details109. And then we find the 
‘udhri @ poet Qays declaring the following: 
It seems that because of Lubna@ 
I am as one stung and sleepless and walk dizzily, 
supported by men’s arms
 110                                                                      [41] 
In other verses he wonders how it is possible for a man to sleep while he is suffering 
from great passion and dolour
111
. ‘Urwah asks his friends to describe what sleep is 
because his longing for his beloved thwarted his chances of tasting it
112
. Hence, the 
longing for the beloved is considered the most essential reason for insomnia among 
the ‘udhri @ poets; this can be seen when Jami@l reveals that the exhaustive longing and 
the memory of his beloved have prevented him from sleeping
113
. However, when it 
comes to Majnu@n, it seems that the experience of insomnia is a crucial one in his 
experience of love; thus it is not just associated with the absence of his beloved: 
I find no solace in being far away nor any benefit in proximity 
My nights are long and my insomnia is hard
114
                                              [42] 
Similar to some other poets, who present themselves as the star’s herder; Majnu@n 
presents himself as a herder of al-Thurayyia and al-Farqada@n, which are names of 
stars, simply because he is in love
115
. Furthermore, while true believers, according to 
the Quran, abandon their beds because of their fear of God
116
, Majnu@n abandons his 
bed because of his love for Layla@: 
Do you, because of a shining traveler in the darkness of the night,  
refuse a soft bed out of fear of separation?
117                                                  [43] 
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7.3.4 Prematurely grey-haired 
Becoming grey-haired is considered among the signs of the changing body; either 
because of age or because of grief. In the Qur’an the process of becoming old is 
linked to the change in colour of the hair to grey; ‘O my Lord! infirm indeed are my 
bones, and the hair of my head doth glisten with grey: but never am I unblest, O my 
Lord, in my prayer to Thee’
118
. However, this change in colour is also used to 
illustrate the horror of the last day; ‘Then how shall ye, if ye deny [Allah], guard 
yourselves against a Day that will make children hoary-headed?’
119
. In Arabic 
literary discourse white hair has gloomy associations; Abouseif argues: 
In contrast to youth, it epitomized sexual abstinence, decrepitude, 
solitude, and despair. The poets lament over and over that white 
hair provokes the disgust of beautiful women. While some wrote 
ironical apologies of the aged man, many composed poems where 
the white-haired lover is being ridiculed by women
120
. 
This is clearly evident in classical Arabic poetry where the poets often complained 
about the aloofness of women, towards them, when they lost their youth or the colour 
of their hair had changed. For example, in ‘Alqamah b. ‘Abdah’s “Mufad}d}aliyah”, 
he claims: 
If you ask me about womankind, 
I am indeed 
Discerning in their ailments, 
eminently skilled: 
Should a man’s head hoary 
or his wealth decrease,  
He will find no share 
in their affections 
They seek abundant wealth 
wherever they know it’s found 
In youth’s first bloom alone 
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                                                                                     [44] 
‘Alqamah composes these verses in the framework of the nasi@b, where he longs for 
an irretrievable past. Not only has his beloved gone, his own youth has also fled and 
other beloveds will spurn him in favor of the younger and wealthier
122
. Thus, an 
Arabic poet would try to attract women by describing his youth and black hair 
instead of declaring that he is becoming old and that his hair has turned white. Al-
Nuwayiri@, for instance, presents several narratives and verses on the condemnation of 
ageing and the changing colour of hair
123
.  
However, in al-ghazal al-‘udhri @ we encounter a different image of the lover; 
the image of somebody who has been affected by great passion to the extent that he 
looks old and his hair is prematurely grey. The ‘udhri @ poet does not hesitate to use 
this gloomy image to convey that his body is changing because of his passionate 
love. Jami@l states that the fear of separation turns his hair grey124.  
Although the prevailing view in Arabic literature indicates that old age means 
the abandonment of love adventures
125
, Majnu@n confirms that his heart is 
increasingly enchanted by love, despite his old age. This indicates that the udhri@ 
poet’s love experience is not a temporary one or a passing phase, but an everlasting 
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I wasted my youth, 
and all my life waiting for her favours
127
                                                        [45] 
Despite the negative reception of grey hair in Arabic culture, especially regarding its 
connection with love and affairs, we find Majnu@n and Jami@l validate their 
prematurely grey hair as long as it is a consequence of love. They do not fear the 
mockery of the beloved or her aloofness since they sacrifice their youth for the sake 
of love. However after this, the lover’s body was presented in different forms in 
Arabic belles-lettres. One might recall the image of the lover in some Abbasid books 
which dealt with the theme of love.  The lover is described as similar to a gentleman 
rather than being portrayed as the wasting away, pale and prematurely grey-haired 
lover, which is seen in the ‘udhri @ tradition. For example, al-Washshsa@’ describes in 
detail what a z}ari@f , or gentleman, of the ninth century should be like. Some chapters 
in al-Muwashsha@  even deal with how the z}ari@f  should talk, sit, eat and walk. The 
z}ari@f’s clothes should be refined and discreet, and only certain perfumes are regarded 
as appropriate
128
. Nevertheless, in terms of the poetic form, the depiction of the lover 
as becoming prematurely grey-haired continues to be present in Arabic ghazal. In the 
Abbasid era, al-‘Abba@s b. al-Ah}naf, for instance, says: 
O you who first knew me as a youth then I grew old 
when it was not my time to grow old
129
                                                          [46] 
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In ‘Urwah’s story, as illustrated in al-Agha@ni@, there is a scene where the lover 
suffered from fainting and only the smell of ‘Afra@’s veil can awake him: 
When he departed from them his condition deteriorated, after 
having been healthy and on the way to recovery.  He suffered from 
fainting fits and palpitations.  Whenever he lost consciousness they 
would throw on his face a veil that had belonged to ‘Afrā’ and 
which she had given to him; then he would come to his senses
130
. 
Fainting represents the desire not to communicate with the outside world or even feel 
it. However, when the outside world is represented by the beloved, or anything that 
relates to her, the lover is revived as if fainting were a mini death and the smell of the 
beloved alone would enable one to gain life after death. The Quranic scene of the 
prophet Jacob who regains his sight after his son's shirt is thrown over his face
131
 is 
definitely not absent from the narrators' imagination when it comes to the stories of 
udhri@ lovers. 
Thus, fainting is another example of the physical effects of love
132
 and it is 
particularly common in Majnu@n’s story. There are several scenes in his romance 
where he faints, for example, after Layla@ recited these verses to him: 
Both of us appear in front of people 
To hate each other 
And yet each is entrenched with his friend 
The secrets of the glancer are not hidden 
If the eyes disclose what he conceals 
Hearing this, he fell into a swoon and rose having lost his senses
133
. The frequency of 
the scenes of fainting in Majnu@n’s romance led T}aha H}usayn to approach Majnu@n’s 
character somewhat sarcastically: 
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It was not enough that you would talk to him about Layla@, for him 
to faint and fall on his face (...) He spent all his life either falling on 
his face, or wandering at large. He never, or almost never, knew a 
calm, reasonable life; all his life was full of anxiety, divided 
between fainting and madness
134
. 
However, H}usayn’s criticism is based on the irrational details of  ‘udhri @ stories, he 
fails to see the literary side of these stories that continues to fascinate the audience 
and this failure could lead the reader to miss the symbolism it contains. In Majnu@n’s 
romance, there is always ‘a connection between a fainting spell and the sight or 
mention of Layla@, and between the fainting spell and the poetry uttered immediately 
before or after these spells’
135
. Majnu@n’s poetry emphasises this point: 
The wind from her has brought a cool breath, 
of her perfume upon my heart 
I swooned, for my patience was long gone 
and I had had neither answer nor reply
136
                                                       [47]  
In these verses, Majnu@n is not only completely besotted by the presence or the vision 
of his beloved, he also faints merely as a result of the moving wind, which acts as a 
reminder of his beloved
137
. In one account, Majnu@n faints out of rage and jealousy 
when he meets Layla@’s husband and asked him if he had ever touched Layla@. Her 
husband said: ‘By God, if you put me under oath, yes’. So, Majnu@n grasped two 
handfuls of embers and held them until he fell unconscious and the embers and the 
flesh of his palms fell down
138
. Here, an extreme bodily reaction is attributed to the 
lover, where he burnt his hands and fainted. Amusingly, the reaction of fainting is 
not just associated to ‘udhri @ poets, their beloveds as well are associated with it at 
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some points. Ibn Qutaybah narrates an anecdote about a man from the Murrah tribe 
who went on business passing close to Najd, where he was taken care of by a 
woman. She asked him about Majnu@n and he replied to her saying that Majnu@n was 
wandering in the desert with the wild animals, possessing neither sense nor 
understanding except when Layla@ was mentioned to him; then he would weep and 
recite poetry for her. The man from Murrah then said: ‘She wailed and wept until, by 
God, I thought that her heart would break’. Then she recited some verses and she 
cried until she fainted, and when she regained consciousness she told him that she 
was Layla@139.  
In his comparative study, Manzalaoui shows that the phenomenon of the 
tearful and fainting lover is common of in Chaucer; the hero of Troilus and Criseyde 
is of this nature and Troilus’s faint does successfully win him Criseyde. Moreover, 
the fainting lover is not confined to Chaucer; swoons are attributed to the two 
manliest of all heroes Tristan and Lancelot
140
. Manzalaoui declares that ‘the weeping 
and fainting lover represents, for the figure of the hero in medieval romance, the 
furthest development from resolute warrior and voyager-hero of epic’
141
. In any case, 
among the striking similarities between Arabic tales of The Arabian Nights and 
Chaucer’s Troilus, as Manzalaoui points out, are; the similarity in tone and attitude, 
love at first sight, the topos of the bow and arrow of love that inflicts a wound upon 
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 7.3.6 Madness 
Among the synonyms of love in the Arabic language, about twenty of them relate 
love, in varying degrees, to insanity. This list contains words such as, huya@m, tabul, 
taym, Khabal, lamam, and mass
143
. Madness also has its various forms, and one of 
them is expressed as ‘ishq’
144
, as noted by the early philologist and lexicographer al-
As}ma‘i@  who travelled among the Bedouin Arabs. In this light, one can understand 
the great emphasis placed on madness in classical Arabic love stories
145
. This may 
explain why Ibn al-Jawzi@ and Ibn Qayyim suggested that the first line of defence 
against falling into hawa@ is to let oneself be guided by reason ‘aql, or by the rational 




In comparison with Western literature, Manzalaoui notes that ‘madness is 
frequently the terminal fate in Arabic tales, while in the occidental ones it occurs 
(whether in a true or feigned form) as an episode in the life of a lover, rather than as 
his end’
147
. This idea is re-iterated in the following lines by Shakespeare: 
Lovers and madmen have such seething brains, 
Such shaping fantasies that apprehend 
More than cool reason ever comprehends
148 
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In Majnu@n’s romance, after Layla@ marries another man, Majnu@n completely loses his 
reason despite all attempts to cure him, and this is the basis of the legend and, of 
course, also explains the legendarily appellation attributed to him of Majnu@n, the 
madman. Ibn Qutaybah, in one of the early Arabic accounts about Majnu@n, states 
that: ‘He was nicknamed al-Majnu@n (the madman), since his reason had left him 
because of the intensity of his passion’
149
. In this account, Ibn Qutaybah offers a 
detailed description of Majnu@n’s madness: 
[Layla@] would shun him and converse with others, to the point 
where he was hurt. When she realized that, she turned to him and 
said: 
In front of other people, we both display hatred, 
While each of us is entrenched in the other’s heart 
Things worsened for him so much that his reason left him, and he 
wandered aimlessly with the wild beasts. He would not put on any 
garment without tearing it to pieces, nor he would understand 
anything unless Layla@ was mentioned to him. Once she was 





Dols observes that ‘the freedom of the harmless madman and familial care are 
conspicuous features in the early Arabic accounts’
151
. However, al-Agha@ni@’s version 
of this particular account includes some additional details.  For example, when 
Majnu@n failed to perform the ritual prayer and his father asked him for an 
explanation, he would not respond with [even] a word. His father, the narrator;, 
continues: ‘we used to confine and chain him, and then he [resorted to] biting his 
tongue and lips until fearing for him, we let him go his way. And so, he madly 
wanders’
152
. Listening to Layla@’s verses led Majnu@n to wander in the desert. Khan 
notes that, in this account, Majnu@n is portrayed as being unerringly voluble in 
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language that is highly erring (poetry) and his fluency in poetic speech is compared 
to his muteness when asked to utter prayers
153
.  
In any case, Majnu@n’s madness, as expressed in several accounts, appears to 
be a ‘break with the commonly accepted norms of behaviour, whether on a personal 
or on a social level’
154
. He wandered in the desert and made friends with beasts, 
speaking to no one and completely neglecting his physical appearance
155
. So, 
‘however Majnu@n’s madness is interpreted, it cannot completely conceal the 
discernible stigma that has commonly been attached to insanity in Arab society’
156
. 
The narrators of Majnu@n’s story bring to our attention his physical appearance in 
particular, though they also provide some stereotyped elements of mad behaviour in 
general. His physical condition ‘becomes his distinguishing mark as an incarnation 
of the love-mad poet, and in contrast to other heroes of the same type of romance’
157
. 
One might recall, for instance, the images used to describe Jami@l; the narratives 
portray him as a handsome, noble, knight, who wears fine clothes and acts 
appropriately
158
. However Jami@l says: 
When I said: give me back my reason (caught by you) 
I want to live like other people (without passion) 
She said: you are asking an impossible thing
159
                                              [48] 
Majnu@n, on the other hand, is portrayed as having become childlike and as the 
archetypal madman. Although Dols claims that ‘Majnu@n’s withdrawal was an 
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expression of his rejection of society and his own humanity’
160
, it could also be 
argued that pity was aroused by his act. For example, after tying him up, his family 
freed him fearing that he would hurt himself  when biting his lips and tearing his 
garments; furthermore, all those who visited him in the desert seemed to show him 
compassion. Nevertheless, Majnu@n’s madness appears to be in conflict with the 
society, as Khairallah points out:  
Majnu@n seems to be the farthest expression of the glamorized 
rebellion against social, religious, and intellectual conventions. 
These alienating conventions seem to have generated a counter-
alienation, on outcry for total freedom, and a desire to return to 
unity with nature, where life is imagined to be beyond good and 
evil (...). Totally naked, Majnu@n lets his hair grow all over his body. 
He grazes with animals and run with them, mainly with gazelles, 
who resemble his God: Layla@. This behaviour marks his 
irremediable madness. Thus, several anecdotes identify his 
appearance with that of the jinn themselves. The insistence on this 
characteristic of Majnu@n’s appearance, could be interpreted both as 
an expression of the popular imagination behind the legend, and as 
a crystallization of Majnu@n’s identification with the irrational forces 
of nature
161
.    
Majnu@n's unkempt physical appearance: his long nails, his long and unkempt hair, his 
nudity and the growth of his body hair, all portray an image that is unacceptable for 
Muslim men. Many critics such as, Andre Miquel, Khairallah, Michael Dols and 
Ruqayya Khan noted the anti-Islamic tendencies of Majnu@n’s characterisation as a 
wild man. Dols declares that: ‘the savage would appear as the negator of Muslim 
social values’
162
. While Khan demonstrates that ‘Majnu@n is both negated against and 
the negator: he is both the sinful wild man and the romanticized, rebellious wild 
man’
163
. She sees his bestiality and nudity as bodily signs of a moral decay caused by 
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his disregard for familial and religious conventions
164
. Both Khan and Khairallah 
point out the romanticized picture of the poet who returns to natural perfection, 
living outside of society’s boundaries, and instead lives in harmony with the animals 
who have become accustomed to him
165
. The use of the image of the ‘Bedouin wild 
man as a means of rebellion against established society itself’ is, Khan argues, tragic: 
Majnu@n represents the image of the wild man—the madman in the 
desert, without a name, a genealogy, a home or a history—
employed as an icon of rebellion against the ‘civilizing mission of 
Islam’. His geographical errancy or mad wanderings in search of 




However, the emphasis Khan puts on Majnu@n being Bedouin, thus the representation 
of Bedouin rebellion against civilizing mission of Islam, is a questionable one. On 
one hand, mad lovers can be found in Arabic literature as living in big cities such as 
Baghdad as well as in the Bedouin desert
167
. On the other hand, the Bedouin were an 
integral part of Muslim society so the conflicts they might have had with one aspect 
or another of Islam are not unique to them just because they were Bedouin
168
. I 
would rather see Majnu@n’s depiction as an individual whose behaviour contrasts with 
both Islamic and Bedouin norms, establishing his own conduct as an outcast of 
society.  
In his poetry, Majnu@n tries to deny his madness, linking his ability to 
compose poetry to his obsession with Layla@: 
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They speak of a madman crazed with her memory 
By God, I have no madness, nor am I bewitched 
If I try to compose poetry not in her remembrance 
I swear by your fathers, my verse will not obey
169
                                          [49] 
It is worth noticing that while condemning Majnu@n for being a madman out of his 
love, the “wise” men also chase after him in order to hear to his poetry
170
. If he is 
bewitched by magic, Layla@ is his magic, and for her sake he composes his poetry that 
those “wise” men are longing to hear. In short, Majnu@n’s mad outpourings are 
received, to some extent, as a source of knowledge
171
. Majnu@n’s story in the hands of 
Nawfal b. Musa@h{iq, moreover, demonstrates the link between wildness and poetry.  
Nawfal saw Majnu@n naked, playing with earth. He was told that if he wanted Majnu@n 
to talk sensibly, he should mention Layla@ to him, and when Nawfal did so, Majnu@n 
gave him his attention, and talked to him about Layla@, reciting his poetry about 
her
172. This text reveals the collation between Majnu@n’s recital of poetry and his 
becoming wild. When Majnu@n becomes wild, he takes on the characteristics of the 
deer, whereas when he recites poetry, he is brought back to human balance, which 
makes the deer shun him.  
7.3.7 Death 
Mas}a@ri‘ al-‘ushsha@q  by al-Sarra@j (d. 500/1106) greatly popularised the theme that 
the consequences of passionate love were tragic. The word Mas}a@ri‘ comes from the 
root that has a connection with “throwing down to the ground”. From this the 
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meanings “to fall down in an epileptic fit”, “to go mad” or “to be killed in battle” are 
derived. The word is appropriate in the title of this book, for it embraces almost all 
the afflictions described in its pages: fainting, madness and death
173
. Mas}a@ri‘ al-
‘ushsha@q  is just one example, and in fact, most love stories in classical Arabic 
literature place an atypical poignancy on the tragedy associated with love, but 
needless to say, this manner is typical of the ‘udhri @ tradition. In Arabic treatises, 
which deal with the theme of love, one can find endless examples of the tragic end of 
a lover
174
 including insanity, wasting away, sudden death or the double death of the 
pair as in this tale:  
Ibn al-Ashdaq says: I was making my ritual circumambulation of 
the Ka‘ba at Mecca, when I remarked a young man standing under 
the eaves-trough, his head held down beneath his robe, moaning 
like a man in fever. I greeted him: he returned my salutation and 
then said, ‘From where do you come?’ ‘From Basra’ I replied. ‘Are 
you returning there?’ he asked. ‘Yes’, I said. ‘When you reach al-
Niba@j, go forth to the villagers and cry out, “Hila@l, o Hila@l!” A 
young girl will come forth to you. Recite this verse to her: 
I craved for a doom hurled out of your eyes 
That you might see in me a man killed by love’. 
He died on the spot. When I reached al-Niba@j, I went forth to 
the villagers and called out, ‘Hila@l, o Hila@l !’ A girl came 
forth to me, more beautiful than I had ever seen. ‘What have 
you to say?’ she asked. ‘A young man at Mecca recited this 
verse to me…’ ‘What did he do next?’ she asked. ‘He died’. 
She fell down dead upon the spot.
175
 
In this tale, death is almost a choice as the poet identifies the moment of his death in 
accordance with the intensity of both his love and his poetry. It is implied that the 
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heart of the narrator ra@wi@ is moved by the plight of the frustrated lovers, who 
ultimately die because of their ardent passion. He acts as the go-between, making 
sure to deliver the lover’s message to his beloved, and then to relate the story in the 
most sympathetic tone. However, much of the contents of Mas}a@ri‘ al-‘ushsha@q  
appear in numerous later works, which use ‘udhri @ love stories as examples of how 
love affects its victims, often killing them in one way or another. One of those works; 
Kita@b al-wa@d}ih@ al-mubi@n fi@ dhikr man istushhida min al-muh{bi@n, is devoted entirely 
to the martyrs of love. It provides a clear link between the lovers, who died because 
of their passionate love, and the concept of martyrdom, explicitly labelling all 
victims of love as martyrs. In fact, the author of Kita@b al-wa@d}ih@, Mughult}a@y 
(d.762/1361 ), is relying upon a well-established tradition, which is ascribed to the 
Prophet himself: ‘He who loves, yet remains chaste, conceals his secret and dies, dies 
a martyr’
176
. The first mention of this h}adi@th about the martyrs of love, as Giffen 
notes, is in the Kita@b al-zahrah of Ibn Da@’u@d, although it became more widely known 
later
177
.  Even though the genuineness or spuriousness of its origin is questionable
178
, 
this idea enjoyed a measure of success. Several variant versions of this tradition are 
quoted sympathetically in some of the Arabic love treatises. Two centuries after Ibn 
Da@’u@d, Ibn al-Jawzi@ included ten versions of the h}adi@th in his book Dhamm 
al-hawa@179. If the great jihad is the battle against one’s hawa@180, then it is understood 
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that ‘one who falls violently in love, restrains his passions, remains upright and 
chaste, and consequently dies of love, would seem to be one who had battled against 
the lusts of the flesh’
181
. Thus, this h}adi@th, Manzalaoui maintains: ‘denotes a desire 
to lend religious cachet to the interest in sentimental and passionate love. It arises 
from a genuine recognition within Islam of the moral psychomachia as the truest of 
holy wars: applied to the temptation of a sexual situation’
182. However, in his verses, 
Jami@l adds a different meaning to the concept of a martyr: 
They say: “Take part in the Holy War, Jami@l. 
Go on the raid.” 
But what jihad do I want 
Besides the one that has to do with women? 
Conversation in their company 
Brings joy; 
But each man who dies in their midst 
Is a martyr
183
                                                                                                     [50]  
Hence, the martyr, according to Jami@l, is not the one who dies in a holy war, nor is he 
the one who has concealed his love and avoided his beloved. On the contrary, he is 
the one who is to die among the women whose conversation he enjoys, and 
ultimately whose beauty kills him. Thus, ‘Jami@l bids for martyrdom by asserting that 
since he suffers on a battleground where he too is slain—albeit slain by his love for 
women—he also qualifies as a martyr-hero(...) The poet-lover claims that he suffers 
and dies while defending himself against the fatal attraction of women’
184
.  
Consequently, the concept of death or the ‘mortality of the body’ is closely 
related to ‘ultimate love’. ‘Udhri @ love and suffering are inseparable, and the suffering 
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eventually leads to death. The poet usually resorts to this concept when he feels 
incapable of possessing his beloved. Qays declares: 
O love for Lubna@,  
you have tortured me so let me either die or live 
Death is easier than a life of separation and distance
185                                  [51]  
Hence, death is preferable to a life of separation. Death is seen as a desirable 
objective or simply as a relief for the ardent lover. The concept of the death-wish is 
evident in al-ghazal al-‘udhri @; death is seen as the calm end to suffering. Jami@l 
wishes: 
O if only I could meet my death suddenly, 
 if it is not ordained that we meet
186
                                                                 [52] 
On the other hand, the death-wish has another element besides the calm end to 
suffering. It is the way to seek the closeness of the beloved after death, if this is not 
possible in life. For example, ‘Urwah looks forward to being with ‘Afra@’ even though 
it could not happen in this life: 
I love the day of Judgment since I have been told 
That I shall meet her there
187
                                                                           [53] 
The explanation here is simply that love for the ‘udhri@ poets is immortal. Love, as 
they illustrate, has no end, it is the ultimate truth of their being. Qays demonstrates 
the immortality of his love: 
Our love will survive every event, 
And will visit us in the darkness of the grave
188                                               [54] 
So, the wish for the lovers to be buried in nearby graves if not in the same grave, 
appears in ‘udhri @ poetry: 
God I seek your refuge  
not to part between Buthaynah and me  
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neither in my lifetime nor after my death. 
And let her be my neighbour if I die,  
how nice my death would be if she was near to my grave
189
                          [55] 
Majnu@n also declares: 
O if only we could live together  
and if we die my bones lie beside her bones
190
                                               [56] 
‘Urwah, likewise, says:  
I long for the day of resurrection   
since it is said that ‘Afra’ and I will meet there
191
                                          [57]  
In ‘Urwah’s story, after leaving his beloved and her husband, ‘Urwah went on his 
way, expressing his passion by reciting poetry. He continued doing so until his death, 
which came three days before he would have joined his tribe, indicating that death 
for him was, to some extent, a choice. When ‘Afrā’ heard the news of his death she 
was greatly distressed and lamented him in verses until she died, only a few days 
after him
192
. In another account, the narrator al-Nu‘mān relates his meeting with the 
wasting away ‘Urwah and his mother. In this account ‘Urwah seems to be waiting for 
his death and can sense as it comes closer. When al-Nu‘mān asked this mother about 
her son, she replied: ‘By God, a whole year long I haven’t heard him utter a word or 
a groan until today.  Then he came to me and said, 
If ever my mothers have been crying, 
well, today I think I shall be taken away. 
They will want to let me hear them but I shall not hear it 
when I lie exposed on the necks of the people’                                           [58] 
And so [said al- Nu‘mān], ‘before I left the tribe I had washed his corpse, wrapped 
him in a shroud, performed the ritual prayer for him, and buried him’
193
. From this 
anecdote, one can elicit how the death resulting from love is a choice, as the poet 
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shows his willingness to die by reciting poems that trigger passion. Seeking 
consolation in these poems is like attempting to treat one illness with another. 
Reciting these poems prior to death is like a license that entitles the poet to join the 
company of love victims. When Ibn ‘Abba@s heard ‘Urwah’s story he said: ‘this one is 
killed by love: no blood money is due, nor retaliation’
194
. 
It is no wonder, then, that ‘Urwah’s story became an archetype of the lover 
who died from his passion. He became, as some lover-poets before him, a model that 
other ‘udhri @ poets followed. Death for the sake of love was not new, it was the path 
that the true lovers of the past had taken, Jami@l says: 
Before me Hind’s lover and his friend Marqqash died 
and ‘Urwah was cured of his heartache 
Each of them died of love and my passion for her is greater.  
I think, nay, I know that she will send me the way they went
195
                    [59] 
Any love, Majnu@n declares, is worthless if it does not kill the lover, as it did with the 
old lovers
196
. Furthermore, Majnu@n, Qays and Jami@l themselves became models for 
the martyrs of love and as such, subsequent poets referred to them as the true 
representations. Al-‘Abba@s b. Al-Ah}naf, for instance, says: 
Jami@l did not love like myself 
Verily, neither did ‘Urwah, the martyr of love
197
                                            [60] 
The image of the beloved as a killer is a striking one in al-ghazal al-‘udhri @. She is 
depicted as the one who is responsible for the poet’s death, as he dies for her love; 
Jami@l says: 
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My bosom friend, in your whole life, 
Have you ever seen a slain man 
Weep for love of his slayer as I do?
198
                                              [61]  
She is described as being capable of controlling both the poet’s life and his death
199
, 
however no ransom is demanded from her and she will not be punished for her 
“crime”
200
. Even though the beloved is shown as capable of bringing agony and 
death, she is depicted as a source of life at the same time; and even if the poet was 
already dead, she could bring him to life again; Jami@l says: 
 
Were a herald from you to announce my funeral  
and I was on the arms of men I would come alive again
201
                            [62]  
Majnu@n also demonstrates: 
Had she been with me when dying,  
her words would have stopped my death throes
202
                                          [63]  
In one account, Majnu@n’s relatives fear that he might throw himself down from the 
mountain
203
. Even though committing suicide did not constitute an honourable death 
or a sign of courage among Arabs either before or after Islam
204
 and in fact the idea 
is forbidden in the latter; ‘udhri @ poets transformed suicide into a positive act:  
Qays wanted to throw himself from the pinnacle of the mountain 
It is no surprise that love can kill a man –  
it turns him as it wills from side to side
205
                                                  [64]       
This positive view of suicide contrasts with Jacobi’s claim that ‘Death proves and 
shows the intensity of love, and may be wished for, but there is no mention of self-
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. In a verse by Abu@ Mishar al-‘udhri @, who followed the ‘udhri @ 
path, he clearly states that an ‘udhri @ lover should not die in his bed207.  
Furthermore, in the classical Arabic tales influenced by the ‘udhri @ tradition, 
suicide was sometimes considered to be the real proof of love. An example which 
confirms this supposition is a story cited in many sources, including tazyi@n al-Aswa@q 
and T}awq al-H}amamah. It is about an Andalusian man who sold his beloved slave 
when facing financial difficulties. When she reached the home of her new master, 
who was a Berber, her former owner almost expired, so he offered the man who had 
bought her all his possessions if he would restore her to him, but the Berber refused. 
The former owner appealed to the king. The king, most touched by his plight, 
commanded the Berber man to be summoned to court and asked him to free the girl. 
But the buyer refused, saying that he was even more deeply in love with her than the 
Andalusian man, so the king could do nothing about it. The Andalusian, in despair, 
threw himself down from the top of a building to the ground, but he did not suffer 
any great injuries. When the king asked him why he had done that, he replied that he 
could live no longer after losing his beloved. Thus, the king decided that the solution 
was to ask the Berber man to prove that his love was true by casting himself down 
from the roof  of the pavilion, as the Andalusian had done already. But the Berber 
man was unable to throw himself and so he allowed the “true” lover to have the 
girl
208
.  The king’s phrase is attributed to an inherited cultural and spiritual tradition 
that provides a link between love and death. It views death as a continuation of love 
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for and by the beloved. Even though love is perceived as a disorder that affects the 
balance of the mind, the deprivation of it does not mean the return of equilibrium
209
. 
The highly influential myth of deadly ‘udhri @ love, therefore, has formed had a 
long tradition of fascination and transfiguration
210
.  The subsequent poets continue to 
link their love with death, al-‘Abba@s b. Al-Ah@naf, for instance, says: 
Oh Z}alu@m! It is time for me to go to my grave 
I have wasted away before my death in my own clothes 
You have made me taste the bitter morsel of death by love 
Can you not by your life have mercy on my youth
211
                                     [65]  
As previously mentioned, the Arabic treatises on love are full of such stories and of 
discussions such as whether the dead lover is to be considered a martyr and whether 
his death is lawful. Furthermore, why does a lover face such a tragic end? One 
attempt to answer the last question, parodies such lovers by describing their malady 
as a medical case. Ibn Da@’u@d explains: 
The first attack of despair is the worst, because the heart is not yet 
used to it and is not prepared to resist it. He who survives this first 
attack will manage to bear the other attacks as well. The reason 
why the first attack can in other cases be lethal is that the heart 
becomes hot, since it affected by such horrible things. In such 
cases, the function of the rest of the body is to supply the heart with 
an equal amount of cold. But when the heat is too much the septum 
cordis get torn, which causes death
212
. 
 Raven states that Ibn Da@’u@d’s view is certainly inspired by Greek science213. 
However, we have already provided a discussion on love-sickness in the Arab 
discourse in the first section of this chapter.  
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The changes that occur in the lover's body as he descends into love sickness become 
signs of moral values related to the manners of love and to the literary values of 
criticism. Thus, some of the changes are seen in the emanations of love and 
consequently become qualities that are much sought after, as they distinguish 
between true lovers and those who only claim to be so. Al-Washsha@’ states that: 
Signs of love that primarily denote the lover include emaciation, 
constant illness, shortage of sleep, pale face, addiction to isolation, 
continuing tears, meditating status, moans, nostalgia and 
consecutive sighs. No matter how the lover tries to conceal and 
endure his love sooner or later it will be revealed
214
. 
To enhance his point, al-Washsha@’ quoted a poet who said:  
No-one but those who have loved know sorrow, 
and not all those who say ‘I love’ speak the truth 
The true lovers are known by their gauntness  
from their long pact with sorrows and sleeplessness
215
                                  [66] 
The ghazal poetry of the Abbasid poet, al-‘Abba@s b. Al-Ah}naf is full of similar 
themes, such as, the tearful, wasting away and sleepless lover. He, for instance, says: 
Separation has not healed the wound of the heart 
and my head has become white before its time 
The burning heat of separation from my love has wasted away my body 
and my heart, from the fires of its love,  
has a terrible sickness for which there is no physician
216
                                [67]  
On the basis of the discussions in this chapter, one could claim that the values 
attached to excessive love contradict all moral, social and religious values which are 
firmly based on moderation. I have discussed the tragic outcomes of the lovers in 
examining the phenomena of fainting, madness and death as they appear in al-ghazal 
al-‘udhri @. The extreme reactions of the lover’s body reflect his excessive passion; 
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which, on the one hand, proves to be his true emotion, and on the other hand, gains 
him a place in literary collections and anthologies on love in classical Arabic 
literature. These extreme bodily responses to love opened the door to a wide 
discussion on (ah{wa@l al-‘a@shiq) the lover’s circumstances and what caused them and 
to what extent he accepted responsibility for his acts. This discussion involved 
medical, religious, philosophical and literary perspectives, though the theory of love 
among Arabs was not formulated by philosophers or physicians, it was rather 
formulated by religious men fuqaha@ and literary men ‘udaba@’. Hence, the use of the 
poetry of love as a resource for the writing on the theory of love became a well 
established tradition in Arabic literature.  In fact, most of the writing on this subject 
was done by literary men in some sense, who were therefore well-versed in Arabic 
poetry, both old and new, and so were positively disposed toward it
217
. As discussed 
in this chapter, several of the effects of love on the ‘udhri @ lover’s own body are 
depicted in al-ghazal al-‘udhri @, for example, crying, wasting away, insomnia, 
becoming prematurely grey, fainting, madness and death. We have observed the 
depiction of details such as these in both ‘udhri @ poetry and in narratives. We have 
also examined the link between these themes and similar ones in classical Arabic 
poetry. The ‘udhri @ poets afterwards became the models of the true lovers who 
suffered tremendously, so much so that the signs of their suffering became evident in 
their bodies.   
Interestingly, the image of the beloved as depicted in ‘udhri @ poetry is a complete 
contrast to that of her lover. She is depicted as the most beautiful one and as the 
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possessor of eternal youth, while the man who is obsessed with his passionate love is 
presented as a sick and thin old man, swooning and mad. 
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Conclusion 
The primary objective of this thesis has been to trace how the body is represented in 
the seventh-eighth centuries CE literary tradition of ‘udhri @ love. To a great extent, 
this goal has been achieved by analysing poetry and narratives ascribed to ‘udhri @ 
poets which have appeared in several literary collections of classical Arabic 
literature. In particular, the study relies on Kita@b al-Agha@ni@ (The Book of Songs), the 
monumental tenth century collection of biographies of Arab poets and their poetry. It 
also relies on the collections of poetry (diwa@ns) of ‘udhri @ poets, which have been 
edited by several scholars. The thesis focuses on the difference between what poetry 
says, and what later sources such as Kita@b al-Agha@ni@ say about the ‘udhri @ poets and 
poetry by discussing the development of the tradition and its overlapping historical 
layers. This thesis discusses and reappraises a number of scholarly approaches to the 
subject and attempts to chart a new approach through a new reading of the primary 
sources. 
The methodology used in this study is, at its centre, a close literary analysis 
of classical literary texts. Despite certain pitfalls, this method can effectively 
demonstrate how the body is represented in the ‘udhri @ tradition. In addition, this 
approach allows the researcher to consider different interpretations of a text. As a 
result, this thesis demonstrates that the body lies at the heart of the ‘udhri @ tradition. 
The lack of possession and absence of physicality only serve to heighten the desire 
since these features merely draw more attention to that which is being denied. This 
shows the privileged position of the body through the prominent duality of its 
presence and absence. The very concept of chasteness involves a conscious denial of 
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physical contact, and this consciousness often implies a strong awareness of 
physicality.   
This thesis explains how the past is reconstructed in the ‘udhri @ tradition by 
discussing the way in which stories and narratives about poets and events over the 
course of the ninth and tenth
 
centuries gave rise to certain narrative compositions that 
in effect invented a tradition. The study sheds light on the possible explanations of 
what spark off a fresh interest in ‘udhri @ love in the ninth and tenth centuries, 
providing a discussion of the period of documentation, criticism and authorship. It 
also examines the influence of Sufism and the Persian interest in al-ghazal al-‘udhri @ 
as it is well known that the Persians had shown particular interest in the story of 
Majnu@n Layla@. Moreover, love is used as a narrative trope to address moral and 
ethical issues, so the study raises questions about the possibility that the spread of 
libertinism in the Abbasid era helped to create a desire to return to al-ghazal al-
‘udhri @, which is considered to be the utter opposite of libertinism.  
This study provides a discussion of texuality verses reality. It has asserted 
that the classical Arabic text simultaneously provides contradictory anecdotes, as if 
trying to leave open the possible interpretations one may derive from the work. There 
are fascinating contradictions found within the ‘udhri @ tradition regarding physical 
contact between the lovers; if certain narrators have related stories about ‘udhri @ 
lovers making a particular claim about them, others relate different stories that give 
the opposite impression. The role played by ruwa@h or popular story-tellers is 
important to note, for they paid special attention to love stories and recited them to 
different audiences that naturally would have held a variety of notions about chastity 
and love. This likely often resulted in the promotion of two or more contradicting 
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interpretations of one single story or body of poems. However, the contradiction in 
‘udhri @ poetry regarding physicality may also possibly be resolved in light of the 
many different contexts within which the poet composed his verses. He might have 
composed them in different phases of his relationship with his beloved, which might 
have taken on various forms. Besides, human emotions within love are quite 
complex and cannot be simply classified into the categories of virtuous and sensuous, 
and these themselves may not necessarily be opposing concepts. This fact gives 
many traditions of love poetry a conflicting nature, as the poet’s emotions fluctuate 
between representing the unattainable glorified image of his beloved, and expressing 
his own instinctive desire to unite with her. 
In poetry, the desire to obtain the object of love is expressed constantly in the 
‘udhri @ tradition. Certain repetitions of terminology strike the reader of ‘udhri @ poetry: 
thirstiness, touching, saliva, beds, longing, kissing, embrace, appointments, and so 
on. It is irrelevant whether this desire was in fact satisfied or not; that is a matter for 
students of the historical context, which is not our concern here.  Rather, we are 
interested in the literary imagination. In any case, marital union is never a feature of 
‘udhri @ narratives, which provides a direct contrast with the Islamic discourse around 
marriage. The ‘udhri @ tradition challenges the ideal of marital bonds between ‘udhri @ 
lovers. Furthermore, while Islamic discourse emphasises the goal of reproduction as 
a result of sexual enjoyment, the ‘udhri @ tradition provides no trace of children. The 
only possible offspring for the ‘udhri @ lover is poetry. It is a linguistic product, not 
biological. Therefore, language is the only result of ‘udhri @ love. In fact, it is part of 
idealising the beloved to keep her unique and inimitable.  
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The idealisation, distance and solitude of the beloved enable her to play her 
decisive role for the poet, that of inspiration. The entire ‘udhri @ experience 
unconsciously distances the beloved in order to heighten the poetry’s emotional 
energy. The narrators are preoccupied by the concept of sensuality, and its 
connection with love, and enhance it by frequently dwelling upon its absence. Also, 
the so-called lack of consummation between the ‘udhri @ lover and his beloved itself 
inflames his passion continuously. This passionate love inspires beautiful poetry 
within the ‘udhri @ poet-lover. In addition, the poets or the narrators are clearly aware 
that the unattainability of the beloved is in fact an essential framework for composing 
poetry. In the ‘udhri @ romances, the lover loses everything, including his beloved, but 
retains his ability to compose poetry. Therefore, for an ‘udhri @ poet, being a poet 
appears to be his preferred, ultimate and chosen goal over the possession of his 
beloved. 
This study has endeavoured to show that the representation of the beloved in 
al-ghazal al-‘udhri @ has been influenced by the pre-Islamic poetry, which offers to 
‘udhri @ poets an authoritative image of the beautiful woman. This image suggests, for 
example, that whiteness of the skin, softness of the body, slenderness of the waist, 
and a general resemblance to the gazelle and the sun are all stock indexes of feminine 
beauty. So, the pre-Islamic tradition provides the stereotype of female beauty, and 
establishes a poetic figurative language for describing the beloved. However, the 
‘udhri @ poet’s reliance upon this established repertoire raises questions about the 
authenticity of the poet’s experience as well as the development of his audience’s 
expectations.  
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Al-ghazal al-‘udhri @ provides detailed descriptions of the beloved’s desirable 
body. It also depicts an image of the beloved as being synonymous with the softer 
components of the world, such as water and light. This thesis suggests a link between 
the image of the beloved as gazelle, sun or rain, and ancient Arab mythology. It also 
suggests a link between this mythology and the preferable image of a desirable 
woman as a corpulent one. The comparison of the beloved with a gazelle is one of 
the major topoi of classical Arabic love poetry. Thus, in this study I have explored 
the metaphoric image of the beloved as gazelle along with its mythic associations. 
The gazelle was considered sacred, and Arabs would allow these animals to go free 
instead of killing them. [start new paragraph here?] In addition, the emphasis on the 
image of a deer with its fawn could be understood as a representation of the woman 
who has become sacred through motherhood. This process has its roots in ancient 
Arab religious belief, which used to worship the goddess-mother. The ancient Arabs 
portrayed her as a mother-deer and a mother-oryx. The resemblance between the sun 
and woman in classical Arabic poetry also has its roots in ancient Arab mythology. 
The sun was one of the gods that used to be worshipped by the ancient Arabs. They 
ascribed characteristics of motherhood to the sun, conceiving it as the Mother god, 
which is why the sun is referred to as being female. Moreover, the description of the 
beloved’s saliva as rain drops and wine suggests a link between her and sacred 
objects, since wine also carries certain religious meanings. 
The image of the corpulent woman, which is a dominant image for a 
desirable woman in al-ghazal al-‘udhri @, is also inherited from ancient religious 
belief. The Goddess-mother was one of the deities that were worshipped by the 
ancient Arabs. Her corpulent body symbolises fertility and motherhood. Motherhood 
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is a principle function of the Goddess-mother, who gives life and enriches the tribe of 
warriors and preserves the human race.  It is essential that a god is depicted with all 
the characteristics for which he is being worshipped. However, the later poet may 
have preserved the image of the female corpulent body, but removed the ancient 
pagan religious associations from it. Therefore, this image became a model of 
desirable female beauty, whilst moving away from its possible ancient roots.    
The ‘udhri @ poet was expected to work within the framework of the 
established literary tradition. Alternatively, the genre is governed by the poet-lover’s 
obsession with idealising every aspect of his beloved into tropes relating to beauty. 
Therefore, it may be argued that the ‘udhri @ imitation of the older norms does not 
mean that the poet does not see his beloved with his own eyes. Rather, it suggests 
that he sees and describes his beloved in terms affected [or shaped?] by his cultural 
and aesthetic inheritance. She becomes, through his loving eyes, the very archetype 
of ideal beauty. No one can replace her, even the literary beauty model. She becomes 
the model. She becomes the archetype, illuminated and illustrated with all the 
necessary and desirable colours, and contours of beauty. 
A comparative approach shows that other appropriations of ‘udhri @ love 
stories replicate this reliance upon stock features of beauty. For example, this study 
has provided a comparison between Layla@’s portrayal in Majnu@n’s poetry and her 
portrayal in later Persian miniature paintings, which are based on Majnu@n’s legend. 
As has been shown, her depiction in Arabic poetry varies greatly from her depiction 
within Persian paintings. Nonetheless, although it is almost a contrasting image, 
Layla@’s portrayal is always enacted through a stereotype, in both Arabic poetry and 
Persian paintings.  
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Although sensual feeling runs through many images in ‘udhri @ poetry and 
influences its descriptive language, especially while imitating the older norms and 
patterns, it however, also often sublimates beauty to worlds that transcend human 
ones. In many cases, in ‘udhri @ poetry the beloved’s beauty surpasses human beauty, 
and is marked by supernatural attributes. The beloved’s beauty is beyond nature, and 
is associated with many extraordinary effects, as the poet’s admiration for beauty 
resembles religious belief. This beauty goes beyond time itself. It is timeless beauty, 
and eternally youthful. When the beloved’s body surmounts time this implies its 
perfection and immortality. It is an immortal body that achieves the status of 
worshipped statues and images. Therefore, this thesis has highlighted themes such as 
the beloved’s eternal youth, her omnipotence and the devotion for her that goes 
beyond reason.   
The bodily presence in al-ghazal al-‘udhri @ does not always take the form of a 
physical body.  Sometimes it emerges through symbolic channels, where 
symbolising the body appears alongside its physical depiction, and this is closely 
linked with the ideas of the present and absent bodies of the beloved. Symbolising 
the body of the beloved can be observed in many ‘udhri @ poetic themes such as the 
longing for the beloved’s place and the depiction of her in the form of a phantom. 
These themes reveal an attempt to regain the absent body of the beloved and to rise 
above this absence. [new paragraph here?] Certainly, the representation of the 
beloved’s place in ‘udhri @ poetry indicates her absence, on the one hand, and the 
poet’s endeavour to overcome this absence, on the other. Her location acts as a 
symbol of her actual body. Furthermore, the bodily presence of the beloved also 
takes the form of gestures and speech. Gestures act in the ‘udhri @ tradition as a means 
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of communicating between the two lovers, while speech enjoys a privileged position 
as a factor in causing love and inflaming passion. [new paragraph here] This 
presence-through-absence is also discussed by examining the presence of the beloved 
in nature. An initial superficial view of the beloved’s depiction indicates that her 
presence is scattered and fragmented among natural elements such as stones, wind 
and water. However, a more profound observation of her depiction suggests that her 
existence actually absorbs these, the natural elements of the universe within which 
she is situated. Her remarkable omnipresence is a key feature in al-ghazal al-‘udhri @. 
    One of the major contributions of this study is its examination of the 
representation of the lover-poet’s body. The changes in the body of the lover become 
signs of moral values relevant to the manners of love, and literary values of criticism. 
Thus, some of the changes are seen in the emanations of love and consequently 
become values that are sought after and that distinguish between true lovers and those 
who only claim to be so. I have discussed the tragic fates of the lovers in examining 
the phenomena of fainting, madness and death as they appear in al-ghazal al-‘udhri @. 
The lover’s body manifests extreme reactions as a result of his excessive passion; that 
is what, on the one hand, proves his true emotion, and on the other hand, wins him a 
place in literary collections and anthologies on love in classical Arabic literature. By 
examining the depiction of the lover’s own body, I suggest that the image of the 
beloved is in a complete contrast to that of her lover. She is depicted as the most 
beautiful object, and the one who possesses eternal youth, while he is presented as a 
sick, thin, old mad man, who is obsessed by his passionate love.  
In addressing the aforementioned areas, this study sheds new light on the 
body; its representations and associations in the ‘udhri @ tradition. In addition, this 
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work opens the door to new discussions on the relationship between love poetry and 
Arab society in the classical age. Indeed, it leaves that door open for further 
discussion. for it would be impossible to comprehensively address all of the 
questions this study has raised. For example, issues such as the valences of Islamic 
discourse around chastity and marriage in the period under discussion could be 
investigated in greater detail. This is a rich area for a research especially if linked 
with classical Arabic literature of love poetry and prose. Also, the tragic fate of 
lovers in classical Arabic literature might be studied through further engagement with 
recent theorizations of representations of love and violence. It is hoped that this study 
will encourage further literary studies of representations of the body, which 
unfortunately remain rare for Arabic literature compared with the state of such 
scholarship on Western literatures.  Yet the Arabic sources are immensely rich and 
varied. In this way, this study is only a beginning for what may be hoped will be an 
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داد 	 و      آن ج ارض  
[2] 
  آ0/ (+. أو آد ,+ *( ل'& وا%$#" ة  
[3] 





Chapter  II: 
 
[1] 
 أ('D الاC لت (0(& وإ/ ر. م@ (?9< (ل=ي ل
م الE Fم&H, .$ F9;، و(ل<.، و(لJ$%أ   (0، و(
&Kوأوا $/  D2 أوا>  و(ل<Nة ال#. و(لMل 
[2]  
  مل ( دون ث(7 )  وال=ي FH الD ل&(
N>وال R,FMو (798 و ه" (7 م آن إ ال  
[3] 
  1 لS .9/< وذي ال#ش  F  " ه ث/S9ن آن 9+ (#
9K# م@ وراون م<7 إ*Uإ/ رأ,$7 و Vا F> F7Cوأ 
[4]  
  إذا %$7 ال$F* 19ت وأ" *Fود Cس ال19W *1 لم7





















 (9$@ ل9 آ9$< $. /ى %	; ال98 لC "9#ي ه1 أ
د 9< (لR,FM ورة د 9< (لب م@ ال?]  
[2] 
 ولH" (<س أه7 9@ أ ا وجلا 9< (ل9Hف و	ا 
 و لا ج19 (ت  الF> Mه و F جدوا أ%79 ث و 8ا
 & ر8او ال9" لR9 ال]ب ل مW . /8_ ج1 وا^ل
  [3] 
 أل # , =( ال,a أ/< أ1b إذا ل أ%a ر,` *د,
[4] 
",C ر#Uدون ال /C)و >Hك مF9 جc اFول أن ج 
[5]  
  , ل9$< وال<. لH9" م( أ/ ل9<ك وااس  F ر Fوا
 /# لMف ال8$. الور ,C 7##رUW, @9 D. ال وال'د
[6]  
 . ل9. DFH إن ا^زار . م  مHMد أرى ا^زار
[7]  
<9" م@ وجFي (#8اء أ/< إزار ل7 M" الe9 ,ن 
[8] 
FWق ادر,_ إل. ج< ال$C7 آ اج9 h,ق إل. ر$Uوإ/ ل  
[9]  
 وم Kت @ ,م ول9 . الء ,9UW@ ال#' اِن
 ل9Mض دواِنا  ,'Fرن <& لج7 و ه@ م@ (د ا
 ,,@ ب الء والت دو/& 7@ *ات الHة رواِن





  , أآ1 ال<س م@  ن إل.  Fم وأH@ ال<س ذا ثب و,/
/N,م و/ j$إل9` م &)=M /# الF9#) ;92 ال<م 
[11]  









رأ," ج7ً آلEة ال'C 7>,, ،9# ل` آذ/ب ال19W ال82رة، إن أر%$& $& ال0H%1، وإن "  
% . م?1 9@  F  ،M) أو %دا ،) J 7/مF9 > "  &$JU آم جD0 الا(1، وم; ذل` جن آ
ل$ ل ,e/  7 ول ,=ه  Hرة، (9<7 أ/m آFM الm9H ال'ل، ل ,W<_ (&  '، ول ال#7ة ا
 &9 ،H$ل=,= ال ،W9&  آل aC ،آلن nMل، 8" (& وج<$ن آرجان،  (9ض م	 &) @#,
 U/ أم ،Wال h,إل9` م<& ر > a,ر، ورFآل F#الوض (لMH، ,$5 9& ث<, c، ذوات أC، وأ%<ن 
لHن ذو ' و(9ن، ,& 1 وا، وجاب ، ,$ دو/& 8C$ن اوان آلرد، ,Mن ر,ً 
M" ذاك <a آa,)S ال28، رآF*  5ر ?ل دمF2 &) 1'$, ،9ان م$jن لMًً م+$<ان  ،F7Uآل
M_، رآ" 79 آ8ن ر a9  '7 ل9@ '7، #MC Fً، وذران لM, N 79 _9_، و ق ,
(;  *Fره ن آ/7 رم/$ن F آ5 ال8'ص  8 ال8*1، وم@ . إن jC" م<7 ا/م1، و
` ال#+@ (Hة آFه@ . M" ذل` (J@ 	ي آJ ال	 الFم، آH +< آلا	9_ الFرج q9M
لFول ,<$7 إل. ' ل ر اW/ Vل، M$& آF#, 18ه إذا /27"، ال#ج ال، 7b m آ
 7Mو,<727 إذا  #Fت، آ/& دe رم1، لDF %ط الW &M, ،1J=ان ل8وان آ/F92/ 7 الر، 
Vرك ا  % ن Fل$ن آلدى وU) 9C# أ%د، آ/& a الرد، و,1M ذل`  Fمن آFM الH<ن 
 N>) m*م و*8& وا @H9 أ/& أc ،&8*م %ى ذل` $آ" أن أ9Jن 1 م  7،  m9ه آ[*
 ".أو /?
[2] 
>9MC+أم<" 9ن ال F إذا د" . 0ء و `, (...)  
>9Hال0م mال#ج ر' '/ م@ أآ a 1?م ,Fوث  
 وم$<. لF/ 	ل" و/" رواد7 <ء ( ,9<
[3] 
1WWر, ال hU+ه'ت (8دي رأ%7 $,"  ه92 ال 
1>H7 م'ل آلKا  م8787 (29ء 9c م8 
18Jوجة م sة م@ وb>) $'F وFي ن أ%19 و  
1J#) إذا ه /'$& و s8) _9ال, ل F9آ F9وج  
[4] 




   ارض ذي b إذا ا($H" آ/& م<17 (لاح م#ل
 C" (=ي C م@ مء مM<9 *ف ((hJ أM. وه مUل
[5] 
 %$< 1W, _C الFر /ره و,+mH ء الق وه (وق
[6] 
2ء ال0Nم (ل#Uء آ/7 م<رة مH. راه5 م$1$ 
[7] 
Uر و م مم الFر إن أ1 الFال8أ/9ي م+ن ال   _ م ا%$
  98` م@ الU_ ال<9ة ؤه ول9_ ل7 م<` ال$H وال?]
M>5 والKل; ول9_ ل7 م<` ال$ا	ر Fء والvال Uل` ال  
  وم@ أ,@ لU_ ال<9ة (لM+) .M2ل ال9#<9@  	7 $
 وأ/. ل7 م@ دل ل9. إذا ا/?<" (#9< م7ة المF  1 م7H ال=
[8] 
  الU_ مH+<7 الHء: أ,@ مH+<7 وم@ ه ": لا
[9] 
F#) 7ول> أ ل *M( ه الU_ ؤه  ,5 ول+@  
[10] 
 =وا (Fم إن م" آF, 1ة م,2 ج8@ ال#9@ والJف 
[11] 
   b9 أدمء واM الَا <e إل. (د ال0Nل cال7
N) J#  798 إذا ال]'@ 	ل7M" (/79 (, أراآ و
H@ م<7 م ومFا وجF9ا إذا دا/" <ط Cِ+ل7) 
[12] 
hC]م أ9_ الن راال @c79 أ>$H, 9b >9#) >$%  
hKم ال<اM79@ *89@ ال U9) @J) @إل. أرك (لع م  
 آن الري ال7اm (لM2. إذا أ7bت  9<ت Cب *ادح
[13] 





1H#ام. وذوب الWال h,ام و*ب ال]م ورFن ال  آ
 ,#1 (& (د أ/9(7 إذا ال< و%q الHء ا1$%
[15] 
  %$` ('ل ف أCرD إذا ا($H"  	59 ر,h و (د
F7Uل) a8* الن n,c 8*ر,7 و qالاح ل a9$ ن آ
[16] 
  ء  م$<; (Mران ,# Cَ "zُ2  @9ارDوم  7ة *7
  ل7 مM'<ت ل7 ه@ م?7 اa أرجه ل9; ره
	59 م@ 79 إذا الH` (& م@ ال19 أروى د, و Jره) 
[17] 
h)اHر أرداف ال?, الc إذا &/  وذي أC =ب الب آ
  دحمج /1M  أ(ر,a8') "8* a ال]ادي U#C#$& ال
h+7 و,وى (,ه ال92; ال/#J,  K0وق 9ن ال  
hK7 م; ال8 م@ /#ن أ2 م/>) &b دي[, cو  
hن  مUJ 7 &>  2. آ1 ذي د,@ وة  ل& ل 
[18] 
a1 (& أردا/7 والا[  آن $9" الH` لU/ eه 
م إذا  م" (& م@ ا7C و,]Fو (& م@ 2a/#                                      <7 م@ 
[19] 
   إذا /M@ أدل< وأ/" أمم< آ8. لM,) /,J` هد,
[20] 
 أ(" الوادف وال?Fي ل'7 م_ الJن وأن _ 7bرا
[21] 
 وM$7 8ن  J  7$) Fر م@ الزاء م$Fان
[22] 
  ال7 $. م ,C . F إذا م مC "Uا م@ ارض أز8" م@





 , أآ1 ال<س م@  ن إل.  Fم وأH@ ال<س ذا ثب و,/
[24] 
 ه الFر H< وال<Hء آاآ5 وC$ن م (9@ ال+اآ5 والFر
[25] 
 a8$آ/ أرى ال<س الMF#) @9ه 'رة م'1 ال1N>M ال
aJ>ه آ1 مF#) #% D+,و N>ه آ1 مF#) >9 D+$ 
[26] 
7 ,+ن م@ =ر ال#=اب  #داF7 @,=وال @,Fن مره  
 ل ,H#ن آ %#" F,?7 وا ل#ة رآ# و%دا
  والU>, "9 أن _ Nم& مH و,FW أن ,اك دا
[27] 
  '. ورا9Kأرا/ إذا *M/ ", "9ه (ج7 وإن آن ال
 وم ( إCاك ول+@ 7 وN الى أ9 الJ59 الFاو,
[28] 
 ن jC" أ/#" (ل9إوأ/" ال$ إن jC" أU9 "9C$ وأ/" ال$ 
[29] 
  وم ه إ أن أراه ءة (7" $. م أآد أج59
[30] 
ل (?9< إذ أ('ت  <ا م@ الU# ا 
  " م9 ل7 أ 'ي(أ% آت وأودى الUب 
  أ<9H@ أ,م< (لى وأ,م< (=وي اج8
  أم آ<" أ('< مة ل9ل /M@ (=ي ج7ر
  ل9ل أ/$ ل< ج9ة أ =آ,@ (. ذآي
  وإذ أ/ اnc F9c الUب أج الداء م; الjر
  وإذ ل$ آ<ح ال]اب ج1 (لH` وال#<
]9 ذا ال @9#  م@ ال<+]9 ذل` م 




  ,ن م(#< واFا +m9 آت ول +ي
[31] 
  آ/ أ/دي *Wة 9@ أ" م@ ال' ل U (7 ال#' زل"
 *8ح  ك إ (9W @ م1 م<7 ذل` ال*1 م"
[32] 
 *د أل # , أم ذي الدع أ/< أ` ذآاآ وأ/"
[33] 
 إ/ إل9` ( وFت ل<N/ b ال98 إل. ال]< ال+?
H#) _9ا ه=ا ال], ل< ولFن ول9_ ,< م,Fال F#,  
 J م أ/" والF ال=ي #F,<< إ آق %M( ل 
[34] 
  وواV م  ر(" إ Fت ('م و أآ?ت إ أ " 
[35] 
  و%7 ال<, م@ و*ل` أ ب م$. ,U$8 م<` ال8{اد ال#=ب
F#)9< و أ/ أ/F  #F ووجF واC$9ق ورج8 0 أ/" 
5#, 18Jوق 9ض الت وال=  آ#'8رة  آm 	18 ,م7 
 0 ال18J ذو 1 ,ق ل (7 و ال9J ذو ر,9J, s 9=ه5
[36] 
 إ/ 9U ر" وه ,< U+ إل *( ل'ر 
,F يF> ") ل $` ل9 أC+ إلS `9ن ذاك ,9Hو
[37] 
 وم أ/'8" أم ال<Hء ]2" إل وأم (ل<ال 2<" 
[38] 
" أj9% (< أو أH<  مم لF,< و م9 إذ 
[39]  
 ,7اك م U" ال8{اد وإن أم" ,$; *Fاي *Fاك (9@ ا 
[40] 







"M$اد إذا اآ 	ة   ل  و  	 
[2] 
 /Nت إلN/ 79ة م ,H/ (7  أ/#م ال0د و%ده 
[3] 
  إذا /Nت /Mي + 	7 وجو(7 	 و/M@ %+ت
+د ت H8/ 7ل وأى ل) U اFة م<7 
[4] 
9H$م; ُم<#ُ" م@ الF  ,م ودا7 د$7 (لJف وال9#@ 
 وأ%" @ رد الاب @ رأى مM F)م; ال#9@   ,دع
[5] 
 آ0/ م7N ل<س (]2 وآF> 1 *& م+9@
8W ال#9ن ) "J/ 8 إذاW  وأ%ار ال0~ ل9_ 
[6] 
 K2ال @  ول+@ ج#" الM~ (9< و(9<7 ر% دى م 
[7]  
 إم جN8 >$j<& =,; ال7ى (د ل@ ,$'و	` 
 ..وأض إذا  9" 9< 7W وbه (]n إن ذل` أ%$ 
7N, ` آد .$ "jإذا ج /M/ `	 زل"  إل 
[8] 
 H"  أ/H. ل#ة /Nة ل7 آFت أ(Fي الجF م< ال 






  وم ه إ أن أراه ءة (7" $. م أآد أج59
59[  وأ*ف @ رأ, ال=ي آ<" أرj وأ/H. ال=ي أFدت 9@ 
  و,7N   =ره و,#9<7   ل  ال8{اد /'59 
 [10]  
1  وأ/ ال=ي اج$5 ال<9 	& @ الJل5 وال$19 ال
[11] 
  Uر  5 م$1أ (97H`  ر" 9<ك إ ل$2(وم ذ
[12] 
 /0$  @99M, 7 ر  $$< ث ل	إن ال#9ن ال$     
 ,'@ ذا ال5 $.  اك (& وه@ أ#a m اV أرآ/
[13] 
 آF, 1ة م,2 ج8@ ال#9@ والJف  -إن م" –=وا (Fم 
[14]  
   9&ر, رم.  *Fا   ($& أF,& م@  *F   وأ
  [15] 
FK'ال DE9 ,ت إذا رb وم ل?  ة F9*إ/ أ  
[16] 
 F ا0م  آ1 م ># ,ء (,ه ال' آ1 ل9 و
[17] 
 إذا م أD الآ5 م@ /M أر& <8U$H, _8 (اMK الآ5
[18] 






 ر FMر /N& م<?رcاء مHم آن F,?7 د
[20] 
)Fج "#)$  وF,?7 آل]H, R9#&  را %<9@ 
*خ ,ج أن ,+ن 9   و,ل م@ ح ه9 ر( 
[21] 
    وآن M" لH/7 هروت ,<M% &9 R8ا
 وآن رج; J  7?,F; ال,ض آ9H@ زها
[22] 
1M>و م أ%ت  م#د/7 ال >Mم+78  ر. مج    
.    م@ الل ال=ي  " (#Fم +@  9وم / $ الج1 (
[23] 
  ,$<< (R,FM ل9_ ,#& م@ ,$9@ و م+$م& (دي
 , @7F,@ م@  ل ,'@ (& ما ; الء م@ ذي ال] ال'دي
[24] 
  hء مH) "7 إل9< ول  ل?,F 1ل" وآ  F  >?)و 
[25] 
 م@ ال]n9 الزلول	1 م@ أF 5,?& أ7C. إل 
[26]  
  مل ( دون ث(7 )  وال=ي FH الD ل&(
N>وال R,FMو (798 و ه" (7 م آن إ ال 
[27] 
  أ لC "9#ي ه1 /9$@ ل9 آ9$< $. /ى %	; ال8
د 9< (لR,FM ورة د 9< (لب م@ ال?] 
[28] 





 ول آ<" أ. أq ارض (ل#' أ* <د< أج" ال<د,
[30] 
  أ ل9$< أ. أ* د/ (?8W,  >9.  آ0م7
[31] 
h	)1 ال#' %17 اM, وأد/9$< $. إذا م $<$< (ل  
9" < 9@  ل 9 وcدرت م cدرت (9@ h/الا 
[32] 
  أ/7 F الMم أج(7 ول آ" م9$ إذا ل$+
[33] 
$ب "M*7 ل#' (ى أ?,F F9ول (=ل" أم الل  
7J@ م@ أآ<ف س وأ, إل79 ول أcى (7@ ال+5    
 [34]  
 	ف ال9Wل ه1 ة مه< (#F الF7و 7ج ل أا/
 (#س م@ أه1 ذي ذروان  ل م@ أه1 ال,5 9ل7
[35]  
  ( م@ % و 	m9 ج< ول+@ F اج آ=وب
 [36] 
 /$7   F زار/ 	89+ ل09 ر < " لUق أذري الFم; 
[37] 
 أ%ى لWلFة ال9Wل و أرى 	0 أ5 م@ ال9Wل الJرق
[38]  
aKCق إل و$Uي م  أل 9ل م@ (?9< 	رق . ال<
acون و#Cإل ودو/ ا "'W .$ M0ع ال %ت م@ 
[39] 




 " ل& أن زار  ال<م م2# ول زار/ مN9$H آن أ
[40] 
  وإ/ %$]U وم ( /#H ل#1 لء  ال<م ,+ن
[41] 
  #1 9 م<` ,. 9ل9وإ/ %$]U وم ( /#H ل
[42]  
  أ ال<م , ل9. رأ,$` أم أ/ رأ,$` ,F># /Nي 7Cده
mJ /9ا/ وزاد و ده  "8J/ا F  ري/ "  .$ `$ 
[43] 
  9 ,ا9< . ال<ي هد, -إذ م<#$ F,?7 -07 م<#$
[44] 
  لaW ل ,<زار ال9Wل ل7  (1 ازارآ& + إذا /م + ا
Mاآ م@ الCال19 أ E  &" لل /' &$'> b 
[45] 
$#$ &b " ,مو  89  ال+ى $]9	 D> 
[46] 
/2c. و2c M*  , 9C@ ا*MJ  ال+ى 
 آ=ل` ا0م cارة ور( 'Fق أ9/
[47] 
c ه/H/نأ آ1 ,م أ/" رام (0ده (#9<9@ إ   
  إل.  الوء ث د/ -(رك اV 9+–أ 0/ 
[48] 
  أ أ,7 ال9" ال=ي  أزورD وها/& م< إل9& ذ/ب
 ه` مU$  وزر` 8K و9`  الFه م<` ر 59
[49] 





  / إذا ل'رإ%ى ل9 ل9. ل9_ (9< و(9<7  أأك
  ه/ امءا م<+ أD9#) 1 ل& ذم إن ال=مم آ9
  ول'5 ال$وك أN م . *5 م@ أن ,12 (9#
 8 اV @ ل9. ال]Fاة S/7 إذا ول9" +  ر
[51] 
  أم . الF,ر د,ر ل9. أ 1 ذا الFار وذا الFارا
   @8[C ر,Fراوم 5 ال,Fول+@ 5 م@ %+@ ال  
[52] 
 وم أ" أر+ ول+@ أ 1 إث م@ و	 ال$ا(
[53] 
" R9 9+)9 ه=ا ر(; ة 0  *9+ ث ا  
"bو ") R9 0bه و(9$ وFم_ ج F  ا( آن Hوم  
"* R9 $9* ذ/( إذا +> Vا M, أن %9 و 
[54] 
  ,_ 	ال ال9ل م@  8ل إل. /F أ@ إل. /F وإ/
Fف (7 إل. ,م ال9م وال$ F/ وإن ,`  ل9. و 
[55] 
Fا . وجFاك وجHزاد/ م Fل F/ @م$. ه" م F/ * , أ  
[56] 
 F/ .7 م< ال8{اد إل, F>) @+ ,]ر إذا cرت {ادي وإن 
[57] 
  @ 9@ رE/وأجU7" ل$(د 9@ رأ,$& وه1 ل






& –وإن ال+?59 ال8د م@ ج/5 الM إل E 59 –وإن لMل 
[59] 
  آن ال5 لF[, 19  9ى (9. ال#م, أو ,اح
ذ(& و a F ال<ح "   Jة cه Cك 
[60] 
  ال<, م@ و*ل` أ بم$. ,U$8 م<` ال8{اد ال#=ب و7% 
F#)9< و أ/ أ/F  #F ووجF واC$9ق ورج8 0 أ/" 
5#, 18Jوق 9ض الت وال=  آ#'8رة  آm 	18 ,م7 
 0 ال18J ذو 1 ,ق ل (7 و ال9J ذو ر,9J, s 9=ه5
[61] 
8  F)  ذانMر, م@ ال #  أ ل9$< آ< cال9@ /
  م م8زة /9J و/وي (ل#U إل. وآ أ ل9$< آ<
M9< /|  الHأم @M/ إذا / Mن  ال  أ ل$9< 
 ذا م$< 9#9@   إ,ل9M/ >$9 ج9# ول9$< /'9 و
[62] 
ول @9 _U'  ن ال9 ال ,; (9<< و/H/ نS  
 $ Mر /19و/# ا/ (ل<7(وأروا< (ل19  ال( 
[63] 
  	; ال< ال=ي ,F$7ى (& و ال'h إ ه9 ذآه ل9
[64] 
[C +ى م آن م<` و% R,FM7 ال @ "[Cو  
  وأد, /M مFMث ل9ى أن  F 7" و<Fآ 
[65] 








  مدة آ ث$"  الا$9@ ا*(; لF ث$"  ال5 م<+
[2] 
;K	 آ$7 وآ<" آت $8& وه  أ+ . ل<. وأ/" 
  9  5 *ا وا$ا ل ى و, 7  ; (ل=ي أ/" وا ;
  و,  5 / إذا JC" ال<ى (<. و(/" <` م أ/" */;
 آ/` (Fع ل  ال<س  7 ول ,J#` الFه J, @9ل;
[3] 
 م (ل  ` , م<ن  F #  5 م@  ى  /9& 	#
[4] 
  أ ل9$< ,  آ< ل=ي c<. (#9,@ /.  ال0Wء و/#ب
  آH . 1, /, @  &) /0<7 ج(ء #Fي وأجب
  إذا م ورد/ م<07 *ح أه& 9<  /<8` /م. و/2ب
0 >#929 .>c 5/+ن (#9ي ذيJ/ @M/ ه ,/ و  
[5] 
1Wل و(لF$< (لل ال'8ء ه,$7 ول+@ %=) . "Hول  
[6] 
Fي؟ F و F9# F  79 >?) Kم$. أ/" ه .$ aو ل أ  
  79  2. اV م ى ، وه1 9  2. اV م@ رد: " ل&
F . >م آن م &$jج F ,اc 7 أوا FCن آن رS  
[7]  






 رم. اV  9< (?< (ل=ى و ال] م@ أ/9(7 (لادح
[9] 
 أ ل9$< أ. أ* د/ (?8W,  >9.  آ0م7
[10] 
5Mم@ ال a9J,  9@ ل| ( ال7ى وآ8< م و " ل  
D9<` م@  5 أ أ,7 ال5 ال=ي  د Vأ  ا  aال7ى أ  
[11] 
K `Jن وأMل+ ,م الدت {ادي , (?9@ * 
[12] 
   2ه ل]9ي وا(M) /0$U) 07 7ء 9c ل9. ا(9/0$
[13] 
  د الMمن اH, V$]8و/& (+ C#? آ M. ذ/(7
H "/ل9. ث أ H8>7و/د," , ر@، أول %{ل$ ل9  
7)(  أ F Vل ,$5 إل. ا   وإن أq ل9.  9
[14] 
  , =ا 1 الJ9Uن م@ 1 إن آن م@ 1 الJ9Uن 79
[15] 
 و لا /ت $ م@ ال' وال+ " ال+ أ8C. إذن ل]9
[16] 
Wل) Wرب الC اوىF$, او," م@ ل9. (9. @ ال7ى آF 
[17] 
UMك الF7 زد/ جى آ1 ل9 و, %ة ا,م م9  
[18]  






Fوا م?1 ال=ي أجF7 , ل9$7 وج$Mا  مMوذل9@ أل  







  , أآ1 ال<س م@  ن إل.  Fم وأH@ ال<س ذا ثب و,/
[2] 
ل (?9< إذ أ('ت  <ا م@ الU# ا 
  (أ% آت وأودى الUب " م9 ل7 أ 'ي
  أ<9H@ أ,م< (لى وأ,م< (=وي اج8
  أم آ<" أ('< مة ل9ل /M@ (=ي ج7ر
  @ (. ذآيل9ل أ/$ ل< ج9ة أ =آ,
  وإذ أ/ اnc F9c الUب أج الداء م; الjر
  وإذ ل$ آ<ح ال]اب ج1 (لH` وال#<
]9 ذا الم@ ال<+ @9#  ]9 ذل` م 
  وأ/" آ{ل{ة الز(ن (ء C(` ل #'ي
  ,ن م(#< واFا +m9 آت ول +ي
[3] 
qH)  59 وم<ل` م@ ذآى م1  8 /M لFالى (9@ ال 
[4]  
F97C اةF[ودم# ( أ8 ال @	) F9 م أل. م@ الج 
[5] 
FهC لFال'5 أ Uل دم#& ودم; الJ7 وE, وجF ال'5 
[6] 
 F7U, F5 الجKc @أ ل لء ال#9@ أم#@ ل#& (  ,ى م 
[7] 
  ه1 ال5M إ ة ث زة و . اUء ل9_ ل& (د






 و لا /ت $ م@ ال' وال+ " ال+ أ8C. إذن ل]9
[9] 
J ول9_ ال=ي ,ي م@ ال#9@ مؤه ول+<7 /8_ =وب و
[10] 
 إذا /M@ أ/F8/ ال+ء F 9U/  ن م@ الU_ 	ل;
[11] 
ل19 آ ذآ` ,م ل9 لH,;وإن ا/7ل الFم; ,   
[12] 
وم آ<" أدري  1 ة م ال+ و مج#ت ال5 $. ل"   
[13] 
 (+9" /# (+9" وآ1 إلm إذا (/"  ,<$& (+ه
[14] 
 أ آ1 ,م أ/" رام (0ده (#9<9@ ا/H/ه c ن
[15] 
 إذا ('ت (7 ال#9<ن ل" (Fم#7 م; ال<N الج 
[16] 
 5+H ول أن 9< 	و$< ل ل  ق دم# أو دم 9@ 
[17] 
 أ8اء آ م@ زة  F أذ $< ون أل| ال#9@ (ل07ن
 أن 9< ذي هى $ دم ل8" دم 9<ي $Fران   
[18] 
 أ/"  1 د/ % أ@ *ي واج#1 الFم; دم
[19] 
ء ,9UW@ ال#' اِنوم Kت @ ,م ول9 . ال  
 ا  ,'Fرن <& لج7 و ه@ م@ (د ال9Mض دواِن




جF7 م<  Cق ول 9` ول+@ ال#Fو Fا/) 
[20] 
 وآ زة ل ل . الM أ8U/ " C&  ل7 ول597
[21] 
Fمع 9<` درة وcار" ل#9<` م@ (?9< /ر   
[22] 
 ( ال9س او داء ال97م أ*(< S,ك <  ,'9` م (9
[23] 
9< ( ال2 م@ 8اء , $9ن e98 < الU+ م$. 
 و#$ لM  09 وأN د   و  داK ال8Wن
[24] 
/98C إن ه F/ ج#" ل#اف ال9م +& واف 
آ م@ ر /9% F إ و )C 9 ,#/7 و  
  8Cك اV واV مل< ( " م<` ال2ع ,Fان
[25] 
  	9ِن ل داو,$/ أج  ل+ H$]<9ن @ اج
  (Mن مل` ال9م 9 " آFا أو  /H8` (ل'
[26] 
F[( وم ل %ى ل9. ال59أرى أه1 ل9. أورث/ *	اة   
[27] 
 , (?@ جدي وآ C د/8 وا8C (=ل` أ%م وأوج
[28] 




 F,م  ل" ال#9@  أرى م@ أر, FKوإذا د/ ال#ا 
  دل9" ل<. #د/ ث أ 2. إ/7  #د 9@ ,# 
[29] 
#  ى م@ ,F,& اCج;ولE 5M,ت 9@ (لMC .$8ب و
[30] 
 آ8" (7 $. أذا(< ال7ى و*N 9 (ل#Nم رم9
[31] 
 لF  9" م@ آ8 (<. (0ء م أ%9 (& الUا( 
[32] 
=وب a98Uد ل7 /8_ ال+  (< م@ جى اان  ال'Fر ل 
  ل . م (& د ه<ك *59#ول+< أ(. CU م
[33] 
  8 أن ج#8ا مh .  ص و,+ . ج1و,#< م@ ج#
   آ<" =ري ال#0  ل +@ (9J< وأ/Hك ال7ى آ?ة اآ1
[34] 
F,د H8> F,) &`  {ادي %آ< ولمزال  
[35] 
 وإ/ aU م@ M/ +Uل وآ1 امئ /1
[36] 
 ت F7/ &9م إن  (دي جH /0 ل آ
[37] 
Hأ(9" ج D'+د ال#9ن   &Fج F#) @م 
[38] 
  رة ال19 م #1 ال'ح وم #" أواK& ال0ح
  وم(ل ال=,@ %ا {ادي أ ما أم أجF (7 رواح




  رة ال19 آ/ا آF $jC m9 أودى ( ال5M ال$ح
[39] 
  *5 ول19 أ J) &9%ء ال+اآ5آ9< ل7 , أم9 /
Jول $.  " لn>) _9 ول9_ ال=ي ,. ال<م (,5  
[40] 
9H9 أو %7ت . ال% /  ول19 (" أآ{D آ
9Hإل. ال ;,  أرا م@ آاآ& ه/ %ام م 
9N Fك @ وجأ/ Fل > Dل" دج H ل %  
[41] 
 . 1N, F7H<. %9 مم@ ل / أ,Fي الجل ,F9آ
[42] 
 F,FC 7دH,1 وال	9< و الب /# ول9 H, F#0 ال 
[43] 
 أم@ أج1 %ر  دج. ال19 م; ج8ت =ار ال9@ ل9@ ال2ج; 
[44] 
دواء ال<Hء 	59) 9') >/S ءH>ل/ (لH  Sن 
  إذا Cب رأس الء أو  1 مل& 9_ ل& م@ وده@ /'59
 اء الل R9 <& وCخ الUب <Fه@ 59,دن ث
[45] 
F,Fه وه جFه وأ(9" 79 الFري وN$/) وأ<9" ي  
[46] 
9Cن ل أن أE وم "U jC/ &$# و,م@ 
[47] 
  لF ر$< ال,h م<M8>) 7 . آFي م@ 	59 أروا7 (د





F9#) `>ل" و ل" ذاك م &) sأ  n#) وإن  " ردي  
[49] 
M% م ( م@ ج<ن و H لن م<ن ,97 (=آه وأ,  
 إذا م /N" ال9c  #U ذآه أ(. وأ(9+ أن ,Jو< C#ي
[50] 
F,9ه@ أرc ج19 (]وة وأي ج7د , Fلن جه,  
  F> 19$ه@ F97Cل+F> R,F 1ه@ (CU وآ1  
[51] 
  لF =($< , 5 ل<. ; إم (ت أو 9ة
 Sن الت أروح م@ 9ة م . ال$F والU$ت
[52] 
 , ل9$< أل. ال<9 (]$ إن آن ,م لK+ ل ,Fر
[53] 
  وإ/ هى الUM إن  19 أ/< و8اء ,م الUM م$9ن
[54] 
  اb  /K ال والFMول+<& (ق . آ1 دث وز
[55] 
  أذ (` ال7 أن qMU ال<ى (?<  أد/. 9 و Uي
 وجور إذا م م" (9< و(9<7 9=ا م إذا جورت  ي
[56] 





  UM م$9نوإ/ هى الUM إن  19 أ/< و8اء ,م ال
[58] 
  م@ آن م@ أا (آ9 أ(Fا ل9م إ/ أرا/ ال9م م
 ,9c /S &9>>#H %م#& إذا ت ر ب الم م#و
[59] 
F+8. م@ وة ال$Cوا s & مو* F>أ ه مت   F   
  وآ7 آن م@ aU م<9$& و F وجFت (7 ق ال=ي وجFوا
 & أن %ف رد/ الMض ال=ي وردواإ/ 5H أو  F آFت أ
[60]  
 م إن * م? ج19   و ال$ل وة إذ *
[61] 
  & U 9 9$ ه1 رأ,$  $09 (+. م@ 5  
[62] 
 ول أن داع م<` ,F ج<ز وآ<" . أ,Fي الجل 99" 
[63] 
2M م9$$ ج0 %+ات ا @9 >F7C لت < آ0م7 ول 
[64] 
  لF ه  9_ أن ,ج (<H8& و,م (7 م@ ذروة ال1 ال'5# 
 c 0و أن ال5M لء  1 ,& م Cء ج< إل. ج<5
[65] 
  أbم ن إل. الر ذه( و(9"  1 الت  أثا(
 )C @9 `U9#) ال<9 (ل7ى أ e'c >$ج 
[66] 




 ل#M/ @9Cل ,#ن (& م@ 	ل م ل8ا اان وار 
[67] 
59U1 9@ ال59 رأ%  C 9@ لح البال   م أ/+
59Mل=ع ارات اق ال Nو(ى أ H1 جM/أ...  






The aspects of bodily presence in al-ghazal al-‘udhri@@ @@  (Diwa@n@@@  Majnu@n Layla@)@ @@ @@ @  
 
The Corporeal:  
description of the 
beloved’s body 
Desire: Longing for 
physical contact 
with the beloved 
Gestures: Secret body 
language as a means 
of communication 
The phantom of 
the beloved 
The  place of the 
beloved 
ور ن آ   
  ا    وب
  رب آی% ا$#" ی 
 ا,و أو *خ ا)'م 
 -,.36 
*6 ا52 ی# ا)د *1232 
 29و9 ه1 $ 9 2ل 7- 
 أر =إذا  أ< اآ-  
 B=49 اآ-52A ی#'1 ا
 Aزا  ل 2" یE 1أ
#1 اJKاة Hول   *Gدت  
Eل L زارJ 1 ه < 
ورام 1 واب 
 171ی7ل
 L$=ا -وإن ا3G- اد  ج
 -(= P  26إ1 وإن  
 B$ Q= 5$'آ ت 2J(
Jا حج- 2 وQ2 =ج- 
46 
 
 أح)" ی L ا و'
 -Sو5 أ1 *1 اTل 
31 
G ي= V* إذا ت 
تGس =  وجو V*1 و
احJة 2 )'  وأEى  *
G 1#د $ت55 
1 أ ]ث ا1 (Eأ "
أ  #$1  زن 
 E173 
أ9 أی ا)Q ا\ي 9 أزور< 
ب  وه ا 12 إ" ذ
ه " '. وزر" EA و*" 
 128 اJه 2" ر.- 
]ن 2  أشرت $شم آ
5 ا$\بJاب اJ52ا ه 
 12*  جدي Tل *_
  32=)" ره واaاد آ`- 
 b لH  "2 12 Q=إذا اآ
 229وجQ $ة  *ادی 
سL اc أر أه L = وجد  
بGس   31 اdK وه
 $ A# .Q  ر ی
 ا#) ی اس=$Q وأJ2 Qه
 B.دT Q. 9أ cك ا$
أTد. وfT ا$ 2ن أم 
 54آ\
  hE ا# اHف ی*
 Qوروی B 2 QSS$55 
Qُ2ُ  ا# یم ودا 
jJ 7ف وا د*  
وأEسQ  رد ا اب *$ رأى 
 (=145 jJ ا .) یدع 
أرى آ أرض دسQ * وإن  
 (V دادHح  ی  Q,
  40ا
B= Q اJbی وردا ' 
  72ح# 7 ا#د 
أرى اnزار L L *]ح#J< إن 
د#=   L زارn71ا  
 Lإ 1$  أ* Lآ6" أش
ا52  د ا'اب L ا$ 
199 
 
أ   =)- Q  اِ=-  




ده  Q)B اq ز زا
ده   74]ح# $ زی2 
وإ1 $'ق إL ری% ج) آ$ 
 Jbا B2ج Lق ادری5 إاش 
82  
    
 اbات ا)s ود ج# 
 Jه  BوثJأح Q,إذا  ا
76  
 J2 9 ى L  9أ





   
$ء یJbش جJه یGد *,s ا
 J ا B.ء  ر$ Q#إذا ا
82  
 B شي ه أ Q 9أ
أجG حL أرى ة 




   
أ *ا وج L ش إذا 
زت ی12K  ا'5$ 
 . ا)Jر ..وا)Jر B$2
 L ( ,*  نG وج
  ا)Jر
هB6 اBb7 Lq ا\رى 
 Bا#جج LSbا B  
)B هء ,B ا=' 
K3ا B=ی واJbردة ا  
 B,, s .#ا B JE
B ا$S بqا B  
115  
 B شي ه أ Q *
 -(= Q[$Vا d=
jجا$,  
 B$E -2ج Lرح1 إ وه أ
 j$* Lا 140]جع ح  
*vیB  1*#$إذا QV ش$5 ا2ر 
V " 1$#  
 Q.ت إذا ا'$5 أش= '
 و' إذا اTت وحن و.
150 
أ L اJیر دیر L أ.) ذا  
  ا Jار وذا ا Jارا
 G1 و(. Kر شیJح- ا و
  127   ح-  سG اJیرا
ره س12 ش$5 یb  ا)Jر 
ء ا)ق وه وق f#Gوی  
 JریB ا#2 اB ا





إذا ُس$ ا) JTت 
 bِس اوأJT Qوَد َش$
  zT  
: و,L Q إ ث أو]ت
  أن -   191أEف 
د ح رأی وه    Q'وأج
1Pح$ ح ر  
وأذریQ دj ا $ رأی ودى 
T L[1   ود
Q  أی ا\ي J حا" *
  *SE 1- وV- زن
1 6ده ل ,ا واسد*




و*1 اِ ,ُء اارض 
B$2 BV ی#)1 ا= ا# 
191  
 12_* L  G* نن آ_*
  وذي اش .Q(. J *ه ث$
1 رأی وأشJ2 J اc أ
 Aورا  (Tإ و'ون 2
237  
    
 $. ,ء آه ا2 آ]
83سh ج2%  أسد   
      
 .* Bیا L Hو
  و9ثQ #- اH ذا Jر جJا
إذا حك ا$Jرى Aه ا6 
Jى ای=ن وا2)    
  85اردا 
 زرت Q اc ث رأی  *
  d اس رت َح$]ا ح
$#Q ث1 إن .Jرُت ث و 
  ی122  # حا
191  
    
هیQ *ة آHKاB وج 





    
*"  ا'$5 ا$2ة ؤه 
K3)# وا2" ا و5 .. "
 jV رJ(ا{9ء وا B.'ا
 ..2" ااA- وا2= و5 
92  
L  h. 1  رJ(ه1 ا




    
 f'G  Bش. Bجووج  دی)
7  ا)ى وی#H2ل ا
ویQ=  H ا3ب .ا 
آ$ اهS H ا)ن وا2 
  ا2,
أ~ أ12 ا52 إیك E آ$ 




    
ام آ]$  ا)s آء 
ی6ث L د هل إزاره 
106  
وإن 2  $ BK إ" آ$ 









 j2$ 1* ء(T ةو .
 Qz,.ُ ح ران ی=
  َشاره
 =2Sت ح ه 3 
اw أرجه )j  ره  
 z "#$و9 ا *  -V[
.7ره  ا أروى دی$B و
107  
 اb$ ش  آ]ن L أ
w ا EP بء س=$  
و ذ. إ9 12 س آ$ 
ش *1 أL ا#=B رق 
156 
  
    
*$ أسد أ$L ا$=ج 7 
  108]ح# 2  Jیه 
إن ا'ء 2ق آ EیJة 
.2 $ 9 B  163آHbرا
    
(T 9B و أ'J ا)ان إ
ا=B اJbی B(V ا2'  
ب  أن ریqا B  اوىJی 
 (ا  ا L  120 ا$
 1 12و.)1 آ`- *1 هاه وإ




    
 $b1 ح# وآ* $bه1 ا
 B.ن *1 رری ور.B ذاك ا
$bا  
 Bر ث6ث$E 2 Q$ج J.و
 Gس Jو*1 واح G#ا L JیHی
125  
ري ر ا2س حL إذا Jا 





    
 "# w=6 وسآ]ن .
ب اKدیت ش$ *ه Tو
222  
 L2$ج واأآ) ا= L 1E
*$ L 1 أو *$ ذا   
228  
    
 Q2  س آت =\Eأ
  =س2ُ =2#
Gال یHKد اى  آ9 ا'
 ز .'  217و
اc ی أن ا52 هBٌG ]س 
  2" و12G أ2
  2" ا52 حJ. L أ
  واسE Q2 $ أ2
وسB 2" أه وإن .Sت 
  B#وإq 1سK'1 و 1 
نGم ی*1 ا$2 ه   
11 اqح6م إ(b  أراآ
 * Q أح6م ا$2م ی
204 
سL اc أ96V 2حB ا=$L وإن 
  آ .J أJی 2س  
2زل  ت  ج2ز1 ل 




 و * Jإ1  ا Lأش
223  
 
   Bوراح س روحا2 L2$  إذا
 E  ك ی  Q2$238 أن أ
    
أ9 إ$ S L HEراB إذا 
$  fآq وهH203  
 
  
   z-وُح J ن$أسGA ه سل َ
  230إ2 7 $ن وادی 
ووشB اJbی وردا ,ج 
  إذا ج$' ا د #2 
ل 1 )ة V  تGش
  *]Jت 2 2K درا  
12 1 )B أداوي   Q*
 2K Q* 1(.   
سj7 ح$ Q دف #Q أ
ی ذب أ,1A إذا  جج 
60 
زه ج# L *1 ا3ب $2 
12  آs Q2 وده *  
 أ*1 ا2م ی L رأی" أم أ
 *J2ي شده  رأی" ی
 J. ري Q. Lح "$$,
ا1 وزاد  f7 * Q7ا
 76و.ده 
   Lإ Gآ Bb* سآ12 أآ2ف 
 29 ا=)- ح)- ا-  أج
 
The physical presence of the lover himself 
 
Crying Fainting Sickness Prematurely grey-
haired 
Insomniac 
و أن 2 VوH  12ل  
 -G# ح أو د ق د.
24  
 B=2 2 %ای 2ر J
L آ)Jي  V- أرواح 
  د
.J *$زK Q' 1 و
,Q أة و J2ي جاب 
 67و9 رد
إ1 هA وT-  أ   12إ" 
 25ى ا # .J أودى  ا7- 
وإن ا\ي أQ ی أم " أشب 
یJي واسم *aادی *228 
 -و ل ا2 م ت 
 61اS- 5  اح؟
 Q و12 # د*
  31و.)1 ]آ2ف ا=)- ی\وب 
 L'1  وُأ L$=*
اqرض , 1 وأTع 
 135أح *]Hم اqر
وحB  ی)12   J(و1 آ
  آ)Jا #Q \ات .وح
أj وی]L ا2س 9 ی'و و 
1 Q  اى وراءآ إ
 235)ری% أQ ج1J وش) 
*6 ا)J ی#12 و9 اب 





%=S B ي ذا65ی'   
وآ ز*ة 1  L ا)= 
' ح  و- q Q.أش
30 
(T 1B و  أرى أه L أورث
 -(V اةJKا L ى 129 س
  1$# * JیJ1 ه جأر.Q ود
J ,ى   
أرا1 ا.Jی j ا3ی آ\اك 
 JیJش  72ا=- أه
و أن أس1 أTQ =ه 
G اJیJی- ح\ JیJ= Q30  
  12أ. -zqیJي وأه1 B یJو
 ی#7ن أن یJوا  
و ی)w إ9 ا J وا ری و9 
 J1 و9 ج 68 1 إن دام   
س1 ا 12 ه أذوق ر.د<  
 L # 1وه ,
 131*ش1 
 Aج  B$1 2#1 رحG[*
 L 1, 1  ا انG(وی
1,133  
1 أ ]ث ا1 أ  (Eأ "
 E ن173 #$1  ز 
  
  
 G(د 2" وا ك $
  376ك إ9 أن - ج2ب 
*12J و أ<  أ اى 2ر  
    ا,ع و.د
 L Bشح' ی 1#أ  
 ِر1 واوح *1  د
70  
5 یJا آ سه =6 ذ6  
 134و5 ی7 $,
 > ' 1G($ج یب Kو
 L ونJ#$ب 2 ا J.و
  49ا=-
د   w 12 Q أن  أ*
  75ث$م  ]ود ده 
  
V Jل 1 واسJ Qا1 
JیHام یK1 وا  70و*Q ج
  أه G *1 آ یم وB ج2
  168وج1$# #م آ 
  1f وأJ مع  ا22$
و2ي  وجJ اqسG Lن 
213 
 Hل jJ s 1 ی') 
J  59...اJ dK أن *
ل أس   2ن ا   ی
 $ L  یوُم سا .Q أ
 12Tم أ1 ا]س أو داء ا
   " Gك 12 9 ی229*_ی  
  
أ.ل =دي  L و.J یى 
  57ی ي ا* jJ Q(*  ث1
  Tى وآQ  حL أذا12 ا
  201$1 م ر$ 
  %Aام أرق 2 2 6E  إذا




أ أج ن Sی= Jوة 
B اqح)ب د" س*%2(  
 جدت ا2ن 12 )ة آ$ 
62 7وحس   ا  
L اJ(G ا1   *V Jل إ#آ1 
  148 هى L اJKاة JTوع 
أ أج سٍر *1 دجL ا  
j9 جت ح\ار ا)  
jج151ا$, 
 
وPیB وجJ اS- 7ل د 
 Jهل شJأ -Sا' 1 ا jود
77  
     
 QG B$اد ح أإن هQ ی
  89و ی\رك   ذر 
و.)1 و$ 2K ا=1 وا # ح  
 w*اbع آ3 ا162ج  
  
 
 G( 12 j1 $ دوإ
 Aآ ح\ارا $ .J آن أو ه
202  
ى J< واو   ا1 شق 
  T (3235ر ر# وش* 
   
ث ة 2"  أ*1 آ یم )ة
  ..ی ي ؤه ی=Jر
  2 jاJ ن آ  يی
  اJه دj واآf ی=Jر
\ي ی ي  ا و5 ا
 75 \وب و 2Gو ؤه
96  
س)Q 1 =$ *آ  
Sbإ" و L=, B.  
اری . وأE  b وآ]
S %ای ا*E\ي ..*1 أج
Jي ث ا,1 1 )12 1 ا, 
  96إ9 أ12 أ#
وآf أس1 ا52 2 وح)  
 jاج 142یaر.12 واذن ه
... 12 L 17$رد ا
 jJ 17$و ا و= ه
  110#) جري
     
 1#1 و#ا یJ ا$ء *
ا ا$ء  ا *س Q*
ي  
ا وأی اJ Q. 2ا1 *
سG2K دj ا ن  
  114ا=
V))ِن  داوی$1 أج$ *$  
  $G #2Kن  اqج
H= 9ن * Q$* Bم ح" ا
 (S "# H ا أوJ$123آ  
آf أjV اذ9ت وح) و 









وإ1 إذا  أز اjJ أه 
 B$Aء داد= Lإ QH*
7  112ا
  Bجت ج#$1 زجT 1ا Qوأ
jqی ا=  L 2143  
  
 G(ا Aا 12  دا* ی2$
یbجا  .J أج $ي و 
127  
     
Tq Q=1 ود1 #) *
 Q'$ع ا'$ اJT J.و
  T141دع
ى ح) ج#$1 و.)1 و 1  
  160* ی)w إ9 أ ووق 
  
 Q*ي وJ1 وج Jج J.و
,$Q  اJا1 و.J زاد  
jq142ا  
أرى س$ *1 ا # أT)% ثوی  




 $ذد اjJ حL ی ا=1 إ
  د" إن *Q " د
آ]ن دع ا یم =$ا 
ج$ن  ج2- ا$ ی# 
170  
أ9 إن أدواJ. L 1Aی$B وأ. داء  
 ..اش .Jی$. 1E
 w(ی  J(آ L (S* BS
  193إ9 ر$ 
   Q(  إذا $  1$س




وإن ا$ل اjJ ی  آ$ 
 jی# E   147ذآ" ی
     
 
وإ1 وإن  Pت L وأه )ك 
A$ا  V G  
G  5H2ر ا ودام آ$ 
 Aه داJا L L   ا
182  
 أن .9 یG ا # .J Jا  *
ل اشة آم   1$# .190  
  
1 وسT h=)1 و أآ $Gوأ
 E Q2آ أ1 دع ا 
230  
     
ه  12 QG(  وأQ ا1
  *]س  ه *7ل س 
  د ی, أس$  ه و





 Q(وأ L 12 Qی\. J.و
 .\اه و.J ی]L 1 ا ش
193  
را   -J أQ *1 ا
 Qو9 آ $ Qآ ى *$ا 
 $=198  
وأQِ اQ7. 1 .)1 حHازة 
ور..Q دj ا *1 س م 
189  
وأQ ا 1  JTیw وJ 9ى  
  Lإ9 رث Q  أ,یى 
229  
  
 G( ا j L أج $*
5 آ3 ه$ Lو]وي إ  
ا='  = Q  یJ آ]ن 
   195ذات أ~ر *LJ آ
     
 B$س  ي J2 Qz$و9 ُس
 Aد1 ردا z 9س إا2 
227  
     
1 ا# إذ G(سجى ا# *
 1   Q*جى و
 28وب
    BوأL  ا=- ا$)ح 





  L ی'1 2" اaاد ا$\ب وس ا$2ی  وT" أ.ب
Jأ 12 و9 أJ Q  *)J ووجJ واشق ورجB *6 أ
رة *1 آV f یH \وق حض ا$ت وا7 ی-Sآ  
  23 *6 ا7 ذو  یق $  و9 ا7 ذو ری ی7 *\ه-
  
ت دو أم أشب $* T  23آ]س G2 5 ی'ب أأ.j7 ح) ا
  
-G2 رضqا  و دون ر#2  2 J 21 أرواح *  





 ه *جG2 Q \  اGب J  ى س أه ا  
 - -ر اى *1 ا G يJ#1 ج J. د. أنT ل25  
   
J ه -Sذروة ا ) ا  ج 2# وی1 H5 أن ی.   
  *6 و أن ا=- $ء . ی)  شء ج2) إL ج2-
[*  L ى  ذا و ذا یw7 اS)  =$ ا=-أخ ه
 آ]س ا$ت .) أوا ویرد< .) ا$$ت إL اب #*48  
  
ف ا]س أح1 اج *G ة .E Q إذاQث ح Q J 55 
  
 JیH Q  68أی ح-  LJ. 12* .12 وآf *12 وأ
  
  *12J و أ<  أ اى 2ر   ا,ع و.د
1# ی ح'شL B ِر1 واوح *1  د  70أ  
  
  E1 ه a LدیB د1 إذا .12 أو أ یJه
د ا52 52  وآ f،Q.   74و ی'J  شده  
  
ات إن $" ا)  ح)\ا اqحء دQ * وی *q94ح)\ا ا  
  
ن `7E=* 1B 13 $ت Sه (#G 1\ 6*108  
   
. Lا إ. J(ف  اVس أس Qا أ 2ن **  
 ذو T) أ ذو  و9 أ*6 " ا$ت ا$ی% یی=12 و9 115  
  
Q J إ9 أ12  ُیHر .)ي*   ..2ي د12 *1 اى 
  B117 وا=' " س6م اc ی یB اL2$ و.1 حL ا
  




119Q ذرو1 سB وآ6 B L ااش ث ا.7ا $ي   
  
cاJ آد روح1 أن یHول 6 أي* G HیHا cوا   
1 1 و.L 9 ذا .  ا   J 1 اE122  
  
  وی 2 = ج$ و2  S إذا 2   *1 .)
ن یم ا)d وا=' وا2'   123  *1 .)  ا2س Hل و
  
  $ *$ $G #2Kن  اqجV))ِن  داوی$1 أج
 (S "# H ا أوJ$آ Q$* Bم حH= 9ن " ا*  
  و.9 دواء ا=- ل وداؤ< رE و9 ی2)" ش1ء آ$ یJري
  *$ ح حL آ)Q وT1 و'ت أآ1 و.Q احا .)ي
  $*124 w' E 5 ی أه آ$ . ا'ق *1 سf اJه 
  
  124رب إن أه" و و هL 1 أQ 9 .) أ*  .)ي * 
  
  و أ12 إذ حن و.Q ح$ أحG *1 $ي س$ $ي
  125*= 2 اJان *1 س B Q$* وJ 9ري وQ و9 أدري 
  
 * Vو $ح 12 أرى ح)q اه1 *1 ه Q135ر  
  
 ~$] سJت  ا$'رعآ]J 1اة ا) ره 2Eأ B  
 j.  5b138  یا< ء ح *6 ا'ب )\ول و9 ه
  
 wف ی1 *1 = ا=_* B,اق ی L " 159*_ن  
  
  ى ح) ج#$1 و.)1 و 1 * ی)w إ9 أ ووق
1 إن هQG ح$ا 1 *J اوح 5 یق\ 6*  





  أ9 ه إL ش اHbاL وة إL ..ى .) ا$$ت س)
  168*]شب  ء ا= 6ء شB یJاوى  .) ا$$ت  
  
  و ش12J ح =, 1 ج6 سGات ا$ت 12 آ6
  آ\"  آن ا$=)ن .)2 إذا ت ه Hاور ه
  1 LGور *1 ا  Q$= ج$ *_ن  2 *191  
  
 آ یم ح$ Jم یا  Bه Q  $192L j إ$ أ
  
 $#  195أُت إذا شQ7 وأح إذا دQ و)d أحHا1 اS) و
  
م. J م   )Q وة ا\ري أ#L أحدی3 
\ا أت G یم ووة ت  #ی= وهأ197  
  
 $~ $G (T 6 E1981 آ 9  $ و9 
  
 و QJ  ساه، Jأن " ا 2" 2 A Lو  
د إ ود #" ح2 ا وإ$ ی* L Lإ Q2G208 
 
1  E1 إQ 1 أو L G =ج1 *, وذرا
ف Gنأ. حج1 وحJي *Eل و  رب حجL Q,. B ه
1 ی'ء ش   .  وإن أحw ا2س B= 12 وش
 1ت حL إذا QT 'ر س اHف س$ 1  211و .د
  
12Gن یآ  AJ 1* ن12 وآ  إ1 أرى رجت ا=- 
ن   E 9216 *1 ا=- #Q * .رB آ]ن Tح) *1 Hع 
  




The aspects of bodily presence in al-ghazal al-‘udhri @@ @@ (Diwa@n Jami@l Buthaynah)@ @@ @@ @  
 
The Corporeal:  
description of the 
beloved’s body 
Desire: Longing for 
physical contact 
with the beloved 
Gestures: Secret 
body language as a 
means of 
communication 
The phantom of the 
beloved 
The  place of the 
beloved 
 Eأ s(ات اbا 
  J وا  یJ 16ُح 
 17ی) 
 وددت و12K 9 ادادة أ
 (S 1 وأJ1  ا(S
17 
حQ ی$2 ی T B23د. *_ن 
* Q2ن آإذا آ Q$* ذآ 
 1جJ  جJك #12 وش
 Qر شی20دون ا' 
أ2" سى ی fV 3 ]و 
 (SهJوا *ج ا- ش. وأ
 )Q  أن زار *1 ا2م 
 # 1, 1 و زار
 19آن أ ) 
 dي حJ2 رضqى اوأه
حJ  Qب *1 ا$2زل أو 
 -SE16  
 J. K3 س ا$#" 2
#وی" ا)'م و وب 
و  ى ارب أ.=ان 
 -SE م1 * Q(2ا Q18ش 
 
 Lه ا=A ا7'ن #
'B  ا$Hن وي   
*ی% *ل *L'b2 إن س2ك 
ح (*  1AاJأ (b Bش
24 
G حJیJ2 dه 'شB وآ 
 Jه شJ2 .   27 
*$ ست   و9 ست 
 B "2 1 اJه إ9 اد
 fAV61 
إن ا$2زل ه Q أVا1 
 18واس $P Qی  ا1 
ى ا)Hل یGه ایح إذا 
جت وB23 إن ه)Q  ای% 
  ح
ان یHی2 Jى  =.qي أش آ\
 21ا7 إ9 أ ه أ% 
 
 12 Tوإن وض ا
و2 وإن س aG L2$ود 
26 
 ج`2 *ح2 *\یj وV*" إ
اى د $ ی)S وأض 
إذا 2 Q.9 b* و~ه 
*$زsK(.. Q إن ذ" أس
 Q`إذا ج = "*V ل1 إ$*
 42حL آد ح)" ی 
 L رقV B23  لE أ
ا2]ي 'ق إ1 وشwA ست 
 QSb L6ع ا=  ح 
 w*شون وq1 اإ1 ودو
68 
Q شي ه أ B  أ9
 J# 1 إذنادي اى إ
وه أه)7 أر  ریح 
 JAت ووی 226 23ی ا
  =G12 # ری' ار
 1* ی, ~اه جJي وه
23ا- جرح1   
ا ودر *1 اJیر  
33آf \آك ی T B23د   
وG جQ ا= 12 و2 
 9*]دى    ا,$A رس
47 
 B#وإq 1سK'1 و 1 
ن Gم یء *1 ا$2 98 
 G ادي وإنa* رتر إذا Kی
 J  Lاد إaی 12 ا J 231  
س)12 12 جaذر وسh رب 
 Jر ا  وجوJTر آث
Hیf آ$ زا*Q إL س 
Jى أو ی Q2ن آ_*  ء
ة *ب 2 2" E L
33Jا   
G یم  B23 واحJ أ\  
 Jي وأ% J21ا  
رأی" ]1 ا)sK( Q أه  
 Qو.)" *1 ا)Q ا\ي أ




 27)ه1V B اشح د 
یGد *,s ا$ء یJbش جJه 
 J ا B.ء  ر$ Q#إذا ا
30 
 B شي ه أ Q *
 Lح 2ا  آ jVى س
د 2 J=یd ورة  د  
 K3ب  ا 382 
   
 $# Lم ح1 ج اE
ب B(V ا2' qا B\ L 
36 




ه1 ا)Jر ح#2 وا2#ء آاآ- 
اآ- وا)Jر Gا  ن وش
Q,* J ح2# L ا2س 
 B Q,* ش fأ L $3
37اJر   
و#Q 2س أه ح أ.)ا 
ا *Vف ووجا 2 #
و.ا ج$ ت *1 ا=1 
J2ه و.J جدوا أس* ث 
 9و.ا و*1 ا)d Q اKب 
 n5 ج$ وا L B*b
 q59را 
 







 %Aو1 9 أ1G و*1 اqی" 
 %'Gا Bb12 شر.* J.و




   
ت B 1 ا)ن ., ذآ
L آf حراء ا$Jاj آ)Jر 
38 
    
وآ]ن Vر. L  اGى 
ر  K وا2  وه2 J. د
 B  BاJ %ف ریی#
39\آ1 #" أو س=w ا2)   
 12أ $1 ی \B ایw أ
أ~ إذا  أسw ری" Tدی 
107 




 Qم ودوJ EP 1  ی








اء )#م آ]ن حJی3 در 
 BVر =732 $=Jر 
ا$2 ,$ة ا=' ری 
ر 9 ح2# G$ E اوادف
ح# و9 آ9J دل و9 
 .  45آ.ره 
 ==S ن1 وآ(. Qأورث J




   
' E "#$ا Q* آ]ن ه
م  w*وا$ا K  أردا
إذا .Q   *اش ویJKو 





   
ه .2ة  ا$ان  *ق ح
  fS یو = 2 
 ری وجJ جJایB وآ'% 
 fأه Bی59آ17 ا#  
 B أ Q# L2$وا 2 ی
2ك واqحاس .J ر.Jوا 
J. -= w أ  شق *#
 J$G118إ" وی'1 .) ا 
   
1V B7 اG'% ذات شى 
  JE71ل 
 
 
   
ك ,)ن اqراك   #
  67ی''j * ارس1 ا$وق 
 
 
   
 Bوأح# wE اc جJا و





   
*$ ~)B أدء 9حB ا=' 
   ~)ؤه S=اء . أ*د
ا1 .6 ث =2 إ6V L إذا 
   د وا)Kم دؤه
]ح# 2 B وJا إذا 
جQ 9 ی#7ع اج6ؤه 
 و)#   \اب آ] .2ة 
  Q 2 واساؤه
 =ف اL ا$ور ی  
شر< ح یL'b ا واSد 
118 




إذا .Jت *1 ا)Q ی'ق  
  وإن زت یHداد ح#2 *2ؤه
ف أف = ل یHی27.  
2 ج#$ وحؤه   j اJل  
111  
ان یHی2 Jى =.qي أش آ\
ا7 إ9 أ ه أ% آ]ن 
 J 1 ث*  LاHE
اGى أو *]ر #" \% آ]ن 
 Bر L ث  هH(ا\ي ی
 اbات ..  )%7 
د آ] إذا  'Q ا)E s
 B$2 حH2 رضqش)ا  ا
 یJرج ا\ر 2 و حاش1 
ث ~ ی ح إذا  
 Qای% *1 ا$ط أجv $آ
وای% *1 ا$ط أ*,% ى 
اHل حذرن ای% إذا جت 
وB23 إن ه)Q  ای% ح 
113  
    
Tدت *aادي 2 و)# 
J 2 د \ب آ] ح أ
 7E "#$آ]ن ذآ1 ا
 J'ن واH$ء او ( Hوا
وجJ أدء =2< إL رش] أ 
 Bرجاج J3 و )ی 
 رBSE اVqاف $G Bد 
 *1 ا)E J,b2 Q\ل J 
bb وa dزره هء  




 B(یK\ه aس و9 وJ هء 
 Hاء Jة $Q *5 یى 
 أود E 1*118  
  Q( اf أ*bذا إذا  
ا وه2 أث اوادف 
.. L=,ا J2 L7bف ا7.
)B ا'ى إذا اس  ا$'1 
 wة آ]ن ایا ل ا=2fA أ
J BاJ 2 
  fAى أو ذا* ا$#" ذاGا
122 
    
ل ف أشر< إذا S$ "(س
و*1 د ا#$V 1* Q- ری% 
 آ]ن w ااح Eh ری
 wT نH$ا sی Tو
'J ]رج $#" اqح ث 
إذا .Q * و2) ارد 
120 
    
 ب  أن ریqا B 
 (ا  ا LیJاوى  ا$
38 












The physical presence of the lover himself 
 
Crying Fainting Sickness Prematurely grey-
haired 
Insomniac 
J ذر*Q 12 وVل سح 
 $#1 س  %(Tوأ
 ==T22 
  s 1(#=* Q Jارح$12 *
ذا اJاء ی B23 ح#)1 ز 
ا2س أن داV 1A)1 أQ واc ی 
1(V B23 
ل B23 إذ أSت .2ا  
ا' اqح$ أس1 آ)ت 
ا')ب *Q  )  وأودى 
 44 ...أ.Sي
 
 $* *هج .)H= 1ن .J ی,
 53أ$s $,  ع 
 
 V JجE1  أL  ا
ود1 $ أ1E اJKاة شJ أ9 
.J أرى واc أن رب )ة إذا 
 JیHس 22 Q7ار شJ25ا 
   wش 1 .* cا أ9 
 j7 52آ)J حى " 
- روت ااق ر.1 '
97 
j2 ا2م شJة ا9شق وادآر 
 70ا=)- J ااق 
 %Aو1 9 أ1G و*1 اqی" 
 %'Gا Bb12 شر.* J.و
 Sb37وا 
  ی 3 جدي وآ*1 ش د
واش1 \" أس1 وأوج1 
53 
  
*JGت و أ" إ (TB أه 
=ي L 12 jJض او* 
38 
  %=S 12 # وا 
*$زال یL$2 ح- ج$ 
وأf إL ام حL س 
ج#$1 وش12 وأGت  
#1 ا\ي آQ2 أف 59 
  
 G(ا Aا 12  دا* ی= )
ا  .J ی  $ي G$و ی
  أ1.9  ا ى Gأش cا Lإ
و حق د1 وز* و 
 آب =- * 1V ا=' و
 1G[س S.  نH=ی اV
H  1#یة Gء  L
 46حHی *1 اثق أس 
أی ری% ا'$ل أ ی12 أه  





ع J* ر B23  "2 Q9ح
 482" درة وHار 
أح أآ)د ا$=) آ\ي أرى  
ح  B23 ي  ذآJ(114آ 
  
ی 3 ة   و ذآ" ا52
f 52دت اه إ9 آJا  
 BG12 ز*ة واسوإ9 ا
وجد  س   اjJ ی\رف  
61 
    
 B(T 1G(د یأو آ LG آ6
إL إ واس Q )ة .)1 
73 
    
إذا 7Eت  ذآ 7E B23ة 
 S12 شaون ا *
  109ؤه 
    
ك ر=د< إذا  آرت ا7ف 
 ا)J *ض  اjJ ی$ 
78 
    
 B23 Q$= مآ]ن دع ا ی
 97ی# اشش  






ة $ت  QJ ك  .- (T ثJ= Q  18أ*1 آ یم أ
  
 Qل حي اجJأی L Q2ز1 وآج2 Jأن داع 2" ی   20و
  





  أ9 2 = ج$ وإن $Q ی ور *1 ا$L ی=1 ی=
 =T  يل ا=ة ا- إذا . .J سV 1*   22*$ أ
  
  ه ا=A ا7'ن #B' L  ا$Hن وي   *ی%
ح (*  1AاJأ (b Bك ش2L'b2* Q إن س*  
  224ی و.د1 إL أج1 ,- ا#6ح سح إذن *]ح12 ا$
  
 Jه شJ2 . وآ Bشه 'J2 dیJح G27  
  
 Jادي  رواح و9 رشa و Bدف راحT ت J.  أن L30  
  
J$Gوة ا  Lح) . واشTو J2ه Eت .)1 أ J.  
  وآ آن  'w 2 و.J وجJت  *ق ا\ي وجJوا
  32- أو .J آJت أ$ أن سف رد1 ا=ض ا\ي وردوا إq 1ح#
  
  أذ " ا أن '=h ا2ى )B23 *1 أدL ح1 و9 ح'ي
  36وجور إذا  Q 12 و2 *ح)\ا 1 إذا جورت .)ي 
 
  39ی 12 أL اK B2$B إن آن یم GA  یJر 
  
  JT j(40اي JTاك  اq.) یاك  'Q اaاد *_ن أQ ی
  
 j7  52أ9  اc *1 . شw  آ)J حى " 
  
 
1J أشع $J2 1ه  P9 ا\ي أر 1 2 و  
  ی 3 جدي وآ*1 ش د واش1 \" أس1 وأوج1 
Pع  Q 9 أ17T =- آ حL أ- =Q ا5 





wوث J .\*Q  یJ و$ ا  -AT و....  
ا*\    Eوق   69]وش" .6 2" یم ر12 
  
  E731 *$ '$ ه رأی$ .LG 6  ح- . .)1 
  





The aspects of bodily presence in al-ghazal al-‘udhri @ @ @@ (Qays Lubna@)@@@  
 
The Corporeal: 




contact with the 
beloved 
Gestures: Secret 
body language as a 
means of 
communication 
The phantom of 
the beloved 
The  place of the 
beloved 
 1J وا\E–Q آ  -إن
EیJة ی,B ج ا 
 46وا7ف * 
 و=A ا7'ن ري ی
 $E لb$و$ح ا
G#47و 
.J زارGV 1 6 *]ر.12  
  jJق أذري ا' Q(*
109 
و أح))Q أرG وG أ.) 
 اا V19إث  و  
إذا  'Q ش)ا  اqرض 
 JیH  Lا) ح  Qأزح
L ش)  آ ی 2 إذا 
'Q و آSK ا)ن 
 Sb7,52$ ا 
 Q$ي  أ#L وأ
   ا2س  اEت 
 jج63 ا$, 
   =آ]ن ه)ب ای%  
أرG ی3 *ت ا$#" 
  41وا2) اJ2ا 
) یة ر ا=B ا 
 Eر QV '$5 إذآ
w72$81ا 
وإ1 $'ق إL ری% ج) 
 B2ج Lق ادری5 إاش آ$
 Jb124ا 
ه اS) إ9 أن أJT *6 أرى   




" دة [ 1# L تJش
 w "2 ج 90رداح وأن ا
Bو  و حA$ت ح$ ی
 1Sا 'bء یا$ L
ان ا*1 9 یJSرن 2 ح
جB و9 ه  د ا=ض 
دوان ]جJ 12 ح شق 
وB " وG اJو 
1 J155ا
   L2( أ5 اب أر" ی
  19و9 أQ  أ#5 ا 
ی أآ$ ا2س  .ن إJ. Lم 
 وأح# ا2س ذا ثب وی
 ا, J j ا2م  ) 
  إ" $`  109وی
     
 
 
The physical presence of the lover himself 
 
Crying Fainting Sickness Prematurely grey-
haired 
Insomniac 
ه ا=- إ9 )ة ث ز*ة وح 
  L اqح'ء 5  د
و*s دع # إذا Jا 2 
  43  أرG  یG ی)Jو 
L 6ء Q.9 J  آ1 )2 
  20 أس  ا'ا 
*$ أ إن L2( Q جj إذا  
 jجم ا$,2 Q اس
وآf ی2م ا$ء #' 
Gس  * Lسqا j  ىا 
  59روادع 
 B,ی L2(  ى\. Q وه
إذا ذآت *J Qا  ي 
50 
Q * ؤوا $  
وا.L و.ا  SJواء 
أJ* 1اوا1 وVل  ب 
 L.< ا6* إ1 *]Eا
 Jوا7)- و یK 12  ی
V6A و9  ی$212 ا7)- 





 G(ا Aا 12  دا* ی2$
و ی\ه)ا  .J أج $ي 
51 
س 9 یSب  دواء أTب  
ا=-  *2ح و\ اى 
 # حL ا< آ)ي ا
36Jاح ا 
  
- 9 یw  اى   *
 jJ B(S   53وی 
  %Aرا B'ا L2(  "وإ
یs ا\ي 7ى  
 % 39ا ا
  
ه$ ح 1  آ6ه$ *aاد 
 =و ]. اJه داj إذا 
 .ن J$* B' ءG(ا Jأ
jV 5$'66 ا 
L2 و)J L2 .5  ح- ) 
داء .5 وا=- داء شJیJ وإذا 
د1 ااJA ی .Q ا 
 L2( Q J9 أرى  أری
9 د  د1 ث أ.,L إ
 $, J*$ ید وی% .5 
 J$ 2 -* (E داء 2 
41 
  
 1  L2( وا ی Q
1  74وجت \ ]یQ 12 د
  L ( تیP -=و
ب وى  یJی ش=
 jجشq66ا 
  
إذا أH QیQ اى أو آ 
ع #ق J ات( Q92أ 
وح- Jا  # وان ~ه  
وح- Jى #1  اوح 
أf7 وح- ه اJاء اء 
 f2  ذآ Jو 1 *]د
78 
  
 QG وآ إf إذا  QG
Q .ی2 Gه 112 
L ]و< واشLG إذا ذآت )2 
  ]و< =$م  ا)6
 B2 ~ Q= 1=,وی Q(ی
 A( 105 ر1G( w  ا
  
*_ن ا$ل ا jJ آ$ 
 jی# E يJ131ذآ" وح 
  و=- Pیت ) L ش=





آ]L2(  1 س #J ی   






Q B,  * Q أQ 1 .) *ا. وه ج *ت ا
J. 1 "12 آ]_* # "2 1G V*،  Q,. ،%ذری 33ی  
  
j إ $ت أو حة*  L2( -ح 12 ی\ J  
  *_ن ا$ت أروح  حة Jوم L ا)J وا'ت
Q  إذن* 2 H ن.qل ا1  و.و* Q   34ح
  
  و\ اى حL ا< آ)ي ا # اJاح
  G*37د ی\ی جع ا$2ی و س< ذ" 9ساح 
  
J2ه Q. ة و$و   6ن ا\ي  و*1 وة ا\ري إن Q أس
 J .أج  ی]12 و L12 إ  أ J.  3 143و  
  
  - Jى #1  اوح أf7 وح- Jا  # وان ~ه وح
f  وح- ه اJاء اء 2  ذآ Jو 1 *]د
fb Qح J.  L   *6 أ 2 #ی% *$Q و9 ه
 fS2 1 6(ل اV إن Q  78* ح) زQ حL .12 و9 أ
  
Q. اةJ رتJ. 1  Jرت وء  ی#:  و أ
 2 Q$ت ا52 ح س=100 وذاك  .   
  





The aspects of bodily presence in al-ghazal al-‘udhri@@ @@  (Diwa@n Kuthayyir ‘Azzah)@@@  
 
 
The Corporeal:  




contact with the 
beloved 
Gestures: Secret 
body language as a 
means of 
communication 
The phantom of 
the beloved 
The  place of the 
beloved 
 Bیb 7$رود ا ه, ا='
ج$  اq=$1 ا2$'- 
40 
 Hة ه ا52 2  ى
 -S*  س)6 أو 42إ 
Sا هی 1ء ی B آ (
 J. ح6م *1 آqا و $2
86 
Vف اbل qه Hة ه2 
 1J اJو *ج 1 أحHا
235 
 حG 9 أح)  1Pو
وأآ3 ه  ا)Q وه ج2- 
36  
 وذي أش \ب اب آ]
إذا ر أرداف ا3ی ا#ا% 
 QT wری1 أ* = Bج 
ادي ش' Kا wS
 70 ا$ دح
 
 
وا$Q ی2' أن 5$  
دا E أن یاك Jbوی 76#  
*].#$Q 9 أ#H Lة ة  
 12 JجآJت أJي ا
ا$ $ $ 'B أوQ وان 




  6E1 ه\ا رH jة *
 Qح dح Gث ا $GT.
و# ا آن .J 5 جJه 
6 ح dQ و~Q و و~
 $G2 cا و9 ]س أن ی$=
  QT dح $T إذا ذ
54 
 J2 "أن د أك 2
دی Sد 2" اوإس 
 69را%
أح- ~B2 و2ت #1 إ 
ادي T   90  
   1إذا . ه\ي دار Hة .د
إ" اى واس 12 
 99ا)ادر 
 f2ا' 'اف ی  V
أس إذا  .J ا=1 وا% 
71 
Tل إL ا1  وإq 1س$
ن شء ذآه وازدیره Gی
109  
   (=  Hور  ح
و < س $ أQ هج 
103 
 اbات ا)s ود ج# 
 Jه  BوثJأح Q,إذا  ا
84 
 1$V 9وإq 1س]1 و
,اH Aة .J ج$Q  ا
110  
   
 Qست وآ J. bم اوی
رداء اS-  ر اد 




و  6ء jJ *1 ض إذا 
دQ و2 *1 ساد و 
 Gوس *1 ا ج3
 أثd اQ(2 ذي \ر جد
أL#2 إذ دع وه1 د Jه 
 (Sق ا 103آ$ 
     
 J آ J اA حل Hی2 
ص Jا# A1E ا
 2 Hbث إزار اره Sی
B رداح آ#ه هA اب 
106ره  
     
*$ رو BH=ن B(V ا3ى 
ی$ اJ2ى ج3 ث واره 
]V-  أردان Hة ه2 
 -Vل اJ2$ تJ.أو J.و
ره 110 
     
  * .7B$2 أ 6ث 
 f*]ه 2 Sbا 124وأ 
     
ا.ن  در ر ا$]آ] ح 
=  أس6آ #w و) 
 L أJTا )w آ]
 wب ا$  ا2 130  
     
*$ ~)B أدء وا=B اا 
2 إL د ا6ل Hا 
 Bی أراآ  Q=
 SKإذا ا  و7
V ]ح# 2 B وJا 
 Gط ش2 QوجJا إذا دا
153 




 أن Hة EQ$T ش5$ 
 w* J2 #=1 ا* L=,ا
  L,153 
     
س) \ب ایT wف 
و ر.w ا23ی رد  ی 
  B(~ Jج L لد وأس
اqدم حراء ا$JاHK jل 
وأj اق آ]ن اهHاز< إذا 
اQS وع هHة 
S2... $ *  -V[
 $V 181ذاق. 
     
ول *,ل اJرع ذي 
 وأ)Q ا=  E اض
 $S Lح  
 وآQ ساری *6 ی]ا
J  Jن جور اG أن ی
 L 1 ا$2 وح آ]Jو
$[* LJ J. آم J.2  
 اHb 9 fى إذا ای% 
L Q 2 ذا ا7 Sأ
 197ا$2$2$ 











The physical presence of the lover himself 
 
Crying Fainting Sickness Prematurely grey-
haired 
Insomniac 
#1 وا12  Qوراج
(TB و*Q د1 )ة 
  B'E29 ا2ى 
   Lذآاك ح  Qز و
آ]12 أ ]آ2ف اJیر س- 
36 
م #Jا إذا  $   Qأ
ي  و.ده = 85أو.Jت 
و آQ2 أدري .) Hة  
 Lح -ا)G و9 جت ا
 Q54  
   B,1 ی Qح J. J(و1 آ
إذا س$ ا ان ~JS Qع 
116 
و1 2" أیم إذا ش=h ا2ى  
  ال و6ت Hول V
206 
 122. Jی و1 ز*ات 
 Q J. L2$1 ]1 اا1 ا
56  
  Q~ 52ا إذا ذآ  $آ]
 G*1 أرد ا  ا
159 
  
 Q  نا2 ت S إذا
  $J64 j ا2 ا ج 
$ي ` آن اaاد    
 ا2ى LK س$ إ1 إذن #
*_ ی12 ام أJي ج6دة 
1 $ي =Q ذاك آ _*
110   
  
آ]ن دع 12 یم Q د9ة 
 j*ط  یی اة J 
 G %$ٍق سی% ارد سا
  65ی 
وإن  *1 2" داء bا   




Hة هج ا'ق *jJ س*% 
 %T دم J. ن ورسK
76  
ل اB2 ا,$ي "   




أ.ل $ء ا أ  $ 
ى  A- اجJ ی'J 9 ی
78  




J ه ت سJى وVل 
JTوده وود 12 د 
  84وسده 
     
أ  شJت Jاة 2 
ج2ء اJAات L وسدي 
90  
     
 أQ )ات  س م آ]
 j  $115B دج إس *
     
 Lع ا حو*Q د
ادي اى  ی5  $آ]
 =G K3ا إذا .Q أس
رت ا )G اء 
  159وJ Jاj ح 
     
إذا ذآت K L'" )ة 
ل  J نا2 177   
     
 LGا Bع ا واهآ]ن د
وQ ء ب یم ذاك 
س  2G Eق اآ 
Eزه *]رE2 وا#  
 ..  E* ت[و.ا 
* G(وا (Sا Lأش G(ا Q
 1K 180إذن  
     
وإن ش=Q7 ی QG وإن 
 3Gواس Q\ Qد
  192Hا 
     
إذا ذر*Q 2ي أ \ى 
وHة  یJري ا7)- .\اه$ 
204  







# K جیة و5   و9  یJه  Q. J.84و  
  
  G*87" * ا ا$$J أ.Jي د ی أم $و ه. 
  
 J م أو1 * .A  أج" ه\ا هB ا  88وآ E راء
  
ده وت إذا 9.ك 2 ازوراره    110ه1 ا  9." ی
  




The aspects of bodily presence in al-ghazal al-‘udhri  (Diwa@n ‘Urwah@@@ ) 
 
 
The Corporeal:  
description of the 
beloved’s body 
Desire: Longing for 
physical contact 
with the beloved 
Gestures: Secret 
body language as 
a means of 
communication 
The phantom of 
the beloved 
The  place of the 
beloved 
J EPو ي  اء أ
 -,E آ J25ی 2  
` آن د ا$ء 7'ن Tدی 
-(= 23إ1 ح)) إ  
و ه إ9 أن أراه * ءة 
Q[*22 حL  أآد أج-   
   
B$2  ی]ت  ش) و9 
J46ه J3ي  ث$ن   
 12Q2$  وجJي اء أ
51إزار  =Q ا$ ی$ن   
 
 
   
 $Jار إذا  حآ]ن وش
 ة س#ن 2 Q.و
یJ[ sان  ه$ 




ان ی,7ن Eر ه$و23
 Q$ J. نو=$ ح
7.47ر  ا زاء )Jان   
 
 
The physical presence of the lover himself 
 




 ")" )Gء qن 1 أواT وأ
2 33  
  1و.Q اف ا$B داو
" إن أأ12 7)- _*24  
أE 9)ا1 أی اج6ن  
 ا2م إن ا'ق 2 
Jا1  وآf ی\ ا2م أم 
آT $V f ا2م 1 
  51إن آ2$ Sن 
أ*1 آ یم أQ رام 6ده 2 
#ه$ .ن  و2ي  أو*Q ا
'Hا *2ا $].$ إ9 ه$ Gن 
34  
  $اآ)Jا أ#Q ر* آ]*
 -(V اتJ.  25ی\ $
م دون  أ1 هى 9 
 J. ىA و1E ه
 1  37ش12 وا
 Bي  ح- اء .حJ(آ L
  36و2ي  وج J Gن 
 1 ا]س أو داء ام ش 





وأورث12 $ وآ وح#ة 
  41وأورثQ 12 داA ا$6ن 
  2( $G L' 12 ا
1 ا,  اء ی *ن 
و* =$ .6 وأ$ د.. 






 V[* L=,ز*ات ا Q$=
  45وH 1*ات ا'1 یJان 
  $Gح B$اف ا Qج
واف  J إن ه$ 
1  39...ش




أاء آ  ز*ة .J أذ.12 وحHن 
أ ا $6ن * أن 12 ذي 
هى * د Q د 2ي 
  (48Jران 
إذن =$6 =$ .6 وأ$  
ن bا Aدا و.) .42د.  
   
    Qb fى =- آ Q#أ
2 1ج  ج#$1 وآf ا
43  
   
و آQ اء  دf دوى    
 Jي  آ2ن *7 BوJ
آ12  أJ=$ 1ث حJی3 
 1   49وإن ج و




 -  ء اش Gى و  26و  )1 ت ا$=) *1 ا
  
(ا1 آ أJا *م إ1 أرا1 ام Eن  أآ   
م و   29ی22$# *_1  س إذا ت ر.ب ا
  
  أ9 ی ا1 دB2 اJار 2 أSم  اء 2=)ن؟
16G* $Gوآی L=$1 إ ذه)9 *    *_ن آن ح
نbا Aدا و.) .د. .6 وأ$ إذن =$6 =$  
  ج2)1 وازدردا1آ61 أآ6  ی ا2س 3 و9 ,$ 
  42و9 ی$ ا2س  آن 1 و9 ی7$ ا7  \ران 
  
  *5Q $1 یم *ق 22 س1 ا# $Hوج '- ی$ن 
  
 ج$ و2 إذا = 2 $2 آ2ن = Q*44 
